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This Section Addresses the Following Specifications: 

NUREG-1430 ANO-1 ITS NUREG-1430 Title 

3.2.1 3.2.1 Regulating Rod Insertion Limits 
3.2.2 3.2.2 AXIAL POWER SHAPING ROD (APSR) Insertion 

Limits 
3.2.3 3.2.3 AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE Operating Limits 
3.2.4 3.2.4 QUADRANT POWER TILT (QPT) 
3.2.5 3.2.5 Power Peaking Factors
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Regulating Rod Insertion Limits 
3.2.1

3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS 

3.2.1 Regulating Rod Insertion Umits

LCO 3.2.1 Regulating rod groups shall be within the physical insertion, sequence, 
and overlap limits specified in the COLR.
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Not required for any regulating rod repositioned to perform SR 3.1.4.2.

APPLICABIUTY: MODES 1 and 2.

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. Regulating rod groups A.1. NOTE 
inserted in restricted Only required when 
operation region. THERMAL POWER is 

> 20% RTP.  

Perform SR 3.2.5.1. Once per 2 hours 

AND 

A.2 Restore regulating rod 24 hours from 
groups to within acceptable discovery of failure to 
region, meet the LCO 

B. Required Action and B.1 Reduce THERMAL 2 hours 
associated Completion POWER to less than or 
Time of Condition A not equal to THERMAL 
met POWER allowed by 

regulating rod group 
insertion limits.  

C. Regulating rod groups C.1 Restore regulating rod 4 hours 
sequence or overlap groups to within limits.  
requirements not met.
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Regulating Rod Insertion Umits 
3.2.1

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

D. Regulating rod groups D.1 Initiate boration to restore 15 minutes 
inserted in unacceptable SDM to within the limit 
operation region, provided in the COLR.  

AND 

D.2.1 Restore regulating rod 2 hours 
groups to within restricted 
operation region.  

OR 

D.2.2 Reduce THERMAL 2 hours 
POWER to less than or 
equal to the THERMAL 
POWER allowed by the 
regulating rod group 
insertion limits.  

E. Required Actions and E.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
associated Completion 
Times of Conditions C 
or D not met.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.2.1.1 Verify regulating rod groups are within the sequence 12 hours 
and overlap limits as specified in the COLR.  

SR 3.2.1.2 Verify regulating rod groups meet the insertion limits 12 hours 
as specified in the COLR.
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APSR Insertion Limits 

3.2.2 

3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS 

K> 3.2.2 AXIAL POWER SHAPING ROD (APSR) Insertion Umits 

LCO 3.2.2 APSRs shall be positioned within the limits specified in the COLR.

APPLICABILITY: 

ACTIONS

MODES I and 2.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. APSRs not within limits. A.1 NOTE 
Only required when 
THERMAL POWER is 
> 20% RTP.  

Perform SR 3.2.5.1. Once per 2 hours 

AND 

A.2 Restore APSRs to within 24 hours 
limits.  

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
associated Completion 
Time not met.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.2.2.1 Verify APSRs are within acceptable limits specified 12 hours 
in the COLR.
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AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE Operating Limits 
3.2.3 

3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS 

3.2.3 AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE Operating Umits

LCO 3.2.3 

APPLICABILITY:

AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE shall be maintained within the limits 
specified in the COLR.  

MODE 1 with THERMAL POWER > 40% RTP.

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. AXIAL POWER A.1 Perform SR 3.2.5.1. Once per2 hours 
IMBALANCE not within 
limits. AND 

A.2 Reduce AXIAL POWER 24 hours 
IMBALANCE to within 
limits.  

B. Required Action and B.1 Reduce THERMAL 4 hours 
associated Completion POWER to < 40% RTP.  
Time not met.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.2.3.1 Verify AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE is within limits as 12 hours 
specified in the COLR.
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QPT 
3.2.4

3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS 

3.2.4 QUADRANT POWER TILT (QPT)

LCO 3.2.4 

APPLICABILITY: 

ACTIONS

CONDITION

A. QPT greater than the 
steady state limits 
specified in the COLR.

QPT shall be maintained less than or equal to the steady state limits 
specified in the COLR.  

MODE 1 with THERMAL POWER > 20% RTP.

REQUIRED ACTION

A.1.1 Perform SR 3.2.5.1.  

OR 

A.1.2.1 Reduce THERMAL 
POWER > 2% RTP from 
the ALLOWABLE 
THERMAL POWER for 
each 1% of OPT greater 
than the steady state limit 

AND 

A.1.2.2 Reduce nuclear overpower 
based on Reactor Coolant 
System flow and AXIAL 
POWER IMBALANCE trip 
setpoint > 2% RTP from the 
ALLOWABLE THERMAL 
POWER for each 1% of 
QPT greater than the 
steady state limit.  

AND

COMPLETION TIME
-,

Once per 2 hours

2 hours 

OR 

2 hours after last 
performance of 
SR 3.2.5.1

110 hours

OR 

10 hours after last 
performance of 
SR 3.2.5.1 

(continued)
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QPT 
3.2.4

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. (continued) A.1.2.3 Reduce the regulating 10 hours 
group insertion limits given 
in the COLR > 2% RTP OR 
from the ALLOWABLE 
THERMAL POWER for 10 hours after last 
each 1% of QPT greater performance of 
than the steady state limit. SR 3.2.5.1 

AND 

A.1.2.4 Reduce the Operational 10 hours 
Power Imbalance Setpoints 
given in the COLR > 2% OR 
RTP from the ALLOWABLE 
THERMAL POWER for 10 hours after last 
each 1% of QPT greater performance of 
than the steady state limit. SR 3.2.5.1 

AND 

A.2 Restore QPT to less than 24 hours from 
or equal to the steady state discovery of failure to 
limit. meet the LCO 

B. Required Action and B.1 Reduce THERMAL 2 hours 
associated Completion POWER to < 60% of the 
Time of Condition A not ALLOWABLE THERMAL 
met. POWER.  

AND 

B.2 Reduce nuclear overpower 10 hours 
trip setpoint to <65.5% of 
the ALLOWABLE 
THERMAL POWER.  

C. Required Action and C.1 Reduce THERMAL 4 hours 
associated Completion POWER to <20% RTP.  
Time for Condition B not 
met 

D. QPT greater than the D.1 Reduce THERMAL 4 hours 
maximum limit specified in POWER to •20% RTP.  
the COLR.
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QPT 
3.2.4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.2.4.1 Verify QPT is within limits as specified in the COLR. 7 days 

AND 

When QPT has 
been restored to 
less than or equal 
to the steady state 
limit, 1 hour for 12 
consecutive hours, 
or until verified 
acceptable at 
> 95% RTP
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Power Peaking 
3.2.5

3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS 

/ 3.2.5 Power Peaking

LCO 3.2.5 

APPLICABILITY:

Linear Heat Rate (LHR) shall be within the limits specified in the COLR.  

MODE I with THERMAL POWER > 20% RTP.

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. LHR not within limits. A.1 Reduce THERMAL 2 hours 
POWER to restore LHR to 
within limits.  

B. Required Action and B.1 Reduce THERMAL 4 hours 
associated Completion POWER to <20% RTP.  
Time not met.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.2.5.1 N O TE 
Only required to be performed when specified in 
LCO 3.1.8, -PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions 
MODE 1," or when complying with Required Actions 
of LCO 3.1.4, 'CONTROL ROD Group Alignment 
Limitsm; LCO 3.2.1, *Regulating Rod Insertion Limitsm; 
LCO 3.2.2, -AXIAL POWER SHAPING ROD (APSR) 
Insertion Umitse; LCO 3.2.3, "AXIAL POWER 
IMBALANCE Operating Umitse; LCO 3.2.4, 
QUADRANT POWER TILT (QPT).' 

Verify LHR is within limits by using the Incore As specified by the 
Detector System to obtain a power distribution map. applicable LCO(s)
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Regulating Rod Insertion Limits 
B 3.2.1 

B 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS 

B 3.2.1 Regulating Rod Insertion Limits 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

The insertion limits of the regulating rods are initial condition assumptions used in 
all safety analyses that assume rod insertion upon reactor trip. The insertion limits 
directly affect the core power distributions, the worth of a potential ejected rod, the 
assumptions of SDM, and the initial reactivity insertion rate.  

The applicable criteria for these reactivity and power distribution design 
requirements are described in SAR, Section 1.4, GDC 10, "Reactor Design," GDC 
26, "Reactivity Control System Redundancy and Capability," GDC 28, "Reactivity 
Limits" (Ref. 1), and in 10 CFR 50.46, "Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core 
Cooling Systems for Ught Water Nuclear Power Reactors" (Ref. 2).  

Limits on regulating rod insertion have been established, and all rod positions are 
monitored and controlled during power operation to ensure that the power 
distribution and reactivity limits defined by the design power peaking and SDM limits 
are not violated.  

The regulating rod groups operate with a predetermined amount of position overlap, 
in order to approximate a linear relation between rod worth and rod position 
(integral rod worth). To achieve this approximately linear relationship, the regulating 
rod groups are withdrawn and operated in a predetermined sequence. The 
automatic control system controls reactivity by moving the regulating rod groups in 
sequence within analyzed ranges. The group sequence and overlap limits are 
specified in the COLR.  

The regulating rods are used for precise reactivity control of the reactor. The 
positions of the regulating rods are normally controlled automatically by the 
automatic control system but can also be controlled manually. They are capable of 
rapid reactivity changes compared with borating or diluting the Reactor Coolant 
System (RCS).  

The power density at any point In the core must be limited to maintain specified 
acceptable fuel design limits, including limits that ensure that the criteria specified in 
10 CFR 50.46 (Ref. 2) are not violated. Together, LCO 3.2.1, "Regulating Rod 
Insertion Umits," LCO 3.2.2, "AXIAL POWER SHAPING ROD (APSR) Insertion 
Limits," LCO 3.2.3, "AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE Operating Limits," and LCO 3.2.4, 
"QUADRANT POWER TILT (QPT)," provide limits on control component operation 
and on monitored process variables to ensure that the core operates within the 
linear heat rate limits in the COLR. Operation within the linear heat rate limits given 
in the COLR prevents power peaks that would exceed the loss of coolant accident 
(LOCA) limits derived from the analysis of the Emergency Core Cooling Systems
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Regulating Rod Insertion Umits 
83.2.1 

(ECCS) and prevents departure from nucleate boiling (DNB) during a loss of forced 
reactor coolant flow accident. In addition to the linear heat rate limits, certain 
reactivity limits are met by regulating rod Insertion limits. The regulating rod 
insertion limits also restrict the ejected CONTROL ROD worth to the values 
assumed in the safety analysis and support the minimum required SDM in 
MODES I and 2.  

This LCO is required to minimize fuel cladding failures that breach the primary 
fission product barrier and release fission products into the reactor coolant in the 
event of a LOCA, loss of flow accident, ejected rod accident, or other postulated 
accidents requiring termination by a Reactor Protection System trip function.  

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES 

The fuel cladding must not sustain damage as a result of normal operation or 
abnormalities. The LCOs governing regulating rod insertion, APSR position, AXIAL 
POWER IMBALANCE, and QPT preclude core power distributions that violate the 
following fuel design criteria: 

a. During a large break LOCA, the peak cladding temperature must not exceed 
22000F (Ref. 2).  

b. During a loss of forced reactor coolant flow accident, there must be at least 
95% probability at the 95% confidence level (the 95/95 DNB criterion) that 
the hot fuel rod in the core does not experience a DNB condition.  

c. During an ejected rod accident, the fission energy input to the fuel must not 
exceed 280 caegm (Ref. 4).  

d. The CONTROL RODS must be capable of shutting down the reactor with a 
minimum required SDM which assumes the highest worth CONTROL ROD 
stuck fully withdrawn.  

Fuel cladding damage does not occur when the core is operated outside the 
conditions of these LCOs during normal operation. However, fuel cladding damage 
could result if an accident occurs with the simultaneous violation of one or more of 
the LCOs limiting the regulating rod position, the APSR position, the AXIAL 
POWER IMBALANCE, and the QPT. This potential for fuel cladding damage exists 
because changes in the power distribution can cause increased power peaking and 
correspondingly increased local linear heat rates (LHRs).  

The SDM requirement is met by limiting the regulating and safety rod insertion limits 
such that sufficient inserted reactivity is available in the rods to shut down the 
reactor to hot zero power with a reactivity margin that assumes that the maximum 
worth rod remains fully withdrawn upon trip (Ref. 4). Operation at the SDM based 
regulating rod insertion limit may also indicate that the maximum ejected rod worth 
could be equal to the limiting value.
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Regulating Rod Insertion Limits 
B 3.2.1 

Operation at the regulating rod insertion limits may cause the local core power to 
approach the maximum linear heat generation rate or peaking factor with the 
allowed QPT present.  

The regulating rod and safety rod insertion limits ensure that the safety analysis 
assumptions for SDM, ejected rod worth, and power distribution peaking factors 
remain valid (Refs. 3 and 4).  

The regulating rod insertion limits LCO satisfies Criterion 2 of 10 CFR 50.36 
(Ref. 5).  

LCO 

The limits on regulating rod group physical insertion, sequence, and overlap, as 
defined in the COLR, must be maintained because they ensure that the resulting 
power distribution is within the range of analyzed power distributions and that the 
SDM and ejected rod worth are maintained.  

The overlap between regulating groups provides more uniform rates of reactivity 
insertion and withdrawal and is imposed to maintain acceptable power peaking 
during regulating rod motion.  

Error adjusted maximum allowable setpoints for regulating rod insertion are 
provided in the COLR. The setpoints are derived by an adjustment of the 
measurement system independent limits to allow for THERMAL POWER level 
uncertainty and rod position errors.  

LCO 3.2.1 has been modified by a Note that suspends the LCO requirement for 
those regulating rods not within the limits of the COLR solely due to testing in 
accordance with SR 3.1.4.2, which verifies the freedom of the rods to move. This 
SR may require the regulating rods to move below the LCO limit, out of group 
sequence, or beyond group overlap requirements, which would otherwise violate 
the LCO.  

APPLICABILITY 

The regulating rod physical insertion, sequence, and overlap limits shall be 
maintained with the reactor in MODES 1 and 2. These limits maintain the validity of 
the assumed power distribution, ejected rod worth, SDM, and reactivity rate 
insertion assumptions used in the safety analyses. Applicability in MODES 3, 4, 
and 5 is not required, because neither the power distribution nor ejected rod worth 
assumptions are exceeded in these MODES. SDM in MODES 3, 4, and 5 is 
governed by LCO 3.1.1, "SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM).u
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Regulating Rod Insertion Limits 
B 3.2.1 

ACTIONS 

The regulating rod insertion setpoints provided in the COLR are based on the initial 
conditions assumed in the accident analyses and on the SDM. Specifically, 
separate insertion setpoints are specified to determine whether the unit is operating 
in violation of the initial conditions (e.g., the range of power distributions) assumed 
in the accident analyses or whether the unit is in violation of the SDM or ejected rod 
worth limits. Separate insertion setpoints are provided because different Required 
Actions and Completion Times apply, depending on which insertion setpoint has 
been violated. The area between the boundaries of the acceptable operation and 
unacceptable operation regions, illustrated on the regulating rod insertion setpoint 
figures in the COLR, is the restricted operation region. The actions required when 
operation occurs in the restricted operation region are described under Condition A.  
The actions required when operation occurs in the unacceptable operation region 
are described under Condition D. The actions required when operation occurs with 
the regulating rod group sequence or overlap requirements not met are described 
under Condition C.  

A.1 

Operation with the regulating rods in the restricted operation region shown on the 
regulating rod insertion setpoint figures specified in the COLR potentially violates 
the LOCA LHR limits, or the loss of flow accident DNB peaking limits.  

For verification that LHRs are within their limits, SR 3.2.5.1 is performed using the 
Incore Detector System to obtain a three dimensional power distribution map.  
Verification that LHRs are within their limits ensures that operation with the 
regulating rods inserted into the restricted operation region does not violate the 
ECCS or DNB criteria. The required Completion Time of 2 hours is acceptable in 
that it allows the operator sufficient time for obtaining a power distribution map and 
for verifying the LHRs. Repeating SR 3.2.5.1 every 2 hours is acceptable because 
it ensures that continued verification of the LHRs is performed as core conditions 
(primarily regulating rod insertion and induced xenon redistribution) change.  

Monitoring the LHRs does not provide verification that the reactivity insertion rate on 
the rod trip or the ejected rod worth limit is maintained, because worth is a reactivity 
parameter rather than a power peaking parameter. However, if the COLR figures 
do not show that a rod insertion setpoint is ejected rod worth limited, then the 
ejected rod worth is no more limiting than the SDM based rod insertion limit in the 
core design. Ejected rod worth limits are independently maintained by the Required 
Actions of Conditions A and D.  

Required Action A.1 is modified by a Note that requires the performance of 
SR 3.2.5.1 only when THERMAL POWER Is greater than 20% RTP. This 
establishes a Required Action that is consistent with the Applicability of LCO 3.2.5, 
"Power Peaking."
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Regulating Rod Insertion Umits 
B 3.2.1 

A.2 

Indefinite operation with the regulating rods inserted in the restricted operation 
region is not prudent. Even if power peaking monitoring per Required Action A.1 is 
continued, reactivity limits may not be met and the abnormal regulating rod insertion 
may cause an adverse xenon redistribution, may cause the limits on AXIAL 
POWER IMBALANCE to be exceeded, or may adversely affect the long term fuel 
depletion pattern. Therefore, restoration of regulating rod groups to within their 
limits is required within 24 hours after discovery of failure to meet the requirements 
of this LCO. This required Completion Time is reasonable based on the low 
probability of an event occurring simultaneously with the limit out of specification in 
this relatively short time period. In addition, it precludes long term depletion with 
abnormal group insertions, thereby limiting the potential for an adverse xenon 
redistribution.  

If the regulating rods cannot be positioned within the acceptable operation region 
shown on the figures in the COLR within the required Completion Time (i.e., 
Required Action A.2 not met), then the setpoints can be restored by reducing the 
THERMAL POWER to a value allowed by the regulating rod insertion setpoints in 
the COLR. The required Completion Time of 2 hours is sufficient to allow the 
operator to complete the power reduction in an orderly manner and without 
challenging the unit systems. Operation for up to 2 hours more in the restricted 
operation region shown in the COLR is acceptable, based on the low probability of 
an event occurring simultaneously with the regulating rod position out of 
specification in this relatively short time period.  

C.1 

Operation with the regulating rod groups out of sequence or with the group overlap 
limits exceeded may represent a condition beyond the assumptions used in the 
safety analyses. The design calculations assume no deviation in nominal overlap 
between regulating rod groups. However, small deviations in group overlap, as 
allowed by the COLR, may occur and would not cause significant differences in 
core reactivity, in power distribution, or rod worth, relative to the design calculations.  
Group sequence must be maintained because design calculations assume the 
regulating rods withdraw and insert in a predetermined order. The Completion Time 
of 4 hours is intended to restdct operation In this condition because of the potential 
severity associated with gross violations of group sequence or overlap 
requirements. The 4 hour Completion Time is based on operating experience which 
supports the restoration time without unnecessarily challenging unit operation and 
the low probability of an event occurring simultaneously with the limit out of 
specification.
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Regulating Rod Insertion Limits 
B 3.2.1 

D.1 

Operation in the unacceptable operation region shown on the figures in the COLR 
corresponds to power operation with an SDM less than the minimum required value 
or with the ejected rod worth greater than the allowable value. The regulating rods 
may be inserted too far to provide sufficient negative reactivity insertion following a 
reactor trip and the ejected rod worth may exceed its initial condition limit.  
Therefore, the RCS boron concentration must be increased to restore the regulating 
rod insertion to a value that preserves the SDM and ejected rod worth limits. The 
required Completion Time of 15 minutes to initiate boration is reasonable, based on 
limiting the potential xenon redistribution, the low probability of an accident 
occurring in this relatively short time period, and the number of steps required to 
complete this Action. This period allows the operator sufficient time for aligning the 
required valves and for starting the boric acid pumps. Boration continues until the 
regulating rod group positions are restored to at least within the restricted operation 
region, which restores the minimum SDM and reduces the potential ejected rod 
worth to within its limit 

D.2.1 

The required Completion Time of 2 hours from initial discovery of a regulating rod 
group in the unacceptable operation region until its restoration to within the 
restricted operation region shown on the figures in the COLR allows sufficient time 
for borated water to enter the RCS from the chemical addition and makeup and 
purification systems, thereby allowing the regulating rods to be withdrawn to the 
restricted operation region. Operation in the restricted operation region for up to 
2 hours is reasonable, based on limiting the potential for an adverse xenon 
redistribution, the low probability of an accident occurring in this relatively short time 
period, and the number of steps required to complete this Action.  

Q.2.2 

The SDM and ejected rod worth limit can also be restored by reducing the 
THERMAL POWER to a value allowed by the regulating rod insertion setpoints in 
the COLR. The required Completion Time of 2 hours is sufficient to allow the 
operator to complete the power reduction in an orderly manner and without 
challenging the unit systems. Operation for up to 2 hours in the restricted operation 
region shown in the COLR is acceptable, based on the low probability of an event 
occurring simultaneously with the limit out of specification in this relatively short time 
period. In addition, it precludes long term depletion with abnormal group insertions 
or configurations and limits the potential for an adverse xenon redistribution.  

E..  

If the Required Actions and associated Completion Times of Conditions C or D are 
not met, then the reactor Is placed in MODE 3, in which this LCO does not apply.  
This Action ensures that the reactor does not continue operating in violation of the
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Regulating Rod Insertion Limits 
B 3.2.1 

peaking limits, the ejected rod worth, the reactivity insertion rate assumed as initial 
conditions in the accident analyses, or the required minimum SDM assumed in the 
accident analyses. The required Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based 
on operating experience regarding the amount of time required to reach MODE 3 
from RTP without challenging unit systems.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.2.1.1 

This Surveillance ensures that the sequence and overlap limits are not violated. A 
Surveillance Frequency of 12 hours is acceptable because little rod motion occurs 
during this period due to fuel bumup. Also, the Frequency takes into account other 
information available in the control room for monitoring the status of the regulating 
rods.  

SR 3.2.1.2 

Verification of the regulating rod insertion setpoints as specified in the COLR at a 
Frequency of 12 hours is sufficient to detect regulating rod banks that may be 
approaching the group insertion setpoints, because little rod motion due to fuel 
bumup occurs in 12 hours. Also, the Frequency takes into account other 
information available in the control room for monitodng the status of the regulating 
rods.  

REFERENCES 

1. SAR, Section 1.4, GDC 10, GDC 26 and GDC 28.  

2. 10 CFR 50.46.  

3. SAR, Chapter 3.  

4. SAR, Chapter 14.  

5. 10 CFR 50.36.
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APSR Insertion Limits 
B 3.2.2 

B 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION UMITS 

B 3.2.2 AXIAL POWER SHAPING ROD (APSR) Insertion Umits 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

The insertion limits of the APSRs are initial condition assumptions in all safety analyses that are affected by core power distributions. The applicable criterion for these power distribution design requirements are SAR Section 1.4, GDC 10, "Reactor Design" (Ref. 1), and 10 CFR 50.46, "Acceptance Criteria for Emergency 
Core Cooling Systems for Ught Water Nuclear Power Reactors" (Ref. 2).  

Limits on APSR insertion have been established, and all APSR positions are monitored and controlled during power operation to ensure that the power distribution defined by the design power peaking limits is maintained.  

The power density at any point in the core must be limited to maintain specified acceptable fuel design limits, Including limits that meet the criteria specified in Reference 2. Together, LCO 3.2.1, "Regulating Rod Insertion Limits," LCO 3.2.2, "AXIAL POWER SHAPING ROD (APSR) Insertion Limits," LCO 3.2.3, "AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE Operating Umits," and LCO 3.2.4, "QUADRANT POWER TILT (QPT)," provide limits on control component operation and on monitored process variables to ensure that the core operates within the linear heat rate (LHR) limits in the COLR. Operation within the LHR limits given in the COLR prevents 
power peaks that exceed the loss of coolant accident (LOCA) limits derived from the analysis of the Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS) and prevents departure from nucleate boiling (DNB) during a loss of forced reactor coolant flow accident The APSRs do not insert upon a reactor trip.  

This LCO is required to minimize fuel cladding failures that would breach the primary fission product barrier and release fission products to the reactor coolant in the event of a LOCA, loss of flow accident, ejected rod accident, or other postulated 
accident requiring termination by a Reactor Protection System trip function.  

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES 

The fuel cladding must not sustain damage as a result of normal operation or abnormalities. Acceptance criteria for the safety and regulating rod insertion, APSR position, AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE, and QPT LCOs preclude core power 
distributions that violate the following fuel design criteria: 

a. During a large break LOCA, the peak cladding temperature must not exceed 
2200°F (Ref. 2);
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APSR Insertion Limits 
B 3.2.2 

b. During a loss of forced reactor coolant flow accident, there must be at least 
95% probability at the 95% confidence level (the 95/95 DNB criterion) that 
the hot fuel rod in the core does not experience a DNB condition; 

c. During an ejected rod accident, the fission energy input to the fuel must not 
exceed 280 caVgm (Ref. 3); and 

d. CONTROL RODS must be capable of shutting down the reactor with a 
minimum required SDM which assumes the highest worth CONTROL ROD 
stuck fully withdrawn (GDC 26, Ref. 1).  

Fuel cladding damage does not occur when the core is operated outside these 
LCOs during normal operation. However, fuel cladding damage could result should 
an accident occur simultaneously with violation of one or more of these LCOs. This 
potential for fuel cladding damage exists because changes in the power distribution 
can cause increased power peaking and corresponding increased local linear heat 
rates.  

Operation at the APSR Insertion limits may approach the maximum allowable linear 
heat generation rate with the allowed QPT present.  

In MODES 1 and 2 while critical, the APSR insertion limits satisfy Criterion 2 of 10 
CFR 50.36 (Ref. 4). In MODE 2 while subcritical, the APSR insertion limits satisfy 
Criterion 4 of 10 CFR 50.36.  

LCO 

The setpoints on APSR physical insertion as defined in the COLR must be 
maintained because they serve the function of controlling the power distribution 
within an acceptable range.  

The fuel cycle design assumes APSR withdrawal at the EFPD bumup window 
specified in the COLR. Prior to this window, the APSRs are maintained in 
accordance with operating guidelines provided by reactor engineering during steady 
state operation. After this window, the APSRs are not allowed to be reinserted for 
the remainder of the fuel cycle.  

APPLICABILITY 

The APSR physical insertion limits shall be maintained with the reactor in MODES 1 
and 2. These limits maintain the power distribution within the range assumed in the 
accident analyses. In MODES I and 2, the limits on APSR insertion specified by 
this LCO maintain the axial fuel bumup design conditions assumed in the reload 
safety evaluation analysis. Applicability in MODES 3, 4, and 5 is not required, 
because the reactor is subcritical.
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ACTIONS 

For steady state power operation, a normal position for APSR insertion is specified 
in the station operating procedures. The APSRs may be positioned as necessary 
for transient AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE control until the fuel cycle design requires 
them to be fully withdrawn. (Not all fuel cycles may incorporate APSR withdrawal.) 
APSR position limits are not'imposed for gray APSRs, with two exceptions. If the 
fuel cycle design incorporates an APSR withdrawal (usually near end of cycle 
(EOC)), the APSRs may not be maintained in the fully withdrawn position prior to 
the fuel cycle burnup for the APSR withdrawal. If this occurs, the APSRs must be 
restored to their normal inserted position. Conversely, after the fuel cycle bumup 
for the APSR withdrawal occurs, the APSRs may not be reinserted for the 
remainder of the fuel cycle. These restrictions apply to ensure the axial bumup 
distribution that accumulates in the fuel will be consistent with the expected (as 
designed) distribution.  

A.1 

For verification that the core linear heat rates are within their limits, SR 3.2.5.1 is 
performed using the Incore Detector System to obtain a three dimensional power 
distribution map. Successful verification that the LHRs are within their limits 
ensures that operation with the APSRs inserted or withdrawn in violation of the 
setpoints specified in the COLR do not violate either the ECCS or DNB criteria. The 
required Completion Time of 2 hours is reasonable to allow the operator to obtain a 
power distribution map and to verify the LHRs. Repeating SR 3.2.5.1 every 2 hours 
is reasonable to ensure that continued verification of the LHRs is obtained as core 
conditions (primarily the regulating rod insertion and induced xenon redistribution) 
change.  

Required Action A.1 is modified by a Note that requires the performance of 
SR 3.2.5.1 only when THERMAL POWER is greater than 20% RTP. This 
establishes a Required Action that is consistent with the Applicability of LCO 3.2.5, 
"Power Peaking." 

A.2 

Indefinite operation with the APSRs positioned in violation of the setpoints specified 
in the COLR is not prudent. Even If LHR monitoring per Required Action A.1 is 
continued, the abnormal APSR positioning may cause an adverse xenon 
redistribution, may cause the limits on AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE to be 
exceeded, or may affect the long term fuel depletion pattern. Therefore, operation 
is allowed for up to 24 hours. This required Completion Time is reasonable based 
on the low probability of an event occurring simultaneously with the APSR position 
out of specification. In addition, It precludes long term depletion with the APSRs in 
positions that have not been analyzed, thereby limiting the potential for an adverse 
xenon redistribution. This time limit also ensures that the intended bumup
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distribution Is maintained, and allows the operator sufficient time to reposition the 
APSRs to correct their positions.  

Because the APSRs are not operated by the automatic control system, manual 
action by the operator is required to restore the APSRs to the positions specified in 
the COLR.  

B.1 

If the Required Action and associated Completion Time are not met, the reactor 
must be placed in MODE 3, in which this LCO does not apply. This action ensures 
that the fuel does not continue to be depleted in an unintended burnup distribution.  
The required Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based on operating 
experience regarding the time required to reach MODE 3 from RTP in an orderly 
manner and without challenging unit systems.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.2.2.1 

Fuel cycle designs that allow APSR withdrawal near end of cycle (EOC) do not 
permit reinsertion of APSRs after the time of withdrawal. Verification that the 
APSRs are within their Insertion setpoints at a 12 hour Frequency is sufficient to 
ensure that the APSR insertion setpoints are preserved. The 12 hour Frequency 
required for performing this verification is sufficient because APSRs are positioned 
by manual control and are normally moved Infrequently. The Frequency takes into 
account other information available in the control room for monitoring the axial 
power distribution in the reactor core.  

REFERENCES 

1. SAR Section 1.4, GDC 10 and GDC 26.  

2. 10 CFR 50.46.  

3. SAR, Chapter 14.  

4. 10 CFR 50.36.
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B 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS 

B 3.2.3 AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE Operating Limits 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

This LCO is required to limit the core power distribution based on accident initial 
condition criteria.  

The power density at any point in the core must be limited to maintain specified 
acceptable fuel design limits, including limits that satisfy the criteria specified In 
10 CFR 50.46 (Ref. 1). This LCO provides limits on AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE to 
ensure that the core operates within the linear heat rate (LHR) limits given in the 
COLR. Operation within the LHR limits given in the COLR prevents power peaks 
that exceed the loss of coolant accident (LOCA) limits derived from the analysis of 
the Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS) and prevents departure from 
nucleate boiling (DNB) during a loss of forced reactor coolant flow accident 

This LCO is required to limit fuel cladding failures that breach the primary fission 
product barrier and release fission products into the reactor coolant in the event of a 
LOCA, loss of forced reactor coolant flow accident, or other postulated accident 
requiring termination by a Reactor Protection System trip function. This LCO limits 
the amount of damage to the fuel cladding during an accident by maintaining the 
validity of the assumptions in the safety analyses related to the Initial power 
distribution and reactivity.  

Fuel cladding failure during a postulated LOCA is limited by restricting the maximum 
LHR so that the peak cladding temperature does not exceed 2200"F (Ref. 1). Peak 
cladding temperatures > 2200"F cause severe cladding failure by oxidation due to a 
Zircaloy water reaction. Other criteria must also be met (e.g., maximum cladding 
oxidation, maximum hydrogen generation, coolable geometry, and long term 
cooling). However, peak cladding temperature is usually most limiting.  

Proximity to the DNB condition is expressed by the departure from nucleate boiling 
ratio (DNBR), defined as the ratio of the cladding surface heat flux required to 
cause DNB to the actual cladding surface heat flux. The minimum DNBR value 
during both normal operation and anticipated transients is limited to the DNBR 
correlation limit for the particular fuel design in use and is accepted as an 
appropriate margin to DNB. The DNB correlation limit ensures that there Is at least 
95% probability at the 95% confidence level (the 95/95 DNB criterion) that the hot 
fuel rod in the core does not experience DNB.  

The measurement system independent limits on AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE are 
determined analytically by the reload safety evaluation analysis without adjustment 
for measurement system error and uncertainty. Operation beyond these limits 
could invalidate the assumptions used in the accident analyses regarding the core
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power distribution. The AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE setpoints provided in the 
COLR account for measurement system error and uncertainty.  

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES 

The fuel cladding must not sustain damage as a result of normal operation and 
abnormalities. The LCOs based on power distribution, LCO 3.2.1, "Regulating Rod 
Insertion Limits," LCO 3.2.2, "AXIAL POWER SHAPING ROD (APSR) Insertion 
Umits," LCO 3.2.3, "AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE Operating Umits," and LCO 3.2.4, 
"QUADRANT POWER TILT (QPT)," preclude core power distributions that would 
violate the following fuel design criteria: 

a. During a large break LOCA, peak cladding temperature must not exceed 
22006F (Ref. 1); 

b. During a loss of forced reactor coolant flow accident, there must be at least 
a 95% probability at the 95% confidence level (the 95/95 DNB criterion) that 
the hot fuel rod in the core does not experience a DNB condition.  

The regulating rod positions, the APSR positions, the AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE, 
and the QPT are process variables that characterize and control the three 
dimensional power distribution of the reactor core.  

Fuel cladding damage does not occur when the core is operated outside this LCO 
during normal operation. However, fuel cladding damage could result should an 
accident occur with simultaneous violation of one or more of the LCOs governing 
the four process variables cited above. This potential for fuel cladding damage 
exists because changes in the power distribution can cause increased power 
peaking and corresponding increased local LHRs.  

The regulating rod insertion, the APSR positions, the AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE, 
and the QPT are monitored and controlled during power operation to ensure that 
the power distribution is within the bounds set by the safety analyses. The axial 
power distribution is maintained primarily by the AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE and 
the APSR position limits; and the radial power distribution is maintained primarily by 
the QPT limits. The regulating rod Insertion limits affect both the radial and axial 
power distributions.  

The dependence of the core power distribution on bumup, regulating rod insertion, 
APSR position, and spatial xenon distribution is taken into account when the reload 
safety evaluation analysis is performed.  

Operation at the AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE limit must be interpreted as operating 
the core at the maximum allowable LHR assumed as initial conditions for the 
accident analyses with the allowed QPT present.  

AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE satisfies Criterion 2 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 2).
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LCO 

The power distribution LCO limits have been established based on correlations 
between power peaking and easily measured process variables: regulating rod 
position, APSR position, AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE, and QPT. The AXIAL 
POWER IMBALANCE envelope contained in the COLR represents the setpoints 
beyond which the core power distribution could either exceed the LOCA LHR limits 
or cause a reduction in the DNBR below the Safety Umit during the loss of flow 
accident with the allowable QPT present and with the APSR positions consistent 
with the limitations on APSR withdrawal determined by the fuel cycle design and 
specified by LCO 3.2.2.  

The AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE maximum allowable setpoints (measurement 
system dependent limits) applicable for the full Incore Detector System, the 
Minimum Incore Detector System, and the Excore Detector System are provided in 
the COLR.  

APPLICABILITY 

In MODE 1, the limits on AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE must be maintained when 
THERMAL POWER is > 40% RTP to prevent the core power distribution from 
exceeding the LOCA and loss of flow assumptions used in the accident analyses.  
Applicability of these limits at < 40% RTP in MODE 1 is not required. This operation 
is acceptable based on engineering judgment because the combination of AXIAL 
POWER IMBALANCE with the maximum allowable THERMAL POWER level will 
not result in LHRs sufficiently large to violate the fuel design limits. In MODES 2, 3, 
4, 5, and 6, this LCO is not applicable because the reactor is not generating 
sufficient THERMAL POWER to produce fuel damage.  

ACTIONS 

A.1 

The AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE operating setpoints that maintain the validity of 
the assumptions regarding the power distributions in the accident analyses of the 
LOCA and the loss of flow accident are provided in the COLR. Operation within the 
AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE setpoints given in the COLR is the acceptable region 
of operation. Operation in violation of the AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE setpoints 
given in the COLR is the restricted region of operation.  

Operation with AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE in the restricted region shown on the 
AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE figures in the COLR potentially violates the LOCA 
LHR limits or the loss of flow accident DNB peaking limits or both. For verification 
that core local LHRs are within their specified limits, SR 3.2.5.1 is performed using
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the Incore Detector System to obtain a three dimensional power distribution map.  
Verification that core local LHRs are within their specified limits ensures that 
operation with the AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE in the restricted region does not 
violate the ECCS or 95/95 DNB criteria. The required Completion Time of 2 hours 
provides reasonable time for the operator to obtain a power distribution map and to 
determine and verify that the core local LHRs are within their specified limits. The 
2 hour Frequency provides reasonable time to ensure that continued verification of 
the core local LHRs is obtained as core conditions (primarily regulating rod insertion 
and induced xenon redistribution) change, because little rod motion occurs in 
2 hours due to fuel bumup, the potential for xenon redistribution is limited, and the 
probability of an event occurring in this short time frame is low.  

A.2 

Indefinite operation with the AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE in the restricted region is 
not prudent. Even if LHR monitoring per Required Action A.1 is continued, 
excessive AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE over an extended period of time may cause 
a potentially adverse xenon redistribution to occur. Therefore, LHR monitoring is 
only allowed for a maximum of 24 hours. This required Completion Time is 
reasonable based on the low probability of a limiting event occurring simultaneously 
with the AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE outside the setpoints of this LCO. In addition, 
this limited Completion Time precludes long term depletion of the reactor fuel with 
excessive AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE and gives the operator sufficient time to 
reposition the APSRs or-regulating rods to reduce the AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE 
because adverse effects of xenon redistribution and fuel depletion are limited.  

B.1 

If the Required Actions and the associated Completion Times of Condition A are not 
met, the AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE may exceed its specified limits and the 
reactor may be operating with a global axial power distribution mismatch.  
Continued operation in this configuration may induce an axial xenon oscillation and 
may result in an increased linear heat generation rate when the xenon redistributes.  
Reducing THERMAL POWER to < 40% RTP reduces the maximum LHR to a value 
that does not exceed the LHR Initial condition limits assumed in the accident 
analyses. The required Completion Time of 4 hours is reasonable based on limiting 
a potentially adverse xenon redistribution, the low probability of an accident 
occurring in this relatively short time period, and the number of steps required to 
complete this Action.
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.2.3.1 

The AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE can be monitored by both the Incore and Excore 
Detector Systems. The AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE maximum allowable setpoints 
are derived from their corresponding measurement system independent limits by 
adjusting for both the system observability errors and instrumentation errors.  
Although they may be based on the same measurement system independent limits, 
the setpoints for the different systems are not Identical because of differences in 
the errors applicable for each of these systems. The uncertainty analysis that 
defines the required error adjustment to convert the measurement system 
independent limits to full incore detector system limits assumes that 75% of the 
detectors In each quadrant are OPERABLE. Detectors located on the core major 
axes are assumed to contribute one half of their output to each quadrant; detectors 
in the center assembly are assumed to contribute one quarter of their output to 
each quadrant. For AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE measurements using the Incore 
Detector System, the Minimum Incore Detector System consists of OPERABLE 
detectors configured as follows: 

a. Nine detectors shall be arranged such that there are three detectors in each 
of three strings and there are three detectors lying in the same axial plane, 
with one plane at the core midplane and one plane in each axial core half; 

b. The axial planes in each core half shall be symmetrical about the core 

midplane; and 

c. The detector strings shall not have radial symmetry.  

Figure B 3.2.3-1 (Minimum Incore Detector System for AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE 
Measurement) depicts an example of this configuration. This arrangement is 
chosen to reduce the uncertainty in the measurement of the AXIAL POWER 
IMBALANCE by the Minimum Incore Detector System. For example, the 
requirement for placing one detector of each of the three strings at the core 
midplane puts three detectors In the central region of the core where the neutron 
flux tends to be higher. It also helps prevent measuring an AXIAL POWER 
IMBALANCE that is excessively large when the reactor is operating at low 
THERMAL POWER levels. The third requirement for placement of detectors (i.e., 
radial asymmetry) reduces uncertainty by measuring the neutron flux at core 
locations that are not radially symmetric.  

Verification of the AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE indication every 12 hours ensures 
that the AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE setpoints are not violated and takes into 
account other information and alarms available in the control room. This 
Surveillance Frequency is acceptable because the mechanisms that can cause 
AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE, such as xenon redistribution or control rod drive 
mechanism malfunctions that cause slow AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE increases, 
can be discovered by the operator before the specified limits are violated.
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REFERENCES 

1. 10 CFR 50.46.  

2. 10 CFR 50.36.
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Figure B 3.2.3-1 (page I of 1) 
Minimum Incore System for AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE Measurement
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B 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS 

B 3.2.4 QUADRANT POWER TILT (OPT) 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

This LCO is required to limit the core power distribution based on accident initial 
condition criteria.  

The power density at any point in the core must be limited to maintain specified 
acceptable fuel design limits, including limits that preserve the criteria specified in 
10 CFR 50.46 (Ref. 1). Together, LCO 3.2.1, "Regulating Rod Insertion Umits," 
LCO 3.2.2, "AXIAL POWER SHAPING ROD (APSR) Insertion Umits," LCO 3.2.3, 
"AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE Operating Umits," and LCO 3.2.4, "QUADRANT 
POWER TILT (OPT)," provide limits on control component operation and on 
monitored process variables to ensure that the core operates within the linear heat 
rate (LHR) limits given In the COLR. Operation within the LHR limits given in the 
COLR prevents power peaks that exceed the loss of coolant accident (LOCA) limits 
derived by Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS) analysis and prevents 
departure from nucleate boiling (DNB) during a loss of forced reactor coolant flow 
accident.  

This LCO is required to limit fuel cladding failures that breach the primary fission 
product barrier and release fission products to the reactor coolant in the event of a 
LOCA, loss of forced reactor coolant flow, or other accident requiring termination by 
a Reactor Protection System trip function. This LCO limits the amount of damage 
to the fuel cladding during an accident by maintaining the validity of the 
assumptions used in the safety analysis related to the initial power distribution and 
reactivity.  

Fuel cladding failure during a postulated LOCA is limited by restricting the maximum 
LHR so that the peak cladding temperature does not exceed 2200°F (Ref. 1). Peak 
cladding temperatures > 2200°F cause severe cladding failure by oxidation due to a 
Zircaloy water reaction. Other criteria must also be met (e.g., maximum cladding 
oxidation, maximum hydrogen generation, coolable geometry, and long term 
cooling). However, peak cladding temperature is usually most limiting.  

Proximity to the DNB condition is expressed by the departure from nucleate boiling 
ratio (DNBR), defined as the ratio of the cladding surface heat flux required to 
cause DNB to the actual cladding surface heat flux. The minimum DNBR value 
during both normal operation and anticipated transients is limited to the DNBR 
correlation limit for the particular fuel design In use, and is accepted as an 
appropriate margin to DNB. The DNBR correlation limit ensures that there is at 
least 95% probability at the 95% confidence level (the 95/95 DNB criterion) that the 
hot fuel rod in the core does not experience DNB.
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The measurement system independent limits on QPT are determined analytically by 
the reload safety evaluation analysis without adjustment for measurement system 
error and uncertainty. Operation beyond these limits could invalidate core power 
distribution assumptions used in the accident analysis. The error adjusted 
maximum allowable setpoints (measurement system dependent limits) for OPT are 
specified in the COLR.  

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES 

The fuel cladding must not sustain damage as a result of normal operation and 
abnormalities. The LCOs based on power distribution (LCO 3.2.1, LCO 3.2.2, 
LCO 3.2.3, and LCO 3.2.4) preclude core power distributions that violate the 
following fuel design criteria: 

a. During a large break LOCA, the peak cladding temperature must not exceed 
2200°F (Ref. 1).  

b. During a loss of forced reactor coolant flow accident, there must be at least 
95% probability at the 95% confidence level (the 95195 DNB criterion) that 
the hot fuel rod in the core does not experience a DNB condition.  

QPT is one of the process variables that characterize and control the three 
dimensional power distribution of the reactor core.  

Fuel cladding damage does not occur when the core is operated outside this LCO 
during normal operation. However, fuel cladding damage could result if an accident 
occurs with simultaneous violation of one or more of the LCOs governing the core 
power distribution. Changes in the power distribution can cause increased power 
peaking and correspondingly increased local LHRs.  

The dependence of the core power distribution on bumup, regulating rod insertion, 
APSR position, and spatial xenon distribution is taken into account during the 
reload safety evaluation analysis. An allowance for QPT is accommodated in the 
analysis and resultant LCO limits. The increase in peaking taken for QPT is 
developed from a database of full core power distribution calculations (Ref. 2). The 
calculations consist of simulations of many power distributions with tilt causing 
mechanisms (e.g., dropped or misaligned CONTROL RODS, broken APSR fingers 
fully inserted, misloaded assemblies, and bumup gradients). An increase of 
< 2% peak power per 1% QPT is supported by the analysis, therefore a value of 
2% peak power increase per 1% OPT is used to bound peak power increases due 
to QPT.  

Operation at the AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE or rod insertion limits must be 
interpreted as operating the core at the maximum allowable LHR for accident initial 
conditions with the allowed QPT present.  

QPT satisfies Criterion 2 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 3).
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LCO 

The power distribution LCO limits have been established based on correlations 
between power peaking and easily measured process variables: regulating rod 
position, APSR position, AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE, and QPT. The regulating 
rod insertion setpoints and the AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE boundaries contained 
in the COLR represent the measurement system dependent limits at which the core 
power distribution could either exceed the LOCA LHR limits or cause a reduction in 
DNBR below the safety limit during a loss of flow accident with the allowable QPT 
present and with an APSR position consistent with the limitations on APSR position 
determined by the fuel cycle design and specified by LCO 3.2.2.  

The allowable setpoints for steady state and maximum setpoints for QPT applicable 
for the full symmetrical Incore Detector System, Minimum Incore Detector System, 
and Excore Detector System are provided in the COLR. The setpoints for the three 
systems are derived by adjustment of the measurement system independent QPT 
limits also given in the COLR to allow for system observability and instrumentation 
errors.  

APPLICABILITY 

In MODE 1, the limits on QPT must be maintained when THERMAL POWER is 
> 20% RTP to prevent the core power distribution from exceeding the design limits.  
The minimum power level of 20% RTP is large enough to obtain meaningful QPT 
indications without compromising safety.  

In MODE 2, the combination of QPT with maximum ALLOWABLE THERMAL 
POWER level does not result in LHRs sufficiently large to violate the fuel design 
limits, and therefore, applicability in this MODE is not required. Although not 
specifically addressed in the LCO, QPTs greater than the maximum setpoint 
specified in the COLR in MODE I with THERMAL POWER < 20% RTP are allowed 
based on engineering judgement.  

In MODES 3, 4, 5, and 6, this LCO is not applicable, because the reactor is not 
generating significant THERMAL POWER and QPT is indeterminate.  

ACTIONS 

A.1.1 

The steady state setpoint specified in the COLR provides an allowance for QPT that 
may occur during normal operation. A peaking increase to accommodate QPTs up 
to the steady state setpoint is allowed by the regulating rod insertion limits of 
LCO 3.2.1 and the AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE limits of LCO 3.2.3.
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Operation with QPT greater than the steady state setpoint specified in the COLR 
potentially violates the LOCA LHR limits, or loss of flow accident DNB peaking 
limits, or both. For verification that core local LHRs are within their specified limits, 
SR 3.2.5.1 is performed using the Incore Detector System to obtain a three 
dimensional power distribution map. Verification that core local LHRs are within 
their limits ensures that operation with QPT greater than the steady state setpoint 
does not violate the ECCS or 95/95 DNB criteria. The required Completion Time of 
once per 2 hours is a reasonable amount of time to allow the operator to obtain a 
power distribution map and to verify the core local LHRs. Repeating SR 3.2.5.1 
every 2 hours is a reasonable Frequency at which to ensure that continued 
verification of the core local LHRs is obtained as core conditions that influence QPT 
change.  

A.1.2.1 

The safety analysis has shown that a conservative corrective action is to reduce 
THERMAL POWER by 2% RTP or more from the ALLOWABLE THERMAL 
POWER for each 1% of QPT in excess of the steady state setpoint. This action 
limits the local LHR to a value corresponding to the assumed accident Initial 
condition limits. The required Completion Time of 2 hours is reasonable, based on 
limiting the potential for xenon redistribution, the low probability of an accident 
occurring, and the steps required to complete the Required Action.  

If QPT can be reduced to less than or equal to the steady state setpoint in 
< 2 hours, the reactor may return to normal operation without undergoing a power 
reduction. Significant radial xenon redistribution does not occur within this amount 
of time.  

The required Completion Time of 2 hours after the last performance of SR 3.2.5.1 
allows reduction of THERMAL POWER In the event the operators cannot or choose 
not to continue to perform SR 3.2.5.1 as required by Required Action A.1 .1.  

A.1.2.2 

Power operation is allowed to continue if THERMAL POWER is reduced in 
accordance with Required Action A.1.2.1. The same reduction (i.e., 2% RTP or 
more) is also applicable to the nuclear overpower based on Reactor Coolant 
System (RCS) flow and AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE trip setpoint, for each 1% of 
QPT in excess of the steady state limit This reduction maintains both core 
protection and thermal margins at the reduced THERMAL POWER level similar to 
that at RTP. The required Completion Time of 10 hours or 10 hours after the last 
performance of SR 3.2.5.1 is reasonable based on the need to limit the potentially 
adverse xenon redistribution, the low probability of an accident occurring while 
operating with the QPT limits not met, and the number of steps required to complete 
the Required Action.
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A.1.2.3 

Power operation is allowed to continue if restrictions are imposed on the allowed 
degree of regulating group insertion. This Required Action requires a reduction in 
the regulating group insertion setpoints given in the COLR by >.2% RTP from the 
ALLOWABLE THERMAL POWER for each 1% of OPT greater than the steady 
state setpoint. Based on engineering judgment, this action is intended to reduce 
the potential power peaking associated with regulating rod group insertion into the 
core.  

The Completion Time of 10 hours is reasonable based on the need to limit the 
potentially adverse xenon redistribution, the low probability of an accident occurring 
while operating with QPT limits not met, and the number of steps required to 
complete the Required Action. The second Completion Time of 10 hours after the 
last performance of SR 3.2.5.1 is based on the same reasoning and is provided in 
the event the operators cannot or choose not to continue to perform SR 3.2.5.1 as 
required by Required Action A.1.1.  

A.1.2.4 

Power operation Is allowed to continue if restrictions are imposed on the allowed 
Operational Power Imbalance Setpoints given in the COLR. This Required Action 
results in a reduction in the allowed THERMAL POWER level as a function of 
AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE by > 2% RTP from the ALLOWABLE THERMAL 
POWER for each 1% of QPT greater than the steady state limit. Based on 
engineering judgment, this action is intended to reduce the potential power peaking 
associated with the combined affects of operating with an AXIAL POWER 
IMBALANCE and a QPT.  

The Completion Time of 10 hours is reasonable based on the need to limit the 
potentially adverse xenon redistribution, the low probability of an accident occurring 
while operating with QPT limits not met, and the number of steps required to 
complete the Required Action. The second Completion Time of 10 hours after the 
last performance of SR 3.2.5.1 is based on the same reasoning and is provided in 
the event the operators cannot or choose not to continue to perform SR 3.2.5.1 as 
required by Required Action A.1.1.  

A.2 

Although the actions directed by Required Action A. 1.2.1 restore thermal margins, if 
the source of the QPT is not established and corrected, it is prudent to establish 
increased margins. A required Completion Time of 24 hours to reduce QPT to less 
than the steady state limit is a reasonable time for investigation and corrective 
measures.  
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B.1 

If the Required Actions and associated Completion Times of Condition A are not 
met, a further power reduction is required. Power reduction to < 60% of 
ALLOWABLE THERMAL POWER provides conservative protection from increased 
peaking due to xenon redistribution. The required Completion Time of 2 hours is 
reasonable to allow the operator to reduce THERMAL POWER to < 60% of 
ALLOWABLE THERMAL POWER without challenging unit systems.  

B.2 

Reduction of the nuclear overpower trip setpoint to <65.5% of ALLOWABLE 
THERMAL POWER after THERMAL POWER has been reduced to < 60% of 
ALLOWABLE THERMAL POWER maintains both core protection and 
OPERABILITY margin at reduced power similar to that at full power. The required 
Completion Time of 10 hours allows the operator sufficient time to reset the trip 
setpoint and is reasonable based on operating experience.  

C.A 

If the Required Actions and associated Completion Times of Condition B are not 
met, then the reactor will continue in power operation with significant OPT. Either 
the power level has not been reduced to comply with the Required Action or the 
nuclear overpower trip setpoint has not been reduced within the required 
Completion Time. To preclude risk of fuel damage In any of these conditions, 
THERMAL POWER is reduced further. Operation below 20% RTP allows the 
operator to Investigate the cause of the QPT and to correct it. Local LHRs with a 
large QPT do not violate the fuel design limits at or below 20% RTP. The required 
Completion Time of 4 hours is acceptable based on limiting the potential increase in 
local LHRs that could occur due to xenon redistribution with the OPT out of 
specification.  

D.1 

OPT in excess of the maximum setpoint specified In the COLR can be an indication 
of a severe power distribution anomaly, and a power reduction to at most 20% RTP 
ensures local LHRs do not exceed allowable limits while the cause is being 
determined and corrected.  

The required Completion Time of 4 hours is reasonable to allow the operator to 
reduce THERMAL POWER to < 20% RTP without challenging unit systems.
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

QPT can be monitored by both the Incore and Excore Detector systems. The QPT 
setpoints are derived from their corresponding measurement system independent 
limits by adjustment for system observability errors and instrumentation errors.  
Although they may be based on the same measurement system independent limit, 
the limits for the different systems are not identical because of differences in the 
errors applicable for these systems. For QPT measurements using the Incore 
Detector System, the Minimum Incore Detector System consists of OPERABLE 
detectors configured as follows: 

a. Two sets of four detectors shall lie in each core half. Each set of detectors 
shall lie in the same axial plane. The two sets in the same core half may lie 
in the same axial plane.  

b. Detectors in the same plane shall have quarter core radial symmetry.  

Figure B 3.2.4-1 (Minimum Incore Detector System for OPT Measurement) depicts 
an example of this configuration. The symmetric full Incore Detector System for 
QPT uses the Incore Detector System as described above and is configured such 
that at least 75% of the detectors In each core quadrant are OPERABLE.  

SR 3.2.4.1 

Checking the QPT indication every 7 days ensures that the operator can determine 
whether the plant computer software and Incore Detector System inputs for 
monitoring QPT are functioning properly, and takes into account other information 
and alarms available to the operator in the control room. This procedure allows the 
QPT mechanisms, such as xenon redistribution, burnup gradients, and CONTROL 
ROD drive mechanism malfunctions, which can cause slow development of a QPT, 
to be detected. Operating experience has confirmed the acceptability of a 
Surveillance Frequency of 7 days.  

Following restoration of the QPT to within the setpoint, operation at > 95% RTP may 
proceed provided the OPT is determined to remain within the setpoint at the 
increased THERMAL POWER level. In case OPT exceeds the setpoint for more 
than 24 hours (Condition A), the potential for xenon redistribution is greater.  
Therefore, the OPT is monitored for 12 consecutive hourly intervals to determine 
whether the period of any oscillation due to xenon redistribution causes the OPT to 
exceed the setpoint again.
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REFERENCES 

1. 10 CFR 50.46 

2. BAW 10122A, "Normal Operating Controls," Rev. 1, May 1984.  

3. 10 CFR 50.36
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B 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS 

B 3.2.5 Power Peaking 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

The purpose of this LCO is to establish limits that constrain the core power 
distribution within design limits during normal operation, during abnormalities and 
such that accident initial condition protection criteria are preserved. The accident 
initial condition criteria are preserved by bounding operation within specified 
acceptable fuel design limits. This is accomplished by limiting the local linear heat 
rate (LHR) to three general constraints: 1) the LHR may not exceed a value that 
results in fuel centedine melt, 2) the LHR may not exceed a value that would result 
in peak cladding temperatures of greater than 2200°F during a loss of coolant 
accident (LOCA), and 3) the LHR may not exceed a value that would result in the 
minimum departure from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) dropping below the specified 
acceptable fuel design limits in the event of the limiting loss of flow transient.  

The LOCA-limited LHR is a specified acceptable fuel design limit that preserves the 
initial conditions for the Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS) analysis. The 
LOCA-limited LHR is dependent upon core axial location and fuel batch design.  
The LOCA-limited LHR may be designated as LHR in units kWlft or as a power 
peaking factor. When expressed as a power peaking factor, the LOCA-limited LHR 
is designated as Fo(Z). Fo(Z) is defined as the maximum local fuel rod linear power 
density divided by the average fuel rod linear power density, assuming nominal fuel 
pellet and rod dimensions. Operation within the limits given by the LOCA LHR 
figure in the COLR prevents power generation rates that would exceed the 
LOCA-limited LHR limits derived from the analysis of the ECCS.  

The LOCA-limited LHR bounds the fuel centedine melt LHR limit Thus, compliance 
with the LOCA-limited LHR ensures compliance with the fuel centerline melt LHR.  

The DNBR-limited LHR is a specified acceptable fuel design limit that preserves the 
initial conditions for the limiting loss of flow transient. DNBR is defined as the ratio 
of the heat flux that would cause departure from nucleate boiling (DNB) at a 
particular core location to the actual heat flux at that core location. The 
DNBR-limited LHR represents the linear power generation rate along the fuel rod on 
which the minimum DNBR occurs. Compliance with this LHR value may be 
accomplished: 1) by correlating the LHR at the limiting location to the critical heat 
flux (expressed as a LHR) for the limiting location, 2) by correlating the LHR to 
DNBR or DNB margin for the limiting location, or 3) by correlating the LHR to a 
power peaking factor (designated as FAN) for the limiting location.  

The relationship between the observable parameters of neutron power, reactor 
coolant flow, temperature and pressure and the critical heat flux, DNBR or DNB 
margin is provided through use of a critical heat flux correlation. The critical heat
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flux correlations used to determine the critical heat flux for uniform and non-uniform 
heat flux distributions are described in the Bases for SL 2.1.1. FI is defined as the 
ratio of the integral of linear power along the fuel rod on which the minimum DNBR 
occurs to the average Integrated rod power. Operation within the DNBR-limited 
LHR limit prevents DNB during a postulated loss of forced reactor coolant flow 
accident.  

Measurement of the core core peaking factors using the Incore Detector System to 
obtain a three dimensional power distribution map provides direct confirmation that 
LHRs are within their limits and may be used to verify that the core local LHRs 
remain bounded when one or more normal operating parameters exceed their 
limits.  

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES 

The LOCA-limited LHR limits are determined by the ECCS analysis in order to limit 
peak cladding temperatures to 2200°F during a LOCA. The maximum acceptable 
cladding temperature Is specified by 10 CFR 50.46 (Ref. 1). Higher cladding 
temperatures could cause severe cladding failure by oxidation due to a Zircaloy 
water reaction. Other criteria must also be met (e.g., maximum cladding oxidation, 
maximum hydrogen generation, coolable geometry, and long term cooling).  
However, peak cladding temperature is usually most limiting.  

The DNBR-limited LHR limits provide protection from DNB during a limiting loss of 
flow transient Proximity to the DNB condition is expressed by the DNBR, defined 
as the ratio of the heat flux that would cause DNB at a particular core location to the 
actual heat flux at that core location. The minimum DNBR value during both normal 
operation and anticipated transients is limited to the DNBR correlation limit for the 
particular fuel design In use, and is accepted as an appropriate margin to DNB.  
The DNBR correlation limit ensures that there is at least 95% probability at the 95% 
confidence level (the 95/95 DNB criterion) that the hot fuel rod In the core does not 
experience DNB. The critical heat flux correlations used to determine the critical 
heat flux for uniform and non-uniform heat flux distributions are described in the 
Bases for SL 2.1.1.  

This LCO precludes core power distributions that violate the following fuel design 
criteria: 

a. During a large break LOCA, peak cladding temperature must not exceed 
2200°F (Ref. 1).  

b. During a loss of forced reactor coolant flow accident, there must be at least 
95% probability at the 95% confidence level (the 95/95 DNB criterion) that 
the hot fuel rod in the core does not experience a DNB condition.  

The reload safety evaluation analysis determines limits on global core parameters 
that characterize the core power distribution. The primary parameters used to 
monitor and control the core power distribution are the regulating rod position, the
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APSR position, the AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE, and the QPT. These parameters 
are normally used to monitor and control the core power distribution because their 
measurements are continuously observable. Limits are placed on these parameters 
to ensure that the core power peaking factors remain bounded during operation in 
MODE 1 with THERMAL POWER greater than 20% RTP. Nuclear design model 
calculational uncertainty, manufacturing tolerances (e.g., the engineering hot 
channel factor), effects of fuel densification and rod bow, and modeling 
simplifications (such as treatment of the spacer grid effects) are accommodated as 
necessary through use of peaking augmentation factors in the reload safety 
evaluation analysis (Ref. 2).  

LHR limitations satisfy Criterion 2 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 3).  

LCO 

This LCO for power peaking ensures that the core operates within the LHR bounds 
assumed for the ECCS and thermal hydraulic analyses. Verification that LHR is 
within the limits of this LCO as specified in the COLR allows continued operation 
when the Required Actions of LCO 3.1.4, UCONTROL ROD Group Alignment 
Umits," LCO 3.2.1, "Regulating Rod Group Insertion Limits,n LCO 3.2.2, "APSR 
Insertion Umits," LCO 3.2.3, "AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE Operating Umits," and 
LCO 3.2.4, "QUADRANT POWER TILT," are entered. Conservative THERMAL 
POWER reductions are required If the limits on LHR are exceeded. Verification that 
LHR is within the limits is also required during MODE 1 PHYSICS TESTS per 
LCO 3.1.8, -PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions - MODE 1." 

Measurement uncertainties are applied when LHR is determined using the Incore 
Detector System. The measurement uncertainties applied to the measured values 
account for uncertainties in observability and instrument string signal processing.  

APPLICABILITY 

In MODE I with THERMAL POWER > 20% RTP, the limits on LHR must be 
maintained in order to prevent the core power distribution from exceeding the limits 
assumed in the analyses of the LOCA and loss of forced reactor coolant flow 
accidents. In MODE I with THERMAL POWER < 20% RTP and in MODES 2,3,4, 
5, and 6, this LCO is not applicable because the reactor has insufficient stored 
energy in the fuel or energy being transferred to the coolant to require a limit on the 
distribution of core power.  

The minimum THERMAL POWER level of 20% RTP was chosen based on the 
ability of the incore detection system to satisfactorily obtain meaningful power 
distribution data.
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ACTIONS 

The operator must take care in interpreting the relationship of the LHRs, DNBRs, 
and power peaking factors to their limits. Umiting values may be expressed as an 
LHR, DNBR, margin to DNB or as power peaking factors. When expressed as 
power peaking factors, the value must be adjusted In Inverse proportion to the 
THERMAL POWER level of the core as the power is reduced from RTP. Thus, the 
allowable peaking factors will increase as THERMAL POWER decreases.  

A.1 

When the LHR is determined not to be within its specified limit as determined by a 
three dimensional power distribution map, a THERMAL POWER reduction is taken 
to reduce the limiting LHR in the core. The Completion Time of 2 hours provides an 
acceptable time to reduce power in an orderly manner and without allowing the unit 
to remain In an unacceptable condition for an extended period of time.  

B.1_ 

If the Required Action and associated Completion Time for Condition A are not met, 
then THERMAL POWER operation should be reduced. The reactor is placed in 
MODE 1 with THERMAL POWER less than or equal to 20% RTP where this LCO 
does not apply. The required Completion Time of 4 hours is a reasonable amount 
of time for the operator to reduce THERMAL POWER In an orderly manner and 
without challenging unit systems.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.2.5.1 

Core power distribution monitoring is performed using the Incore Detector System 
to obtain a three dimensional power distribution map. Maximum LHR values 
obtained from this map may then be compared with the limits in the COLR to verify 
that the limits have not been exceeded. Minimum DNBR values or DNB margins 
determined from the core power distribution mapping may also be compared to their 
limits or correlated to LHR values to verify that the limits have not been exceeded.  
Measurement of the core power distribution in this manner may be used to verify 
that the measured LHR values remain within their specified limits when one or more 
of the limits specified by LCO 3.1.4, LCO 3.2.1, LCO 3.2.2, LCO 3.2.3, or LCO 3.2.4 
is exceeded, or when LCO 3.1.8 is applicable. If the local LHRs remain within their 
limits when one or more of these parameters exceed their limits, operation at 
THERMAL POWER may continue because the true initial conditions (the core 
power distribution) remain within their specified limits.
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Because the limits on LHR are preserved when the parameters specified by 
LCO 3.1.4, LCO 3.2.1, LCO 3.2.2, LCO 3.2.3, or LCO 3.2.4 are within their limits, a 
Note is provided In the SR to Indicate that monitoring core local LHRs is required 
only when complying with the Required Actions of these LCOs and when LCO 3.1.; 
is applicable.  

Frequencies for monitoring of the core local LHRs are specified in the Action 
statements of the individual LCOs. These Frequencies are reasonable based on 
the low probability of a limiting event occurring simultaneously with LHR exceeding 
its limit, and they provide sufficient time for the operator to obtain a power 
distribution map from the Incore Detector System. Indefinite THERMAL POWER 
operation in a Required Action of LCO 3.1.4, LCO 3.2.1, LCO 3.2.2, LCO 3.2.3, or 
LCO 3.2.4 is permitted, because the core local LHRs assumed in the accident 
analyses are within analyzed core power distributions and spatial xenon 
distributions.  

REFERENCES 

1. 10 CFR 50.46.  

2. BAW-10179P-A, *Safety Criteria and Methodology for Acceptable Cycle Reload 
Analyses," Rev. 2, October 1997.  

3. 10 CFR 50.36.
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CTS DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 
ITS Section 3.2: POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS 

ADMINISTRATIV 

A] The designated change represents a non-technical, non-intent change to the Arkansas Nuclear One, Unit 1 Current Technical Specifications (CTS) made to make the ANO-1 Improved Technical Specifications (ITS) consistent with the B&W Standard Technical Specification, NUREG-1430, Revision 1. This change does not alter the requirements of the CTS or the NUREG. Examples of this type of change include: wording preference; convention adoption; editorial, numbering and formatting changes; and hierarchy structure.  

A2 The ANO-1 CTS Bases will be administratively deleted in their entirety in favor of the NUREG-1430 Bases. The CTS Bases will be reviewed for technical content that will be identified for retention in the ITS Bases.  
A3 CTS 3.5.2.6.4 establishes the Required Actions consistent with ITS 3.2.3 Condition B with the exception that a final specific power level is not explicitly established in the CTS. The final power level is implicitly established by the Applicability criteria specified in CTS 3.5.2.6.1 in that the Specification applies during power operation above 40% RTP. Based on the Applicability established in CTS 3.5.2.6.1 and the requirements of LCO 3.0.1, the maximum required power reduction would consist of placing the unit in a MODE in which the Specification no longer applied. In adopting this specified power level in CTS 3.5.2.6.4, the Required Actions have been made explicit. This change constitutes an administrative change intended to provide clarification and explicit guidance. No technical or intent change is associated with this editorial specification of an explicit power level. This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

A4 CTS 3 .5.2.4.2.b was modified to remove reference to the APSR withdrawal limits because they are not power dependent and the CTS 3 .5.2.4.2.b action has no effect on the positioning of the APSRs. CTS 3 .5.2.4.2.b was also modified to reflect that it applies to the regulating rods and not the safety rods. The CTS referenced the control rods indiscriminately. This is editorial because the safety rod positioning requirements of CTS 3.1.3.5 are unaffected by the QPT actions. The CTS action was also modified to specify that the setpoints shall be reduced rather than the limits. This is necessary because the COLR presents the error adjusted setpoints.  
CTS 3 .5.2 .4.2.c was modified to refer to the operational power imbalance setpoints rather than the reactor power imbalance setpoints. This editorial change establishes consistency with the title of the figure given in the COL1K 

CTS 3 .5.2.4.2.b and 3 .5.2 .4.2.c were both modified to refer to the COLR as the location of the figures containing the setpoints modified by these CTS actions. The CTS originally referred to specific figures within these actions. These figures were 
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relocated to the COLR in Amendment 31. However, Amendment 31 failed to 
incorporate a reference to the.COLR. This change is editorial.  

A5 Not used.  

A6 In CTS 3.5.2.5.4, the exception to APSR alignment limits when performing 
CONTROL ROD exercise testing was shown as administratively deleted in the CTS 
markup. This is acceptable because this exception is not retained in the ITS. The 
exception need not be retained because the ITS will not require freedom of movement 
demonstrations (exercising) for APSRs. The freedom of movement demonstration is 
unnecessary since the APSRs do not insert on a reactor trip and are not contributors to 
the required SDM. This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

A7 An Applicability of MODE 1 with THERMAL POWER > 20% RTP is shown as 
adopted for ITS 3.2.5. CTS 4.l.d did not have a specific assigned Applicability.  
Current practice has been to require the performance of the CTS required Surveillance 
consistent with CTS 3.5.2.4 requirements for QUADRANT POWER TILT 
verification. The basis for this Applicability is the lower range of operability for the 
Incore Detector System. This adopted Applicability is consistent with 
NUREG-1430 3.2.4.  

A8 The Applicability for CTS 3.1.3.5 is provided by the statement "prior to any other 
reduction in shutdown margin by deboration or regulating rod withdrawal during the 
approach to criticality." This statement precludes startup (ITS MODE 2) until the 
requirements of CTS 3.5.2.5 (ITS 3.2.1) are met. Because of the adoption of the 
Applicability of ITS 3.2.1 (MODES 1 and 2), and ITS LOC 3.0.4 (which precludes 
entering MODE 2 without meeting the LCO), the CTS and ITS maintain consistent 
requirements. Therefore, this change is administrative in nature. This change is 
consistent with NUREG-1430.  

A9 CTS 3.5.2.4.4 established the Applicability for the CTS Quadrant Power Tilt 
requirements which correlate to NUREG-1430 3.2.4. The CTS established the 
Applicability as "during power operation above 15% of rated power." ITS 3.2.4 will 
establish the Applicability as MODE 1 with THERMAL POWER > 200/c RTP. Both 
of these Applicabilities are based on the lower mode of OPERABILITY of the Incore 
Detector System; therefore, the adoption of the 20% RTP Applicability in the ITS is 
considered an Administrative change. Further, no practical operational benefit exists in 
raising the Applicability from 15% RTP to 20% RTP; thus, this change is not 
considered to result in the ITS being less restrictive with regards to the Applicability.  
The 20% RTP Applicability will help ensure meaningful data acquisition when using the 
Incore Detector System. This change is made solely to establish consistency between 
ITS Specifications which rely on the Incore Detector System as suggested by 
NUREG-1430.
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TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE 

MI The CTS was marked to show adoption of ITS 3.2.4 Required Action A.2 and Conditions B and C. Required Action A.2 limits the time that the unit can operate with QPT greater than or equal to its steady state limit. This RA is necessary because of the limitations associated with the analyses that support Required Action A. 1.2.1.  

ITS Condition B provides the compensatory measures if the Required Actions and associated Completion Times of Condition A are not met. Continued unit operation is allowed provided THERMAL POWER is reduced to less than 60% ALLOWABLE THERMAL POWER (ATP) and the nuclear overpower trip setpoint is reduced to • 65.5% ATP. These actions provide assurance of adequate core operating thermal margins and of a reasonable RPS protective action when operating with QPT above its steady state limit. The adoption of the Required Action is more restrictive in that no comparable CTS action is provided.  

The adoption Condition C is more restrictive in that it will direct a reduction in THERMAL POWER to less than or equal to 20% RTP with a Completion Time of 4 hours. This action is necessary because it removes the unit from the LCO Applicability if the Condition B Required Actions can not be completed within the specified Completion Times. The 4 hour Completion Time is based on the need to take prompt corrective actions to reduce the core THERMAL POWER level when operating with a QUADRANT POWER TILT greater than its limits while adhering to unit operating procedures governing normal, non-emergency, power maneuvering rates of•30% per hour. This Completion Time also recognizes the low probability of an accident occurring coincident with the QUADRANT POWER TILT not within its limits. The CTS provided no explicit requirements when QPT was in excess of the limits for a period of time in excess of the CTS 3.5.2.4.2 completion time. This situation would have required'entry into CTS 3.0.3 which would have allowed an indeterminate period of time, not to exceed 7 hours, to be below the CTS 3.5.2.4.4 applicability of 15% rated power. Adoption of ITS 3.2.4 Condition C, provides Required Actions and associated Completion Times where none existed in CTS. These changes are consistent with NUREG-1430.  

M2 ITS 3.2.2 Condition B is shown on the CTS markup to indicate its adoption in the ITS.  Currently, failure to provide compliance with the required actions given in CTS 3.5.2.5.4 would result in entry into CTS 3.0.3. ITS 3.2.2 Required Action B. I provides explicit guidance should the Required Action or Completion Time of Condition A not be satisfied. The adoption of the specific requirements of Condition B constitutes a more restrictive change in that CTS 3.0.3 would have provided an hour for restoration of the LCO and a total of 13 hours to reach ITS MODE 3 equivalent conditions; whereas, the ITS will simply direct shutdown of the unit (establish MODE 3) within 6 hours. This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.  
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M3 CTS 3.5.2 defines its Applicability as being "during power operation." While the 
regulating rod and APSR insertion limits found in CTS 3.5.2 are in-practice applied 
during both Power Operations and Hot Standby conditions, the applicability of these 
requirements during both of these operating conditions is not clearly expressed in the 
CTS. The regulating rod and APSR insertion limits found in CTS 3.5.2 are being 
replaced by ITS 3.2.1 and ITS 3.2.2. ITS 3.2.1 and ITS 3.2.2 will have Applicability 
specified as MODES 1 and 2. The adoption of this Applicability represents more 
restrictive operating requirements than those presently specified in the CTS. By 
specifying Applicability in MODE 2, in addition to MODE 1, additional requirements 
have been added where none were previously specified. This change is consistent with 
NUREG-1430.  

M4 ITS 3.2.1 Condition D requirements will be more restrictive than CTS 3.5.2.5.3 
requirements for situations in which the regulating rod groups are inserted into the 
unacceptable operation region of the regulating group rod position limits given in the 
COLR. The Completion Time for restoring the regulating group insertion to within 
limits will be 2 hours (ITS 3.2.1 Required Action D.2.1), or a reduction in THERMAL 
POWER to less than or equal to the THERMAL POWER allowed by the regulating 
rod group insertion limits will be required within 2 hours (ITS 3.2.1 Required 
Action D.2.2). These ITS Required Actions will be more restrictive than the present 
4 hour restoration requirement established by CTS 3.5.2.5.3. This change is consistent 
with NUREG-1430.  

M5 ITS SR 3.2.1.1, SR 3.2.1.2 and SR 3.2.2.1 have been adopted. These SRs provide 
requirements for verifying that regulating rod groups are within the required sequence 
and overlap limits (SR 3.2.1.1), insertion limits (SR 3.2.1.2), and that the APSRs are 
within acceptable position limits (SR 3.2.2.1). This verification ensures that the initial 
conditions of the accident analyses are satisfied during operation. The adoption of 
these SRs represent more restrictive requirements because no comparable CTS SRs 
exist. This change is consistent with NUREG-1430 for SR 3.2.2.1 and NUREG-1430 
as modified by TSTF-1 10, Rev 1 for SR 3.2.1.1 and SR 3.2.1.2.  

M6 CTS 3.5.2.4.3 allowed continued operation of the unit above hot shutdown with QPT 
in excess of the maximum limit, for the purposes of "physics tests" and "diagnostic 
testing." Under this allowance, the unit could have operated at THERMAL POWER 
levels up to approximately 60% RTP (with four RCPs operating). ITS 3.2.4 
Condition D will require that THERMAL POWER be reduced to less than or equal to 
20% RTP within 4 hours. Thus, adoption of the ITS requirement is more restrictive.  
This Required Action is appropriate because: 1) it serves to remove the unit from the 
LCO Applicability; 2) it limits the THERMAL POWER level to a magnitude that will 
not exceed the thermal design limits of the core; and 3) it permits continued operation 
which may be necessary to resolve the cause of the QPT. The 4 hour Completion Time 
is based on the need to take prompt corrective actions to reduce the core THERMAL 
POWER level when operating with QPT greater than its maximum limit while adhering 
to unit operating procedures governing normal, non-emergency, power maneuvering 
rates of :30% per hour. The 4 hour Completion Time provides a reasonable period of 
time for the reactor operator to reduce the THERMAL POWER of the unit during a
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situation in which QPT has been made to exceed its maximum limit. This Completion 
Time also recognizes the low probability of an accident occurring coincident with the 
QPT not within its maximum limit. The adoption of the 4 hour Completion Time in the 
ITS will be more restrictive because the CTS did not previously establish a Completion 
Time for this required power reduction. This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

M7 CTS 3.5.2.5.3 established the regulating rod group position and sequence requirements 
that correlate to ITS LCO 3.2.1. The CTS established that "corrective measures will 
be taken immediately" and that acceptable "positions shall be attained within 4 hours." 
However, in the event that compliance is not attained within 4 hours, CTS 3.0.3 would 
require the unit be in hot shutdown within 7 hours. In the ITS, should the requirements 
not be met as directed by other Actions, ITS 3.2.1 Required Action E. 1 will establish 
that the unit be placed in MODE 3 within 6 hours. The more restrictive Completion 
Time is considered appropriate because of the potential reactivity effects and 
uncertainty associated with regulating rod group reactivity worth when sequence or 
overlap requirements are not met. This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

M8 CTS 3.5.2.6.4 was modified to reflect that the required power reduction must be 
accomplished within a Completion Time of 4 hours. The 4 hour Completion Time is 
based on the need to take prompt corrective actions to reduce the core THERMAL 
POWER level when operating with an AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE greater than its 
limits while adhering to unit operating procedures governing normal, non-emergency, 
power maneuvering rates of S30% per hour. The 4 hour Completion Time provides a 
reasonable period of time for the reactor operator to reduce the THERMAL POWER 
of the unit during a situation in which AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE has been made 
to exceed its limits. This Completion Time also recognizes the low probability of an 
accident occurring coincident with the AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE not within its 
limits. The adoption of the 4 hour Completion Time in the ITS will be more restrictive 
because the CTS did not previously establish a Completion Time for this required 
power reduction.  

M9 CTS 4.1 .d provides a required surveillance with no corresponding LCO or Actions.  
Therefore, ITS LCO 3.2.5 Conditions A and B are shown as adopted on the CTS 
mark-up. Condition A establishes the Required Action and Completion Time should 
the linear heat rate (LHR) not be within its limit. Condition B establishes the Required 
Action and Completion Time should Condition A not be satisfied. These actions are 
necessary to establish un-ambiguous guidance for the Actions necessary to mitigate 
those circumstances that may have resulted in excessive linear heat rates. The adoption 
of these Conditions is shown as more restrictive because these Required Actions were 
not contained in the CTS.
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M10 The CTS markup shows the adoption of ITS 3.2.1 Required Action A. 1 and its 

associated Note. This Required Action provides verification of acceptable core power 
distribution, specifically local core linear heat rates (local power peaking), during 
conditions where the regulating rod group is inserted into the restricted operation 
region given on a figure in the COLR. This verification preserves the initial conditions 
of the ECCS accident analysis and DNBR analysis for loss of forced reactor coolant 
flow. In the ITS, the performance of this RA on a 2 hour Completion Time will allow 
continued unit operation for up to 24 hours. The Note indicates that the RA is only 
required to be performed when the THERMAL POWER level is greater than 
20% RTP. This establishes an applicability for the RA that is consistent with the 
ITS 3.2.5 Applicability. The adoption of this RA, and its associated Note, imposes 
more restrictive requirements in that no similar requirements existed in the CTS.  

Refer to ITS 3.2.1 Required Action A.2 and DOC L6 regarding the less restrictive 
aspects of this change. This change is consistent with NUREG-1430 as modified by 
TSTF-160, Rev 1.  

M11 The CTS markup shows the adoption of ITS 3.2.2 Required Action A. 1 and its 
associated Note.- This Required Action provides verification of acceptable core power 
distribution, specifically local core linear heat rates (local power peaking), during 
conditions where the axial power shaping rod (APSR) group is not positioned within 
the limits of the COLR. This verification preserves the initial conditions of the ECCS 
accident analysis and DNBR analysis for loss of forced reactor coolant flow. In the 
ITS, the performance of this RA with a 2 hour periodic Completion Time will allow 
continued unit operation for up to 24 hours (ITS 3.2.2 Required Action A.2). The 
Note indicates that the RA is only required to be performed when the THERMAL 
POWER level is greater than 20% RTP. This establishes an applicability for the RA 
that is consistent with the ITS 3.2.5 Applicability.  

The adoption of this RA, and its associated Note, imposes more restrictive 
requirements in that no similar requirements existed in the CTS. Further, if the RA is 
not completed within its specified 2 hour periodic Completion Time or is otherwise 
incapable of being completed, then ITS 3.2.2 Required Action B.1 would require that 
the unit be placed in MODE 3 within 6 hours. Thus, the ITS imposes a conditional 
Action that was not present in the CTS. The CTS allows 4 hours to complete the 
required action regardless of the ability to perform a verification of acceptable core 
power distribution.  

Refer to ITS 3.2.2 Required Acton A.2 and DOC L4 regarding the less restrictive 
aspects of this change. This change is consistent with NUREG-1430 as modified by 
TSTF-160, Rev 1.
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M12 The CTS markup shows the adoption of ITS 3.2.3 Required Action A.1. This 

Required Action provides verification of acceptable core power distribution, 
specifically local core linear heat rates (local power peaking), during conditions where 
AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE is not within the limits of the COLR. This verification 
preserves the initial conditions of the ECCS accident analysis and DNBR analysis for 
loss of forced reactor coolant flow. In the ITS, the performance of this RA with a 
2 hour periodic Completion Time will allow continued unit operation for up to 
24 hours (ITS 3.2.3 Required Action A.2).  

The adoption of this RA imposes more restrictive requirements in that no similar 
requirements existed in the CTS. Further, if the RA is not completed within its 
specified 2 hour Completion Time or is otherwise incapable of being completed, then 
ITS 3.2.3 Required Action B.I would require that THERMAL POWER be reduced to 
less than or equal to 40% RTP within 4 hours. Thus, the ITS imposes a conditional 
Action that was not present in the CTS. The CTS allows 4 hours to complete the 
required action regardless of the ability to perform a verification of acceptable core 
power distribution.  

Refer to ITS 3.2.3 Required Action A.2 and DOC L5 regarding the less restrictive 
aspects of this change. This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

M13 CTS 3.5.2.4.1 presents the required action to reduce the THERMAL POWER level of 
the unit should the QUADRANT POWER TILT exceed its limits. CTS 3.5.2.4.2 
establishes a 4 hour compietion time for the power reduction. ITS 3.2.4 Required 
Action A. 1.2.1 will require this power reduction be accomplished within 2 hours of 
entry into the Condition or 2 hours after the last performance of SR 3.2.5.1 (ITS 3.2.4 
Required Action A. 1.1). The 2 hour Completion Time is necessary to ensure that local 
linear heat rates are maintained within acceptable limits while limiting the potential for 
xenon redistribution. This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

M14 The CTS markup shows the adoption of ITS 3.2.4 Required Action A.1.1. This 
Required Action provides verification of acceptable core power distribution, 
specifically local core linear heat rates (local power peaking), during conditions where 
QUADRANT POWER TILT is not within the steady state limits presented in the 
COLR. This verification preserves the initial conditions of the ECCS accident analysis 
and DNBR analysis for loss of forced reactor coolant flow. In the ITS, the 
performance of this RA on a 2 hour Frequency will allow unrestricted unit operation 
for up to 24 hours as long as the linear heat rate (power peaking) criteria are met.  

The adoption of this RA imposes more restrictive requirements in that no similar 
requirements existed in the CTS. Further, if the RA is not completed within its 
specified 2 hour periodic Completion Time or is otherwise incapable of being 
completed, then ITS 3.2.4 Required Action A. 1.2.1 would require that within 2 hours 
THERMAL POWER be reduced ý_2% RTP from the ALLOWABLE THERMAL 
POWER for each 1% of QPT greater than the limit. Thus, the ITS imposes a 
conditional Action that was not present in the CTS. Further, the CTS allows 4 hours
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to complete the required action regardless of the ability to perform a verification of 
acceptable core power distribution.  

Refer to DOC L1O regarding the less restrictive aspects of this change. This change is 
consistent with NUREG-1430.  

M15 The CTS markup shows the adoption of a second Completion Time for ITS 3.2.4 
Required Action A. 1.2.1. This second Completion Time imposes the requirement to 
complete the required THERMAL POWER reduction within 2 hours following the last 
performance of SR 3.2.5.1. This Completion Time limits the time that the unit may 
operate with a QPT coincident with a potential excessive core linear heat rate or 
excessive power peaking. The adoption of this Completion Time is more restrictive 
because the CTS had no similar SR requirement and merely required a THERMAL 
POWER reduction with a 4 hour completion time. This change is consistent with 
NUREG-1430.  

M16 The CTS markup shows the adoption of a second Frequency for ITS SR 3.2.4.1. This 
second Frequency imposes the requirement to complete the SR at one hour intervals 
for 12 consecutive hours, or until verified acceptable at >Ž95% RTP, following the 
restoration of QPT within limits. This Frequency is used to determine whether the 
period of any oscillation due to xenon redistribution might cause the QPT to 
subsequently exceed the limit. This change is more restrictive because the CTS 
contained no similar SR Frequency requirements. This change is consistent with 
NUREG-1430.  

M17 CTS 4.1.d established the requirements for core power distribution measurement.  
LCO 3.2.5 will establish similar requirements in the ITS. The principle difference in the 
ITS will be that the Surveillance (SR 3.2.5.1) is only performed when directed by 
LCO 3.1.8, "PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions - MODE 1," or by the Required Actions of 
LCO 3.1.4, "CONTROL ROD Group Alignment Limits"; LCO 3.2.1, "Regulating Rod 
Insertion Limits"; LCO 3.2.2, "AXIAL POWER SHAPING ROD (APSR) Insertion 
Limits"; LCO 3.2.3, "AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE Operating Limits"; LCO 3.2.4, 
"QUADRANT POWER TILT (QPT)." This represents a more restrictive requirement 
than the CTS which required the performance of the Surveillance on a 10 effective full 
power day (EFPD) frequency. This is more restrictive because it requires a repetitive 
performance of the SR while operating in accordance with the Required Actions of the 
above LCOs. Further, if SR 3.2.5.1 is not performed, or is incapable of being 
performed within the required Completion Time, then a THERMAL POWER 
reduction is required within a shorter Completion Time than that established within the 
CTS.  

This change in Frequency is acceptable because the steady state design considerations 
of the core ensure margin to the thermal operating limits which are easily preserved 
while operating in accordance with the LCO requirements previously listed. Thus, the 
10 EFPD Frequency only provides a confirmation of already known conditions.  
However, when required because of a failure to meet one or more of the ITS LCOs 
(listed above), SR 3.2.5.1 is performed to ensure the continued acceptability of the
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core's local linear heat rates. This verification ensures the continued compliance with 
the core power distribution assumptions of the accident analyses even though specific 
LCO requirements may not be met. Thus, the ITS SR Frequency will better ensure the 
continued compliance with the safety analysis initial condition assumptions regarding 
core power distribution.  

This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

M18 CTS 3.5.4 established requireinents for the OPERABILITY of the incore 
instrumentation system when above 80% of operating power determined by the reactor 
coolant pump combination (equivalent to 80% ATP in the ITS). The last paragraph of 
CTS 3.5.4 provided an action that if the incore detector system is inoperable, the 
system was not to be used for the applicable function (i.e., axial imbalance 
determination or radial tilt determination). The ITS will require the incore detector 
system to be OPERABLE anytime it is providing the required monitoring function 
specified in ITS 3.2.3, 3.2.4 and 3.2.5. This extends the Applicability for this system's 
OPERABILITY down to 40% RTP when satisfying ITS 3.2.3 and down to 20% RTP 
when satisfying ITS 3.2.4 and 3.2.5. Therefore, the ITS will impose requirements on 
system OPERABILITY that are more restrictive than those in the CTS. This more 
restrictive requirement is appropriate because it establishes monitoring system 
OPERABILITY requirements consistent with the Applicability of the LCOs for the 
parameters being monitored. This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.
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TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE 

LI The CTS markup shows the adoption of the Completion Times for ITS 3.2.4 Required Actions A. 1.2.2, A. 1.2.3 and A. 1.2.4. CTS 3.5.2.4.2 establishes the required actions if the QUADRANT POWER TILT is not restored to within its limits. The CTS required actions correlate to ITS 3.2.4 Required Actions A. 1.2.1, A. 1.2.2, A. 1.2.3 and A- 1.2.4.  The CTS states that these actions are to be completed within 4 hours. ITS Required Actions A. 1.2.2, A. 1.2.3 and A. 1.2.4 have a Completion Time of 10 hours from entry into the Condition or 10 hours following the last performance of SR 3.2.5.1. Adoption of the ITS Completion Time effectively lengthens by 6 hours the amount of time allowed for the completion of these corrective Actions. The 10 hour Completion Time is considered appropriate in light of the 2 hour Completion Time associated with ITS Required Action A. 1.2.1 and its required reduction in THERMAL POWER. During the course of reducing the THERMAL POWER level of the unit, it is considered imprudent to be simultaneously adjusting the setpoints of the Reactor Protection System and attempting to modify the operational restraints governing regulating rod position and axial power imbalance setpoints. The adoption of the 6 additional hours provides sufficient time for an' orderly power reduction followed by an orderly execution of the tasks associated with ITS 3.2.4 Required Actions A. 1.2.2, A. 1.2.3 and A. 1.2.4. The 10 hour Completion Time is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

L2 Not Used.  

L3 CTS 3.5.2.4.3 establishes Required Actions that are inconsistent with CTS 3.0.1 requirements and ITS LCO 3.0.1 requirements. Specifically, the CTS directs that the Unit be placed in hot shutdown (reactor subcritical) if the QUADRANT POWER TILT is in excess of 25% unless diagnostic testing is to be performed or is being performed, in which case, the unit is allowed to continue to operate provided THERMAL POWER is maintained below the ALLOWABLE THERMAL POWER as adjusted by CTS 3.5.2.4. 1. CTS 3.5.2.4, as applied at ANO-1, is applicable when operating at greater than 15% of rated power. This applicability is based on the surveillance requirement found in CTS 3.5.2.4.4. The requirement to go to CTS hot shutdown (equivalent to ITS MODE 3) rather than to exit the Applicability (< 15% of rated power) presents required actions inconsistent with the requirements of CTS 3.0. 1.  
ITS 3.2.4 is Applicable in MODE I with THERMAL POWER above 20% RTP.  NUREG 3.2.4 Condition F establishes the Required Actions if QPT is greater than the maximum limit. NUREG 3.2.4 Condition F establishes that the THERMAL POWER level of the unit be reduced to less than or equal to 20% RTP. The ITS will adopt this required reduction to less than or equal to 20%/o RTP as the Required Action for Condition D. This change represents less restrictive requirements in that continued operation, below 20% RTP, with QPT greater than the limits specified in the COLR, will be allowed even while not performing PHYSICS TESTS or "diagnostic testing." This change is consistent with NUREG-1430 3.2.4 Action F, LCO 3.0.1 and LCO 3.0.2.  

ANO-1 
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Note - a discussion regarding the difference in Applicability between CTS 3.5.2.4 and 
ITS 3.2.4 is given in Section 3.2 DOC A9.  

IA CTS 3.5.2.5.4 established the LCO requirements and associated required actions for 
the AXIAL POWER SHAPING RODS (APSRs). The CTS required that the APSRs 
be restored to within their limits within 4 hours. ITS 3.2.2 Required Action A.2 will 
allow up to 24 hours to restore the APSRs to within their limits provided that core 
power distribution is being monitored at 2 hour intervals (Required Action A. 1). The 
ITS will impose less restrictive requirements in that the unit will be allowed to operate 
for a longer period of time with the APSRs not in accordance with their position limits.  
However, this extension is only possible if ITS 3.2.2 Required Action A. 1 is being 
performed which ensures the acceptability of the core power distribution. ITS 3.2.2 
Required Action A. 1 is only required when THERMAL POWER is greater than 
20% RTP. The extension in the allowed operating time is acceptable because the initial 
conditions of the safety analyses are preserved by verification, using the Incore 
Detector System, that core power distribution is within the initial conditions of the 
safety analyses while operating at greater than 20% RTP. When operating below 20% 
RTP with the APSRs not positioned in accordance with their limits, the extension in the 
allowed operating time is acceptable because of the large operating margins that exist 
in the core. The CTS did not provide a comparable required action to perform core 
power distribution verification. This change is consistent with NUREG-1430 as 
modified by TSTF-160.  

L5 CTS 3.5.2.6.3 and CTS 3.5.2.6.4 established the required actions for AXIAL POWER 
IMBALANCE not within limits. The CTS required that the AXIAL POWER 
IMBALANCE be restored to.within its limits within 4 hours. ITS 3.2.3 Required 
Action A.2 will allow up to 24 hours to restore the AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE to 
within its limit provided that core power distribution is being monitored at 2 hour 
intervals (Required Action A.1). The ITS will impose less restrictive requirements in 
that the unit will be allowed to operate for a longer period of time with AXIAL 
POWER IMBALANCE not in accordance with its limit. However, this extension is 
only possible if ITS 3.2.3 Required Action A. 1 is being performed which ensures the 
acceptability of the core power distribution. This extension is acceptable because the 
initial conditions of the safety analyses are preserved by verification that core power 
distribution is within the initial conditions of the safety analyses. The CTS did not 
provide a comparable required action to perform core power distribution verification.  
This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.
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L6 CTS 3.5.2.5.3 directed that if the position setpoints were exceeded then corrective 

measures shall be immediately taken to achieve an acceptable CONTROL ROD position and that the acceptable CONTROL ROD position be achieved within 4 hours.  The ITS will adopt NUREG-1430 3.2.1 as modified by TSTF-345. ITS 3.2.1 will establish Required Actions based on the safety significance of not having the regulating rod group position, sequence or required overlap within the limits. The Required 
Actions will be based on: 1) regulating rod group insertion into the restricted operation region (ITS 3.2.1 Condition A and B); 2) regulating rod group insertion in an incorrect 
sequence or group overlap requirements not within the limits (ITS 3.2.1 Condition C); or 3) regulating group insertion into the unacceptable operation region (ITS 3.2.1 
Condition D). The ITS provides differentiation between the types of regulating rod 
group deviations, given above, that were not differentiated between in the CTS.  

The ITS and CTS requirements will be similar for situations in which the regulating rod groups are inserted into the restricted operation region and the core power distribution is not being periodically verified. However, ITS provides a less restrictive Completion Time for restoration of adherence to the limits (24 hours from discovery of failure to meet the LCO (ITS 3.2.1 Required Action A.2)), provided that periodic surveillance of an acceptable linear heat rate (ITS 3.2.1 Required Action A. 1) is performed at 2 hour intervals. If this surveillance is not performed, then ITS 3.2.1 Required Action B. 1 requires a reduction in THERMAL POWER with a Completion Time of 2 hours.  Similarly, if the surveillance determines that the linear heat rates are not within limits, 
the Actions of ITS 3.2.5 also require a power reduction within 2 hours. For the scenario where the linear heat rate surveillance is not performed, the combination of the Completion Times for Required Actions A. 1 and B. 1 maintains the present 4 hour restoration requirement established by CTS 3.5.2.5.3. This change is less restrictive 
because when the linear heat rate surveillance is being periodically performed the Completion Time is 24 hours. This Completion Time is acceptable for the following 
reasons: 

1) The SDM requirements and ejected rod worth limitations are maintained by the fact 
that the regulating rod group is not inserted out-of-sequence, proper overlap requirements are met, and the group is not inserted into the unacceptable operation region as given in the COLR. ITS Conditions C and D would apply to the other 
cases and provide appropriate Required Actions.  

2) During non-transient conditions, the power redistribution effects would be 
generally slow and limited to those associated with changes in the local xenon 
concentrations. Unacceptable changes in power distribution would be apparent as a result of the verification of acceptable core power distributions through the 
performance of ITS 3.2.1 Required Action A. I and through observation of changes 
in other monitored core parameters such as AX[AL POWER IMBALANCE and QUADRANT POWER TILT. During transient conditions, other indication in the 
control room is available to indicate the upset condition of the unit. This indication is more than adequate to make a determination of whether the event has the 
potential to induce significant power redistribution.  
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3) For situations in which the regulating rod group was inserted into the unacceptable 
operation region (beyond the insertion limit) of the COLR figure, the ITS Required 
Action will result in the initiation of boration within 15 minutes. And, the 
regulating rod group position must be returned to the acceptable operation region 
given on the COLR figure or THERMAL POWER must be reduced to less than or 
equal to the THERMAL POWER allowed by the regulating group insertion limits 
within 2 hours (ITS 3.2.1 Condition D). The 15 minute Completion Time for 
initiation of boration serves to ensure maintenance of an adequate SHUTDOWN 
MARGIN and preservation of the limitations on ejected rod worth.  

ITS Condition C will address those situations where the regulating rod group sequence 
or overlap requirements are not met. Required Action C. 1 requires that the regulating 
rods be restored to within limits with a Completion Time of 4 hours, consistent with 
CTS 3.5.2.5.3. Therefore, this aspect of the ITS may be more restrictive. This change 
is consistent with NUREG-1430 as modified by TSTF-345.(except for ITS Required 
Action C. 1 as discussed above, which is consistent with CTS).  

L7 Not Used.  

L8 CTS 3.1.3.5 established the LCO requirements for safety rod and regulating rod group 
positions as limited by CTS 3.5.2.1. CTS 3.5.2.1 established the requirement, that 
during power operation, the available SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM) be greater than 
or equal to the limit specified in the COLR with the highest worth CONTROL ROD 
fully withdrawn. In addition, CTS 3.5.2.1 established the Required Action should this 
SDM requirement not be satisfied (i.e., immediately initiate and continue boration until 
the required SDM is met).  

All CTS requirements for SDM will be maintained in the ITS. However, the ITS will 
be less restrictive than the CTS in that the ITS will specify a Completion Time for the 
initiation of boration as 15 minutes (Ref. ITS Required Action D.1). The CTS specifies 
that this be initiated immediately. The 15 minute Completion Time of the ITS is 
acceptable because it presents a realistic time frame for the required operator 
manipulations to establish emergency boration. The 15 minute Completion Time is also 
acceptable in light of the low probability of an accident occurring within this relatively 
short time frame. This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

L9 CTS 3.5.2.6.1 established a surveillance frequency of 2 hours for monitoring AXIAL 
POWER IMBALANCE. ITS SR 3.2.3.1 will have with a Frequency of 12 hours. The 
12 hour Frequency is appropriate because the mechanisms that can cause AXIAL 
POWER IMBALANCE, such as xenon redistribution or CONTROL ROD drive 
mechanism malfunctions that cause AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE increase, can be 
discovered by the operator before the specified limits are violated. This is supported by 
the availability of other indication in the control room that would alert the operator of 
the presence of malfunctions likely to induce an AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE. This 
change is consistent with NUREG-1430 as modified by TSTF-1 10, Rev 2.
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L1O The CTS markup shows the adoption ofNUREG-1430 3.2.4 Required Action A.-1.1.  
This Required Action directs the performance of SR 3.2.5.1 at 2 hour intervals. The 
structure of the ACTIONS in the ITS will allow unrestricted unit operation for up to 
24 hours as long as this RA indicates that core local linear heat rates (power peaking) 
are within acceptable limits. This verification ensures that the safety analysis initial 
condition assumptions regarding core power distribution are met. Adoption of this 
Required Action is less restrictive than CTS requirements because a mandatory power 
reduction will not be required unless indicated as being necessary through performance 
of the RA, or as a result of a failure to perform the RA. The adoption of this Required 
Action is acceptable because the RA directly confirms the acceptability of the local 
linear heat rates within the core. This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

Lii CTS 4.1 .d established the requirements for core power distribution measurement.  
LCO 3.2.5 will establish similar requirements in the ITS. The principle difference in the 
ITS will be that the Surveillance (SR 3.2.5.1) is only performed when directed by 
LCO 3.1.8, "PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions - MODE 1," or by the Required Actions of 
LCO 3.1.4, "CONTROL ROD Group Alignment Limits"; LCO 3.2.1, "Regulating Rod 
Insertion Limits"; LCO 3.2.2, "AXIAL POWER SHAPING ROD (APSR) Insertion 
Limits"; LCO 3.2.3, "AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE Operating Limits"; and 
LCO 3.2.4, "QUADRANT POWER TILT (QPT)." This represents a less restrictive 
requirement than the CTS which required the performance of the Surveillance on a 
10 effective full power day (EFPD) frequency. Note that periodic incore power 
distribution maps will continue to be performed per the recommendations from the core 
designer for the purpose of verifying core behavior methodology assumptions and 
determining fuel depletion characteristics.  

This change in Frequency is acceptable because the steady state design considerations 
of the core ensure margin to the thermal operating limits which are easily preserved 
while operating in accordance with the LCO requirements previously listed. Thus, the 
10 EFPD Frequency provides a confirmation of already known conditions. However, 
when required because of a failure to meet one or more of the ITS LCOs (listed 
above), SR 3.2.5.1 is performed to ensure the continued acceptability of the core's 
local linear heat rates. This verification ensures the continued compliance with the core 
power distribution assumptions of the accident analyses even though specific LCO 
requirements may not be met. Thus, the ITS SR Frequency will better ensure the 
continued compliance with the safety analysis initial condition assumptions regarding 
core power distribution.  

Also shown on the CTS markup was the annotation that the SR 3.2.5.1 Note was being 
adopted. The adoption of this Note is an administrative function associated with the 
structure and format of NUREG-1430. The Note is discussed here because of its 
relationship with the change in SR Frequency.  

The adoption of the SR Note and Frequency is consistent with NUREG-143 0.
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L12 CTS 3.5.2.4.4 established a QUADRANT POWER TILT (QPT) Surveillance 
Frequency of 2 hours. NUREG-1430, as modified by TSTF-1 10, establishes a 
Frequency of 7 days. ITS SR 3.2.4.1 will adopt this Frequency. The ITS SR 
Frequency is based on the relatively slow changing nature of the QPT during steady 
state conditions. During transient conditions, other indication is available in the control 
room to alert the operator to plant conditions that may result in QPT exceeding its 
limit. While operating within the Actions of other ITS LCOs due to events likely to 
induce power redistribution effects, the Required Actions directing performance of 
SR 3.2.5.1 are more than adequate in verifying an acceptable power distribution within 
the core. Thus, the reduction in SR Frequency is acceptable.  

This change is consistent with NUREG-1430 as modified by TSTF-1 10, Rev 2.  

LESS RESTRICTIVE - ADMINISTRATIVE DELETION OF REQUIREMENTS 

LAI This information has been moved to the SAR, COLR, ITS Bases, or TRM. This 
information provides details of design or process which are not directly pertinent to the 
actual requirement, i.e., Definition, Limiting Condition for Operation or Surveillance 
Requirement, but rather describe an acceptable method of compliance. Since these 
details are not necessary to adequately describe the actual regulatory requirement, they 
can be moved to a licensee controlled document without a significant impact on safety.  
Placing these details in controlled documents provides adequate assurance that they 
will be maintained. Changes to the SAR, COLR, and TRM are controlled by 
10 CFR 50.59. Changes to the ITS Bases will be controlled in accordance with the 
Bases Control Program. This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

CTS Location New Locatio 
3.5.2.4.3 (25% tilt limit value) COLR 
3.5.2.5.2 (Overlap value only) COLR 
3.5.2.7 SAR (7.2.2.3.2) 
3.5.4 Bases (3.2.3 & 3.2.4) 
3.5.4.1 Bases (3.2.3) 
3.5.4.2 Bases (3.2.4) 
Table 4.1-1, Item 39 TRM
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<LATE£'? 

3. '..,)n (LYA) S fication 

3. jtq) 3,.1. Th \tactor~~ol an temeriturve shki4-Lbe ywe ex 0 ý 

<1-1 3.1.2 Reactooolant taeratu shall )beto th ight oi4:he crft ali* t• iht-LA7EA 
(3.?.A) Fl ure,.-.N 

3. When the ctor coolant te gerature Is bel o-te minimum \temperature LAREA 
ecified in .3.1 above, x t for portions low powe hysics tes ng 

wh the requirem s of Specific aon 3.1.8 shall ply, the actor shal 
be s critical by an unt equal to greater than b• calculat 
reactity Insertion due depressuri on. 

3.'24.4 \perea s e m n ed ,subcrit:cal by at lkast 1 pec A/k til) • • a~ m bUb~Ol doe on InlnicatceawTer leveTN•_ween ý -•nad 305 N ,AT.k atmbuba fared an n inc e stahlished in the pr ssurizer.  

3.31.3.5 /r~cept for physics s limited by 3.5.2.1 tr bl TE 0.10 (•e flly withdra :• the'reoulating rods sha11epstindTthnter 
as -)ston lmits as •fined-by Specification. 3.5.-2.5 prior to • 

IU my, ownnmarg by ora-V% o-regu fxnagro w draW A L,•E•urit Ph awroaic ?ValT T UM?•,L 

3.1'.S The reactor sh l not be made crittcal until a; least 2 of the 3 
ergency-powe ressurizer heat groups are 'perable. 't les than 2 

Sof e 3 required.h". r groups oper le, restore required ater UP 
(iY)to op ble status with tr72 hours. IfIJe required heer group renb 

rstored operable status; thin 72 hours' be in hot s utdown within the 

3.1.3.7 With any of the above limits violated _restore the reactor to within the 
limit in 25 minutes or be in at least Hot Shutdown within the next 15.  

(1.1 3IV-48) -minutes 

Bases 

At th beginning of rfe of the initial uel cycle, the moderator temperature 
coef icient is exp ed to be slightl ositive at operat.ng temperatures with the 
op ating configu tion of control ds. (1) Calculat ns show that above 525F the p sitive modera r coefficient is cceptable.  

Since the mi erator temperatu coefficient at 1 er temperaturesvwill be less 
negative o more positive n at operating erature, (2) startup and operation of 
the rea r when reactor olant temperature s less than 5 is prohibited exce 
where essarry for lo over physics tes 

The tential react ity inseron due the moderator ressure coefficien (2) that 
could result from epressurizing the oolant from 210 psia to saturation ssure of,.  
900 psia is app ximately 0.1 perc tAk/k. / / 

During physi tests, special erating precauti ns will be taken. additionA•e 
strong negative Doppler coeff lent (1) and small integrated k would litt the 
magnitude of power excursion, esulting from a reduction of moderator density.7

Amendment No. I, -I, B0, 57 21



The requiremen that the reactor ibb not rbe made cratscal below the 

limits of Fi crac.to -i tone (1) e assurances that the preoer 

relationsh between primary coolant s aessure and tempevet ofWa r e 

maTntahne reeative to the N 3T r of t primary coolant p ss e eatup to 

thop te erature asul ne accompts db opereting the reato oo(akt 

If ae shutdown margin requa by Speatfscation 3.s.2 is itntained, there 
ts/ no possibility of'an acci tntal criticality as a resist of a decrease ofr~ 

c olant pressure.  

The requirement for pre sarzer bubbde formation a specified water level 

when ths reactor as leo than one (1) percent safeticay witl assure that 

the reactor coolant fsteu cannot become solid the event of a rod 
withdrawal accid~ennt r a start-up accident an tthat he water level is 
above the mini mum eecto able level. /. . / 

The requiremes that 2 the huemargi n ad ej ed pressurizer heaterso epoe operable proye s suac ht uf thaer cpacity. (12 .is__ 
avalle t pvioed.re contr r a loss 

The req eetta hesft rup eflywtdr.aw,• before__ 

3 1 hes withdrawn of all s n groups priorto safety'0 Td withdrwal 

The requirement for regu igrdsbigwthin the~ir ro°d position limits 

ensures that the shutd agnadeetd rod criteria t hot zero power• 

are not violated. / 

REFERENCES 

(1) FSAR, Sect n 3 

(2) FSAR, S tion 3.2.2.1.5

Amenament 4o. 20. 50 22



3.2.1 3.2.2.

.3.5.2 Control Rod Group and Power Distribution Limits

ff90
fl 4:j ,I and o ~ oes~ tclt f a reactor tbvp.  

Specification.  

8.5.2.1 The available shutdown mar;gn shall be greater than or equal 
to that specified in the COLR with the highest worth control 
rod fully withdrawn. With the shutdown margin less than that 
rzequired, imediately initiate and continue boration c injectior 

k until the required shutdown margin is reo . - t-ATER-

LATMEZ

Amendment No. &*,178 46
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< mJ324. RAAlM 4 
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opri aoo i smn z epit andllt;..1E 

S•.-Of the 1 t=eacti PMP nation may ctoltnue for 
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be re detdt 2s el.d in.powerao ebae l•on ti exess of 
1 Lloile group aver positiotin eIr of 0pecftLon A.7 .1 the oiw.rI limits ofS -ai,.tio-I 

3..5.2.5 

areLIted~ by I the cc •icion oPf•CLFT Sp fiatcu3 . ed 

or oCt to exceed the 
RAexisting reactor coolant Ip• 

freach It tllt in excesso the 

•. pe5,Lof I rso the quadrant ower tilt aa 1 
.(•. I) •rduce to less than the tt ifa- elt 8 lpt stc _ 

a a b mad: owng austmn n etpoints and limtt M 

3 .2 . R /i ,A I,2 . a . The Prote ctiJo n' S yst em M x imu Allo wabl• e S• tpo i,,t, fo r 

<Axial Powe Imbalance in the COLR shall be reduced 2A 
in pM Wiiich It1 tilt in excessetSit tit .i 

PAA123be reduced 2% In power for each It tilt in excess of ••• 

3.z,q RA A ic, The' wor •malance jetp -a s'hairn-re-educe-it 
2% in--•'erior ea-fh It tilein excess of the tilt 

limit.  

:324cJD .I .•drant rower tilt ILs in 4. esAo L!ý 

ae•ttd r~ovie amerma] owe ~lowable 
COEl -ý JXrstrite as stteI 
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3.e.i "

3.5.2.5 Control rod positions:

3.2.1

< Ac -S z is. .-. 2.

<WcQ 3.2.1 RA AA - Paftt >

Amendment No. 92

. LATM

< Add 62 I-S, I -I -I >
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(< 32J5..2 RAAALo'~ 3,21 

<Ad44 3,-1.2 M 2 

(AeW sR 3.ZI-9 
Add 32" RtAd 3t.1t RA A.A 

<LATrER 3. Ex t a xercisin contro o " (3 1) - - c ontrol redos ition ! tp l )eL aC R 

'3.24 A E... • 40Z.- If the applicable cn positon ,etpo.nta are L 
RA AX..-exceeded, corrective measure all be taken imediately to 

RA 8.•• achieve an acceptable gontr-fi position. Acceptable 

RA C'. L ontrol rod positions shall be attained within 4 hours. ýATERP 
.

xe 

(.roe s g~Ejj~fy, Ke lmits for APSR position are spec:f 
3 62.2 L¢O CORh E c O P E RATIN G LIMITS RE !2ot . -, 

322 A A.2.._ With he APSRs outside the specified limit provided in the 
CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT, corrective measures shall be L.  
taken immediately to achieve the correct position. 2 ' 
Acceptable APSR positions shall be attained within hours.

3.2 

31

3. I f th oeT aac is not within the envelope 

*. RA A.2, defined by the CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT, corrective LS5 
|measures shlUlZ be taken to achieve an acceptable rseactor 

Fapower imbalance. rE gý ~ ' 

4. If &anacceptable over P ibla ce is not achieved 

.3 R ithin hours,,Ireactor power shall be reduced until, - I 

ew t.,s4.ri n4-he.ola,.  

i-t2ui The a ontwou rod drce ve Pitn V pAnepns Chria to be a ocked sth l d 

Bas CW_ or los lomfted eaccesr c oobe authorfed by s heih improbablebecause .  

The reactor power-imbalance envelope defined in the CORE OPERATING LIMTS 

REPORT is based on either LOCL analyses (which have defined the maxi~mum linear 

heat rate Isee CO R;E OPF m nTZIG T. 4 TS RE PORT ), such th at the max ' -,- clea dding 

temperature will not exceed the Final Acceptance Criteria) or loss of forcedle 

reactor coolant flow analysis (such that the hot fuel rod does not experience a 

departure from nucleate boiling condition). Corrective measures will be taken 

Imemediately should the indicated quadrant power tilt, control rod position, or 

rea ctor power imbalance be outs ide the ir spec if ied boundar ie s. Operat ion in a 

situation that would cause the Final Acceptance Criteria to be approached should 

aLOCA or loss of forced reactor cool~ant flow occur is highly improbable because 

all of the power distribution parameters (quadrant power tilt, rod position, and 
reactor power imbalance) must be at their limits while

Amendment No. 4,••,-a4,44,64,4-, 4B REVISED BY NRC LETTER DATED: 
9/15/95



The uadrant ower tilt liit set forth theCOEPEA GLHT 
R•T hay~een establi ed within the eal alysis aesign base usin 

/he def tion of quad nt power tilt van in Technic Specifications, 
acti• .6. These sits in conj ion with the c trol rod positi 

astpo ts in the :OPE=TING LI TS REPORT, ensu that design p heat 

rat criteria ar not exceeded d ing normal oper ion when includ the 

Cf acts of pot tial fuel de ication.  

e quadra power tilt liit and reactor per imbalance se oints in the 

•h•.--~~ 
,eonai 

h 

COREOPE ING LIMITS RE Tsapply when u ng the plant c uter to 
.onito the 1limts * 2-hour frequenc for monitoring t se quantities 
will rovide adequat urveillance whe the compute is tofsrie 
Ad tional uncertayy is applied to e limits when o er monitoring 
methods are used.  

During the sics testing pro m, the high fl rip setpoints ar 
administra vely set as foll to ensure that additional safe margin 

(1) FSAR Section .2.2.1.2/ 

SSect on 14.2.2.2

Amendment No. $1, 91, 159
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3. 2-3 
6.2.

3.5.4 .,lore Tnstrumeftatlan• / \ Applies to a operability of e incore inst entation system 

T ify the fun anal and operati al requirements of e incore 
Intrut etation •ter. /

b~eciflcation A 
A 80 perco of opoetin r deter. ed by th reactorz.o.nt M 

bination Zable 2. 1) at leas 23 indiv dual incore doe ctors shal be 
operab a to c ec ross core pow dstrib •ion and to a.ist in the ierodic 
cali ation of th out-of-core tectors regard to t core imbal ce trip 
1 tie. The de tors shall arranged a follows an may be a pa c of both 

Ic arranges ts.  

3.5.4.1 ial Imbalan 

A. Three etectors, a in each a three strin shall lie tt 
san axial plane ith one pl in each ax I core half.  

B. a axial plan in each c a half shall e syme etri about 
he core mid- oex..  

C The detect shall not ave radial s metry.  

.5.4.2 adial Tilt 

A. Two se of four tectors shall ie in each co e half. Eact 
set o fou! shal lie in the ma axial plane. Th sets 

in t a sane* 2car half may lie the same axi plae.  

S. D eeors in a same plane all have qurrcr dial 
l .lue~~try. I•/,_ 

a eappli$ ale onitorinv~lunction. 3K provisolf peifict O"ons 3.0-.~]'•~O 

Sys2 incore detector ass blies with 7 etectors per sembly asbe r!ideal pr rily frfuel atongment pupsa. The sy~le 

include dat displ and record fu tions and is lso used for t-of-core 
Inuclea instrument ain calibratt land for cor ~power distr bpion 

A2 
A. out-of-core n lear inst ntation calib tion includ 

Calibrat of the spe detector at itial rsea r sta 
during e power asc ation program and periodi ly 

Amendmenter toer. 615
51Amendment No. $1. 161
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3. Z.$ 

2. A omparison check ith the !!crenrunttnin 
he event one of he four out-of- ore power range d (ector 

assemblies giv abnormal readi gs during operati .  

3. Conflrmati that the out-o core axial power lits 
are as ex cted.  

B. Core power istributlon ver Ication includes

1. Me urement at low ower initial rea or startup to chec 
at power distri tion is consist with calculation 

2. Subsequent ch s during operat• n to insure that wer 
distribution s consistent wi calculations.  

3. Indlcati of power distri tion in the even that 
abnorma situations occu during reactor o ration.  

"C. The safe' of unit operat" n at or below 80 ercent of 
operati power(') for ereactor coolan pump combinations 
witho the core imbal ce trip system s been determined y 
ext sive 3-D calcul ons. This wil e verified durin he 
ph ics sta~rtup te ing program.  

0. he minimum re rement for 23 dividual incore d ectors 
is based on t following: 

1. An ad uate axial 1mb ance indication n be obtained 
Wit 9 individual deecrs Figure .5.4-1 shows a 
• o. iector..  

t ical set of three detector strin with 3 detectors r 
tring that willVindicate an axia imbalance. The t e 

detector stri 2-4s are the center/ne, one from the i er 
ring of S... trical strings aM one -rom the out ring of 
symmetrtca strings. 7

Figure .5.4-2 shows a tical detection s eme which 
will ndlcate the rady poer distribut n with 16 
in ivdual detectors, The readings fr 2 detectors 
i a radial quadrant at either planes an be compared 
ith readings fr the other quadr s to measure radial 

flux tilt.  

Figure 3.5. 3 combines Figur 3.5.4-1 and .4-2 to 
illustrat a typical set of 3 individual ectors that 
can be ecifled as a min um for axial i alance 
dete ation and radia ilt indicatio , as well as for 
the termination of ss core power istributions.  
St tup testing willh ify the ade cy of this set 

ectors for the -ove functions.  

E. A east 23 specifl incore detect s will be oper e to 
eck power dlstr utlon above 80 ercent power de rmined 

by reactor cool pump combina on. These inco / 
detectors will e read out elt r on the compu r or on a / 
recorder. I a set of 23
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/L�krE: (3.47

I

Amendment No. 71, 161

3.2.5

67b

0ýRATIONAL SAFET ITEMS (continued) 

. 1 detector system.  

-BASES 

4.. ho 405stablish the grlrequire nts appl able to * 

Suvel nce Requireme ts. These req •ements are •sed on the• 
Surveil1 e Requirement stated in the shde of Federf Regulatis, 10CFR 

"Surve eance equir ents are requirdents relatid to test, 

clibction, or spection to sure that the cessary qual y of syste 
anCd co A onents is o ntarned, tt facility opermtion will be ithin 

saety 1 : its ad t the li.it zconditions o oeration vi be met." 

.1 poesta dsestheibutireont t oiktesrveilla-ceamstbeprrd 

r tor er nditions for ich theru g iff

thriesae anidv alSurveil nee Requiremen . Theer_ ao a eg purpo 

fu Il thi e ificat i s tato d e nr that su il an e ar r or e to 

" Suiy te eratinc strantus o r ysequi an ments eand hto et 

pareter I withi n eiid t i:U ts codtions saf operatio i of mthe 

faci ythen he patnt sai a md or other n osp ifo ied codthnfo 
whqic tas of bted Limi ng Conditions for Operation ar apli bnless 

otbrw estte a idi ul urei ne eqirm3 *T2 pr5 

f ths eific <Atoan 3etat.2.5 nesae frmdt
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

ANO-1 ITS SECTION 3.2: Power Distribution Limits 

Entergy Operations has evaluated these proposed Technical Specification changes and has 
determined that they involve no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been 
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as indicated below: 

NSHC 3.2 LI 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

An extension of the Completion Time for a Required Action does not result in any hardware 
changes. The Completion Time for performance does not significantly increase the probability of 
occurrence of any analyzed event since the function of the equipment, or limit for the parameter, 
does not change (and therefore any initiation scenarios are not changed) and the proposed 
Completion Time extension is short (and therefore limits the impact on probability). Also, an 
extension of the Completion Time provides additional opportunity to restore compliance with the 
requirements and avoid the increased potential for a transient during the shutdown process.  
Further, the Completion Time for performance of Required Actions does not significantly increase 
the consequences of an accident because a change in the Completion Time does not change the 
assumed response of the equipment in performing its specified mitigatory functions, or change the 
response of the core parameters to assumed scenarios, from that considered during the original 
Completion Time.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will still ensure prompt restoration of compliance with the limiting condition 
for operation, or prompt and appropriate compensatory actions are taken. Thus, this change does 
not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously 
evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

Prompt and appropriate Required Actions have been determined based on the safety analysis 
functions to be maintained. The proposed Completion Time has been determined appropriate 
based on a combination of the time required to perform the action, the relative importance of the 
function or parameter to be restored, and engineering judgment. Therefore, the short extension of 
the Completion Time interval does not involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS

NSHC 3.2 L2 Not Used.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

NSHC 3.2 L3 

k_. 1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 

an accident previously evaluated? 

QUADRANT POWER TILT (QPT) limits are used to control core power distribution to within 
the initial assumptions of the accident analysis. However, the QPT is not considered as an 
initiator of any previously analyzed accident. As such the proposed change in Applicability of the 
QPT limit requirements will not significantly increase the probability of any accident previously 
evaluated. The proposed change allows for continued operation with no QPT limits below 
20% RTP since the resulting maximum linear heat rate (LHR) is not high enough to cause 
violation of the LOCA LHR limit or the initial condition DNB allowable peaking limit during 
accidents initiated at this low power level. Therefore, this change does not involve a significant 
increase in the consequences of any accident previously evaluated 

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will still ensure prompt restoration of compliance with the limiting condition 
for operation, or prompt and appropriate compensatory actions are taken, during the conditions 
which may result in violation of core power distribution limits. Thus, this change does not create 
the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The Applicability and Required Actions have been determined based on the safety analysis 
functions and core parameters to be maintained. The proposed Applicability has been determined 
appropriate based on the lack of need to monitor and maintain the core power distribution at the 
low power levels. Therefore, the change of the Applicability and Required Actions does not 
involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

NSHC 3.2 IA 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

An extension of the Completion Time for a Required Action does not result in any hardware 
changes. The Completion Time also does not significantly increase the probability of occurrence 
of any analyzed event since the function of the equipment, or limit for the parameter, does not 
change (and therefore any initiation scenarios are not changed) and the proposed Completion 
Time extension is short (and therefore limits the impact on probability). An extension of the 
Completion Time provides additional opportunity to restore compliance with the requirements 
and avoid the increased potential for a transient during the shutdown process. The Completion 
Time for performance of Required Actions does not significantly increase the consequences of an 
accident because a change in the Completion Time does not change the assumed response of the 
equipment in performing its specified mitigatory functions, or change the response of the core 
parameters to assumed scenarios from that considered during the original Completion Time. In 
addition, the extension in Completion TMne is dependent upon the performance of a new Required 
Action that provides verification of local linear heat rates within the core. This verification 
preserves the initial conditions of the accident analysis regarding core power distribution.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
,-- type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  

The proposed change will still ensure prompt restoration of compliance with the limiting condition 
for operation, or prompt and appropriate compensatory actions are taken. Thus, this change does 
not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously 
evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

Appropriate Required Actions have been determined based on the safety analysis functions to be 
maintained. The proposed Completion Time has been determined appropriate based on a 
combination of the importance of the function or parameter to be restored and engineering 
judgment. In addition, a new Required Action has been adopted which provides verification of 
local core linear heat rates while operating within the extension of the Completion Time.  
Therefore, the extension of the Completion Time interval does not involve a significant reduction 
in the margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

NSHC 3.2 L5 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

An extension of the Completion Time for a Required Action does not result in any hardware 
changes. The Completion Time also does not significantly increase the probability of occurrence 
of any analyzed event since the function of the equipment, or limit for the parameter, does not 
change (and therefore any initiation scenarios are not changed) and the proposed Completion 
Time extension is short (and therefore limits the impact on probability). An extension of the 
Completion Time provides additional opportunity to restore compliance with the requirements 
and avoid the increased potential for a transient during the shutdown process. The Completion 
Time for performance of Required Actions does not significantly increase the consequences of an 
accident because a change in the Completion Time does not change the assumed response of the 
equipment in performing its specified mitigatory functions, or change the response of the core 
parameters to assumed scenarios, from that considered during the original Completion Time. In 
addition, the extension in Completion Time is dependent upon the performance of a new Required 
Action that provides verification of local linear heat rates within the core. This verification 
preserves the initial conditions of the accident analysis regarding core power distribution.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
K>J type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  

The proposed change will still ensure prompt restoration of compliance with the limiting condition 
for operation, or prompt and appropriate compensatory actions are taken. Thus, this change does 
not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously 
evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

Appropriate Required Actions have been determined based on the safety analysis functions to be 
maintained. The proposed Completion Time has been determined appropriate based on a 
combination of the importance of the function or parameter to be restored and engineering 
judgment. In addition, a new Required Action has been adopted which provides verification of 
local core linear heat rates while operating within the extension of the Completion Time.  
Therefore, the extension of the Completion Time interval does not involve a significant reduction 
in the margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

NSHC 3.2 L6 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

An extension of the Completion Times for the Required Actions do not result in any hardware 
changes. The extension of the Completion Times also does not significantly increase the 
probability of occurrence of any analyzed event since the function of the equipment, or limit for 
the parameter, does not change (and therefore any initiation scenarios are not changed). An 
extension of the Completion Times provides additional opportunity to restore compliance with the 
requirements and avoid the increased potential for a transient during the shutdown process. The 
Completion Times for performance of the Required Actions do not significantly increase the.  
consequences of an accident because a change in the Completion Times does not change the 
assumed response of the equipment in performing its specified mitigatory functions, or change the 
response of the core parameters to assumed scenarios, from that considered during the original 
Completion Times. For example, the extension of one of the Completion Times is dependent 
upon the performance of a new Required Action that provides verification of local linear heat 
rates within the core. This verification preserves the initial conditions of the accident analysis 
regarding core power distribution. An extension of another Completion Time is premised on the 
initiation of boration to re-establish the required SHUTDOWN MARGIN while simultaneously 
reducing THERMAL POWER to preserve the ejected rod worth reactivity worth assumptions.  
The third and fourth extensions in the Completion Time establish a realistic opportunity to 
perform the Required Action without unduly challenging the ability of the operator to control the 
unit. All of these function to implement appropriate Required Actions that provide mitigatory 
measures to the out-of-LCO-compliance condition. Therefore, the extension of the Completion 
Times does not significantly increase the consequences of an evaluated accident.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed changes do not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed changes will still ensure prompt restoration of compliance with the limiting 
condition for operation, or prompt and appropriate compensatory actions are taken. Thus, this 
change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident 
previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

Prompt and appropriate Required Actions have been determined based on the safety analysis 
functions to be maintained. The proposed Completion Times have been determined appropriate 
based on a combination of the time required to perform the action, the relative importance of the 
function or parameter to be restored, and engineering judgment. Therefore, the extension of the 
Completion Time intervals do not involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

NSHC 3.2 L7 Not Used.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

NSHC 3.2 L8 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

An extension of the Completion Time for a Required Action does not result in any hardware 
changes. The Completion Time for performance also does not significantly increase the 
probability of occurrence for initiation of any analyzed event since the function of the equipment, 
or limit for the parameter, does not change (and therefore any initiation scenarios are not 
changed) and the proposed Completion Time extension is short (and therefore limits the impact 
on probability). Also, an extension of the Completion Time provides additional opportunity to 
restore compliance with the requirements and avoid the increased potential for a transient during 
the shutdown process. Further, the Completion Time for performance of Required Actions does 
not significantly increase the consequences of an accident because a change in the Completion 
Time does not change the assumed response of the equipment in performing its specified 
mitigation functions, or change the response of the core parameters to assumed scenarios, from 
that considered during the original Completion Time.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will still ensure prompt restoration of compliance with the limiting condition 
for operation, or prompt and appropriate compensatory actions are taken. Thus, this change does 
not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously 
evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

Prompt and appropriate Required Actions have been determined based on the safety analysis 
functions to be maintained. The proposed Completion Time has been determined appropriate 
based on a combination of the time required to perform the action, the relative importance of the 
function or parameter to be restored, and engineering judgment. Therefore, the short extension of 
the Completion Time interval does not involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

NSHC 3.2 L9 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

An extension of the Surveillance Frequency does not result in any hardware changes. The 
Frequency for performance also does not significantly increase the probability of occurrence of 
any analyzed event since the function of the equipment, or limit for the parameter, does not 
change (and therefore any initiation scenarios are not changed). Further, the Frequency for 
performance of a Surveillance does not significantly increase the consequences of an accident 
because a change in the Frequency does not change the assumed response of the equipment in 
performing its specified mitigatory functions, or change the response of the core parameters to.  
assumed scenarios, from that considered during the original Frequency.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will still ensure prompt restoration of compliance with the limiting condition 
for operation, or prompt and appropriate compensatory actions are taken. Thus, this change does 
not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously 
evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

Prompt and appropriate Required Actions have been determined based on the safety analysis 
functions to be maintained. The proposed Frequency has been determined appropriate based on a 
combination of the time required to perform the surveillance, the relative importance of the 
function or parameter to be verified, the causes or events that would induce a change in the 
monitored parameter, available instrumentation for recognition of events that might cause a 
change in the monitored parameter, and engineering judgment. Therefore, the extension of the 
Frequency interval does not involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

NSHC 3.2 L1O 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

The 24 hour delay of the CTS requirement to initiate a mandatory power reduction based on 
indication of a QUADRANT POWER TILT (QPT) above its steady state limit does not result in 
any hardware changes. The delay of the mandatory power reduction requirement also does not 
significantly increase the probability of occurrence of any analyzed event since the function of the 
equipment, or limit for the parameter, does not change (and therefore any initiation scenarios are 
not changed). The delay of the mandatory power reduction requirement provides additional 
opportunity to restore compliance with the LCO requirements and avoid the increased potential 
for a transient during the power reduction process. The delay of the mandatory power reduction 
also minimizes power redistribution phenomena associated with the power reduction which may 
exacerbate the QPT. The delay of the mandatory power reduction does not significantly increase 
the consequences of an accident because the core power distribution continues to be verified as 
acceptable through the performance of ITS SR 3.2.5.1. This Surveillance verifies that core power 
distribution remains within the ECCS accident analysis assumptions and the DNBR loss of flow 
analyses. If this Surveillance indicates that an unacceptable power distribution exists, then 
LCO 3.2.5 Required Actions exist that require a prompt reduction in core THERMAL POWER.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different Mind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will still ensure prompt restoration of compliance with the limiting condition 
for operation, or prompt and appropriate compensatory actions are taken. Thus, this change does 
not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously 
evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

Appropriate Required Actions have been determined based on the safety analysis functions to be 
maintained. The proposed Required Actions for QPT have been determined appropriate based on 
a combination of the importance of the function or parameter to be restored and engineering 
judgment. In addition, a new Required Action has been adopted which provides verification of 
local core linear heat rates while operating with a QPT in excess of its steady state limit.  
Therefore, the delay of the mandatory CTS power reduction does not involve a significant 
reduction in the margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

NSHC 3.2 LI1 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

The establishment of a conditional Frequency for the performance of SR 3.2.5.1 vice the 
CTS 4. .d requirement that the SR be performed every 10 EFPD does not constitute a hardware 
change or other physical alteration of the plant. The Frequency for performance of SR 3.2.5.1 in 
the ITS will be when required by LCO 3.1.8 and the Required Actions of LCO 3.1.4, LCO 3.2.1, 
LCO 3.2.2, LCO 3.2.3, and LCO 3.2.4. The deletion of the fixed CTS SR Frequency does not 
significantly increase the probability of occurrence of any analyzed event since the function of the 
equipment, or limit for the parameter, does not change (and therefore any initiation scenarios are 
not changed). The consequences of a previously evaluated accident will not be significantly 
increased because the actual core power distribution will be verified within its limits by the 
performance of SR 3.2.5.1 when required by the appropriate LCO or Required Action, given 
above. The ITS will key performance of the SR on operational conditions that might lead to a 
challenge of the core local linear heat rates such that the ECCS or DNBR analyses are not 
satisfied.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or cbages in parameters governing normal plant operation.  

"_> The proposed change will still ensure prompt restoration of compliance with the limiting condition 
for operation, or prompt and appropriate compensatory actions are taken. Thus, this change does 
not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously 
evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

Appropriate Required Actions have been determined based on the safety analysis functions to be 
maintained. The proposed SR Frequency has been determined appropriate based on a 
combination of the importance of the function or parameter to be restored and engineering 
judgment. In addition, the new SR Frequency provides verification of local core linear heat rates 
while operating within the Actions of the various specifications listed above. Therefore, the 
change in SR Frequency does not involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

NSHC 3.2 L12 

\., 1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

The extension of the Frequency for the performance of a Surveillance does not constitute a 
hardware change or other physical alteration of the plant. The extension of the SR Frequency 
does not significantly increase the probability of occurrence of any analyzed event since the 
function of the equipment, or limit for the parameter, does not change (and therefore any initiation 
scenarios are not changed). The SR Frequency is based on the relatively slow changing nature of 
the QPT during steady state conditions. During transient conditions, other indication is available 
in the control room to alert the operator to plant conditions that may result in QPT exceeding its 
limit. While operating within the Actions of other ITS LCOs due to events likely to induce power 
redistribution effects, the Required Actions directing performance of SR 3.2.5.1 are more than 
adequate in verifying an acceptable power distribution within the core. Thus, the consequences of 
a previously evaluated accident will not be significantly increased because the actual core power 
distribution will be verified within its limits by the performance of SR 3.2.5.1 when required by 
the appropriate LCO or Required Action.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will still ensure prompt restoration of compliance with the limiting condition 

for operation, or prompt and appropriate compensatory actions are taken. Thus, this change does 
not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously 
evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

Appropriate Required Actions have been determined based on the safety analysis functions to be 
maintained. The proposed SR Frequency has been determined appropriate based on a 
combination of the importance of the function or parameter to be restored and engineering 
judgment. In addition, the new SR Frequency acknowledges the slow nature of changes in QPT 
during steady state conditions. Appropriate Required Actions provide verification of local core 
linear heat rates while operating within the Actions of the various specifications referenced above.  
Therefore, the change in SR Frequency does not involve a significant reduction in the margin of 
safety.
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"ITS DISCUSSION OF DIFFERENCES 
ITS Section 3.2: Power Distribution Limits 

1. Several changes were made to the ACTIONS established for ITS 3.2.1. These changes include: 1) a minor editorial change, and 2) the addition of a new Condition C which is necessary because the NUREG- 1430 ACTIONS do not appropriately address the Required Action and associated Completion Time for regulating rod groups that are not positioned in accordance with the required sequence or overlap requirements. The following paragraphs describe these changes in detail.  
1) Editorial changes were made to reflect consistent titles for the regions on the regulating rod group insertion limits figures contained in the COLR. In ITS 3.2.1 Condition A and Condition D, the word "operational" was changed to "operation" In ITS 3.2.1 Required Action D.2. 1, the word "operating" was changed to "operation." These changes establish titles consistent with the NUREG-1430 3.2.1 Bases.  

2) NUREG 3.2.1 Condition A is entered when the regulating rods are inserted into the restricted operation region, or sequence or overlap requirements are not met.  However, NUREG Required Actions A. 1 and A.2 do not address the group(s) out of sequence or the group overlap requirements not met condition. Therefore, ITS Condition C is added (as in NRC approved TSTF-345) so that a specific Required Action is provided to restore compliance with the LCO should the regulating rod group sequence or overlap requirements not be met. ITS Required Action C. I requires that the regulating rod groups be restored to within the limits with a Completion Time of 4 hours. Four hours was chosen based on CTS 3.5.2.5.3, which also provides 4 hours (Note that TSTF-345 provided 2 hours for this Required Action). This change is consistent with generic change TSTF-345, as modified to match CTS.  

3) The aforementioned changes require that NUREG 3.2.1 Condition C be revised to represent ITS 3.2.1 Condition D and that NUREG 3.2.1 Condition D be revised to represent ITS 3.2.1 Condition E. Further, the inclusion of ITS 3.2.1 Condition C (and re-designation of NUREG 3.2.1 Condition C as ITS 3.2.1 Condition D) requires that ITS 3.2.1 Condition E read "Required Actions and associated Completion Times of Conditions C or D not met" fo ensure that appropriate actions are provided should Conditions C or D not be satisfied. The appropriate action is to remove the unit from the LCO Applicability, which is accomplished by having the unit proceed to MODE 3 with a Completion Time of 6 hours.  
4) TSTF-160, Rev 1, was incorporated which reflects that ITS 3.2.1 Required Action A 1, performance of SR 3.2.5.1, is only required when THERMAL POWER is greater than 20% RTP. This Note provides an Applicability for the Required Action which is consistent with the ITS LCO 3.2.5 Applicability.  

The Bases for LCO 3.2.1 were similarly marked to reflect these changes.  

ANO-i 
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ITS DISCUSSION OF DIFFERENCES 
ITS Section 3.2: Power Distribution Limits 

2. NUREG-1430 LCO 3.2.1 Required Action C.1 was modified to reflect generic change 
TSTF-009, Rev 1.  

3. NUREG-1430 3.2.1 incorporates TSTF-1 10, Rev 2.  

The Bases for ITS 3.2.1 were similarly marked to reflect the modification in SR Frequency 
requirements. In addition to the material deleted by the TSTF, sentences containing 
reference to the alarm function were deleted for consistency and clarification.  

4. NUREG-1430 SR 3.2.1.3 requires that the SDM be verified to be within limits within 
4 hours prior to achieving criticality. This is redundant to the requirements of LCO 3.1.1 
which require that the SDM be within the same limits while in MODES 3, 4 and 5.  
SR 3.1.1.1 requires that the SDM verification be performed every 24 hours while in these 
MODES. Additionally, the regulating rod group position limits and safety rod insertion 
limits have been determined, by verified methodology, to maintain the required SDM in 
MODES 1 and 2. These rod group position limits are required to be met prior to entry 
into the Applicability of LCO 3.2.1, i.e., prior to entry into MODE 2, by SR 3.0.4.  
Therefore, SDM is periodically verified by calculation while in MODES 3, 4, and 5, and 
verified by rod position limits again prior to entry into MODE 2. An additional 
verification within 4 hours prior to criticality is redundant to these required verifications 
and unnecessary. Also, the ANO-1 CTS does not require the performance of a 
surveillance equivalent to NUREG-1430 SR 3.2.1.3. Therefore, the NUREG-1430 
Surveillance is not adopted in thi ITS.  

The Bases for ITS 3.2.1 were similarly marked to reflect that NUREG SR 3.2.1.3 was not 
adopted in the ITS.  

5. Bases of LCO 3.2.2 - Potentially misleading material was removed regarding the APSRs.  
The APSRs are designed not to insert into the reactor on a reactor trip (scram). Because 
they do not insert, they were never credited in the analyses as contributing to the rate of 
reactivity addition, net reactivity addition or the SDM.  

6. NUREG-1430 3.2.2 Required Action A- 1 was modified by a Note to reflect that this 
Required Action is only required when THERMAL POWER is greater than 20% RTP.  
This Note provides a Required Action which is consistent with the ITS LCO 3.2.5 
Applicability. This change is consistent with TSTF-160, Rev 1.
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ITS DISCUSSION OF DIFFERENCES 
ITS Section 3.2: Power Distribution Limits 

7. ITS Completion Times for 3.2.3 RA B. 1 (NUREG 3.2.3 RA B. 1), 3.2.4 RA C. 1 (NUJREG 
3.2.4 RA E. 1), 3.2.4 RA D. I (NUREG 3.2.4 RA F. 1), and 3.2.5 RA B. 1 (NUREG 3.2.5 
RA C. 1) were revised to specify 4 hours. The 4 hour Completion Time provides a more 
reasonable time frame for performing the required power reduction to less than or equal to 
20% RTP (40% RTP for ITS 3.2.3) from full power conditions (RTP). The NUREG 
2 hour Completion Time would have required the operators to violate the established 
normal, non-emergency, maneuvering rate of •30% per hour and unnecessarily challenged 
the operator's ability to control the unit with the potential introduction of a unit transient.  
Although the CTS established comparable Required Actions, it did not establish a 
Completion Time for those actions. Based on the foregoing discussion, the ITS 4 hour 
Completion Time is established which results in a prompt compensatory action while 
adhering to the unit's operating procedures.  

The Bases were similarly marked to reflect these changes.  

8. NUREG-1430 3.2.3 incorporates TSTF-1 10, Rev 2.  

The Bases for ITS 3.2.3 were similarly marked to indicate this change. In addition to the 
material deleted by the TSTF, sentences containing reference to the alarm function were 
deleted for consistency and clarification.  

9. NUREG-1430 LCO 3.2.4 is premised on the existence of a steady state limit, transient 
limit and a maximum limit for QUADRANT POWER TILT (QPT). The ANO-1 CTS and 
the ANO-1 COLR do not establish a transient limit for QPT. Further, the ANO-1 CTS 
does not provide any differentiation between the possible causes of an excessive QPT (i.e., 
QPT due to CONTROL ROD misalignment versus other potential causes) in specifying 
the required actions. Therefore, reference to a transient limit was removed from ITS 
LCO 3.2.4. Consequently, NUREG Condition B (which addresses the situation where 
QPT may exceed the transient limit but still be less then the maximum limit), and 
Condition D (which addresses the situation where QPT may exceed the transient limit but 
still be less then the maximum limit due to causes other than the misalignment of either 
CONTROL ROD(S) or APSR(S)) are not adopted in the ITS. NUREG Condition E has 
been modified in the ITS to provide the Required Action should the Required Action and 
associated Completion Time for Condition B not be met. These changes retain the intent 
that THERMAL POWER be reduced and that the ACTIONS lead to removal of the unit 
from the LCO Applicability if compliance is not restored. These changes maintain 
requirements consistent with current license basis.  

The Bases for LCO 3.2.4 were similarly marked to reflect these changes.
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ITS DISCUSSION OF DIFFERENCES 
ITS Section 3.2: Power Distribution Limits 

10. NUREG Bases - The Criterion statement at the conclusion of the Applicable Safety 
Analysis section was modified at each occurrence to refer to 10 CFR 50.36 instead of the 
NRC Policy Statement. This is an editorial change associated with the implementation of 
the 10 CFR 50.36 rule changes after NUREG-1430, Revision 1 was issued.  

For ITS LCO 3.2.2, the 10 CFR 50.36 Criterion statement was modified to preserve 
consistency with the ANO-1 license basis. Specifically, ANO-1 safety analyses, upon 
which ITS LCO 3.2.2 was based, were performed with the reactor critical. Thus, the 
Criterion statement was revised to specify that the LCO parameter satisfies Criterion 2 of 
10 CFR 50.36 when in MODES 1 and 2 while critical. When in MODE 2 with the reactor 
subcritical, the LCO parameter satisfies Criterion 4 of 10 CFR 50.36. This change is 
consistent with current license basis and 10 CFR 50.36.  

11. Bases - Throughout Section 3.2 Bases, numerous references to "limits" have been 
changed to "setpoints." In a few instances, references to "setpoints" have been changed to 
specify "limits." The COLR defines the regulating group insertion setpoints, group 
overlap limits, the APSR insertions setpoints, the AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE 
setpoints, and the QUADRANT POWER TILT limits and setpoints. These values are 
established in accordance with the NRC approved reload methodology established by 
BAW-10179P-A, "Safety Criteria and Methodology for Acceptable Cycle Reload 
Analyses," February 1991. This change is consistent with current license basis.  

12. NUREG 3.2.3 and 3.2.4 Bases - In the Applicability section of the Bases for ITS 3.2.3 
and 3.2.4, statements were added that the acceptability of continued operation with a 
significant AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE or QUADRANT POWER TILT is based on 
engineering judgment. ANO-1 has not performed analysis to substantiate statements made 
in the NUREG Bases because the accident initial conditions discussed are inconsistent 
with the unit's license basis accident initial conditions.  

13. NUREG 3.2.2 Bases - Incorporates TSTF-125, Rev. 1.  

14. Bases - In the Applicable Safety Analysis section of the Bases for LCO 3.2.4, reference 
was made to ANSI N18.2-1973 as establishing the requirement that the peak cladding 
temperature not exceed 2200'F. All similar statements in the NUREG-1430 reference 
10 CFR 50.46 as the basis for this requirement. Because the statements used in all of the 

Bases of Section 3.2 cite 10 CFR 50.46 as the reference, the Bases for ITS LCO 3.2.4 will 
be similarly changed to reference 10 CFR 50.46.
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ITS DISCUSSION OF DIFFERENCES 
ITS Section 3.2: Power Distribution Limits 

15. CTS 3.5.2.4.2 establishes that the overpower protection, during periods when QPT is 
greater than its limit, is provided by an adjustment in the nuclear overpower based on 
Reactor Coolant System flow and AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE trip function. The 
CTS does not impose a requirement that the nuclear overpower trip setpoint be reduced.  
Therefore, ITS 3.2.4 Required Action A. 1.2.2 will specify the current license requirement 
to implement a reduction in the nuclear overpower based on Reactor Coolant System flow 
and AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE trip setpoint. These changes maintain requirements 
consistent with current license basis.  

The Bases for 3.2.4 were similarly marked to reflect this change.  

16. NUREG 3.2.1 - Incorporates TSTF-216.  

17. ITS 3.2.4 Required Action A- 1.2.2 Completion Time is modified to include a second 
conditional Completion Time of 10 hours after the last performance of SR 3.2.5.1. This 
second Completion Time is necessary to establish a Completion Time dependent on the 
failure to perform SR 3.2.5.1 similar to that established for NUREG RA A. 1.2.1. As 
written in the NUREG, RA A. 1.2.2 would have to be completed within 10 hours of entry 
in Condition A any time the A. 1.2.X alternative Required Actions were chosen. However, 
ifNUREG RA A. 1.1 (SR 3.2.5.1) was being performed for an extended period of time, 
assume 10 hours, and then stopped, then RA A. 1.2.2 could not be completed within its 
required Completion Time. The operators would immediately have to enter NUREG 
Condition B due to the failure to complete the Required Actions and associated 
Completion Times of Condition A within the required time frames. This change is 
consistent with NUREG-1430 Section 1.3 guidance on Completion Times as well as the 
NUREG Writer's Guide.  

The Bases for ITS 3.2.4 were similarly marked to reflect this change.  

18. The ITS was marked to indicate the addition of Required Actions A. 1.2.3 and A. 1.2.4 
consistent with the current license basis (CTS 3.5.2.4.2.b and 3.5.2.4.2.c). ITS 3.2.4 
Required Action A. 1.2.3 requires modification of the allowed regulating group insertion 
setpoints given in the COLR to lelp ensure that core thermal limits remain acceptable for 
continued operation. ITS 3.2.4 Required Action A. 1.2.4 requires modification of the 
Operational Power Imbalance setpoints as given in the COLR that similarly helps ensure 
that core thermal limits remain acceptable for continued operation. This is consistent with 
current license basis.  

The Completion Times for these Required Actions are stated as 10 hours or 10 hours after 
last performance of SR 3.2.5.1 because they constitute alternative actions to RA A. 1.1 
(SR 3.2.5.1). This Completion Time is consistent with NUREG-1430 Section 1.3 
guidance on Completion Times as well as the NUREG Writer's Guide.  

The Bases for ITS 3.2.4 were similarly marked to reflect this change.
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ITS DISCUSSION OF DIFFERENCES 
ITS Section 3.2: Power Distribution Limits 

19. Not used.  

20. Not used.  

21. Bases of various Actions were corrected to accurately describe the Condition. Wording 
similar to that of the Condition was inserted in each case to remove possibly misleading or 
inaccurate wording from the Bases for these Actions. These changes do not change the 
intent or usage of these Actions but serve only as clarification.  

22. NUREG 3.2.4 - Incorporates TSTF-1 10, Rev 2.  

The Bases for ITS 3.2.4 were similarly marked to reflect these changes. In addition to the 
material deleted by the TSTF, sentences containing reference to the alarm function were 
deleted for consistency and clarification.  

23. NUREG 3.2.5 incorporates TSTF-160, Rev 1. The Applicability was modified to specify 
MODE I with THERMAL POWER > 20% RTP. This establishes an Applicability that 
coincides with the lower operable range for the Incore Detector system. This change in 
Applicability is necessary because the Incore Detector system is used to satisfy SR 3.2.5.1.  
Further, below 200/a RTP, the probability of experiencing an event that could result in 
excessive linear heat rates or result in DNB is small. This establishes the LCO 3.2.5 
Applicability as one that is consistent with the Applicability of ITS LCO 3.2.4, 
QUADRANT POWER TILT.  

ITS Required Action B. I (NUREG-1430 Required Action C. 1) was modified to maintain 

consistency between this Required Action and the new Applicability of this LCO.  

The Bases for LCO 3.2.5 were similarly marked to reflect these changes.  

24. Not used.  

25. Not used.  

26. Bases - At multiple locations in the Bases for Section 3.2, paragraphs stating that the 
actual alarm setpoints may be more conservative than the maximum allowable setpoints 
were deleted to remove any possible misinterpretation that this was not an acceptable 
practice in all other situations. Generally, alarm setpoints are conservative with respect to 
the allowable setpoint. The presence of this paragraph implies that this is not an 
acceptable practice in other circumstances. Further, this paragraph implies that this 
monitoring function is performed by the plant computer and is credited within the ITS; 
when in fact, the plant computer monitoring functions are not credited as performing or 
satisfying the requirements of these surveillances.
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ITS DISCUSSION OF DIFFERENCES 
ITS Section 3.2: Power Distribution Limits 

27. The Bases of Specifications 3.2.3 and 3.2.4 were revised to indicate the following 
changes: 
1) Bases LCO discussion which was more appropriate for the Bases Action section and 
which essentially duplicated information in the Bases Action section was removed.  
2) Bases discussion of PHYSICS TEST exceptions was removed from 3.2.3 Applicability 
Bases section. This change was made to maintain consistency between the Bases of this 
Specification and the Bases of other Specifications which are the subject of PHYSICS 
TEST exceptions.  
3) Bases Applicability for ITS 3.2.4 was revised to remove a statement that lacks an 
analytical justification.  

28. Not used.  

29. Present APSR position limitations given in the COLR specify that the APSRs are to be 
positioned as necessary for the control of AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE prior to 
483 ±10 EFPD [Cycle 15 specific value]. After this bumup value, the APSRs shall be 
fully withdrawn and not reinserted. No specific limitation exists to prevent their complete 
withdrawal prior to this burnup value, although this would not be an expected occurrence.  
Therefore, the Bases for LCO 3.2.2 were modified to state that the APSRs are positioned 
in accordance with control rod operating guidelines provided by reactor engineering.  
Further, because there are no specific limits associated with APSR positioning, the 
discussion of error adjusted setpoints in the bases is not pertinent. Hence, its deletion.  

30. ITS SR 3.2.2.1 - ANO-l does not credit the computer generated alarm function as 
satisfying this surveillance requirement. The 12 hour Frequency for verification of APSR 
position is retained because of the infrequent usage of the APSRs and the fact that devices 
must be manually positioned by the operator. This change preserves the current license 
basis.  

31. CTS 4.1 .d establishes a requirement that "a power distribution map shall be made to verify 
the expected power distribution at periodic intervals at least every 10 effective full power 
days using the incore instrumentation detector system." The intent of this requirement is 
to ensure steady state power distributions are consistent with design and operation 
assumptions.  

ANO-1 presently verifies the acceptability of the core power distribution by determining 
that the linear heat rate (LHR) is within the limits established for various core elevations 
and fuel batch designs. Further, ANO-1 presently verifies that an extrapolated DNBR 
value at the protective system actuation point is within its limits. By performing these two 
verifications, core power distribution is demonstrated to satisfy LHR limitations based on 
the ECCS (LOCA) analyses as well as the limitations for the limiting DNBR transient (loss 
of forced reactor coolant flow). The current methodology does not specifically refer to or 
perform a verification of power peaking factors. However, the current methodology does 
result in a verification of acceptable power distribution equivalent to the requirements for 
verification of the power peaking factors referenced in NUREG LCO 3.2.5. Therefore,
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ITS DISCUSSION OF DIFFERENCES 
ITS Section 3.2: Power Distribution Limits 

the ANO-1 current methodology will be retained. NUREG LCO 3.2.5 was renamed 
"Power Peaking" in the ITS to reflect the current methodology.  

The wording in ITS 3.2.5 LCO was modified to reflect that LHR is the parameter that is 
required to be verified. In addition, ITS Condition A, Required Action A. 1 and 
SR 3.2.5.1 were modified to indicate that LHR has been substituted for the NUREG-1430 
peaking factor, FQ(Z).  

NUREG-1430 3.2.5 Required Action A.-1 was modified to direct a reduction in 
THERMAL POWER to restore the LHR to within the limit. A Completion Time of 
2 hours was specified. No other Required Actions are specified because the reduction in 
THERMAL POWER will continue until the LHR is within its limit. The 2 hour 
Completion Time ensures that prompt corrective measures are initiated while providing 
the operator with the ability to implement a power reduction in an orderly and controlled 
manner in the presence of a condition that has resulted in the adverse power distribution.  
The CTS does not establish any specific Required Actions or Completion Times for this 
LCO.  

NUREG-1430 3.2.5 Condition B was deleted in its entirety because ITS Condition A 
provides the necessary corrective action when the LHR is not within its limits.  
NUREG-1430 3.2.5 Condition C was editorially relabeled as ITS Condition B containing 
Required Action B.I. This change preserves the format of NUREG-1430 and the actions 
that result in the unit exiting the Applicability if the LHR cannot be restored to within its 
limits. The 4 hour Completion Time is based on the need to take prompt corrective 
actions to reduce the core THERMAL POWER level when operating with LHR greater 
than its limits while adhering to unit operating procedures governing normal, non
emergency, power maneuvering rates of •53 00/a per hour. The 4 hour Completion Time 
provides a reasonable period of time for the reactor operator to reduce the THERMAL 
POWER of the unit during a situation in which LHR has been made to exceed its limits.  
This Completion Time also recognizes the low probability of an accident occurring 
coincident with the LHR not within its limits. The adoption of the 4 hour Completion 
Time in the ITS will be more restrictive because the CTS did not previously establish a 
Completion Time for this required power reduction.  

SR 3.2.5.1 was modified to specify that LHR is the parameter being verified consistent 
with the above discussion.  

The Bases were rewritten to reflect that the LHR is the limiting parameter and that 
operational constraints are based on this parameter. Through a variety of correlations, the 
LHR may be expressed in terms of DNBR, margin to DNB or as power peaking factors.  
By establishing the LHR as the operational parameter, all confusion regarding which 
power peaking factor is limiting and how to adjust the power peaking factor for operation 
at THERMAL POWER levels less than 100% RTP has been eliminated.
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ITS DISCUSSION OF DIFFERENCES 
ITS Section 3.2: Power Distribution Limits 

At numerous locations through the Section 3.2 Bases of the ITS, reference to the linear 

heat rate (LHR) has been substituted for the power peaking factors. This establishes 
consistency between the Bases of LCOs 3.2.1 through 3.2.4 and the Bases for LCO 3.2.5.  

32. Text in the ITS 3.2.4 Bases providing reference to an allowance for movement through 
the specified Applicability conditions as an exception to ITS LCO 3.0.3 was removed 
from the Bases because it is unnecessary. The ITS LCO 3.2.4 Required Actions direct the 

necessary remedial measures. Other Condition statements provide the Required Actions 

should those remedial measures not be satisfied (i.e. Required Action or associated 
Completion Time not met). No circumstances should exist that require entry into ITS 
LCO 3.0.3 and no exceptions should be necessary should entry into ITS LCO 3.0.3 be 
required. Further, the most limiting Required Action would require that the THERMAL 
POWER of the unit be reduced to less than 200% RTP. This would place the unit in a 

condition outside of the Applicability of the Specification and simultaneously satisfy the 
requirements of ITS LCO 3.0.3.
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Regulating Rod Insertion Limits 
3.2.1

3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS 

3.2.1 Regulating Rod Insertion Limits

LCO 3.2.1

APPLICABILITY:

nItTnu•J

Regulating rod groups shall be within the physical 
insertion, sequence, and overlap limits specified in the 
COLR.  

MOOES 1 and 2.

.1.1.5 3.5&I

3.5.2..

(T £ LCO s not pabl while rform g SR 3.1.4.2.--

---- -- -P e r r nA

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

4w~sr-C3-2-0A A. Regulating rod groups 

inserted in restricted 
operationibregiornjI-) -sequ~nce orfoverlip, 
or y com nati 
nxmet. Y

A.1 

AND 

A.2

Perform SR 3.2.5.1.  

Restore regulating 
rodgropsto withi 

accpirbt qx~io

Once per 2 hours 

24 hours from 
discovery of 
failure to meet 
the LCO

B. Required Action and B.1 Reduce THERMAL POWER 2 hours 
associated Completion to less than or equal 
Time of Condition A to THERMAL POWER 
not met. allowed by regulating 

rod group insertion 
limits.

NI� 

-Q 
3.5,2.5.3 

�.5.15.S

Rev 1, 04/07/95
BWOG ST3

c -F-s

I

C. 'N VJC'tiswý C.1 T-Efta(L 1'#-5'Ak-VAa 

5roups S04ý%xtnc.,L or irod SjroLtp,5 -to 4 

overjAp retkireffitNts 6A-tko tmt-ts 

A*t Mft

3.2-1



<INSERT 3.2-1A>' 

A.1 -NOTE
Only required when 
THERMAL POWER is 
> 20% RTP.  
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Regulating Rod Insertion Limits 3.2.1

ACTIONS (continued) 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION

)t Regulating rod groups 
inserted in 
unacceptable 
operatiore region.

-N

Initiate boration to 
restore SOM to0 

fLrilt ?revi 
inL iLkt t.OL 

Restore reg1u1`anog 
rod groups to within 
restricted feU3 
region.  

Reduce THERMAL POWER 
to less than or equal 
to the THERMAL POWER 
allowed by the 
regulating rod group 
insertion limits.

_________________________________ .4 �-

9 ) Required Action and 
associated Completion 
Time of CondjtjRnCo,, 
no et. •/

Be in I•ODE 3.

COMPLETION TIME 

15 minutes 

2 

2 hour 

2 hours

6 hours

Rev 1, 04/07/95
BWOG STS

3-5-2
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Regulating Rod Insertion Limits 
3.2.1

M1

SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.2.1.1 Verify regulating rod groups are within the 
sequence and overlap limits as specified in 
the COLR.

Verify regulating rod groups meet the 
insertion limits as specified in the COLR

Rev 1, 04/07/95

SR 3.2.1.2

SJA 

Dil

3.2-3BWOG STS



APSR Insertion Limits 3.2.2

CT's
3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS 

3.2.2 AXIAL POWER SHAPING ROD (APSR) Insertion Limits

LCO 3.2.2 APSRs shall be positioned within the limits specified in the 
COLR.

APPLICABILITY: MODES I and 2.

ACTIONS _ 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

3.2.qA> 
A. APSRs not within 

limits.

(•) Perform 

AND

SR 3.2.5.1.

A.2 Restore APSRs to 
within limits.

Once per 
2 hours 

24 hours

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
associated Completion 

Time not met.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 
SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.2.2.1 Verify APSRs are within acceptable limits 12 hours, 
specified in the COLA.

R. k5.  

3.5.2.5.4 

01I, 

0 J A

Rev 1, 04/07/95
BWOG STS
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<INSERT 3.2-4A)

A.1 -- NOTE
Only required when 
THERMAL POWER is 
>20% RTP.
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AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE Operating Limits 
3.2.3 

3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS 

3.2.3 AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE Operating Limits 

LCO 3.2.3 AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE shall be maintained within the limits 
specified in the COLR.  

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1 with THERMAL POWER > 40% RTP.

ALI 1Uf4 ______________ 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE A.1 Perform SR 3.2.5.1. Once per 

not within limits. 2 hours 

A.2 Reduce AXIAL POWER 24 hours 
IMBALANCEfithin 

ApJ 

B. Required Action and B.1 Reduce THERMAL POWER 
associated Completion to S 40% RTP.  
Time not met.

I A 

5.5-2.4.:5 
3.5. 2..LA 

-,5.,o .

Rev 1, 04107195
BWOG STS

S3.5.2A. 2.?
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AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE Operating Limits 3.2.3 
CTS

SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.2.3.1 Verify AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE is within 
limits as specified in the COLR.

34,2A. I

Rev 1, 04/07/95
BWOG STS 3.2-6



QPT 3.2.4

3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS 

3.2.4 QUADRANT POWER TILT (QPT) 

LCO 3.2.4 QPT shall be maintained less than or equal to the steady 

state limits specified in the COLR.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1 with THERMAL POWER 4 4 RTP.

A.1.2 Perform SR 3.2.5.1.  

A.1.2.1 Reduce THERMAL POWER 
k 2% RTP from the 
ALLOWABLE THERMAL 
POWER for each 1% of 
QPT greater than the 
steady state limit.

A.1.2.2 Rdc ue 
0 . nuclear 

overpower based on 
Reactor Coolant 
System flow and AXIAL 
POWER IMBALANCE trip 
setpoint ? 2% RTP 
from the ALLOWABLE 
THERMAL POWER for 
each 1% of QPT 
greater than the 
steady state limit.

Once per 2 hours ANlb

2 hours 3,5.ZA, 3.5. 2.'I2 

2 hours after r1I 
last EDIr 

10 hours 3,S.2.,2.

1si ca-5.t 
Jtci

pa rf• e.z.•,(

(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95
BWOG STS
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<INSERT 3.2-7A>

AND 

A.1.2.3 Reduce the 
regulating group 
insertion limits given 
In the COLR 
k 2% RTP from the 
ALLOWABLE 
THERMAL POWER 
for each 1% of QPT 
greater than the 
steady state limit.  

AMD 

A.1.2.4 Reduce the 
Operational Power 
Imbalance Setpoints 
given in the COLR 
> 2% RTP from the 
ALLOWABLE 
THERMAL POWER 
for each 1% of QPT 
greater than the 
steady state limit.

10 hours 

OR 

10 hours after last 

performance of SR 3.2.5.1 

10 hours 

QB 

10 hours after last 
performance of SR 3.2.5.1

ANO-1 ITS

3.5.2.4.2.b 
N/A

3.5.2.4.2.c 
N/A

INSERT 1/28/2000



QPT 3.2.4

REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

cl-s 

tjjA
A. (continued) A.2 Restore QPT to less 24 hours from 

than or equal to the discovery of 
steady state limit. failure to meet 

the LCO

B. QPT ater than the 
tra sent limit an 

ss than or equ to 
the maximum li due 
to misalignme of a 
CONTROL ROD r an 

APS/
4f

Required Action and 
associated Completion 
Time of Condition A 

(20 not met.

8.1 Reduce ERMAL POWER 
z 2% from 
AL ABLE THERMAL 
P ER for each I% of/ 

T greater than th 
steady state 11.1 

.2 Restor QPT a less 
than or e al to the 
transien limit.

Reduce THERMAL POWER 
to < 60% of the 
ALLOWABLE THERMAL 
POWER.  

Reduce nuclear 
overpower trip 
setpoint to 5 65.5% 
of the ALLOWABLE 
THERMAL POWER.

3 inutes

2 hours
/

2 hours F® t�I�

10 hours

(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95
BWOG STS
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CONDITION
ArTMNIZ

(continued)
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QPT 
3.2.4

Rev 1, 04107/95BWOG STS

CT5

3. 5.-2-.3

I

I
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QPT 3.2.4

SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.2.4.1 Verify QPT is within limits as specified in 
the COLR.

CTS

3 .5Iqq

When QPT has 
been restored 
to less than or 
equal to the 
steady state 
limit, 1 hour 
for 12 
consecutive 
hours, or until 
verified 
acceptable at 
S95% RTP

Rev 1, 04/07/95
UM STS 3.2-10



Power Peaking 49 

3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS 

3.2.5 Power Peaking ( 

LCO 3.2.5 s-ha-b-ih-hin the limits specified in the

APPLICABILITY: MODEI Jt 4EMLFVM > 021tp

(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95
BWOG STS
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Power Peaking FAt 
-7.2.5

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.2.5.1 ---- NOTE-------
Only required to be performed wten 
specified in LCO 3.1.8, 'PHYSICS TESTS 
Exceptions-MODE 1,6 or when complying with 
Required Actions of LCO 3.1.4, 'CONTROL ROD 
Group Alignment Limits'; LCO 3.2.1, 
"Regulating Rod Insertion Limits"; 
LCO 3.2.2, -AXIAL. POWER SHAPING ROD (APSR) 
Insertion Limits'; LCO 3.2.3, "AXIAL POWER 
IKBALANCE Operating Limits; LCO 3.2.4, 
•QUADRANT POWER TILT (QPT)." 

Verify within limits by As specified by 

using t ncor ec or System to obtain the applicable 
a power distribution map. LCO(s)

Rev 1, 04/07/95
BWOG STS

cTS 

4.LJ
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Regulating Rod Insertion Limits 
8 3.2.1 

6 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUbTION LIMITS 
B 3.2.1 Regulating Rod Insertion Limits 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The insertion limits of the regulating rods are initial condition assumptions used in all safety analyses that assume rod insertion upon reactor trip. The insertion limits directly affect the core power distributions the a potential ejected rod, the assumptions of a and the initial reactivity Insertion rate. ecOL 
The applicable criteria for these reactivity and p d~o• l on design requirement are describd in . we ndW ~ 10, "Reactor Design," GDQV6, vRea~ctivityai 
"Can" r te ,_Re f._n), Capabinlityn 

GOC 28, "Reactivity Limits* (Ref. 1), and in 10 CFR 50.46, Acceptanc Criteria for eency Core Cooling Systems for Light Water Nuclear Po e (Ref. 2).  
Limits on regulating road ns Ion have been established, and all rod Positions are monitored and controlled during power operation to ensure that the power distribution and reactivity limits defined by the design power peaking and SDM limits are not violated.  

The regulating rod groups operate with a predetermined amount of Position overlap, in order to approximate a linear 
relation between rod worth and rod position (integral rod worth). To achieve this aPproximately linear relationship, the regulating rod groups are withdra and operatedin Predetermined sequence. The automatic control systemin a 

controls reactivity by moving the regulating rod groups in 
sequence within analyzed ranges. The group sequence and overlap limits are specified in the COLR.  

The regulating rods are used for precise reactivity control 
of the reactor. The positions of the regulating rods are normally controlled automatically by the automatic control system but can also be controi _le nually. They are 
or d tlu t 

•p ed • b _ o carl~ -o --' -r act vi ~ e "a pa edrating e.  
o ng-h-eReactor Coolant Syst 

ra The power density at any point in the core must tjmjted to maintain specified acceptable fuel design limits, including limits that ensure that the criteria specified in 
10 CFR 50.46 (Ref. 2) are not violated. Together, 

(continued) -owes 
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Regulating Rod Insertion Limits 
B 3.2.1

BASES

BACKGR0O 
(cont

UND LCO 3.2.1, 'Regulating Rod Insertion Limits," LCO 3.2.2, 
inued) 'AXIAL POWER SHAPING ROD (APSR) Insertion Limits,' 

LCO 3.2.3, -AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE Operating Limits," and 
LCO 3.2.4, 'QUADRANT POWER TILT (QPT),m provide limits on 
control component operation and on monitored process v laes to ensure that the core operates within the 
ti g~ limits in the COLR. Operation within the 
7Tiiiligiven in the COLR prevents power peaks th 
exceed the loss of coolant accident (LOCA) limits derived 
from the analysis of the Emergency Core Coolin( Systems 
(ECC~l•.•raior 11h •:e t ]mits. reni ithe U. / 

prevents departure from nucleate boiltng (DNSB) during a loss 
of forced ctor coolant flow accident. In addition to the 
I Lo limits, certain reactivity limits are met by 
i g rod insertion limits. The regulating rod 

insertion limits aiso restrict the ejected CONTROL ROD worth 
to the values assumed in the safety analysis andoW 
the minimum required SDM in MODES I and 2.  

This LCO is required to minimize fuel cladding failures that 
breach the primary fission product barrier and release 
fission products into the reactor coolant in the event of a 
LOCA, loss of flow accident, ejected rod accident, or other 
postulated accidents requiring termination by a Reactor 
Protection System trip function.

APPLICABLE The fuel cladding t sustain Ong 
.A~11ALYSES n rial operation 4C rdJtion or c _erto 
• '. .;, (-• Ur. nces-(Co~dtiio . The LCOs governing regulating 

"roa inserAion, SR position, AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE, and QPT 
- "preclude core power distributions that violate the following 

fuel design criteria: 

a. During a large break LOCA, the peak cladding 
temperature must not exceed 2200"F (Ref. 2).  

b. During a loss of forced reactor coolant flow accident, 
there must be at least 95% probability at the 95% 
confidence level (the 95/95 DNB criterion) that the 
hot fuel rod in She core does not experience a DNIB 
condition on 

c. During an ejected rod accident, the fission energy 
input to the fuel must not exceed 280 cal/gm (Ref.A.  

(continued)

Itit
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Regulating Rod Insertion Limits 
B 3.2.1

BASES _____________

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES 

(continued)

edit 
d. The CONTROL RODS must be capable of shuting down the 

reactor with a minimum required SO1he est 
worth CONTROL ROD stuck fully withdrawn( .  

Fuel cladding damage does not occur when the core is 
operated outside the conditions of these LCOs during normal 
operation. However, fuel cladding damage could result if an 
accident occurs-with the simultaneous violation of one or 
more of the LCOs limiting the regulating rod position, the 
APSR position, the AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE, and the QPT. This 
potential for fuel cladding damage exists because changes in 
the power distribution can cause increased power peaking and 
correspondingly increased local linear heat rates (LHRs).  

The S01 requirement is met by limiting the regulating and 
safety rod insertion limits such that sufficient inserted 
reactivity is available in the rods to shut down the reactor 
to hot zero power with a reactivity margin that assumes that 
the maximum worth rod remains fully withdrawn upon trip 
(Ref. 4). Operation at the SDM based regulating rod 
insertion limit may also indicate that the maximum ejected 
rod worth could-be equal to the limiting value.  

Operation at the regulating rod insertion limits may cause 
the local core power to approach the maximum linear heat 
generation rate or peaking factor with the allowed QPT 
present.  

The regulating rod and safety rod insertion limits ensure 
that the safety analysis assumptions for $DM, ejected rod 
worth, and er dais - eaking factors remain valid 

(Refs. 3_.p 

The regulating rod insertion limits LCO satisfies 
Criterion 2 of

LCO The 1imits onsqence, (cwd r over ap, 
C F - W , r ~ o / o , L~s d e f i n e d i n t e C L , m s e , 

ma-intalne e-cause they ensure that the resulting power 
distribution is within the range of analyzed power 
distributions and that the SDM and ejected rod worth are 
maintained.

(continued)
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Regulating Rod Insertion Limits 
B 3.2.1 

BASES 

LCO The overlap between regulating groups provides more uniform 

(continued) rates of reactivity insertion and withdrawal ind is imposed 

to maintain acceptable power peaking during regulating rod 
motion.  

Error adjusted maximum allowable setpoints for regulating 

rod insertion are provided in the COLR. The setpoints are 

derived by an adjustment of the measurement system 

independent limits to allow for THERMAL POWER level 

uncertainty and rod position errors.  

Ac al al setpoin implement d in the knit mvay more 

%stricti eithan thi maxiu allowabnle ue point va1 es to 
rovide jdditional Ionservatist between %he actual alarm 

isetpoian and the i~asurement (ystem inddjpendent li(it.  

APPLICABILITY The re ulatng e t 
limits shall be maintained with the reactor in MODES 1 

and 2. These limits maintain the validity of the assumed 

power distribution, ejected rod worth, SDM, and reactivity 
rate insertion assumptions used in the safety analyses.  
Applicability in MODES 3, 4, and 5 is not required, because 
neither the power distribution nor ejected rod worth 

assumptions are exceeded in these MODES. SDM in MODES 3, 4, 

and 5 is governed by LCO 3.1.1, "SHtUTDOWNMRI (SlM).' 

LCO has been modified b a Noe that suspends the LCO ED 

ACTIONS The regulating rod hnsertond setpovnts provided in the edt" 
COLR are based on both the bnit- aconditions assumed in the 
accident aises and on the SOot. Specifically, separate 

irse are specified to determine whether the unit 

£•.tp- t5 is operat ng in violation of the initial conditions (e.g., 

the range of power distributions) assumed in the accident 
analyses or whether the unit is in violation of the SDM or 

analses 'od woether mths. Separate insertionj I are 

provided because different Required Actions a and Completion 
Times aply, depending on which nsehas been 

(continued) 
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Regulating Rod Insertion Limits 
B 3.2.1

BASES 

ACTIONS violated. The area between the boundaries of acceptable 
(continued) operation and unacceptable o peration.,illustratdonthe '7• 't 

nreulatin rod insertEo figurves-initheCOLRi Stthe ý -

oe- vt res .c e- region. he actions required when operation 
•.•'Zr-•.•. ccurs tn he Tr s•;rtcr d~region are described under 1 

Con actions required when operation cc 

re_ý.&-tirc ro4 Sroup •e$tt-ce or- ov 41-.,A.  

Oeration with the regulating rods in the restrict region S-- " .. . . . . J r - s o w n e2 h P n,, . ÷ r o J nt z.o• t if g U re S s p e c i f i e d i n • 1 

peaking limi * ~an .i.f.)The design calculat~on assume• 

ior b Tow the non al overla ~may be ty ~cal and o not cawse (---
i Ofwicant di erences I core reacvity, inover / I 

d dMtrbution or in rod orth, relatye to tlr design / I calculati T hsust rbe wgntayi nedoecause ! 
-design cal ulrnn/odations s tas witheah andb 

i-nsert i ~a predete ined Ord.

For verification that an re within their limits, 1-14~ 
"SR 3.2.5.1 is performe using the Incore Detector System to 
obtain a three dimensional Poer distribution map.  
Verification that W a a-re wi tnin their limits Sensures that operaton with the regulating rods inserted 

(0 ' o1- nn che sti Wregion does not violate the ECCS or ONB 
'-.c---rci teritfr.ir. The required Completion Time of 2 hours 

is accepa e-U n-hat it allows the operator sufficient time 
for obtaining a pover distribution map and for verifying the 
%2!M: 2eaKWM famruors. Repeating SR 3.2.5.1 every 2 hours 
is acceptable because it ensures that continued verification 
of the -oa-- Nis performe as core conditions 
(primari-y regulating rod insertion and induced xenon 
redistribution) change.  

Monitoring the r E M actorj a F does not 
provide verification that the reactivity inser ion rate on 
the rod trip or the ejected rod worth limit is maintained, 
because worth is a reactivity parameter rather than a power 
peaking parameter. However, if the COLR figures do not show 

(continued)

J
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Regulating Rod Insertion Limits 
B 3.2.1 

BASES 

ACTIONS A. (continued) 

5 % that a rod insertion M is ejected rod worth limited, 

then the ejected rod worth is no more limitin than the SOM 

based rod insertion limit in the core desigrenjR_ j/) 
Ejected rod worth limits are independeent ._- inai-ned by the 

Required Actions of Conditions A andm_.  

Indefinite opration with the regulatini rods inserted in 

monitoring per Required Action A.1 is continued, reactivity 

ltimits may not be met and the abnormal regulating rod 

insertion aou cc l~r••may cause an adverse xenon 

redistribution, may cause the l imits on AXIAL POW•ER 

t/ I-exnr•4:oI oALANCE zto be exceeded, or may adversely affect the long 

i• ten. ful deoursinaperterscoTheryoof 
a ature tome th eurmnts of this ICO. This required 

.~ Completion Time is reasonable based on the low probability 

t'• lt - L. J• of an event occurring simultaneously with the limait out of 

specification in this relatively short time period. In 
addition, it precludes long term depletion with abnormal 

group insertion .-.-- • u'Un thereby limititng the 

potential for ah adverse xenon redistribution.  

Sf 

I 
urenifh fiuesi heCL 

within the re Iu d eon opletion, Tim (e., Reuie 

.. .ction A.Z not met)) then teQ. can be restored by 

5s.%po•'t•--- reducing the THERMAL POW R t a-value loe by the ..  
regusa tng ro inse ion in the COLR. The required 

Completion Time of 2 hours is sufficient to allow the 

operator to complete the power reductio•9• in an orderly 
anner andwitht n challening the • fsystems. Operation 

orRU p er o eours mre d Action A .e 1 s c t edr shown in the 

" Lre d i s t r c c eptaon , m asye u s o n t h e l oiwt o bt o f a n e v e n t 

, pit"we.i.mor:. i h te OUt o f spec ifica tion 

1ro&~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ sir"P +0--.ýi Z~ -r r soeyo

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.2-SA> 

Required Action A.1 Is modified by a Note that requires the performance of 
SR 3.2.5.1 only when THERMAL POWER is greater than 20% RTP. This 
establishes a Required Action that Is consistent with the Applicability of 
LCO 3.2.5, "Power Peaking."

ANO-1 ITS 1/28/2000"-INSERT



Regulating Rod Insertion Limits 
B 3.2.1 

BASES 

'c ~nuedVL 
r n 7ongurat jns and ymits th potenti# for a 

9xenoVredisti butron ayd r 

eraio i t n c ab egonshown on the figures in 

e LR corresponds to power operation with an SDM less 
O?•co'.-"irf than the minimum required value or with the ejected rod 

worth greater than the allowable value. The regulating rods 

may be inserted too far to provide sufficient negative 
reactivity insertion following a reactor trip and the 
ejected rod worth may exceed its initial condition limit.  

Therefore, the RCS boron concentration must be increased to 

restore the regulating rod insertion to a value that 
preserves the SoN and ejected rod worth limits'; edt• 

hr ust • asdesJ • i On 3 . The 

required Completion Time of 15 minutes to initiate boration 
is reasonable, based on limiting the potential xenon 
redistribution, the low probability of an accident occurring 

in this relatively short time period, and the number of 
steps required to complete this Action. This period allows 
the operator sufficient time for aligning the required 
valves and for starting the boric acid pumps. Boration 
continues until the regulating rod group positions are 
restored to at least within the restricted ooerlationl 
region, which restores the minimum SDM(ý-acbiltly anD 

reduces the potential ejected rod worthfo within its limit.  

The required Completion Time of 2 hours from initial 

V-"Vdiscovery of a regulating rod group in the unacceptable 
recion until its restoration to within the restricted S:=•,ýregion 

shown on the figures in the COIR allows 

sufficient time for borated water to enter the RCS from the 
l addition and makeusystems, thereby allowin the pr-ov chem ical ad it o ,~ ma eo 

1' -regulating rods to be wlthdrawn to the restricted, 
eration in the restricd region for up to Ga% , A a 
"hours -s reasona le, based on limiting the potentia or 

0 an adverse xenon redistribution, the low probability of an 

-... accident occurring in this relatively short time period, and 

the number of steps required to complete this Action.  

(continued)
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<INSERT B$.2-TA> 

Operation with the regulating rod groups out of sequence or with the group 
overlap limits exceeded may represent a condition beyond the assumptions 
used In the safety analyses. The design calculations assume no deviation In 

nominal overlap between regulating rod groups. However, small deviations in 

group overlap, as allowed by the COLR, may occur and would not cause 

significant differences in core reativity, in power distribution, or rod worth, 

relative to the design calculations. Group sequence must be maintained 

because design calculations assume the regulating rods withdraw and insert 

In a predetermined order. The Completion Time of 4 hours Is Intended to 

restrict operation In this condition because of the potential severity associated 

with gross violations of group sequence or overlap requirements. The 4 hour 

Completion Time Is based on operating experience which supports the 

restoration time without unnecessarily challenging unit operation and the low 

probability of an event occuning simultaneously with the limit out of 
specification.

ANO-1 ITS 1/28/2000INSERT



Regulating Rod Insertion Limits 
B 3.2.1

BASES

ACTIONS 
IPRn+4

4
H"mfl

The SON and ejected rod worth limit can also be restored by 
reducing the THERMAL POWEKR o value allowed by the 
regulatin rod insertion VW in the COLR. The required 

omp etion Time of 2 hours is sufficient to allow the 
operator to complete the power redu n in an orderly 
manner and without challenqin t.systems. Operation 
for up to 2 hoursf-l n the restric ed gion shown in the 
COLR isacceptable as on the ow pro ability of an event 
ocurring simultaneously with the limit out of specification 

Oe&,t•.E in this relatively short time period. In addition, it 
precludes long term depletion with abnormal group insertions 
or configurations and limits the potential for an adverse 
xenon redistribution.

it be restoped to withl 
for the floinal THEN

QRdon Tm then the reactor is placed in 
FWUET,• in which this LCO does not apply. This Action 
ensures that the reactor does not continue operating in 
violation of the peaking limits, the ejected rod worth, the 
reactivity insertion rate assumed as initial conditions in 
the accident analyses, or the required minimum SD0 assumed 
in the accident analyses. The required Completion Time of 
6 hours is reasonable, based on operating experience 
regarding the amount of time required to reach MOOE 3 from 
RTP without challengingIM systems.

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.2. 1.1 
This Surveillance ensures that the sqec n vra 

limits are not violated. A Surveillance Frequenc7 ofo 
L~l~lve )hour dependingqucellt •EAL.ornhethgfll, 'the'''•-•~i%.: YONK 

tea s itt e rod motion occurs fin hpdr.)du to fue Xf 
lburou na 110 -probaV I Ity of devlatig occur:ri 

rrv~ hrtt~ rme .rqec

(continued)
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Regulating Rod Insertion Limits 
B 3.2.1 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE s; 3.2.1.1 (continued) 
REQUIREMHENTS takes into account other information available in the 

control room for monitoring the status of the regulating 
rods.  

S;R 3.2.1.2 

(-WW• 06,fPREJUM readlattng•rod W•er•tion,_ r,,, 

CO'rIN[rification of the re ulatint ro• iserttont )as 
e rod mtn u Ato areuency of ursn s 

of e regu ting ro rou PSio t a eqnc f 

St detect regulatr t -rgd MnE 
rtl though tf e gro v c i , pdt he rd ltin to i nserto imi t ions becauso E 

Alsot thye avreecvake inoacutohr in ora ,o 

a e rodmotion the ontro l roofoup occursit in 2 hours.tu s f 
r-t :,ensertlon laimi a -11 becomes Inoperzo01, I •]aon 

the regula ting rods. 7roup oquency f 
d4ours i tsuffe C ato fec ther ty(e regul eng red SJiSups • beappr~hin or ceedng tfelrgrou ifnsetfn 

Aof t he Fprioreoencritica ityrades o c u ffiot er nto ti tos 
vi mbe if th ca rop rity a or stabih ohng t ei sadu csrt the regulating rodis. rinlmtaafii o EA 

Pri to &Chi, evn ctitcality , estima d •criticl 

p tlon forrtvhengCO9 8•IL ROgSy tdetermi Ad. Veri 'cation 
a)t MM• m ~s the m1 mum req rements nsu res tl)t / 

jufftctent SDl capal ltty ext s with te COINTRO RODS at 
/the estlr, ted criti &I positi n if itt s necessa~ to Sl t 
down or •rip the ractor aft r criti ~lity. Thl Froque) cy 

of 4 ho rs prior (o critica ity prov es suffi ent ti e to 
veriffS capab ilty and Jstablish he estim ed crt cal 
posit/In. , '- -

REFERENCES 1. Q GOC 10/aup• a G 10,0 C2 

2. 10 CFR 50.46.  

(continued)
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Regulating Rod Insertion Limits 
B 3.2.1

BASES

LEC5. 1::Q, -- ,01-ý
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APSR Insertion Limits 
8 3.2.2 

B 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS 

B 3.2.2 AXIAL POWER SHAPING ROD (APSR) Insertion Limits 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The insertion limits of the APSRs are initial condition 
assumptions in all safety analyses that are affected by core 
power distributions. The applicable criterion for these 
ower istribution design requirements are I"FRAD,) ectit 

SSAI 5 ion J.q I.-•--- GDC 10, "Reactor Design* (Ref. 1I), and 
S" •0 ®R 50.46, *Acceptance Criteria for Emergencjy .  Cooling Systems for Light Water Nuclear Power • e.Vu: 

(Ref. 2).  

Limits on APSR insertion have been established, and all APSR 
positions are monitored and controlled during power 
operation to ensure that the power distribution defined by 
the design power peaking limits is maintained.  

The power density at any point in the core must be limited 
to maintain specified acceptable fuel design limits, 
including limits that meet the criteria specified in 
Reference 2. Together, LCO 3.2.1, "Regulating Rod Insertion Limits,' LC0 3.2.2, 'AXIAL POWER SHAPING ROD (APSR) 

Insertion Limits," LCO 3.2.3, "AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE 
Operating Limits,* and LCO 3.2.4, "QUADRANT POWER TILT 
(QPT)," provide limits on control component operation and on 
monitored ro e les to ensure that the core operates 
w n ted limits in the COLR. Operation 
within the imits given in the COLR prevents power 
pea s a exceed the loss of coolant accident (LOCA) limits 
derived from the analysis of the Emergency Core Cooling 
S stem (ECCS) eratifr'within.M i• Mn in S(TbC•Rrevents departure from nucleate boiling (tiB)

••loss of forced reactor coolant f'low accident. The 
SASP•Jr•not re*ui ed Fo7 re iviv is~er~ti " atZ on-Vip 

This LCO is required to minimize fue t g failures that 
would breach the primary fission product barrier and release 
fission products to the reactor coolant in the event of a 
LOCA, loss of flow accident, ejected rod accident, or other 
postulated accident requiring termination by a Reactor 
Protection System trip function.  

(continued)
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APSR Insertion Limits 
B 3.2.2

BASES (continued) 

APPLICABLE The fuel cladding must not sustain daae asa I result ofM 
SAE Y normal operationo 

-nces a idt46ud. Acceptance crteria for the 

"safeity and regulating rod insertion, APSR position, AXIAL 
POWER IMBALANCE, and QPT LCOs preclude core power 
distributions that violate the following fuel design 
criteria:

ed .'-

T1MODES5 (aicý 2.  

In A~ 3~ 2. ickiQ i 

socetis-N' Criftflor' 
J' 

/

a. During a large break LOCA, the peak cladding 
temperature must not exceed 2200"F (Ref. 2); 

b. During a loss of forced reactor coolant flow accident, 
there must be at least 95% probability at the 95% 
confidence level (the 95/95 DNB criterion) that the 
hot fuel rod in the core does not experience a ONB 
condition; 

c. During an ejected rod accident, the fission energy 
input to the fuel must not exceed 280 cal/gm (Ref. 3); 
and 

d. CONTROL RODS must be capable of shuttin dow 

reactor with a minimum required SlM the hlghes 
worth CONTROL ROD stuck fully withdrawn (GODC 26, 
Ref. 1).  

Fuel cladding damage does not occur when the core is 
operated outside these LCOs during normal operation.  
However, fuel cladding damage could result should an 
accident occur simultaneously with violation of one or more 
of these LCOs. This potential for fuel cladding damage 
exists because changes in the power distribution can cause 
increased power peaking and corresponding increased local 
linear heat rates.

Operation at the APSR insertion limits may approach 
maximum allowable linear heat generation rate- e 

L•with the allowed QPT present.
H®

insertion limits satisfy Criterion 2 of

i on APSR physical insertion as defined in the COLR 
maintained because they serve the function of

(continued)
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APSR Insertion Limits B 3.2.2

BASES

LCO 
(continued)

controlling the power distribution within an acceptable 
range.

The-uel cycle design assumes APSR withdrawal at the 
_ _ _ _ _ FPiYburnup window specifi d in 

the COLR. Prior to this window, the APSRs eIrxFJ 
A steady state opera ion. ter 

tA n tahot ed PS are not allowed to be reinserted for 

op~r 4Ltt.S; A the remainder of the fuel cycle.  

pv'oV•;At- bi• E( [.rrgr adju ted ma*mum a11o~able set, ts for.APSR 
itded inhe . ineI S.... ....... ÷ •rI moatgi,6mpit iV•(em~ tndeendeh 

((cc5rD' i notn a'r e pr ,. ed Ci .n Th eet insa

APPLICABILITY The APSR physical insertion limits shall be maintained with 

the reactor in MODES 1 and 2. These limits maintain the 
power distribution within the range assumed in the accident 

Sanalyses. 
In l21O the limits on APSR insertion specified 

Dy TKTrls cFmaintain the axial fuel burnup design conditions 
assumed in the reload safety evaluation anay 1ss l 

DE a Cai sreu ecause K 
Applicability in MODES 3, 4T and 5 is not required, bcause 
e r i r u Vtn5s ions e Macc a ses, 

not e excoefdi es

ACTIONS For steady state power operation, a normal position for APSR 
insertion is specified in the station operating procedures.  

The APSRs may be positioned as necessary for transient AXIAL 

POWER IMBALANCE control until the fuel cycle design requires 

them to be fully withdrawn. (Not all fuel cycles may 
incorporate APSR withdrawal.) APSR position limits are not 

imposed for gray APSRs, with two exceptions. If the fuel 

cycle design incorporates an APSR withdrawal (usually near 

end of cycle (EOC)), the APSRs may not be maintained in the 

fully withdrawn position prior to the fuel cycle burnup for 

(continued)
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APSR Insertion Limits 
B 3.2.2 

BASES

ACTIOUS 
(continued)

the APSR withdrawal. If this occurs, the APSRs must be 
restored to their normal inserted position. Conversely, 

after the fuel cycle burnup for the APSR withdrawal occurs, 

the APSRs may not be reinserted for the remainder of the 

fuel cycle. These restrictions apply to ensure the axial 

burnup distribution that accumulates in the fuel will be 

consistent with the expected (as designed) distribution.

For verification that the core giarag iiete-p=tVOF4 Z F' e are 

within their limits, SR 3.2.5.1"Is performed using the 

Incore Detector System to obtain a three dimensional • r 

rbuion map. Successful verification that on ._A 

r within their limits ensures that operation w t t 

Sinserted or withdrawn in violation of t e ; j51-44 
specified in the COLR do not violate either the or 

criteria •d--F3.A. The required Completion Time of 2 hours 

is reasonable to allow the operator to obtain a power 
distribution map and to verify the I 

Repeating SR 3.2.5.1 every 2 hours s reasonable to ensure 

that continued verification of the I -- zgia 

obtained as core conditions (primari y the regulating rod 

insertion and induced xenon redistribution) change.

Y..I-.4'TY A miA **

Indefinite operation with the APSRslie whdrwn i n 

vioaion ot th' specified in the COLR is not prudent.  

___ ___ Evn vi c :0AIi 

L ot4,the abnormal APSR(Miger on- , wi -dr ama 

k~ c- -cause an adverse xenon red-str-TE-tton, may cause the limits I 
on AXIAL POWER IK4BALANCE to be exceeded, or mav affect the 

long term fuel depletion pattern. Therefore,per a 

f r,•,•••s allowed for up to 24 hours. Ths requir 
-- mpletion Time is reasonable based on the low probabilit 

of an event occurring simultaneously with the APSR •-out___ 

of specification. In addition, it precludes long term ' e:LC 

depletion with the APSRs in positions that have not been 

analyzed, thereby limiting the potential for an adverse 

xenon redistribution. This time limit also ensures that the 

intended burnup distribution is maintained, and allows the 

operator sufficient time to reposition the APSRs to correct 
their positions.  

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.2-14A>

Required Action A& Is modified by a Note that requires the performance 
of SR 3.2.5.1 only when THERMAL POWER is greater than 20% RTP.  
This establishes a Required Action that is consistent with the Applicability 
of LCO 3.2.5, "Power Peaking.'
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APSR Insertion Limits 
B 3.2.2 

BASES 

ACTIONS L.Z (continued) 

Because the APSRs are not operated by the automatic control 
system, manual action by the operator is required to restore 
the APSRs to the positions specified in the COLR.  

if the ýSs-n I l rPltton Tt e[ hor ndsw 

-must be pla~cedoin MMO)E 3, in which 11T•-i-l'C-oes not apy. rl+ 

This action ensures that the fuel does not continue to be 
depleted in an unintended burnup distribution. The required 
Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based on operating 
experience regarding the time required to reach MODE 3 from 
RTP in an orderly manner and without challenging^ .. eckt 
systems.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.2.2.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

Fuel cycle designs that allow APSR withdrawal near.... do 
not permit reinsertion of APSRs after the time of 
wtthdrianj../hen the Flant cotputer iSlOPERABLIV, the/ 

(-oltr, eIceIVe/ computjer alarm/•f the ft•SRs; ipsert 50 
• ~f aftJthawt .tme in ere I ife Ahen the/APSR wihraaT r 

s _• . ation that the APSks are within their ,•~ 
12 l hour Frequency is sufficie~nt to I' 

Sa .. The 12 hour Frequ ncy 
require or perorming is verification is sufficient 
because APSRs are positioned byimanual control and are 
normally moved infrequently. he !ro a I I :ot 'a eva ;VýIfon- ý 3.0 

/-ccupring s uiLlneou~ wI h al/ np rb# mpu • 
is 4ow in 4hts relat fely shor Ltime fa•. sJ.e 6A#

-requency takes into account oer information available in 

the control room for monitoring the axial power distribution 
in the reactor core.  

(continued)
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APSR Insertion Limits 
B 3.2.2 

BASES (continued) 
REFERENCES 1. GDC 10 and GDC 26.  

2. 10 CFR 50.46.  

3. ftR, Chapter4 ----• 
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AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE Operating Limits 
B 3.2.3

6 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS 

6 3.2.3 AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE Operating Limits 

BASES 

BACKGROUND This LCO is required to limit the core power distribution 
based on accident initial condition criteria.  

The power density at any point in the core must be limited 
to maintain specified acceptable fuel design limits, 
including limits that satisfy the criteria specified in 

.10 CFR 50.46 (Ref. 1). This LCO provides limits on AXIAL 
kf.. . Tf, LK n •to ensure that the care operates within the 

iisgiven in the COLR. Operation within 
SthiiiLLi4J limits given in the COLR prevents power peaks that 

Coj ýxcee loss of coolant accident (LOCA) limits derived 
from the analysis of the Emergency Core Coolin e stems 
.( ECCS )4;; e ra Tumwi t h~oite .• •I iym i ve n•. te WL•) 

•-'-'prevents departure from nucleate boiling (DUB) during a loss 
of forced reactor coolant flow accident.  

This LCO is requtired to limit fuel cladding failures that 
breach the primary fission product barrier and release 
fission products into the reactor coolant in the event of a 
LOCA, loss of forced reactor coolant flow accident, or other 
postulated accident requiring termination by a Reactor 
Protection System trip function. This LCO limits the amount 
of damage to the fuel cladding during an accident by 
maintaining the validity of the assumptions in the safety 
analyses related to the initial power distribution and 
reactivity.  

Fuel cladding failure during a postulatedLOCA is limited by 
restricting the maximum TUaEDIa LHR so that h qOALt 

peak cladding temperature does not exceed 22 O"F (Ref.&!-0 eLi 
Peak cladding temperatures > 2200"F cause severe cladding 
failure by oxidation due to a Zircaloy water reaction.  
Other criteria must also be met (e.g., maximum cladding 
oxidation, maximum hydrogen generation, coolable geometry, 
and long term cooling). However, peak cladding temperature 
is usually most limiting.  

Proximity to the ONS condition is expressed by the departure 
from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR), defined as the ratio of 

the cladding surface heat flux required to cause DNB to the 
actual cladding surface heat flux. The minimum DINBR value 

(continued)
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AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE Operating Limits 
6 3.2.3 

BASES 

BACKGROUND during both normal operation and anticipated transients is 

(continued) limited to the DNBR correlation limit for the'particular 

fuel design in use and is accepted as an appropriate margin 

to DIMB. The DN1B correlation limit ensures that there is at 

least 95% probability at the 95% confidence level (the 95/95 

D0B criterion) that the hot fuel rod in the core does not 

experience DNB.  

The measurement system inde endent limits on AXIAL POWER 

IMBALCE are determined )by the reload safety edit 
aalvtC eva ua on anaiys siout adjustment for measurement 

eva ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ u aa nnaayi id 

system error and uncertainty. Operation beyond these limits 

could Invalidate the assumptions used in the acctd 

APPLICABLE The fuef cla•dd ngsuJaae s -s 

SAFETY ANALYSES normal operation - and i 
r he LCOs on power 

s ri ut on, LCO 3.2.j, 'Regulating Rod Insertion Limits,' 

LCO 3.2.2, *AXIAL POWER SHAPING ROD (APSR) Insertion 
Limits,' LCO 3.2.3, -AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE Operating 
Limits,' and LCO 3.2.4, 'QUADRANT POWER TILT (QPT)," 
preclude core power distributions that would violate the 
following fuel design criteria: 

a. During a large break LOCA, peak cladding temperature 
must not exceed 2200"F (Ref. 1); 

b. During a loss of forced reactor coolant flow accident, 
there must be at least a 95% probability at the 95% 
confidence level (the 95/95 DN1B criterion) that the 
hot fuel rod in the core does not experience a DNB 
condition.  

The regulating rod positions, the APSR positions, the AXIAL 

POWER IMBALANCE, and the QPT are process variables that 

characterize and control the three dimensional power 
distribution of the reactor core.  

Fuel cladding damage does not occur when the core is 

operated outside this LCO during normal operation. However, 

fuel cladding damage could result should an accident occur 

with simultaneous violation of one or more of the LCOs 

governing the four process variables cited above. This 

(continued)
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AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE Operating Limits 
B 3.2.3

BASES

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES 

(continued)

c,1zr
LCO

potential for fuel cladding damage exists because changes in 
the power distribution can cause increased power peaking and 
corresponding increased local LHRs.  

The regulating rod insertion, the APSR positions, the AXIAL 
POWER IMBALANCE, and the.QPT are monitored and controlled 
during power operation to ensure that the power distribution 
is within the bounds set by the safety analyses. The axial 
power distribution is maintained primarily by the AXIAL 
POWER IMBALANCE and the APSR position limits; and the radial 
power distribution is maintained primarily by the QPT 
limits. The regulating rod insertion limits affect both the 
radial and axial power distributions.  

The dependence of the core power distribution on burnup, 
regulating rod insertion, APSR position, and spatial xenon 
distribution is taken into account when the reload safety 
evaluation analysis is performed.

Operation at the AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE limit must be 
nt -core at the maximum allowable 

4R e Mpcf ••ssumed as initial conditions 
or e accident ana yses with the allowed QPT present.  

POWER IMBALANCE satisfies Criterion 2 of 

A , ýL~p ýOý I 'K /1 CF RWSO. , 0 4 2

The power distribution LCO limits have been established 
based on correlations between power peaking and easily 
measured process variables: regulating rod position, APSR 
position, AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE, and QPT. The AXIAL POWER 

SIHBALANCe eelope contained in the COLR represenJL.th -- £°". 
se points uwhich the core power distribution -either 
exceed the CA LHR limits or cause a reduction in the DNBR 

below the Safety Limit during the loss of flow accident with 
the allowable QPT present and with the APSR positions 
consistent with the limitations on APSR withdrawal 
determined by the fuel cycle design and specified by 
LC 3.2.2.

(continued)
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RA•S

LCO 
(continued)

APPLICABILITY

Therefore, tfhe LCO limits p vdiolaled, ý ort tie fs 2 
a or corrective act before a sj~giffcant peer 
reducion is required.  

The AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE maximum allowable setpoints 
(measurement system dependent limits) applicable for the 
full Incore Detector System, the Minimum Incore Detector 
System, and the Excore Detector System are provided in the 
COLR.  

Actual m setpnts mplented in e unit , jybe re 
restritive thp.the maximu :allowabl gfsetpoi t value to 
provie additit al conservAism bet en the ltual a rm 

satyfoint's an the measuryfient systod indepe ent li (t.

In MODE 1, the limits on AXIAL POWER M14BALANCE must be 
maintained when THERMAL POWER is > 40% RTP to prevent the 
core power distribution from exceeding the LOCA and loss of 
flow assumptions used in the accid ent analyses.  
Applicabilhty of these limits at')40% RTP in MODE 1 is not e 
required. This operation is acceptablev because the 
combination of AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE with the maximum 
allowable THERMAL POWER level will not result in LHRs 
sufficiently large to violate the fuel design limits. In 

NODES 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6, this LCO is not applicable because 
the reactor is not generating sufficient THERMAL POWER to 
produce fuel damage.  
In Mo10 , it m e necessary on- suspend the AXI.W POWER" 

IN CE 1 s during PHYS TESTS per LC a.8, 

LJHYSICS TS Exceptio E I. Suspe, ýon of thesv 
1limit s permissib e~~1cause the reacto protection 

ree dimensiona power distributios and by the.!,' crvia re mainnied by the remaingLCOs g3.1ngtheB 
•Surveillances required by LCO 3.1•..

4L

ACTIONS Li5 

The AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE operating ' that maintain the 
validity of the assumptions regarding the power 

distributions in the accident analyses of the LOCA and the 
loss of flow accident are provided in the COLR. Operation 

(continued)
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AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE Operating Limits 
B 3.2.3

BASES 

ACTIONS AA (continued) S t 

within the AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE • given in the COLR is 
the acceptable region of operation 'eration in violation 

of the AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE (1~ given in the COLR is the restricted region of operation. A:S-toia 

Operation with AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE in the restricted 
region shown an the AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE fig 
COLR potentially violates the LOCA LHR limits • 
or the loss of flow accident ONE eakin. i .  

or both. For verification that n are 191 lee&L U 
their specified limits, SR 3.-5. s• pertarme. using the 
Incore Detector System to obtain a three ns• al ower 
distribution map. Verification that -re 
within their specified limits ensures that opera on with 
the AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE in the restricted region does not 
violate the ECCS or 95/95 DON criteria. The required 
Completion Time of 2 hours provides reasonable time for the 
operator to obtain a power distribution ma) and to determ e 
and verify that the feevar eir 
specified limits. T. e hour Frequency provides 
time to ensure that continued verification of the r 

(Panng ta•5o79 is obtained as core conditions (pr ma-ly 
regulating rod insertion and induced xenon redistribution) 
change, because little rod motion occurs in 2 hours due to 
fuel burnup, the potential for xenon redistribution is 
limited, and the probability of an event occurring in this 
short time frame is low.  

A.d 

Indefinite operation with the AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE in the 

Srestricted region is not prudent. Even tf=r a M--"• 
monitoring per Required Action A.1 is continued, excessive 

AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE over an extended period of time may 
cause entia11a adverse xenon redistribution to occur.  

" ere"ore,{~jA K]j3 monitoring is only allowed for a 
maximum of 1 hours. This required Completion Time is 
reasonable based on the low probability of a limiting event 
occurring si ]•t ~eously with the AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE 
o i t , othis LCO. In addition, this limited 

Completion Time precludes long term depletion of the reactor 
fuel with excessive AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE and gives the 
operator sufficient time to reposition the APSRs or 

, J (continued)
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AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE Operating Limits E 3.2.3

BASES 

ACTIONS . (continued) 

regulating rods to reduce the AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE because 

adverse effects of xenon redistribution and fuel depletion 
are limited.  

If the Required Ac W nd the associated Completion Times 

of Condition A - met, the AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE may 
exceed its specified limits and the reactor may be operating 
with a global axial power distribution mismatch. Continued 
operation in this configuration may induce an axial xenon 
oscillation and may result in an increased linear heat 
generation rate when the xenon redistributes. Reducing 
ThERAL POWER to 4O RTP reduimum HR to a 

value that does not exceed the a ,iitia 
A condition limits assumed in the accflent analyses. The 

reouired Completion Time ofgf hours is reasonable based on 
limiting a potentially adverse xenon redistribution, the low 

probability of an accident occurring in this relatively 
short time period, and the number of steps required to 
complete this Action.  

SURVEILLANCE ER IMBALANCE can be monitored by both the 

REQUIREKMETS Incore and Excore Detector Systems. The AXIAL POWER 
IMBALANCE maximum allowable setpoints are derived from their 
corresponding measurement system independent limits by 
adjusting for both the system observability errors and 
instrumentation errors. Although they may be based on the 

same measurement system independent limits, the setpoints 
for the different systems are not identical because of 
differences in the errors applicable for each of these 
systems. The uncertainty analysis that defines the required 
error, adjustment to convert the measurement system /e • independent limits totjsýi] MD c assumes that 75% of 

fit(ior Sli-tt' the detectors in "a quadrant are OPERABLE. Detectors 

located on the core major axes are assumed to contribute 
one half of their output to each quadrant; detectors in the 
center assembly are assumed to contribute one quarter of 

their output to each quadrant. For AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE 
measurements using the Incore Detector System, the Minimum 

(continued) 
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AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE Operating Limits 
B 3.2.3

SURVEILLANCE a or ystem consists of OPERABLE detectors 
R EH_ E I configured as follows: 

a. Nine detectors shall be arranged such that there are 
three detectors in each of three strings and there are 
three detectors lying in the same axial plane, with 
one plane at the core midplane and one plane in each 
axial core half; 

b. The axial planes in each core half shall be 
symmetrical about the core midplane; and 

c. The detector strings shall not have radial symmetry.  

Figure 3 3.2.3-1 (Minimum Incore Detector System for AXIAL 
POWER IMBALANCE Measurement) depicts an example of this 
configuration. This arrangement is chosen to reduce the 
uncertainty in the measurement of the AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE 
by the Minimum Incore Detector System. For example, the 
requirement for placing one detector of each of the three 
strings at the core midplane puts three detectors in the 
central region of the core where the neutron flux tends to 
be higher. It also helps prevent measuring an AXIAL POWER 
IMBALANCE that Is excessively large when the reactor is 
operating at low THERMAL POWER levels. The third 
requirement for placement of detectors (i.e., radial 
asymmietry) reduces uncertainty by measuring the neutron flux 
at core locations that are not radially symmetric.  

MB l n ist h n he o e a perable , then t 

S'f7_em o nicom~r ~e '! u(c otiud 

S e o N A InW Incor telr System mayX' sdt 
monitor the AA P RIIN•CE. Althougt the:; Syteg• 

do not p~rcv~e a dirt 4;1ulto an slyoftV jX 
POWER 11 .1 , E9 &- ir Frequeny 1r.1des reastonabrl t me 
betweepoalcolation ~or detecIn, ayf trends In theAvIAL 
POWE KBLANCE t t may xcct talarm sep ndfo 

urortaking cour iv action.  

to e r e ceives an alr the AXIAL R BAN 
incr e o t alarm s point. hen ge AXIAL O4 .  

[MB •CE is less then The armsetpo• t r_•f--• 
tfie4IAL POWER IMAAC indication ev 12 husensures 

(continued)
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AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE Operating Limits 
B 3.2.3

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.2.3.1 (continued) Se 
REQUIREMENTS that the AXIAL POWER IMHBALANCE oareno via a ed nd 

Shva e er• 1 at ibrz we m'r- This 
Surveillance Frequency is acceptable because the mechanisms 

that can cause AXIAL POW& IIWLANCE, such as xenon 

redistribution or CONTRO rive mechanism malfunctions 

that cause slow AXIAIJPOWER IMBALANCE increases, can be 

discovered by the operator before the specified limits are 
violated.  

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50.46.  

2.Ch e
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Figure B 3.2.3-1 (page 1 of 1) 
Minimum Incore System for AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE Measurement
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OPT B 3.2.4

B 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS 

B 3.2.4 QUADRANT POWER TILT (QPT) 

BASES 

BACKGROUND This LCO is required to limit the core power distribution 
based on accident initial condition criteria.  

The power density at any point in the core must be limited 
to maintain specified acceptable fuel design limits, 
including limits that preserve the criteria specified in 
10 CFR 50.46 (Ref. 1). Together, LCO 3.2.1, *Regulating Rod 
Insertion Limits,' LCO 3.2.2, *AXIAL POWER SHAPING ROD 
(APSR) Insertion Limits," LCO 3.2.3, UAXIAL POWER IMBALANCE 
Operating Limits,' and LCO 3.2.4, "QUADRANT POWER TILT 
(QPT)," provide limits on control component operation and on 

-nvJer -m (Mw UK(L) wonitored ess var, bles to ensure that the core operates 
wi n e F an limits given in the COLR.  
Operation wi in e-imits given in the COLR prevents 
power peaKs tha exce e loss of coolant accident (LOCA) 31 

limits derived by Emerency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS)_ ._ 

prevents ieparture from nucleate boiling (MB) curing a loss 
of forced reactor coolant flow accident.  

This LCO is required to limit fuel cladding failures that 
breach the primary fission product barrier and release 
fission products to the reactor coolant in the event of a 
LOCA, loss of forced reactor coolant flow, or other accident 
requiring termination by a Reactor Protection System trip 
function. This LCO limits the amount of damage to the fuel 
cladding during an accident by maintaining the validity of 
the assumptions used in the safety analysis related to the 
initial power distribution and reactivity.  

Fuel cladding failure durn a postulated OCA is limited by 
restricting the maximum eR)(so that •e

peak cladding temperature does not excee 2200"F (Refv -.-. ) eAir 
Peak cladding temperatures > 2200"F cause severe cladding 
failure by oxidation due to a Zircaloy water reaction.  
Other criteria must also be met (e.g., maximum cladding 
oxidation, maximum hydrogen generation, coolable geometry, 
and long term cooling). However, peak cladding temperature 
is usually most limiting.  

(continued)
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QPT B 3.2.4

BASES 

BACKGROUND Proximity to the DNB condition is expressed by the departure 

(continued) from nucleate boiling ratio (DUBR), defined as the ratio of 

the cladding surface heat flux required to cause DNB to the 

actual cladding surface heat flux. The minimum DNBR value 

during both normal operation and anticipated transients is 

limited to the DUER correlation limit for the particular 
fuel design in use, and is accepted as an appropriate margin 

to DNB. The DIBR correlation limit ensures that there is at 

least 95% probability at the 95% confidence level (the 
95/95 D•B criterion) that the hot fuel rod in the core does 
not experience ONS.  

The measurement s stem independent limits on QPT are 
a none Et;CL m"1 t by the reload safety evaluation analysis edi: 

;wthout adju ent for measurement system error and 
uncertainty. Operation beyond these limits could invalidate 
core power distribution assumptions used in the accident 
analysis. The error adjusted maximum allowableG22D eAM 
setpoints (measurement system dependent limits) TOr QPT are 
specified in the COLR.  

APPLICABLE The fuel cladding must ustain damage as a result of 
F AALYSES normal opera oand n•c ted r ional) 

oweitloaý,ZA The LCOs based on power 
~ --dstribution (LCO 3.2.1, LCO 3.2.2, LCO 3.2.3, and 

LCO 3.2.4) preclude core power distributions that violate 

the following fuel design criteria: 

a. During a large break LOCA, the peak cladding 
temperature must not exceed 2200F 

b. During a loss of forced reactor coolant flow accident, 
there must be at least 95% probability at the 95% 
confidence level (the 95/95 DNB criterion) that the 
hot fuel rod in the core does not experience a DNB 
condition.  

QPT is one of the process variables that characterize and 
control the three dimensional power distribution of the 
reactor core.  

Fuel cladding damage does not occur when the core is 
operated outside this LCO during normal operation. However, 
fuel cladding damage could result if an accident occurs with 

(continued)
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QPT B 3.2.4

BASES 

APPLICABLE simultaneous violation of one or more of the LCOs governing 

SAFETY ANALYSES the core power distribution. Changes in the power 

(continued) distribution can cause increased power peaking and 
correspondingly increased local LHRs.  

The dependence of the core power distribution on burnup, 
regulating rod insertion, APSR position, and spatial xenon 

distribution is taken into account during the reload safety 

evaluation analysis. An allowance for QPT is accommodated 
in the analysis and resultant LCO limits. The increase in 

peaking taken for QPT is developed from a database of full 

core power distribution calculations (Ref. J). The fGý) 

calculations consist of simulations of many power 
distributions with tilt causing mechanisms (e.g., dropped or 

misaligned CONTROL RODS, broken APSR fingers fully inserted, 
misloaded assemblies, and burnup gradients). An increase of 

< 2% peak power per 1% QPT is supported by the analysis, 
therefore a value of 2% peak power increase per 1% QPT is 
used to bound peak power increases due to QPT.  

Operation at the AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE or rod insertion 
limits must be infter reted as operatin the core at the 
maximum I r a c s for accident 

ial conditions -with the allowed ow present.  

QPT satisfies Criterion 2 aof F1 " 50*ý,

LCO The power distribution LCO limits have been established 
based on correlations between power peaking and easily 
measured process variables: regulating rod position, APSR 

position, AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE, and QPT. The regulating 
rod insertion9 and the AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE 

e oulnaries contained in the COLR represent the measurement 
sSsystem @dependent limits at which the core power 
distribution either exceeds the LOCA LHR limits or causes a 

reduction in DNBR below the safety limit during a loss of 
flow accident with the allowable QPT present and with an 
APSR osit on consistent with the limitations on APSR 

LC•.2determined by the fuel cycle design and specified •.t 
Ny LO32..  
•eratJn p eyon he powe'r'Ottributl h based U 11M1VVa 

h th porespoc nlg 110 abTeTHERMALOKER an•'smultj~stousj -,• 

uorrence.'4r one of aLMA,9 lossID Tforce reactor~oolanjj 

(continued)
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QPT 
B 3.2.4

BASES 

LCO fr-•low acci nt, or ejected d accident has an acptably 16w 
(continued) probab ty. Thereforif these ICO limits e violatef a, .  

sho time is allow for corrective actio efore a f 
si nificant power require 

Theap llowable setpoints for steady statu• 
•L -n ifor QPT applicable for the fu 

sym-netrical Incore Detector System, Minimum Incore Detector 
Sstem, and Excore Detector System are provided 

Eoinl are Aiveru in the COLR. The setpoints for the 
three systems are derived by adjustment of the measurement 

stem inde endent PT limitsrgiven in the COLR to allow for 

ys em o serva ty an tnstrfmentation errors.  

ctual :lam s tpoints im1lemen d in the plant m be ma e 
restr ctive an the aximum a 7owale s point v lues t all11 for a ittonal conserva ~ism betwe n the a •.ual al n 
se oint a the surement stem in endentlimit.  

I(•tisesrable for o--pera 'r to re in the tlity to ' 
oe(et reactor f~en a •T exist , Inc €tam/ 
i .'~ance , operat~n of tJ reacto •with a IPT be • / 
helpfu or necerary to iscover e cau of t QPT. he 
c omb aation a o owser 1 ve rsm cetion the aP inac 

R i red Aco t e cs to loc '7 t sf 

el: a•et uf d_.appit •aCi..  

conditioas in thelexceptio to Spe ýficatin 3.0.3 

APPLICABILITY In NODE 1, the limits on QPT must be maintained when THERMAL 
POWER isl 20f RoP to prevent the core power distribution 
from exceeding the design limits. The minimum power level 
of 20h RTP is large enough to obtain meani ful QPT 
InMODE 2, the coinrn I o QpT wi th ma im Aon WABLE THeRA POe R leve does not resu i nt lc LHR sufficientl 

largtom violaten the fe design limits, ahmndmu thwerlefoe, 

a pplicblit y in outghis to otis mniLt uie At hogv 

"rO ((onti a nued 
B e l, %w it Bue 3 2 0%is Iit) e 1,ca d tsh/ 
f ttth f1e thitso 

Spltci tying thpi s LHR is nfot rehighd Atough tnasev olti 

(2o tine'
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QPT B 3.2.4

BASES

APPLICABILITY 
(continued)

ACTI(

specifically addressed in the LCO, QPTs';• in MODE I w 
THERMAL POWER < 20 RTP are allowe 

In MODES 3, 4, 5, and 6, this LCO is not applicable, becal 
the reactor is not generating THE POWER and QPT is 
indeterminate.  

InNODE 1, t may be ne isary to suspen the QPT limits 

during P SICS TESTS r LCO 3.1.8, "* SICS TESTS,/ 
Excep ms-MODE 1 Suspension of Xese limits ~ 
pe ssible beca the reactor p ection crt• e•ia are 
.ntained by e remaining LCOD overning th Vthree 

imensional p er distributio nd by the Sfveillances 
...reouired by LCO 3.1.81. -0_

DNS Lw 
The stead statee specified in the COLR provides an 

owance or PTthat may occur during normal operation. A 
_peaking increase to accommodate QPTs up to the steady state.  
' isis allowed by the regulating rod insertion limits of 

LCO 3.2.1 and the AXIAL POWER IMSALANCE limits of •• 3 

Operation with QPT greater than the steady state er_ 
speifi - the, COLR potentially violates the LOCA LHR 
limIts -ltm4-V), or loss of flow accident DNB pkng 

Syor 

both. For verificatio m re witin their specified limits, SR• . _ 

per orme using the Incore Detector System tooa a "e , .) 
--.m n~Tal power distribution map. Verification that 

rl LHrsT- • re within their limits ensures that operation wieF-Ihe , 
S-}T-greater than the steady state does not violate the 

Sor 95/95 iU criteria. Ine required Completion Time of 

: tvt once per 2 hours is a reasonable amount of time to allow the ý=, o allo- theS 

operator to obtain a power distribution map and to verify 
the Q n t . Repeating SR 3.2.5.1 every iG 
z hours is a reasonable Frequency at which to ensure that 
continued verificaton of t h er eki tto is 

obtained as core conditions ti at influence QPT change.  

(continued)
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QPT B 3.2.4

BASES 

ACTIONS A.1 
•€ont~nued) The safety analysts has shown that a conservative corrective 

action is to reduce THERMAL POWER by 2% RTP or more from the 
ALLOWABLE THERMAL POWER for each 1% of QPT in excess of the 
steady stateA This action limits the local LNR to a 

S•T~o•ýtJi----- ! e correspo n'o q to ,e, 'tirr~e a hincerev .  

c t10 a wiý tin he assumed accident initial 
"-Condition limits. The required Completion Time of 2 hours 
is reasonable, based on limiting the potential for xenon 
redistribution, the low probability of an accident 
occurring, and the steps required to complete the Required 
Action.  

If QPT be reduced to less than or equal to the steady 
3-.---s. stat .lO. ) in < 2 hours, the reactor may return to normal 

(6ttoL* p)- ra on without undergoing a power reduction. Significant 
S-radial xenon redistribution does not occur within this 

amount of time.  

The required Completion Time of 2 hours after the last 
erformance of SR ._•.._. allows reduction of THERMAL POWER 
in e event t h.nnrators cannot or choose not to continue 
_to perform SRas required by Required Action A.I.I.

edit

e~l

Power operation is allowed to continue if THERMAL POWER is 
reduced in accordance with Required Action A.1.2.1. The 
same reduction (i.e., 2% RTP or more is also applicable to 

•rne~n•-,ear Veroj er _tp W.poin n•'the nucdear 
overpower based on Reactor solaoint fystem (eaCh) flow and 
AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE trip setpoont, for each 1% of QPT an 
excess of the steady state limit s reduction maintains 
both core protection and t^margi;t theI 
reduced THERMAL POWER level similar to that K I F. I ne 
required Completion Time of 10 hour ss reasonable based on 
the need to limit the potentially adverse xenon 

or 10 k.ktS redistribution, the low probability of an accident occurring 

az4.ttr -fLt while operating -, and the number of 
, T steps required a complete the Required Action.  

____ t1, O.tPT PI .... tt 

o I TsEZ 53. z-31A> (continued)
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<INSERT B 3.2-31A>

Power operation Is allowed to continue If restrictions are imposed on the 
allowed degree of regulating group Insertion. This Required Action 
requires a reduction in the regulating group insertion setpoints given in the 
COLR by k 2% RTP from the ALLOWABLE THERMAL POWER for each 
1% of OPT greater than the steady state setpoint. Based on engineering 
judgment, this action Is Intended to reduce the potential power peaking 
associated with regulating rod group Insertion into the core.  

The Completion Time of 10 hours is reasonable based on the need to limit 
the potentially adverse xenon redistribution, the low probability of an 
accident occurring while operating with QPT lmits not met, and the 
number of steps required to complete the Required Action. The second 
Completion Time of 10 hours after the last performance of SR 3.2.5.1 is 
based on the same reasoning and is provided In the event the operators 
cannot or choose not to continue to perform SR 3.2.5.1 as required by 
Required Action A.1.1.  

Power operation Is allowed to continue If restrictions are Imposed on the 
allowed Operational Power Imbalance Setpoints given In the COLR. This 
Required Action results in a reduction In the allowed THERMAL POWER 
level as a function of AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE by 2 2% RTP from the 
ALLOWABLE THERMAL POWER for each 1% of OPT greater than the 
steady state limit. Based on engineering judgment, this action Is Intended 
to reduce the potential power peaking associated with the combined 
affects of operating with an AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE and a OPT.  

The Completion Time of 10 hours is reasonable based on the need to limit 
the potentially adverse xenon redistribution, the low probability of an 
accident occurring while operating with OPT limits not met, and the 
number of steps required to complete the Required Action. The second 
Completion Time of 10 hours after the last performance of SR 3.25.1 Is 
based on the same reasoning and Is provided In the event the operators 
cannot or choose not to continue to perform SR 3.2.5.1 as required by 
Required Action A.1.1.

ANO-1 ITS 1/28/200INSERT



OPT 
B 3.2.4

BASES

ACTIONS 
lr^nA 4 m"a

4 l1
La.
Although the actions directed by Required Action A.1.2.1 

Srrestore margins, if the source of the QPT is not established 
and corrected, it is prudent to establish increased margins.  
A required Completion Time of 24 hours to reduce QPT to less 
than the steady state limit is a reasonable time for 
Investigation and corrective measures.

eszrL

u4 
If,#T exceedythe transient limit but is ual to or lss 
Xan the ma~fum limit du to a misali d CONTROL or 
APSR, the •ower operat n is allowe o continue i the 
THERMAL WER is redu d 2% RTP or ore from the OWASLE 
THE POWER for e 1% of QPT excess of th steady 
stat limi t. Thu the transie limit is the pper bound 
vi in which th % for 1% p r reduction r e may be 

plied, but o y for QPTs used by CONTR ROO or AP 
misalignment The requi Comp leon T e of 30 ml• es 
ensures th the operat completes th ERMAL POW 
reductio fore signi cant xenon r istribution ccurs.  

When a misal ned CONTROL 0 or APSR urs, a loca xenon, 
redistribu on may occur The requied Completion ime of I 
2 hours lows the ope tor suffic nt time to atch or 
reali a CONTROL RO or APSR, b is short eno h to limitl 
xeno redistributi so that • e increases' the locpi I 
LHR•do not occur.-due to xeno redistributiopresultingoffromi 
the QPT. I_

If the Required Action and associated Completion Ttme~of 
Condition A Gmare not met, a further power reduction is 
required. Power reduction to < 60% provdes 

/ OL kLtovAbLE c•- onservative protection from increased peaking due to xenon 
redistribution. The required Completion Time of 2 hours is 
reasonable to allow the operator to reduce THERMAL POWER to 
< 60% of ALLOWABLE THERMAL POWER without challenging U 
systems.  

(continued)
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QPT B 3.2.4

BASES 

ACTIONS (continued) Reduction of the nuclear overpower trip setpoint to S 65.5% 
of ALLOWABLE THERMAL POWER after THERMAL POWER has been 
reduced to < 60% of ALLOWABLE THERMAL POWER maintains both 
core protection and OPERABILITY margin at reduced power 
similar to that at full power. The required Completion Time 
of 10 hours allows the operator sufficient time to reset the 
trip setpoint and is reasonable based on operating 
experience.  

,owe re.utio to 60% othe ALLOW LE THERML OWER is A 

con ervative ethod of miting th maximum co LHR for 
/Qs up to 2. Altho gh the pow• reduction sbseoF 
ae corral ion used FnRequired ~ctions A.I.•. n ./ 
etedatab ae for a p er peakingincrease as a functio~o 

QPT is I s extensi for tilt echanisms a er than 
misali d CONTROL DS and A Rs. Becaus greater 
uncert nty In th potential ower peakin increase ists 
with e less e ensive dat ase, a more onservativ action 
is ken when e tilt is used by a m hanism oth r than a 
mis ligned C ROL ROD or PSR. The r utred Camp etion 
T• e of 2 ho s allows t operator t ireduce THE L POWER 
t < 60% of he ALLOWAB THERMAL P R without allenging 

Redu ion of th nuclear overp er trip setp t to S .5% 
of a ALLOWAB THERMAL POWE after THERMA•_ POWER ha been 
r ced to < % o AILO LE THERMAL ER maint ins 
b thucgor~eop ectiofntand an perating ma. n at redu ad 
power simil to that at f 1 power. The required 
Comletion line of 10 hou allows the o rator suf icient 
time to r et the trip s point and is r asonable based on 
operating experience. -

"-Bwes- ST-3
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QPT 
B 3.2.4 

BASES ( 

C. I 
ACTIONS (continued)

continue in power operation with significant QPT. Either 
the power level has not been reduced to comply with the 

Required Action or the nuclear overpower trip setpoint has 

not been reduced within the required Completion Time. To 

preclude risk of fuel damage in any of these conditions.

Pie 29,erat ion 
"al llows the operator to investigate ho e cause of 

"QPT and to correct it. Local LHRs with a large QPT do 

not violate the fuel design imits at or below 20% RTP. The 

required Completion Time of hours is acceptable based on 

limiting the potential increast in local LHRs that could 
occur due to xenon redistributlon with the QPT out of 
specification.

("- 'ye !axim limit a~ 20% (PIP~s consystent wixJy ai eowin¥ y 

•l /ower 'a ;rat'ion uto ý60%fAL LQW&AE THEIMAIC POWER w•en• 
PT/ ql1et•oints a• excee~deidl. , PT in excess at themxiu 

ca~n be an-inaicatiron of a severe power distribution 
A.pC44 i noay, and a power reduction to at most 20% RTP ensures 

-tkeCOUZlocal LHRs do not exceed allowable limits while the cause is 

being determined and corrected. L1

The required Completion Time of hours is reasonable to 

allow the operator to reduce THERMAL POWER to : 20% RTP •'• without chal lenging M sy.____.) 4d, systems

SURVEILLANCE QPT can be monitored by both t~helencore anidxcoreetector 
REQUIREMENTS systems. The QPT setpoints are derived from their 

correspobnding measurement system independent limits by 
adjustment for system observability errors and 
instrumentation errors. Although they may be based on the 

same measurement system independent limit, the setpoints for 

the different systems are not identical because of

(continued)
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QPT B 3.2.4

BASES

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS 

(continued)

differences in the errors applicable for these systems. For 
QPT measurements using the Incore Detector System, the 
Minimum Incore Detector System consists of OPERABLE 
detectors configured as follows:

a. Two sets of four detectors shall lie in each core 
half. Each set of detectors shall lie in the same 
axial plane. The two sets in the same core half may 
lie in the same axial plane.  

b. Detectors in the same plane shall have quarter core 
radial s try.  

Figure B 3.2.4-(Minimum Incore Detector System for QPT 
, Measurement) depicts an example of this configuration. The 

mncore Lystem for QPT uses the Incore Detector 
System as rescrf~ffd above and is configured such that at 
least 75% of the etectors in each core quadrant are 
OPERABLE.  

SR 3.2.4.1

Should t•p plant compu r become i perable, then t Excore > 

Syste;4'r Miimnum In re Detecto ystem may be d to 
monjor the QPT. ecause thes systems do not rovide a 
difect ccula n and dispI of the QPT, p.forming the 
calculations a 12 hour equency is su cient to foll, 
any changeein the QPT at may approac he setpoint 
because.th the exc ion of C ROL D related eff ts 
detec d b ther tems, QPT chais are slow. T s 
Fr• fency alo vides operatorsuffcent time 0 

unertake cor ctive actions i PT app ache s e 
setpoin:ts.C 

,When th full syhmm~etric Incore Detect ystem is i se, 
the o rator receives al am, if QPT ncreases to e I

%-alarm setpoint. When QPT is less than the alarm s-tpoint.  
",ceck ing the QPT indicatlon every 7 days ensures that the 

erator can determine whether the plant computer software 
43'akes GCCot and Incore Detector Systel inputs for monitoring QPT are 

(%• +' ýr"s procedure allows the n 
mechanisms, suc as xenon redistribution, burnup gradients, 

and afrm$ and CONTROL RD0 drive mechanism malfunctions, which can 

kG-v Icbt -t L"t cause slow development of a QPT, to be detected. Operating 

Cor'{,ol. ( 1 . (continued) 

co -v9l -6 TS B3.-3
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QPT B 3.2.4

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE Sg 3.2.4-1 (continued) 

REQUIREMENTS experience has confirmed the acceptability of a Surveillance 

Frequency of 7 days.  

Following restoration of the QPT to within the k 

L, operation at k. 95% RTP may procýedrovided the QPT 

s 'eermined to remain within the 
atý the ý 

xenon rde t Mutoosg e eat the 

monitored for 12 consecutive hourly intervals týo determne 
redistribution causes the QPT to excee the 

S~again.  

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50.46.  

••'Am~ertntan faoll 

r r instCi ut , on c 6. 3 3 

! o e'd f 12. ..  whte•h pe [•~od ayosl ation due to xeno n

B 3.236AR 1. 040;06!-6 3.5-36



QPT B 3.2.4 

is iguror illus ion o0 
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Figure B 3.2.4-1 (page I of 1) 

Minimum Incore System for QUADRANT POWER TILT Measurement
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Power Peaking Factors 
B 3.2.5

B 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS 

B 3.2.5 Power Peaking Factors 

BASES

BACKGROUJND The purpose of this LCD is to establish limits that 
constrain the care ptoweristribution thin design limits 

t 16n,.0such that accident 
initia con on protection criteria are preserved. The 
accident initial conditio c i ia are preserved by 
bounding operation i within specified 
acceptable fuel design mits.,.fi

isa specifiod acceptable fuel design limit that 
K.eserve the initial conditions for the Emergency Core 

~'-3SB Cooling Systems (ECCS) anal sis.4 Fc(Z) is defined as the 
< j$SE 1-Etaximu iocai uel ro linearr power density divided by the 

average fuel rod linear power density, assuinj nn In fui 
n elict and rod dimensions.-/Wiuii F(A) J Vi 0sAr io f/

~~ ~ limits givenin the COLR po 

ý1, -!-A,*i (- te-eN rate (LHR) limits-ffe-iVefrothe 

eosiufes C? ~.j.A the F m is a specified accept 
-4,1 e..S.4uu~le H~I#A that preserves te initial conditli 

of flow transient. &N is defined 

____ L___ mijnimuma near power ajnq the 

<'ItjsEqT R 3.1-33a, to thtI-ivlragte ratedrod powei

heat

able fuel design limit 
)ns for the limiting loss 
as the ratio of the 
f-uel rod-an which-the

in the CONR prevent-s q0 
F-during a postulated loss 
accident.

Measurement of the core power jeaking factors using the 
Incore Detector System to obtain a three dimensi onal ow 0 
ditribution map provides direct confirmation thatd 

are within tthheir limits, and may be used to verify a 
Ve I -remain bounded when one or more 

normaoperang parame ers exceed their limits.

(continued)
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<INSERT B 3.2-38A> 

This is accomplished by limiting the local linear heat rate (LHR) to three 
general constraints: 1) the LHR may not exceed a value that results In 
fuel centerline melt. 2) the LHR may not exceed a value that would result 
in peak cladding temperatures of greater than 2200°F during a loss of 
coolant accident (LOCA), and 3) the LHR may not exceed a value that 
would result in the minimum departure from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) 
dropping below the specified acceptable fuel design limits in the event of 
the limiting loss of flow transient.  

<INSERT 1B 3.2-38B> 

The LOCA-limited LHR is dependent upon core axial location and fuel 
batch design. The LOCA-4imited LHR may be designated as LHR In units 
of kW/lt or as a power peaking factor. When expressed as a power 
peaking factor, the LOCA-limited LHR is designated as FOM).  

<INSERT B 3.2-38C> 

DNBR Is defined as the ratio of the heat flux that would cause departure 
from nucleate boiling (DNB) at a particular core location to the actual heat 
flux at that core location. The DNBR-iimited LHR represents the linear 
power generation rate along the fuel rod on which the minimum DNBR 
occurs. Compliance with this LHR value may be accomplished: 1) by 
correlating the LHR at the limiting location to the critical heat flux 
(expressed as a LHR) for the limiting location, 2) by correlating the LHR to 
DNBR or DNB margin for the limiting location, or 3) by correlating the LHR 
to a power peaking factor (designated as FU) for the limiting location.  

The relationship between the observable parameters of neutron power, 
reactor coolant flow, temperature and pressure and the critical heat flux, 
DNBR or DNB margin Is provided through the use of a critical heat flux 
correlation. The critical heat flux correlations used to determine the 
critical heat flux for uniform and non-uniform heat flux distributions are 
described In the Bases for Safety Umit 2.1.1.

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 1/28/20D0



Power Peaking Factors 
B 3.2.5

BASES (continued) 

APPLICABLE The • F are determitned by the ECCS anal~ysis in 

SAFETY ANALYSES order to m pea cladding temperatures to 2200F during a 
LOCA. The maximum acceptable cladding temperature is 
specified by 10 CFR 50.46 (Ref. 1). Higher cladding 
temperatures could cause severe cladding failure by 
oxidation due to a Zircaloy water reaction. Other criteria 
must also be met (e.g., maximum cladding oxidation, maximum 
hydrogen generation, coolable geometry, and long term 
cooling). However. peak cladding temperature is usually 
most limiting.  

The imits 4O provide protection from DNB during a 
l T ýli miting loss--o flow transient. Proximity to the DNB 
condition is epressed by the DNBR, defined as the ratio of 
the aheat flux 4•J _iIcause NLBtowe 

4+ loe- , actua -. u e heat flu The minimum bNBR value 
during both normaT opera on and anticipated transients is 

alimited to the DNBR correlation limit for the particular 
A& fuel design in use, and is accepted as an appropriate margin 

4: m u•ed ito to DUB. The DONR correlation limit ensures that there is at 
' - 1, crtie, J least 9Sg probability at the 95% confidence level (the 95/95 

A'. ua,, 4 ". . DNB criterion) that the hot fuel rod in the core does not 
.' Ale ,- ,.) experience DIHB.t

•i5.. i, - I
This LCO precludes core power distributions that violate the 
following fuel design criteria: 

a. During a large break LOCA, peak cladding temperature 
must not exceed 2200"F (Ref. 1).

b. During a loss of forced reactor coolant flow accident, 
there must be at least 95% probability at the 95% 
confidence level (the 95/95 DUB criterion) that the 
hot fuel rod in the core does not experience a DNB 
condition.  

The reload safety evaluation analysis determines limits on 
global core parameters that characterize the core power 
distribution. The primary parameters used to monitor and 
control the core power distribution are the regulating rod 
position, the APSR position, the AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE, and 
the QPT. These parameters are normally used to monitor and 
control the core power distribution because their 
measurements are continuously observable. Limits are placed 
on these parameters to ensure that the core power peaking 
fac rs remain boundedd A oe tion inKODE I Nuclear 

(continued)

7A, 
a"-4 
de-rr 
Aar -v
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Power Peaking Factors 
B 3.2.5

BASES 

APPLICABLE design model calculational uncertainty, manufacturing 
SAFETY ANALYSES tolerances (e.g., the engineering hot channel factor), 

(continued) effects of fuel densification and rod bow, and modeling 
simplifications (such as treatment of the spacer grid 

'as • effects) are accomio datethrough use of peaking 
augmentation f to in the reload safety evaluation 
analysits R.2) 

LA ý'satisfy Criterion 2 of

LW This LCD for(& power peaking ensures 
S that the core -nerates within theK& donds assumed for the 

R P ýE, al hydraulic analyses. Verification that 
within the limits of thi a fed 

n e- alTows continued operation it TAEPAL,--VGWW when 
the Required Actions of LCO 3.1.4, *CON TROL ROD Group 
Alignment Limits," LCO 3.2.1, 'Regulating Rod Insertion 
Limits," LCO 3.2.2, "AXIAL POWER SHAPING ROD Insertion 
Limits,& LCD 3.2.3, *AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE Operating 
Limits," and LCO 3.2.4, "QUADRANT POWER TILT,* are entered.  
Conservat v L POWER reductions are required if the 
I mt Sa are exceeded. Verification that 

within limits is also required during 
PHYS TESTS per LCO 3.1.8, 'PHYSICS TESTS 

Exceptions-MODE 1.L 

Measurement uncertainties are applied when A6•'__r 

e.,, TýWPOI - FA • determined using the. Incore Detector System. e 
- uremenuncertainties applied to the measure d values• CO)2• vW account for uncertainties in observability and 

-- •.• ri nstrument .string signal processing.  

PPL! In MODE 1, the limits on must be maintained in 
{Pore r oew. •d-00 order to prevent the core power stribution from exceeding 

S_ A the limits assu4e in the analyses of the LOCA and loss of 
moo A . ow accNdents. MODES 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6, this LCO is not 

P UW1 E Z !5 applica e ecause the reactor has insufficient stored 
energy in the fuel or energy being transferred to the 
coolant to require a limit on the distribution of core 
power -

(continued)
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Power Peaking Factors 
6 3.2.5

BASES (continued)

When idetermined not to be within its specified 
limit as determined by a three dimensional power 

Edistribution ma THERMAL POWER reduction is taken to • -- rdgce he•;a:$•mLHR in the 5o• •lsigh calr~latilns•A 
•av e vrie•- L ¢On rvat Ife ThWV POW;Rre•'to • 

~~h CLe. [. ne ~mnleta -o- Tim oo•fnl•~rv es an 
I'S• acceptaoxe ime to reduce Lower in an orderlymanner and 

without allowing the to remain in an unacceptable 
condition for an extendedeer. ad of time.  

P er operationis allowed to'continue by Vquired 
tion A.1 if ERMA POWER Is reduced byV % RTP or more 
rom the WABLERTHERIQPOWER for ea 1 by whtch/VF(Z) 

exceeds I limit. The/same reductioi n nuclear overpower 
trip se• oint and nuiYear overpower !ised on the Reictor 
Coola tSystem (RCSi flow and the AXIAL POWER IMULANCE trip 
setpfnt is requ, d for each lIAy which Fa(Z)/s in excess 
of s limit. ,ese reduction;Auantain both %ore 
p tection an OPERABILITY m~i n at the red ed THERMAL.  
PVER. The Aquired Compleýion Time of 8 h rs is / 
reasonable ased on the lqw probability ofrn accident, 
occurrin9'in this short time period and t e number of, teps 
required-to complete the Required Actio

edi+

(continued)
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<INSERT 13 3.2-41A>

When expressed as power peaking factors, the value must be adjusted in 
Inverse proportion to the THERMAL POWER level of the core as the 
power Is reduced from RTP. Thus, the allowable peaking factors will 
Increase as THERMAL POWER decreases.

ANO-1 ITS 1/28/2000INSERT



Power Peaking Factors B 3.2.5

BASES

ACTIONS 
(continued)

/ Continued ope ton with FQ(Z) exceeding its limitts not 
permitted, because the initial, €onditions assume'-in the 
accident a lyses are no longer valid. The reqaired 
Completi Time of 24 hour;Vto restore Fa(Z) within its 
limits the reduced THERAL POWER level I 'reasonable 
based n the low proba ity of a 11mitin event occurring 
Si aneausly with F 7Z) exceeding its Ximit. In additiop, 
it recludes long t depletion with ocal LHIRs higher than 
e limiting valu , and limits the tential for inducting 

adverse pert ation in the axi xenon distribution 
'I/ // 

When F*' is determined no o be within its peceptable limit 
as de mined by a thre dimensional power,distribution map, 
a POWER reduc n is taken to reduce the maximum LHR 
in he core. The pa ter RH by whiic) HERMAL. POWER is / 
d treased per 11; Irease in FL* above the limit has beerv 
erified tbe erative by desjgn calculations, adI 

defined in the LR. The parme- RH is the Inverse f the 
increase in F'allowed as THEiAL POWER decreases by 
1% RTP, and based on an arijtysis of the DNBR during the 
limiting 1 s of forced rea r coolant flow transient from 
various I|i tial THERMAL P VER levels. The reqlrired 
Complett n Time of 15 m utes Is reasonable r the operator 

to tay the actions n essary to reduce th 'unIt power.  V / // 
When a decrea in THERMAL POWERis required because F; has 
exceeded its imit, Required A5 taon B.2 requires reduction 
of the hig flux trip setpoin and the nuclear overpower 
based on flow and AXIALPOWER IMBALANCE tripisetpoint.  
The amo t of reduction ofa hese trip setpoijt0i s governed 
by th same factor (RH(%Iffor each 1% that F' exceeds its 
l tm that determines Xhe THERMAL POWER reAuction. This 

i pr ss maintains cor•e'protection by prov ing margin to the 
ip setpoints at $ reduced THEIRAL ER similar to that 

at RTP. The parameter RH is specifie•in the LR.T,.  
required Complett6n Time of 8 hours,1s reasonable based on 
the low probability of an accident/bccurring in this short

(continued)

/
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Power Peaking Factors 
B 3.2.5

BASES

L L (contin time pexb od nand the numbeir" of steps required to complete 
ti tion.  

LI 

Continued'operation with F.exceeding its ltmt. ts not 
perm tiW, because the Initial conditions assuied in the 
,a kent analyses areur6 longer valid. Th e"quired 
SCopletion Time of 24 hours to restore F'P within its I t 
at the reduced THAERMAL POWER level.,s rasonable based n 
the low probabiTity of a limiting e eht occurring .e 

Ssimultaneous f with FA exceedin_ s limit. In ad li'ton, 
\this Completion Time precludes )bng term depletioa Awth an 

unacceptably high local powep nd limits the pa-tial for 
\inducing an adverse pertur ftion in the radia enon 
distribution.

-o

&PIqJI. 511C IcI4UII U Ulc jIuS~ %W1 Ir.,606 ago= "I~jd~ I~ 
reasonable amount of time for the operator to reduce THERMAL 
POWER in an orderly manner and without challenging I systems. 4

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

Core ntititoring is performed using the Incore Detector 
System to obtain..a tbre Ijmtnsional power distribution cap.  

-KixlimWalues % ZM'add; obtained from this map may 
then be compared t thtef( 1trWlimits in the COLR to
vrfthtte1mtwaen exceeca1 Me a .x of the cor in I •nrwybe used 

to verify thitthe-masur-ed• lei 

within their specified limits when one or more a the limits 
specified by LCO 3.1.4, LCO 3.2.1, LCO 3.2.2, LCO 3.2.3, or

(continued)

BWOGSTS 
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Power Peaking Factors 
8 3.2.5 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE Sg 3.2.5.1 (continued) REQUIREET 
T LCO 3.2.4 s exceeded, or when LCO 3.1.8 is applicable. If 

A remain within their limits when one or more of 

ese parame ers exceed their limits, operation at THERMAL 

POWER mav continue because the true initial conditions (the 
Crve powr 9remain within JhgjW specified limits.  

Because the 1 imits on( f are preserved when the 

parameters specified by LCO 3.1.4, LCO 3.2.1, LCO 3.2.2, 
LCD 3.2.3, and LCM 3.2.4 are within their limits, a Note is 

provided in the SR to indicate that monitoring of the 4' 
is required only when complying with the 

S equired Actions of these LCOs and when LCO 3.1.8 is 
applicable.  

Frequencies for monitoring of the are 
specified in the Action statements of the individual LCOs.  

These Frequencies are reasonable based on the low 
of a limiring event occurring simultaneously 

L1 W D. exceeding its limit, and they 

porovid e suif ficient time for the operator to obtain a power 

distribution map from the Incore Detector System.  
Indefinite THERMAL POWER operation in a Required Action of 

LCO 3.1.4. LCD $,._ 4J•.3-4-,_LcO.2.3, or LCO 3.2.4 i

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50.46.  

0/ 99 P 

3, lo Ccl? 50.3'.;
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This Section Addresses the Following Specifications: 

NUREG-1430 ANO-1 ITS Title 

3.3.1 3.3.1 Reactor Protection System (RPS) Instrumentation 
3.3.2 3.3.2 Reactor Protection System (RPS) Manual Reactor Trip 
3.3.3 3.3.3 Reactor Protection System (RPS) - Reactor Trip Module 

(RTM) 
3.3.4 3.3.4 CONTROL ROD Drive (CRD) Trip Devices 
3.3.9 3.3.9 Source Range Neutron Flux 
3.3.10 3.3.10 Intermediate Range Neutron Flux

ANO-1 ITS 1/28/2000



RPS Instrumentation 
3.3.1

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.1 Reactor Protection System (RPS) Instrumentation

LCO 3.3.1 Four channels of RPS instrumentation for each Function in Table 3.3.1-1 
shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: According to Table 3.3.1-1.

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One channel A.1 Place channel in bypass 1 hour 

inoperable, or trip.  

OR 

A.2 Prevent bypass of 1 hour 
remaining channels.  

B. Two channels B.1 Place one channel in trip. 1 hour 
inoperable.  

AND 

B.2.1 Place second channel in 1 hour 
bypass.  

OR 

B.2.2 Prevent bypass of 1 hour 
remaining channels.  

C. Three or more channels C.1 Enter the Condition Immediately 
inoperable, referenced in 

Table 3.3.1-1 for the 
OR Function.  

Required Action and 
associated Completion 
Time of Condition A 
or B not met.

1/28/2000ANO-1 3.3.1-1



RPS Instrumentation 
3.3.1

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

D. As required by Required D.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
Action C.1 and 
referenced in AND 
Table 3.3.1-1.  

D.2 Open all control rod drive 6 hours 
(CRD) trip breakers.  

E. As required by Required E.1 Open all CRD trip 6 hours 
Action C.1 and breakers.  
referenced in 
Table 3.3.1-1.  

F. As required by Required F.1 Reduce THERMAL 6 hours 
Action C.1 and POWER < 45% RTP.  
referenced in 
Table 3.3.1-1.  

G. As required by Required G.1 Reduce THERMAL 6 hours 
Action C.1 and POWER < 10% RTP.  
referenced in 
Table 3.3.1-1.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

.NOTE 

Refer to Table 3.3.1-1 to determine which SRs apply to each RPS Function.  

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.1.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK 12 hours

1/2812000ANO-1 3.3.1-2



RPS Instrumentation 
3.3.1

NOTE 

Not required to be performed until 24 hours after 
THERMAL POWER is > 20% RTP.  

Verify calorimetric heat balance is < 2% RTP greater 
than power range channel output. Adjust power 
range channel output If calorimetric exceeds power 
range channel output by 2 2% RTP.

FREQUENCY
I.

96 hours 

AND 

Once within 
24 hours after a 
THERMAL 
POWER change of 
> 10% RTP

SR 3.3.1.3 NOTE 

Not required to be performed until 24 hours after 
THERMAL POWER Is > 20% RTP.  

Compare out of core measured AXIAL POWER 31 days 
IMBALANCE to incore measured AXIAL POWER 
IMBALANCE.  

SR 3.3.1.4 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 31 days 

SR 3.3.1.5 NOTE 

Not required to be performed until 24 hours after 
THERMAL POWER is 2 20% RTP.  

Calibrate the power range channels to the incore 31 days 
channels.  

SR 3.3.1.6 NOTE 

Neutron detectors are excluded from CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION.  

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 18 months 

AN- ..- 1820

SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.3.1.2
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RPS Instrumentation 
3.3.1

Table 3.3.1-1 (page 1 of 1) 
Reactor Protection System Instrurm 

APPUCABLE CONDITIONS 
MODES OR REFERENCED 

OTHER FROM 
SPECIFIED REQUIRED 

CONDITIONS ACTION C.1 

IP ,),V D

FUNCTION 

1. Nuclear Overpower 
a High Setpoint 

b. Low Setpoint 

2. RCS High Outlet Temperature 

3. RCS High Pressure 

4. RCS Low Pressure 

5. RCS Variable Low Pressure 

6. Reactor Building High Pressure 

7. Reactor Coolant Pump to Power 

6. Nuclear Overpower RCS Flow 
and Measured AXIAL 
POWER IMBALANCE 

9. Main Turbine Trip (Oil Pressure) 

10. Loss of Main Feedwater Pumps 
(Contro Oil Pressure) 

11. Shutdown Bypass RCS High 
Pressure

ntetion

(a) When not In shutdown bypass operation.  

(b) During shutdown bypass operation with any CRD tip breaker in the closed position and the CRD System capable of rod 
withdrawa.  

(c) With any CRD tip breaker In the closed position and the CRD System capable of rod withdrawal.  

(d) With any CRD tip breaker in the dosed position, the CRD system capable of rod withdrawal, and not In shutdown bypass 
operation.  

ANO-1 3.3.1-4 1/28/2000

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.3.1.1 
SR 3.3.1.2 
SR 3.3.1.4 
SR 3.3.1.5 
SR 3.3.1.6 

SR 3.3.1.1 
SR 3.3.1.4 
SR 3.3.1.6 

SR 3.3.1.1 
SR 3.3.1.4 
SR 3.3.1.6 

SR 3.3.1.1 
SR 3.3.1.4 
SR 3.3.1.6 

SR 3.3.1.1 
SR 3.3.1.4 
SR 3.3.1.6 

SR 3.3.1.1 
SR 3.3.1.4 
SR 3.3.1.6 
SR 3.3.1.1 
SR 3.3.1.4 
SR 3.3.1.6 

SR 3.3.1.1 
SR 3.3.1.4 
SR 3.3.1.6 

SR 3.31.1 
SR 3.3.1.3 
SR 3.3.1.4 
SR 3.3.1.5 
SR 3.3.1.6 

SR 3.3.1.1 
SR 3.3.1.4 
SR 3.3.1.6 

SR 3.3.1.1 
SR 3.3.1.4 
SR 3.3.1.6 

SR 3.3.1.1 
SR 3.3.1.4 
SR 3.3.1.6

ALLOWABLE 
VALUE 

<104.9% RTP 

;5% RTP 

s 618oF 

s 2355 psig 

a 160psig 

As specified hi the COLR 

< 18.7 psia 

s 55% RTP with one 
pump operating In each 

loop.  
As specified in the COLR 

> 40.5 psig 

> 55.5 psig 

S1720 psig

2(e).3") 

1,2 

1 ,2(* 

1,2)(') 

> 45% RTP 

>10% RTP 

2(b),(b) 
4 ,,),e,)



RPS Manual Reactor Trip 
3.3.2

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.2 Reactor Protection System (RPS) Manual Reactor Trip

LCO 3.3.2 

APPLICABILITY:

The RPS Manual Reactor Trip Function shall be OPERABLE.  

MODES I and 2, 
MODES 3, 4, and 5 with any control rod drive (CRD) trip breaker in the 

closed position and the CRD System capable of rod withdrawal.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. Manual Reactor Trip A.1 Restore Function to 1 hour 
Function inoperable. OPERABLE status.  

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
associated Completion 
Time not met in MODE 1, AND 
2, or 3.  

B.2 Open all CRD trip breakers. 6 hours 

C. Required Action and C.1 Open all CRD trip breakers. 6 hours 
associated Completion 
Time not met in MODE 4 
or 5.
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RPS Manual Reactor Trip 
3.3.2

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.2.1 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. Once prior to each 
reactor startup if 
not performed 
within the previous 
7 days
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RPS - RTM 
3.3.3

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.3 Reactor Protection System (RPS) - Reactor Trip Module (RTM)

LCO 3.3.3 

APPLICABILITY:

Four RTMs shall be OPERABLE.  

MODES 1 and 2, 
MODES 3, 4, and 5 with any control rod drive (CRD) trip breaker in the 

dosed position and the CRD System capable of rod withdrawal.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One RTM inoperable. A.1.1 Open the associated CRD 1 hour 
trip breaker.  

OR 

A.1.2 Remove power from the 1 hour 
associated CRD trip 
breaker.  

AND 

A.2 Physically remove the 1 hour 
inoperable RTM.  

B. Two or more RTMs B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
inoperable in MODE 1, 2, 
or 3. AND 

OR B.2.1 Open all CRD trip breakers. 6 hours 

Required Action and OR 
associated Completion 
Time not met in MODE 1, B.2.2 Remove power from all 6 hours 
2, or 3. CRD trip breakers.
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RPS - RTM 
3.3.3

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

C. Two or more RTMs C.1 Open all CRD trip breakers. 6 hours 
inoperable in MODE 4 
or5. OR 

OR C.2 Remove power from all 6 hours 
CRD trip breakers.  

Required Action and 
associated Completion 
Time not met in MODE 4 
or 5.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.3.1 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 92 days
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CRD Trip Devices 
3.3.4

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.4 Control Rod Drive (CRD) Trip Devices

The following CRD trip devices shall be OPERABLE: 

a. Two AC CRD trip breakers; 

b. Two DC CRD trip breaker pairs; and 

c. Eight electronic trip assembly (ETA) relays.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2, 
MODES 3, 4, and 5 with any CRD trip breaker in the dosed position and 

the CRD System capable of rod withdrawal.

ACTIONS

IV"J I

Separate Condition entry Is allowed for each CRD trip device.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One or more CRD trip A.1 Open the CRD trip breaker. 48 hours 
breaker(s) or breaker pair 
undervoltage or shunt trip .R 
Functions inoperable.  

A.2 Remove power from the 48 hours 
CRD trip breaker.  

B. One or more CRD trip B.1 Open the CRD trip breaker. 1 hour 
breaker(s) or breaker pair 
inoperable for reasons OR 
other than those in 
Condition A. B.2" Remove power from the 1 hour 

CRD trip breaker.

1/28/2000

LCO 3.3.4

I--
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CRD Trip Devices 
3.3.4

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

C. One or more required ETA C.1 Transfer affected 1 hour 
relays inoperable. CONTROL ROD group to 

power supply with 
OPERABLE or open ETA 
relays.  

OR 

C.2 Transfer affected 1 hour 
CONTROL ROD group to a 
DC hold power supply.  

OR 

C.3 Place the SCRs associated 1 hour 
with the inoperable ETA 
relay in hip.  

OR 1 hour 

C.4 Open corresponding AC 
CRD trip breaker.  

D. Required Action and D.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
associated Completion 
Time not met in MODE 1, AND 
2, or 3.  

D.2.1 Open all CRD trip breakers. 6 hours 

OR 

D.2.2 Remove power from all 6 hours 
CRD trip breakers.  

E. Required Action and E.1 Open all CRD trip breakers. 6 hours 
associated Completion 
Time not met in MODE 4 OR 
or 5.  

E.2 Remove power from all 6 hours 
CRD trip breakers.
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CRD Trip Devices 
3.3.4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.4.1 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 92 days
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Source Range Neutron Flux 
3.3.9 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.9 Source Range Neutron Flux.3.9 Source Range Neutron Flux

One source range neutron flux channel shall be OPERABLE.  

MODES 2, 3, 4, and 5.

LCO 3.3.9 

APPLICABILITY: 

ACTIONS

CONDITION

A. Required source range 
neutron flux channel 
inoperable with 
< 1E-10 amp on the 
intermediate range 
neutron flux channel.

REQUIRED ACTION
4 t

A.1 Suspend operations 
involving positive reactivity 
changes.  

AND 

A.2 Initiate action to insert all 
CONTROL RODS.  

AND 

A.3 Open control rod drive trip 
breakers.  

AND 

A.4 Verify SDM to be within the 
limit provided in the COLR.

COMPLETION TIME

Immediately 

Immediately 

1 hour 

1 hour 

AND 

Once per 12 hours 
thereafter

B. Required source range B.1 Initiate action to restore 1 hour 
neutron flux channel required channel to 
inoperable with OPERABLE status.  
> 1E-10 amp on the 
intermediate range 
neutron flux channel.
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Source Range Neutron Flux 
3.3.9

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.9.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours 

SR 3.3.9.2 NOTE 

Neutron detectors are excluded from CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION.  

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 18 months
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Intermediate Range Neutron Flux 
3.3.10

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.10 Intermediate Range Neutron Flux

LCO 3.3.10 

APPLICABILITY:

One intermediate range neutron flux channel shall be OPERABLE.  

MODE 2, 
MODES 3, 4, and 5 with any control rod drive (CRD) trip breaker in the 

closed position and the CRD System capable of rod withdrawal.

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. Required channel A.1 Suspend operations Immediately 
inoperable, involving positive reactivity 

changes.  

AND 

A.2 Open CRD trip breakers. 1 hour 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.10.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK 12 hours 

SR 3.3.10.2 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 31 days 

SR 3.3.10.3 NNOTE 

Neutron detectors are excluded from CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION.  

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 18 months
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Intermediate Range Neutron Flux 
3.3.10

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.10.4 Verify at least one decade overlap between source Once each reactor 
range and intermediate range neutron flux channels. startup prior to 

source range 
counts exceeding 
10scps
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RPS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1 

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.1 Reactor Protection System (RPS) Instrumentation 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

The RPS initiates a reactor trip, if necessary, to protect against violating the core fuel design limits and the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) pressure boundary during abnormalities. By tripping the reactor, the RPS also assists the Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) Systems in mitigating accidents.  

The protection and monitoring systems have been designed to assure safe operation of the reactor. This is achieved by identifying limiting safety system settings (LSSS) in terms of parameters directly monitored by the RPS, as well as the LCOs and administrative controls on other parameters and equipment 
performance.  

The LSSS, defined in this Specification as the Allowable Value, in conjunction with the LCOs and administrative controls, establishes the threshold for protective system action to prevent exceeding specified acceptable limits during Design Basis Accidents (DBAs). Acceptable consequences for accidents are that the offsite dose shall be maintained within 10 CFR 100 limits or other limits approved by the NRC.  
During abnormalities, one or more of the following the limits is maintained: 
a. For accidents other than locked rotor, the departure from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) shall be maintained above the Safety Umit (SL) value. For the locked rotor accident, the minimum DNBR shall not be less than the applicable critical heat flux correlation limit, or fuel cladding shall be shown to experience no significant temperature excursions; 
b. Fuel centedine temperature shall be maintained below the SL value; 
c. The RCS pressure SL of 2750 psig shall not be exceeded; and 
d. Reactor power shall not exceed 112% RTP.  
Maintaining the parameters within the above values ensures that the offsite dose will be within the 10 CFR 100 criteria during abnormalities.  
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RPS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1 

RPS Overview 

The RPS consists of four separate redundant protection channels that receive 
inputs of neutron flux, RCS pressure, RCS flow, reactor outlet temperature, RCS 
pump status, reactor building (RB) pressure, main feedwater (MFW) pump turbine 
status, and main turbine status.  

Figure 7.1, SAR, Chapter 7 (Ref. 1), shows the arrangement of the RPS protection 
channels. A protection channel is composed of measurement channels, a manual 
trip channel, a reactor trip module (RTM), and control rod drive (CRD) trip devices.  
LCO 3.3.1 provides requirements for the individual measurement channels. These 
channels encompass all equipment and electronics from the point at which the 
measured parameter is sensed through the bistable relay contacts in the trip string.  
LCO 3.3.2, "Reactor Protection System (RPS) Manual Reactor Trip," LCO 3.3.3, 
"Reactor Protection System (RPS) - Reactor Trip Module (RTM)," and LCO 3.3.4, 
"Control Rod Drive (CRD) Trip Devices," discuss the remaining RPS elements.  

The RPS instrumentation measures critical unit parameters and compares these to 
predetermined setpoints. If the setpoint is exceeded, a channel trip signal is 
generated. The generation of trip signals in any two of the four RPS channels will 
result in the trip of the reactor.  

The Reactor Trip System (RTS) contains multiple CRD trip devices, two AC trip 
breakers, and two DC trip breaker pairs that provide a path for power to the CRD 
System. In addition to the safety rods, the power for the regulating rods and 
APSRs may be interrupted by the electronic trip assembly (ETA) 'relays. The 
system has two separate paths (or channels), with each path having either two 
breakers in series or a breaker and an ETA relay controlled silicon controlled 
rectifier (SCR) in series. Each path provides independent power to the CRDs.  
Either path can provide sufficient power to operate all CRDs. Two separate power 
paths to the CRDs ensure that a single failure that opens one path will not cause an 
unwanted reactor trip.  

The RPS consists of four independent protection channels, each containing an 
RTM. Each RTM receives signals from its own measurement channels that Indicate 
a protection channel trip is required. The RTM transmits this signal to its own 
two-out-of-four trip logic and to the two-out-of-four logic of the RTMs in the other 
three RPS channels. Whenever any two RPS channels trip, the RTM in each 
channel actuates to remove 120 VAC power from its associated CRD trip breaker.  

The reactor is tripped by opening circuit breakers and de-energizing ETA relays that 
interrupt the control power supply to the CRDs. Six breakers are installed to 
increase reliability and allow testing of the trip system. A one-out-of-two taken twice 
logic is used to interrupt power to the rods.  

The RPS has two manual bypasses: a shutdown bypass and a channel bypass.  
Shutdown bypass allows the withdrawal of safety rods to provide the availability of 
rapidly insertable negative reactivity during unit cooldowns or heatups. Channel 
bypass is typically used for maintenance and testing. Test circuits in the trip strings 
allow testing of RPS trip Functions. Also, an automatic bypass is provided at low
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RPS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1 

power levels for the Main Turbine Trip and the Loss of Main Feedwater Pump 
Functions.  

The RPS receives input from the instrumentation channels discussed next. The 
specific relationship between measurement channels and protection channels 
differs from parameter to parameter.  

These arrangements and the relationship of instrumentation channels to trip 
Functions are discussed below to assist in understanding the overall effect of 
instrumentation channel failure.  

Power Range Nuclear Instrumentation 

Power Range Nuclear Instrumentation channels provide inputs to the following RPS 
trip Functions: 

1. Nuclear Overpower 

a. Nuclear Overpower - High Setpoint; 

b. Nuclear Overpower - Low Setpoint; 

7. Reactor Coolant Pump to Power, 

8. Nuclear Overpower RCS Flow and Measured AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE 
(Power Imbalance Flow); 

9. Main Turbine Trip (Oil Pressure); and 

10. Loss of Main Feedwater Pumps (Control Oil Pressure).  

The Main Turbine Trip and Loss of Main Feedwater Pumps Functions utilize the 
Power Range Nuclear Instrumentation only for enablingldisabling the operating 
bypass at low power levels.  

The power range instrumentation has four linear channels, one for each core 
quadrant. Each channel feeds one RPS protection channel. Each channel 
originates in a detector assembly containing two uncompensated ion chambers.  
The Ion chambers are positioned to represent the top half and bottom half of the 
core. The individual currents from the chambers are fed to individual linear 
amplifiers. The summation of the top and bottom is the total reactor power. The 
top minus the bottom neutron signal Is the measured AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE 
of the reactor core.
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RPS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1 

Reactor Outlet Temperature 

The Reactor Outlet Temperature provides input to the following Functions: 

2. Reactor Outlet High Temperature; and 

5. RCS Variable Low Pressure.  

The Reactor Outlet Temperature is measured by two resistance elements in each 
hot leg, for a total of four. One temperature detector is associated with each 
protection channel.  

Reactor Coolant System Pressure 

The Reactor Coolant System Pressure provides input to the following Functions: 

3. RCS High Pressure; 

4. RCS Low Pressure; 

5. RCS Variable Low Pressure; and 

11. Shutdown Bypass RCS High Pressure.  

The RPS inputs of reactor coolant pressure are provided by two pressure 
transmitters in each hot leg, for a total of four. One sensor is associated with each 
protection channel.  

Reactor Building Pressure 

The Reactor Building Pressure measurements provide input only to the Reactor 
Building High Pressure trip, Function 6. There are four RB High Pressure sensors, 
one associated with each protection channel.  

Reactor Coolant Pump Power Monitoring 

Reactor coolant pump power monitors are inputs to the Reactor Coolant Pump to 
Power trip, Function 7. Each RCP's operating current is measured by a current 
transformer providing the current input to the associated RCP underpower relay, 
and the bus voltage is measured by a potential transformer providing the voltage 
input to the associated RCP underpower relays. Each RCP underpower relay 
provides individual RCP status to each protection channel.
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RPS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1 

Reactor Coolant System Flow 

The Reactor Coolant System Flow measurements are an input to the Nuclear 
Overpower RCS Flow and Measured AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE trip, Function 8.  
The reactor coolant flow inputs to the RPS are provided by eight differential 
pressure transmitters, four on each loop, which measure flow through calibrated 
flow tubes. One flow input in each loop is associated with each protection channel.  

Main Turbine Automatic Stop Oil Pressure 

Main Turbine Automatic Stop Oil Pressure is an input to the Main Turbine Trip (Oil 
Pressure) reactor trip, Function 9. Each of the four protection channels receives 
turbine status information from one of four pressure switches monitoring main 
turbine automatic stop oil pressure. Contact buffers in each protection channel 
continuously monitor the status of the contact inputs and initiate an RPS trip when a 
main turbine trip is indicated.  

Feedwater Pump Control Oil Pressure 

Feedwater Pump Control Oil Pressure is an input to the Loss of Main Feedwater 
Pumps (Control Oil Pressure) trip, Function 10. Control oil pressure is measured by 
four switches on each feedwater pump. One switch on each pump is associated 
with each protection channel.  

RPS Bypasses 

The RPS is designed with two types of manual bypasses: channel bypass and 
shutdown bypass.  

Channel bypass provides a method of placing all Functions in one RPS protection 
channel in a bypassed condition, and shutdown bypass provides a method of 
leaving the safety rods withdrawn during cooldown and depressurization of the 
RCS. Each bypass is discussed next.  

Channel Bypass 

A channel bypass provision is provided to allow for maintenance and testing of the 
RPS. The use of channel bypass keeps the protection channel trip relay energized 
regardless of the status of the Instrumentation channel bistable relay contacts. To 
place a protection channel in channel bypass, the key switch must be operated, and 
the other three channels must not be in channel bypass. This is ensured by 
contacts from the other channels being in series with the channel bypass relay. If 
any contact is open, the second channel cannot be bypassed. When the bypass 
relay is energized, the bypass contact closes, maintaining the channel trip relay in 
an energized condition. An indicator light remains lit while the channel is in bypass.  
All RPS trips are reduced to a two-out-of-three logic in channel bypass. Only one 
channel bypass key is accessible for use in the control room.
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Shutdown Bypass 

During unit cooldown, it is allowable to leave some safety rods withdrawn to provide 
shutdown capabilities in the event of unusual positive reactivity additions 
(moderator dilution, etc.).  

However, the unit is also depressurized as coolant temperature is decreased. If the 
safety rods are withdrawn and coolant pressure is decreased, an RCS Low 
Pressure trip will occur at 1800 psig and the rods will fall into the core. To avoid 
this, the protection system allows the operator to bypass the low pressure trip and 
maintain shutdown capabilities. During the cooldown and depressurization, the 
safety rods are inserted prior to the low pressure trip of 1800 psig. The RCS 
pressure is decreased to less than 1720 psig, then each RPS channel is placed in 
shutdown bypass.  

When an RPS channel is placed in shutdown bypass, the RCS Low Pressure trip, 
Nuclear Overpower RCS Flow and Measured AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE trip, 
Reactor Coolant Pump to Power trip, and the RCS Variable Low Pressure trip, are 
bypassed and a RCS High Pressure, < 1720 psig trip and a Nuclear Overpower 
Low Setpoint trip, <5% RTP, are Inserted. The operator can now withdraw the 
safety rods for additional rapidly insertable negative reactivity.  

The insertion of the high pressure trip with a trip setpoint of < 1720 psig prevents 
operation at normal system pressure, approximately 2155 psig, with a portion of the 
RPS bypassed, and ensures that the bypass is removed prior to normal operation.  
When the RCS pressure is increased during a unit heatup, the safety rods are 
inserted prior to reaching 1720 psig. The shutdown bypass is removed, which 
returns the RPS to normal, and system pressure is increased to greater than 
1800 psig. All or some of the safety rods are then withdrawn and normally remain 
at the full out condition for the rest of the heatup.  

The insertion of the Nuclear Overpower Low Setpoint Trip provides a backup to the 
Shutdown Bypass RCS High Pressure trip while preventing the generation of any 
significant amount of power.  

Module Interlock and Test Trip Relay 

Each channel and each trip module is capable of being individually tested. When a 
module is placed into the test mode, it causes the test trip relay to open and to 
indicate an RPS channel trip. Under normal conditions, the channel to be tested is 
placed in bypass before a module Is tested.
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Trip Setpoints/Allowable Value 

The trip setpoints are the nominal values at which the bistables are set. Any 
bistable is considered to be properly adjusted when the "as left" value is within the 
band for CHANNEL CALIBRATION accuracy.  

The trip setpoints used in the bistables are based on the analytical limits used in the 
safety analysis described in SAR, Chapter 14 and Chapter 3A (Ref. 2). The 
selection of these trip setpoints is such that adequate protection is provided when 
appropriate sensor and processing time delays are taken into account. To allow for 
calibration tolerances, Instrumentation uncertainties, instrument drift, and 
environment errors, the Allowable Values specified In Table 3.3.1-1 are equal to or 
conservatively adjusted with respect to the analytical limits. Guidance used to 
calculate the uncertainty associated with the trip setpoints is provided in Instrument 
Loop Error Analysis and Setpoint Methodology Manual, Design Guide, IDG-001 
(Ref. 3). The explicit uncertainties are addressed in the individual design 
calculations as required. The trip setpoint entered into the bistable may be more 
conservative than that specified by the Allowable Value to account for changes in 
instrument error detectable by a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. A channel is 
inoperable if its as-found trip setpoint is not within its required Allowable Value.  

Setpoints in accordance with the Allowable Value ensure that the limits of 
Chapter 2.0, "Safety Limits," in the Technical Specifications are not violated during 
abnormalities and that the consequences of DBAs will be acceptable, providing the 
unit is operated from within the LCOs at the onset of the abnormality or DBA and 
the equipment functions as analyzed. Note that in LCO 3.3.1 the Allowable Values 
listed in Table 3.3.1-1 are the LSSS.  

Each channel can be tested online to verify that the signal and trip setpoint are 
within the specified allowance requirements of approved calibration procedures.  
Once a designated channel is taken out of service for testing, a simulated signal 
may be injected in place of the field instrument signal. The process equipment for 
the channel may then be tested, verified, and calibrated.  

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES, LCO, AND APPLICABILITY 

Analyzed accidents and transients can be detected by one or more RPS Functions.  
The accident analysis contained in the SAR, Chapter 14 and Chapter 3A (Ref. 2), 
takes credit for most RPS trip Functions. Functions not specifically credited in the 
accident analysis were qualitatively credited in the NRC staff approved licensing 
basis for the unit. These Functions are high RB pressure, high RCS temperature, 
turbine trip, loss of main feedwater, the shutdown bypass nuclear overpower low 
setpoint, and shutdown bypass high pressure. These Functions may provide 
protection for conditions that do not require dynamic transient analysis to 
demonstrate Function performance. These Functions also serve as backups to 
Functions that were credited in the safety analysis.
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The LCO requires all instrumentation performing an RPS Function to be 
OPERABLE. Failure of any Instrument renders the affected channel(s) inoperable.  
The four channels of each Function in Table 3.3.1-1 of the RPS instrumentation 
shall be OPERABLE during Its specified Applicability to ensure that a reactor trip will 
be actuated if needed. Additionally, during shutdown bypass with any CRD trip 
breaker dosed, the applicable RPS Functions must also be OPERABLE. This 
ensures the capability to trip the withdrawn CONTROL RODS exists at all times that 
rod motion is possible. The trip Function channels specified in Table 3.3.1-1 are 
considered OPERABLE when all channel components necessary to provide a 
reactor trip are functional and in service for the required MODE or Other Specified 
Condition listed in Table 3.3.1-1.  

Required Actions allow maintenance (protection channel) bypass of individual 
channels, but the bypass activates interlocks that prevent operation with a second 
channel bypass. Bypass effectively places the unit in a two-out-of-three logic 
configuration that can still initiate a reactor trip, even with a single failure within the 
system.  

Only the Allowable Values are specified for each RPS trip Function in the LCO.  
Trip setpoints are specified in the setpoint calculations or calibration procedures.  
The setpoints are selected such that the setpoint measured by CHANNEL 
FUNCTIONAL TESTS is not expected to exceed the Allowable Value if the bistable 
is performing as required.  

For most RPS Functions, the Allowable Value is to ensure that the departure from 
nucleate boiling (DNB) or RCS pressure SLs are not challenged. Cycle specific 
figures for use during operation are contained in the COLR.  

Certain RPS trips function to indirectly protect the SLs by detecting specific 
conditions that do not immediately challenge SLs but will eventually lead to 
challenge if no action is taken. These trips function to minimize the consequences 
of unit transients caused by the specific conditions. The Allowable Value for these 
Functions is selected at the specified deviation from normal values that will indicate 
the condition, without risking spurious trips due to normal fluctuations in the 
measured parameter.  

The Allowable Values for bypass removal Functions are stated in the Applicable 
MODE or Other Specified Condition column of Table 3.3.1-1.
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The safety analyses applicable to each RPS Function ate discussed next 

1 . Nuclear Overpower 

a. Nuclear Overpower - High Setpoint 

The Nuclear Overpower - High Setpoint trip provides protection for 
the design thermal overpower condition based on the measured out 
of core fast neutron leakage flux.  

The Nuclear Overpower - High Setpoint trip initiates a reactor trip 
when the neutron power reaches a predefined setpoint at the design 
overpower limit. Because THERMAL POWER lags the neutron 
power, tripping when the neutron power reaches the design 
overpower will limit THERMAL POWER to a maximum value of the 
design overpower.  

Thus, the Nuclear Overpower - High Setpoint trip protects against 
violation of the DNBR and fuel centerline melt SLs. However, the 
RCS Variable Low Pressure, and Nuclear Overpower RCS Flow and 
Measured AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE, also provide protection.  
The role of the Nuclear Overpower - High Setpoint trip is to limit 
reactor THERMAL POWER below the highest power at which the 
other two trips are known to provide protection.  

The Nuclear Overpower - High Setpoint trip also provides transient 
protection for rapid positive reactivity excursions during power 
operations. These events Include the rod withdrawal accident, the 
rod ejection accident, and the steam line break accident. By 
providing a trip during these events, the Nuclear Overpower - High 
Setpoint trip protects the unit from excessive power levels and also 
serves to reduce reactor power to prevent violation of the RCS 
pressure SL.  

Rod withdrawal accident analyses cover a large spectrum of 
reactivity insertion rates (rod worths), which exhibit slow and rapid 
rates of power increases. At high reactivity Insertion rates, the 
Nuclear Overpower - High Setpoint trip provides the primary 
protection. At low reactivity insertion rates, the high pressure trip 
provides primary protection.  

The specified Allowable Value Is selected to initiate a trip at or 
before reactor power exceeds the highest point at which the RCS 
Variable Low Pressure and the Nuclear Overpower RCS Flow and 
Measured AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE trips are analyzed to provide 
protection against DNB and fuel centerline melt. The Allowable 
Value does not account for harsh environment induced errors, 
because the trip will actuate prior to degraded environmental 
conditions being reached.
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b. Nuclear Overpower - Low Setpoint 

While in shutdown bypass, the Nuclear Overpower - Low Setpoint is 
instated with a trip setpoint of < 5% RTP. The low power setpoint, in 
conjunction with the Shutdown Bypass RCS High Pressure setpoint, 
protect the unit from excessive power conditions when other RPS 
trips are bypassed.  

The Allowable Value was chosen to be as low as practical and still lie 
within the range of the out of core instrumentation.  

2. Reactor Outlet High Temperature 

The Reactor Outlet High Temperature trip, in conjunction with the RCS Low 
Pressure and RCS Variable Low Pressure trips, provides protection for the 
DNBR SL. A trip is initiated whenever the reactor outlet temperature 
approaches the conditions necessary for DNB. Portions of each Reactor 
Outlet High Temperature trip channel are common with the RCS Variable.  
Low Pressure trip. The Reactor Outlet High Temperature trip provides 
steady state protection for the DNBR SL.  

The Reactor Outlet High Temperature trip limits the maximum RCS 
temperature to below the highest value for which DNB protection by the 
Variable Low Pressure trip is ensured. The trip setpoint Allowable Value is 
selected to initiate a trip before hot leg temperatures reach the point beyond 
which the RCS Low Pressure and Variable Low Pressure trips are analyzed.  
Above the high temperature trip, the variable low pressure trip need not 
provide protection, because the unit would have tripped already. The 
Allowable Value does not reflect errors induced by harsh environmental 
conditions that the equipment is expected to experience because the trip will 
actuate prior to degraded environmental conditions being reached.  

3. RCS High Pressure 

The RCS High Pressure trip works in conjunction with the pressurizer safety 
valves to prevent RCS overpressurization, thereby protecting the RCS High 
Pressure SL.  

The RCS High Pressure trip has been credited in the accident analysis 
calculations for slow positive reactivity insertion transients (rod withdrawal 
accidents and moderator dilution). The rod withdrawal accidents cover a 
large spectrum of reactivity Insertion rates and rod worths that exhibit slow 
and rapid rates of power increases. At high reactivity insertion rates, the 
Nuclear Overpower - High Setpoint trip provides the primary protection. At 
low reactivity insertion rates, the RCS High Pressure trip provides the 
primary protection.  

The Allowable Value is selected such that the RCS High Pressure SL is not 
exceeded during steady state operation or slow power increasing transients.  
The Allowable Value does not reflect errors induced by harsh environmental
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conditions because the trip will actuate prior to degraded environmental 
conditions being reached.  

4. RCS Low Pressure 

The RCS Low Pressure trip, in conjunction with the Reactor Outlet High 
Temperature and Variable Low Pressure trips, provides protection for the 
DNBR SL. A trip is initiated prior to reactor outlet temperature exceeding the 
conditions necessary for DNB. The RCS Low Pressure trip provides the 
DNB low pressure limit for the RCS Variable Low Pressure trip.  

The RCS Low Pressure Allowable Value is selected to initiate a reactor trip 
before RCS pressure is reduced below the lowest point at which the RCS 
Variable Low Pressure trip is analyzed. The RCS Low Pressure trip 
provides protection for primary system depressurization events and has 
been credited in the accident analysis calculations for small break loss of 
coolant accidents (LOCAs). Consequently, harsh RB conditions created by 
small break LOCAs can affect performance of the RCS pressure sensors 
and transmitters. Therefore, degraded environmental conditions are 
considered in the Allowable Value determination.  

5. RCS Variable Low Pressure 

The RCS Variable Low Pressure trip, in conjunction with the Reactor Outlet 
High Temperature and RCS Low Pressure trips, provides protection for the 
DNBR SL. A trip is initiated prior to the system parameters of pressure and 
temperature exceeding the conditions necessary for DNB. The RCS 
Variable Low Pressure trip provides a floating low pressure trip based on the 
reactor outlet temperature expressed In degrees Fahrenheit within the range 
specified by the Reactor Outlet High Temperature and RCS Low Pressure 
trips.  

The RCS Variable Low Pressure Allowable Value is selected to initiate a trip 
prior to temperature and pressure exceeding the conditions necessary for 
DNB while operating in a temperature pressure region constrained by the 
low pressure and high temperature trips. The RCS Variable Low Pressure 
trip is not assumed for transient protection in the unit safety analysis.  
Therefore, the Allowable Value does not account for errors induced by a 
harsh RB environment.  

6. Reactor Building High Pressure 

The Reactor Building High Pressure trip provides an early indication of a 
high energy line break (HELB) inside the RB. By detecting changes in the 
RB pressure, the RPS can provide a reactor trip before the other system 
parameters have varied significantly. Thus, this trip acts to minimize 
accident consequences.  

The Allowable Value for RB High Pressure trip is set at the lowest value 
consistent with avoiding spurious trips during normal operation. Even in the
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case where this trip Is a backup for other RPS trips for LOCA or MSLB, it is 
assumed to occur before degraded building conditions have an appreciable 
effect on RB High Pressure trip components. Therefore, determination of 
the Allowable Value does not account for errors induced by a harsh 
environment.  

7. Reactor Coolant Pump to Power 

The Reactor Coolant Pump to Power trip provides protection for changes In 
the reactor coolant flow due to the loss of multiple RCPs. Because the flow 
reduction lags loss of power indications due to the inertia of the RCPs, the 
trip initiates protective action earlier than a trip based on a measured flow 
signal.  

The trip also prevents operation with both pumps in either coolant loop 
tripped. Under these conditions, core flow and core fluid mixing may be 
insufficient for adequate heat transfer. Thus, the Reactor Coolant Pump to 
Power trip functions to protect the DNBR and fuel centerline temperature 
SLs.  

The Reactor Coolant Pump to Power trip has been credited in the accident 
analysis calculations for the loss of four RCPs. The trip also provides 
protection for the loss of a pump or pumps which would result in both pumps 
in a single steam generator loop being tripped.  

The Allowable Value for the Reactor Coolant Pump to Power trip setpoint is 
selected to prevent normal power operation unless at least one RCP Is 
operating in each loop. RCP status is monitored by power transducers 
associated with each pump. These relays indicate a loss of an RCP on 
underpower. The underpower Allowable Value is selected to reliably trip on 
loss of voltage to the RCPs. Neither the reactor power nor the pump power 
Allowable Value account for instrumentation errors caused by harsh 
environments because the trip Function is not required to respond to events 
that could create harsh environments around the equipment 

8. Nuclear Overpower RCS Flow and Measured AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE 

The Nuclear Overpower RCS Flow and Measured AXIAL POWER 
IMBALANCE trip provides steady state protection for the reactor core SLs.  
A reactor trip is initiated prior to the core power, AXIAL POWER 
IMBALANCE, and reactor coolant flow conditions exceeding the DNB or fuel 
centerline temperature limits.  

This trip supplements the protection provided by the Reactor Coolant Pump 
to Power trip, through the power to flow ratio, for loss of reactor coolant flow 
events. The power to flow ratio provides direct protection for the limiting loss 
of flow transient which is the loss of two RCPs from four pump operation.  
The imbalance portion of the trip is credited for steady state protection only.
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The power to flow ratio of the Nuclear Overpower RCS Flow and Measured 
AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE trip also provides steady state protection to 
prevent reactor power from exceeding the allowable power when the primary 
system is operating with two or three pump flow. Thus, the power to flow 
ratio prevents overpower conditions similar to the Nuclear Overpower trip.  
This protection ensures that during reduced flow conditions the core power 
is maintained below that required to begin DNB.  

The Allowable Value is selected to ensure that a trip occurs prior to core 
power, axial power peaking, and reactor coolant flow conditions reaching 
DNB or fuel centerline temperature limits. The Allowable Value for this 
Function Is given In the unit COLR because the cycle specific core peaking 
changes affect the Allowable Value.  

9. Main Turbine Trip (Oil Pressure) 

The Main Turbine Trip Function trips the reactor when the main turbine Is 
tripped at high power levels. The Main Turbine Trip Function provides an 
early reactor trip in anticipation of the loss of heat sink associated with a 
turbine trip. The Main Turbine Trip Function was added to the B&W 
designed units In accordance with NUREG-0737 (Ref. 4) following the Three 
Mile Island Unit 2 accident The trip lowers the probability of an RCS 
electromatic relief valve (ERV) actuation for turbine trip cases.  

Each of the four turbine oil pressure switches feeds one of the four 
protection channels through a buffer that continuously monitors the status of 
the contacts. Therefore, failure of any pressure switch affects only one 
protection channel.  

For the Main Turbine Trip (Oil Pressure) bistable, the Allowable Value of 
> 40.5 psig is selected to provide a trip whenever main turbine oil pressure 
drops below the normal operating range. To ensure that the trip is enabled 
as required by the LCO, the reactor power bypass Is set to a value of 
< 45% RTP. The turbine trip Is not required to protect against events that 
can create a harsh environment in the turbine building. Therefore, errors 
induced by harsh environments are not included in the determination of the 
setpoint Allowable Value.  

10. Loss of Main Feedwater Pumps (Control Oil Pressure) 

The Loss of Main Feedwater Pumps (Control Oil Pressure) trip provides a 
reactor trip at high power levels when both MFW pumps are tripped. The 
trip provides an early reactor trip in anticipation of the loss of heat sink 
associated with a loss of main feedwater. This trip was added In 
accordance with NUREG-0737 (Ref. 4) following the Three Mile Island Unit 2 
accident This trip provides a reactor trip for a loss of main feedwater to 
minimize challenges to the ERV.  

For the feedwater pump control oil pressure bistable, the Allowable Value of 
> 55.5 psig is selected to provide a trip whenever feedwater pump control oil
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pressure drops below the normal operating range. To ensure that the trip is 
enabled as required by the LCO, the reactor power bypass Is set to a value 
of < 10% RTP. The Loss of Main Feedwater Pumps (Control Oil Pressure) 
trip is not required to protect against events that can create a harsh 
environment in the turbine building. Therefore, errors caused by harsh 
environments are not Included in the determination of the setpoint Allowable 
Value.  

11. Shutdown Bypass RCS High Pressure 

The RPS Shutdown Bypass is provided to allow for withdrawing the 
CONTROL RODS while operating below the normal RCS Low Pressure trip 
setpoint. The shutdown bypass allows the operator to withdraw the safety 
groups of CONTROL RODS. This makes their negative reactivity available 
to terminate inadvertent reactivity excursions. Because the shutdown 
bypass high pressure trip setpoint is below the normal RCS low pressure trip 
setpoint, the reactor must be tripped while passing between these two 
setpoints. This ensures that RPS trips cannot be bypassed unless the 
CONTROL RODS are all inserted.  

Accidents analyzed in the SAR, Chapter 14 and Chapter 3A (Ref. 2), do not 
include events that occur during shutdown bypass operation.  

During shutdown bypass operation with the Shutdown Bypass RCS High 
Pressure trip active with a setpoint of < 1720 psig and the Nuclear 
Overpower - Low Setpoint active with a setpoint of < 5% RTP, the trips listed 
below are bypassed..  

4. RCS Low Pressure; 

5. RCS Variable Low Pressure; 

7. Reactor Coolant Pump to Power, and 

8. Nuclear Overpower RCS Flow and Measured AXIAL POWER 
IMBALANCE.  

The Shutdown Bypass Nuclear Overpower - Low Setpoint Allowable Value is 
selected to initiate a trip before producing significant THERMAL POWER.  

General Discussion 

In MODES 1 and 2, the RPS satisfies Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 5). In 
MODES 3, 4, and 5 with any CRD trip breaker in the dosed position and the CRD 
System capable of rod withdrawal, the RPS satisfies Criterion 4 of 10 CFR 50.36.  

In MODE 1; in MODE 2, when not operating in shutdown bypass; and in MODE 3, 
when not operating in shutdown bypass but with any CRD trip breaker in the closed 
position and the CRD system capable of rod withdrawal, the following trips are
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required to be OPERABLE. These trips function to ensure that any withdrawn 
CONTROL RODS can be automatically Inserted to make or maintain the reactor 
subcritical.  

l.a. Nuclear Overpower-High Setpoint; and 

3. RCS High Pressure.  

In MODES I and 2, the following trips are required to the OPERABLE. These trips 
function as primary or as back-up trips to ensure that any withdrawn CONTROL 
RODS can be automatically inserted to make or maintain the reactor subcritical.  

2. Reactor Outlet High Temperature; and 

6. Reactor Building High Pressure.  

In addition, Function 6, Reactor Building High Pressure, is required to be 
OPERABLE in MODE 3, whenever any CRD trip breaker is dosed and the CRD 
system is capable of rod withdrawal. In this MODE, this Function serves purely as a 
back-up to other required Functions.  

In MODE I and in MODE 2, when not in shutdown bypass operation, the following 
trips are required to be OPERABLE. These Functions operate to ensure that any 
withdrawn CONTROL RODS can be automatically inserted to make or maintain the 
reactor subcritical. These functions are all bypassed when the channel is placed in 
a shutdown bypass condition. Therefore, they are not required to be OPERABLE 
during shutdown bypass operation.  

4. RCS Low Pressure; 

5. RCS Variable Low Pressure; 

7. Reactor Coolant Pump to Power, and 

8. Nuclear Overpower RCS Flow and Measured AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE.  

Two Functions are required to be OPERABLE only during portions of MODE 1.  
These are the Main Turbine Trip (Oil Pressure) and the Loss of Main Feedwater 
Pumps (Control Oil Pressure) trip. These Functions are required to be OPERABLE 
at :> 45% RTP and > 10% RTP, respectively. Analyses presented in BAW-1893 
(Ref. 6) have shown that for operation below these power levels, these trips are not 
necessary to minimize challenges to the ERV as required by NUREG-0737 (Ref. 4).  

Because the safety function of the RPS is to trip the CONTROL RODS, the RPS is 
not required to be OPERABLE in MODE 3, 4, or 5, if either the reactor trip breakers 
are open, or the CRD System is Incapable of rod withdrawal. Similarly, the RPS Is 
not required to be OPERABLE in MODE 6 because the CONTROL RODS are 
normally decoupled from the CRDs.
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However, during shutdown bypass operation, in MODE 2, 3, 4, or 5, the Shutdown 
Bypass RCS High Pressure and Nuclear Overpower - Low setpoint trips are 
required to be OPERABLE if the CRD trip breakers are closed and the CRD System 
is capable of rod withdrawal. Under these conditions, the Shutdown Bypass RCS 
High Pressure and Nuclear Overpower - Low setpoint trips sufficiently reduce the 
potential for conditions that could challenge SLs.  

ACTIONS 

Conditions A, B, and C are applicable to all RPS protection Functions. If a 
channel's trip setpoint is found nonconservative with respect to the required 
Allowable Value in Table 3.3.1-1, or the transmitter, Instrument loop, signal 
processing electronics or bistable is found inoperable, the channel must be 
declared inoperable and all applicable Conditions entered immediately.  

A.1 and A.2 

If one or more Functions in one protection channel become inoperable, the affected 
protection channel must be placed in bypass or trip, or the bypass of the remaining 
channels prevented. If the channel is bypassed, all RPS Functions are placed in a 
two-out-of-three logic configuration and the bypass of any other channel is 
prevented. In this configuration, the RPS can still perform its safety function in the 
presence of a random failure of any single channel. Alternatively, the inoperable 
channel can be placed in trip. Tripping the affected protection channel places all 
RPS Functions In a one-out-of-three configuration.  

Another option is to maintain the channel, which contains one or more inoperable 
Functions, in an untripped and unbypassed state. In this case, bypass of the 
remaining three channels must be prevented. This is accomplished by tagging 
them, under administrative controls, to prevent their being bypassed. This option 
assumes that the inoperability of the Function(s) does not require the channel 
containing the inoperable Function(s) to remain in a tripped condition, and that the 
channel contains other Functions which remain OPERABLE.  

By maintaining the channel in an untripped and unbypassed state, the inoperable 
Function (s) are in a two-out-of-three logic configuration. This configuration is 
equivalent to bypassing the channel. However, by maintaining the channel in an 
untripped and unbypassed condition, the OPERABLE Functions within that channel 
remain in service in a normal two-out-of-four logic configuration.  

Operation in these configurations may continue indefinitely because the RPS is 
capable of performing its trip Function In the presence of any single random failure.  
The 1 hour Completion Time is sufficient to perform Required Action A.1 or 
Required Action A.2.
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B.1, B.2.1, and B.2.2 

For Required Action B.1 and Required Action B.2, if one or more Functions in two 
protection channels become inoperable, one of two inoperable protection channels 
must be placed in trip. The second inoperable channel may be bypassed or may be 
maintained in an untripped and unbypassed condition. If the channel is not 
bypassed, bypass of the remaining channels must be prevented. This is 
accomplished by tagging them, under administrative controls, to prevent their being 
bypassed. This option assumes that the Inoperability of the Function(s) in the 
second channel does not require that channel to remain in a tripped condition, and 
that the channel contains one or more Function(s) which remains OPERABLE.  
These Required Actions place all RPS Functions in either a one-out-of-two or one
out-of-three logic configuration. In either of these configurations, the RPS can still 
perform its safety functions In the presence of a random failure of any single 
channel. The 1 hour Completion Time is sufficient time to perform Required 
Action B.1, Required Action B.2.1, and Required Action B.2.2.  

CA 

Required Action C.1 directs entry into the appropriate Condition referenced in 
Table 3.3.1-1. The applicable Condition referenced in the table is Function 
dependent. If the Required Action and associated Completion Time of Condition A 
or B are not met or if more than two channels are inoperable, Condition C is entered 
to provide for transfer to the appropriate subsequent Condition.  

D.1 and D.2 

If Required Action C.1 and Table 3.3.1-1 direct entry Into Condition D, the unit must 
be brought to a MODE in which the specified RPS trip Functions are not required to 
be OPERABLE. The allowed Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based on 
operating experience, to reach MODE 3 from full power conditions in an orderly 
manner and to open all CRD trip breakers without challenging unit systems.  

E.1 

If Required Action C.1 and Table 3.3.1-1 direct entry into Condition E, the unit must 
be brought to a MODE in which the specified RPS trip Functions are not required to 
be OPERABLE. To achieve this status, all CRD trip breakers must be opened. The 
allowed Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based on operating experience, 
to open CRD trip breakers without challenging unit systems.
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F.1 

If Required Action C.1 and Table 3.3.1-1 direct entry into Condition F, the unit must 
be brought to a MODE in which the specified RPS trip Function is not required to be 
OPERABLE. To achieve this status, THERMAL POWER must be reduced to 
< 45% RTP. The allowed Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based on 
operating experience, to reach 45% RTP from full power conditions in an orderly 
manner without challenging unit systems.  

G.1 

If Required Action C.1 and Table 3.3.1-1 direct entry into Condition G, the unit must 
be brought to a MODE in which the specified RPS trip Function is not required to be 
OPERABLE. To achieve this status, THERMAL POWER must be reduced to 
< 10% RTP. The allowed Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based on 
operating experience, to reach 10% RTP from full power conditions in an orderly 
manner without challenging unit systems.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

The SRs for each RPS Function are identified by the SRs column of Table 3.3.1-1 
for that Function. MostFunctions are subject to CHANNEL CHECK, CHANNEL 
FUNCTIONAL TEST, and CHANNEL CALIBRATION testing.  

The SRs are modified by a Note which directs the reader to Table 3.3.1-1 to 
determine the correct SRs to perform for each RPS Function.  

SR 3.3.1.1 

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours provides reasonable 
assurance of prompt identification of a gross failure of instrumentation. A 
CHANNEL CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter indicated on one 
channel to the same parameter on other channels. It is based on the assumption 
that instrument channels monitoring the same parameter should read approximately 
the same value. Significant deviations between two instrument channels could be 
an indication of excessive instrument drift in one of the channels or of something 
even more serious. CHANNEL CHECK will detect gross channel failure; therefore, 
it is key in verifying that the instrumentation continues to operate properly between 
each CHANNEL CALIBRATION.  

Agreement criteria are determined by the unit staff based on a combination of 
factors including channel Instrument uncertainties. If a channel is outside the 
criteria, it may be an indication that the transmitter or the signal processing 
equipment has drifted outside its limit. If the channels are within the criteria, it Is an 
indication that the channels are OPERABLE. If the channels are normally off scale 
during times when surveillance Is required, the CHANNEL CHECK will only verify
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that they are off scale in the same direction. Off scale low current loop channels 
are, where practical, verified to be reading at the bottom of the range and not failed 
downscale.  

The Frequency is based on operating experience that demonstrates channel failure 
is rare. Since the probability of two random failures in redundant channels in any 
12 hour period is extremely low, the CHANNEL CHECK minimizes the chance of 
loss of protective function due to failure of redundant channels. The CHANNEL 
CHECK supplements less formal but more frequent checks of channel 
OPERABILITY during normal operational use of the displays associated with the 
LCO's required channels.  

For Functions that trip on a combination of several measurements, such as the 
Nuclear Overpower RCS Flow and Measured AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE 
Function, the CHANNEL CHECK must be performed on each input.  

SR 3.3.1.2 

This SR is the performance of a heat balance calibration for the power range 
channels every 96 hours and once within 24 hours after a THERMAL POWER 
change of > 10% RTP in one direction, when reactor power is > 20% RTP. The 
heat balance calibration consists of a comparison of the results of the calorimetric 
with the power range channel output. The outputs of the power range channels are 
calibrated to the calorimetric. If the calorimetric exceeds the Nuclear 
Instrumentation System (NIS) channel output by 2 2% RTP, the NIS channel is not 
declared inoperable but must be adjusted. If the NIS channel cannot be properly 
adjusted, the channel is declared inoperable. A Note clarifies that this Surveillance 
is required only If reactor power is > 20% RTP and that 24 hours is allowed for 
performing the first Surveillance after reaching 20% RTP.  

Two calorimetric calculations are routinely performed. One relies upon primary 
system parameters and the other relies upon secondary system parameters. The 
primary calorimetric is generally less accurate than the secondary calorimetric at 
higher power levels and more accurate at lower power levels. For comparison to 
the nuclear Instrumentation, between 0 and 15% power, only the primary 
calorimetric (heat balance) is considered. From 15 to 100% power the calorimetric 
is weighted linearly with only the secondary heat balance being considered at 100% 
power.  

The power range channers output shall be adjusted consistent with the calorimetric 
results If the calorimetric exceeds the power range channel's output by > 2% RTP.  
The value of 2% is adequate because this value is assumed in the safety analyses 
of SAR, Chapter 14 (Ref. 2). These checks and, if necessary, the adjustment of the 
power range channels ensure that channel accuracy is maintained within the 
analyzed error margins. The 96 hour Frequency is adequate, based on unit 
operating experience, which demonstrates the change in the difference between 
the power range indication and the calorimetric results rarely exceeds 2% in any 
96 hour period. Furthermore, the control room operators monitor redundant 
indications and alarms to detect deviations in channel outputs.
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SR 3.3.1.3 

A comparison of power range nuclear instrumentation channels against incore 
detectors shall be performed at a 31 day Frequency when reactor power is 
k 20% RTP. A Note clarifies that 24 hours is allowed for performing the first 
Surveillance after reaching 20% RTP. If the absolute difference between the power 
range and incore AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE measurements is greater than the 
procedural limit, the power range channel is not inoperable, but a CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION that adjusts the measured imbalance to agree with the incore 
measurements Is necessary. If the power range channel cannot be properly 
recalibrated, the channel is declared inoperable. The calculation of the Allowable 
Value envelope assumes a difference in out of core to incore AXIAL POWER 
IMBALANCE measurements of 2.5%. Additional Inaccuracies beyond those that 
are measured are also included in the setpoint envelope calculation. The 31 day 
Frequency is adequate, considering that long term drift of the excore linear 
amplifiers Is small and bumup of the detectors is slow. Also, the excore readings 
are a strong function of the power produced In the peripheral fuel bundles, and do 
not represent an integrated reading across the core. The slow changes in neutron 
flux during the fuel cycle can also be detected at this interval.  

SR 3.3.1.4 

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed to ensure that the entire channel 
will perform the intended function. Setpoints must be found within the Allowable 
Values specified in Table 3.3.1-1. Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with 
the assumptions of the current setpoint analysis.  

The Frequency of 31 days Is based on operating experience, which has 
demonstrated through high reliability of the instrumentation, that failure of more 
than one channel, of a given Function, in any 31 day interval is rare.  

Testing in accordance with this SR is normally performed on a rotational basis, with 
one channel being tested each week. Testing one channel each week reduces the 
probability of an undetected failure existing within the system and minimizes the 
likelihood of the same systematic test errors being introduced into each redundant 
channel.  

SR 3.3.1.5 

This SR calibrates the power range (excore) channels to the incore channels every 
31 days. This calibration adjusts the power range channel output to the calorimetric 
heat balance coincident with the imbalance output being calibrated to the imbalance 
condition predicted by the incore neutron detector system.  

The 31 day Frequency specified for the Nuclear Overpower trip string is consistent 
with the drift assumptions made in the calculation of the setpoint. Furthermore, 
operating experience shows the reliability of the trip string is acceptable when
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calibrated on this interval. A Note clarifies that 24 hours is allowed for performing 
the first Surveillance after reaching 20% RTP.  

SR 3.3.1.6 

A Note to the Surveillance indicates that neutron detectors are excluded from 
CHANNEL CALIBRATION. This Note is necessary because of the difficulty in 
generating an appropriate detector input signal. Excluding the detectors is 
acceptable because the principles of detector operation ensure a virtually 
instantaneous response.  

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument channel, 
including the sensor. The test verifies that the channel responds to the measured 
parameter within the necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION 
leaves the channel adjusted to account for instrument drift to ensure that the 
instrument channel remains operational between successive tests. CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION shall find that Instrument errors are within the assumptions of the 
setpoint analysis. CHANNEL CAUBRATION must be performed consistent with the 
assumptions of the setpoint analysis. Whenever a sensing element is replaced, the 
next required CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the resistance temperature (RTD) 
sensors is accomplished by an inplace cross calibration that compares the other 
sensing elements with the recently installed sensing element.  

The Frequency Is justified by the assumption of at least an 18 month calibration 
interval in the determination of the allowable magnitude of equipment drift in the 
setpoint analysis.  

REFERENCES 

1. SAR, Chapter 7.  

2. SAR, Chapter 14 and Chapter 3A.  

3. Instrument Loop Error Analysis and Setpoint Methodology Manual, Design 
Guide, IDG-001.  

4. NUREG-0737, "Clarification of TMI Action Plan Requirements," November 1980.  

5. 10 CFR 50.36.  

6. BAW-1893, "Basis for Raising Arming Threshold for Anticipatory Reactor Trip on 
Turbine Trip," October 1985.
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B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.2 Reactor Protection System (RPS) Manual Reactor Trip 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

The RPS Manual Reactor Trip provides the operator with the capability to trip the 
reactor from the control room in the absence of, or coincident with, any other trip 
condition. Manual trip is provided by a trip push button on the main control board.  
This push button operates four electrically independent switches. This trip is 
independent of the automatic trip system. As shown in Figure 7.1, SAR, Chapter 7 
(Ref. 1), control power for the control rod drive (CRD) breakers and electronic trip 
assembly (ETA) relays comes from the reactor trip modules (RTMs). The manual 
trip switches are located between the RTM output and the breaker undervoltage 
coils, breaker undervoltage relays, and ETA relays. The switches also initiate 
actuation of the breaker shunt trip mechanisms. These are separate switches 
which are actuated through a mechanical linkage from a single push button.  
Opening of the switches opens the circuits to the breakers, tripping them.  

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES 

The Manual Reactor Trip ensures that the control room operator can initiate a 
reactor trip at any time. The Manual Reactor Trip Function is required as a backup 
to the automatic trip functions.  

Operating experience has shown the Manual Reactor Trip Function to be significant 
to public health and safety, and therefore satisfy Criterion 4 of 10 CFR 50.36 
(Ref. 2).  

LCO 

The LCO on the RPS Manual Reactor Trip requires that the trip shall be 
OPERABLE whenever the reactor is critical or any time any CRD breaker is closed 
and rods are capable of being withdrawn, including shutdown bypass. This enables 
the operator to terminate any reactivity excursion that in the operator's judgment 
requires protective action, even if no automatic trip condition exists.  

The Manual Reactor Trip Function is composed of four electrically independent trip 
switches sharing a common mechanical push button.
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APPLICABILITY 

The Manual Reactor Trip Function is required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2.  
It is also required to be OPERABLE in MODES 3, 4, and 5 if any CRD trip breaker 
is in the dosed position and If the CRD System is capable of rod withdrawal. The 
primary safety function of the RPS is to trip the CONTROL RODS; therefore, the 
Manual Reactor Trip Function is not needed in MODE 3, 4, or 5 if the reactor trip 
breakers are open or if the CRD System is incapable of rod withdrawal. Similarly, 
the RPS Manual Reactor Trip is not needed in MODE 6 because the CONTROL 
RODS are normally decoupled from the CRDs.  

ACTIONS 

A.1 

Condition A applies when the Manual Reactor Trip Function is found inoperable.  
One hour is allowed to restore the Function to OPERABLE status. The automatic 
functions and various alternative manual trip methods, such as removing power to 
the RTMs, are still available. The 1 hour Completion Time is sufficient time to 
correct minor problems.  

B.1 and B.2 

If the Required Action and associated Completion Time are not met in MODE 1, 2, 
or 3, the unit must be placed in a MODE in which manual trip is not required.  
Required Action B.1 and Required Action B.2 place the unit in at least MODE 3 with 
all CRD trip breakers open within 6 hours. The allowed Completion Time of 6 hours 
is reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach MODE 3 from full power 
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.  

C.1 

If the Required Action and associated Completion Time are not met in MODE 4 
or 5, the unit must be placed in a MODE in which manual trip is not required. To 
achieve this status, all CRD trip breakers must be opened. The allowed Completion 
Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based on operating experience, to open all CRD trip 
breakers without challenging unit systems.
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.3.2.1 

This SR requires the performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST of the 
Manual Reactor Trip Function. This test verifies the OPERABILITY of the Manual 
Reactor Trip by actuation of the CRD trip breakers. The Frequency shall be once 
prior to each reactor startup if not performed within the preceding 7 days to ensure 
the OPERABILITY of the Manual Reactor Trip Function prior to achieving criticality.  
The Frequency was developed In consideration that this Surveillance is only 
performed during a unit outage.  

REFERENCES 

1. SAR, Chapter 7.  

2. 10 CFR 50.36.
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B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.3 Reactor Protection System (RPS) - Reactor Trip Module (RTM) 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

The RPS consists of four independent protection channels, each containing an 
RTM. Figure 7.1, SAR, Chapter 7 (Ref. 1), shows a typical RPS protection channel' 
and the relationship of the RTM to the RPS Instrumentation, manual trip, and 
control rod drive (CRD) trip devices. The RTM receives bistable trip signals from 
the functions in Its own channel and channel trip signals from the other three RPS 
RTMs. The RTM provides these signals to its own two-out-of-four trip logic and 
transmits its own channel trip signal to the two-out-of-four logic of the RTMs in the 
other three RPS channels. Whenever any two RPS channels transmit channel trip 
signals, the RTM logic in each channel actuates to remove 120 VAC power from its 
associated CRD trip device.  

The RPS trip scheme consists of series contacts that are operated by bistables.  
During normal unit operations, all contacts are closed and the RTM channel trip 
relay remains energized. However, if any trip parameter exceeds its setpoint, its 
associated contact opens, which de-energizes the channel trip relay.  

When an RTM channel trip relay de-energizes, several things occur.  

a. Each of the four (4) output logic relays "informs" its associated RPS channel 
that a reactor trip signal has occurred in the tripped RPS channel; 

b. The contacts in the trip device circuitry, powered by the tripped channel, 
open, but the trip device remains energized through the closed contacts 
from the other RTMs. (This condition exists in each RPS - RTM. Each RPS 
- RTM controls power to a trip device.); and 

c. The contact in parallel with the channel reset switch opens and the trip is 
sealed in. To re-energize the channel trip relay, the channel reset switch 
must be depressed after the trip condition has cleared.  

When the second RPS channel senses a reactor trip condition, the output logic 
relays for the second channel de-energize and open contacts that supply power to 
the trip devices. With contacts opened by two separate RPS channels, power to 
the trip devices is interrupted and the CONTROL RODS fall into the core.  

A minimum of two out of four RTMs must sense a trip condition to cause a reactor 
trip. Also, two channel trips caused by different trip functions can result in a reactor 
trip.
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APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES 

Accident analyses rely on a reactor trip for protection of reactor core integrity, 
reactor coolant pressure boundary integrity, and reactor building OPERABILITY. A 
reactor trip must occur when needed to prevent accident conditions from exceeding 
those calculated in the accident analyses. More detailed descriptions of the 
applicable accident analyses are found in the bases for each of the RPS trip 
Functions in LCO 3.3.1, "Reactor Protection System (RPS) Instrumentation." 

In MODES 1 and 2, the RTMs satisfy Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 2). In 
MODES 3, 4, and 5 with any CRD trip breaker in the closed position and the CRD 
System capable of rod withdrawal, the RTMs satisfy Criterion 4 of 10 CFR 50.36.  

LCO 

The RTM LCO requires all four RTMs to be OPERABLE. Failure of any RTM 
renders a portion of the RPS inoperable.  

To be considered OPERABLE, an RTM must be able to receive and interpret trip 
signals from its own and other OPERABLE RPS channels and to open its 
associated trip device.  

The requirement for four channels to be OPERABLE ensures that a minimum of 
two RPS channels will remain OPERABLE if a single failure has occurred in one 
channel and if a second channel has been bypassed. This two-out-of-four trip logic 
also ensures that a single RPS channel failure will not cause an unwanted reactor 
trip. Violation of this LCO could result in a trip signal not causing a reactor trip when 
needed.  

APPLICABILITY 

The RTMs are required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2. They are also 
required to be OPERABLE in MODES 3, 4, and 5 if any CRD trip breakers are in 
the closed position and the CRD System is capable of rod withdrawal. The RTMs 
are designed to ensure a reactor trip would occur, if needed. This need may exist in 
any of these MODES; therefore, the RTMs must be OPERABLE.  

ACTIONS 

A.1.1. A.1.2. and A.2 

When an RTM is inoperable, the associated CRD trip breaker must then be placed 
in a condition that is equivalent to a tripped condition for the RTM. Required
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Action A.1.1 or Required Action A.1.2 requires this either by opening (tripping) the 
CRD trip breaker or by removing power to the CRD trip device. Tripping one RTM 
or removing power opens one set of CRD trip devices. Power to hold up 
CONTROL RODS is still provided via the parallel CRD trip device(s). Therefore, a 
reactor trip will not occur until a second protection channel trips.  

To ensure the trip signal is registered in the other channels, Required Action A.2 
requires that the inoperable RTM be removed from the cabinet. This action causes 
the electrical interlocks to indicate a tripped channel in the remaining three RTMs.  
Operation in this condition is allowed indefinitely because the actions put the RPS 
into a one-out-of-three configuration. The I hour Completion Time is sufficient time 
to perform the Required Actions.  

B.1. B.2.1. and B.2.2 

Condition B applies if two or more RTMs are inoperable in MODE 1, 2, or 3, or if the 
Required Actions and associated Completion Time of Condition A are not met in 
MODE 1, 2, or 3. In this case, the unit must be placed in a MODE in which the LCO 
does not apply. This is done by placing the unit in at least MODE 3 with all CRD trip 
breakers open or with power to all CRD trip breakers removed within 6 hours. The 
allowed Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based on operating experience, 
to reach MODE 3 from full power conditions in an orderly manner and without 
challenging unit systems.  

C.1 and C.2 

Condition C applies if two or more RTMs are inoperable in MODE 4 or 5, or if the 
Required Actions and associated Completion Times are not met in MODE 4 or 5. In 
this case, the unit must be placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not apply.  
This is done by opening all CRD trip breakers or removing power from all CRD trip 
breakers. The allowed Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based on 
operating experience, to open all CRD trip breakers or remove all power to the CRD 
System without challenging unit systems.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.3.3.1 

The SRs include performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST every 92 days.  
This test shall verify the OPERABILITY of the RTM and Its ability to receive and 
properly respond to channel trip and reactor trip signals.  

The Frequency of 92 days is based on operating experience, which has 
demonstrated through high reliability of the instrumentation, that failure of more 
than one RTM in any 92 day interval is rare (Ref. 3).
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Testing in accordance with this SR is normally performed on a rotational basis, with 
one RTM being tested each 23 days. Testing one RTM each 23 days reduces the 
probability of an undetected failure existing within the system and minimizes the 
likelihood of the same systematic test errors being introduced into each redundant 
RTM.  

REFERENCES 

1. SAR, Chapter 7.  

2. 10 CFR 50.36.  

3. BAW-10167A, "Justification for Increasing the Reactor Trip System On-Une 
Test Intervals," Supplement 3, "Justification for Increasing the Trip Device Test 
Interval,* February 1998.
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B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.4 Control Rod Drive (CRD) Trip Devices 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

The Reactor Protection System (RPS) contains multiple CRD trip devices: two AC 
trip breakers, two DC trip breaker pairs, and ten electronic trip assembly (ETA) 
relays. The system has two separate paths (or channels), with each path having 
one AC breaker either in series with a pair of DC breakers or functionally in series 
with five ETA relays in parallel. Each path provides independent power to the 
CRDs. Either path can provide sufficient power to operate the entire CRD System.  

Figure 7-10 SAR, Chapter 7.(Ref. 1), illustrates the configuration of CRD trip 
devices. To trip the reactor, power to the CRDs must be removed. Loss of power 
causes the CRD's mechanisms to release the CONTROL RODS, which then fall by 
gravity into the core.  

Power to CRDs is supplied from two separate unit sources through the AC trip 
circuit breakers. These breakers are designated A and B, and their undervoltage 
and shunt trip coils are controlled by RPS channels A and B, respectively. From the 
circuit breakers, the CRD power travels through voltage regulators and stepdown 
transformers. These devices in turn supply redundant buses that feed the DC 
holding power supplies and the regulating rod, APSR and auxiliary power supplies.  

The DC holding power supplies rectify the AC input and supply power to hold the 
safety rods in their fully withdrawn position. One of the redundant power sources 
supplies phase A; the other, phase CC. Either phase being energized is sufficient 
to hold the rod. Two breakers are located on the output of each power supply.  
Each breaker controls half of the power to two of the four safety rod groups. The 
undervoltage and shunt trip coils on the two circuit breakers on the output of one of 
the power supplies is controlled by RPS channel C. The other two breakers are 
controlled by RPS channel D.  

In addition to the DC holding power supplies, the redundant buses also supply 
power to the regulating rod, APSR and auxiliary power supplies. These power 
supplies contain silicon controlled rectifiers (SCRs), which are gated on and off to 
provide power to, and remove power from, the phases of the CRD mechanisms.  
The gating control signal for these SCRs is supplied through the dosed contacts of 
the ETA relays. These contacts are referred to as E and F contactors, and are 
controlled by the C and D RPS channels, respectively.  

The AC breaker and DC breakers, or gated SCRs, are in series in one of the power 
supplies; whereas, the redundant AC breaker and DC breakers or gated SCRs are 
in series in the other power supply to the CONTROL RODS. The logic required to 
cause a reactor trip is the opening of a circuit breaker or ETA relay in each of the
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redundant power supplies. (The pair of DC circuit breakers on the output of the 
power supply are treated as one breaker.) This is known as a one-out-of-two taken 
twice logic. The following examples illustrate the operation of the reactor trip circuit 
breakers.  

a. If the A AC circuit breaker opens: 

1. the input power to associated DC power supply is lost, and 

2. the SCR supply from the associated power source is lost.  

b. If the D DC circuit breaker(s) and F contactors open: 

1. the output of the redundant DC power supply is lost and the safety 
rods de-energize, and 

2. when the F contactor opens, SCR gating power is lost and the 
regulating rods will be de-energized.  

C. The combination of (a) and (b) causes a reactor trip.  

Any other combination of at least one circuit breaker opening in each power supply 
will cause a reactor trip.  

In summary, two tripped RPS channels will cause a reactor trip. For example, a 
reactor trip occurs if RPS channel B senses a low Reactor Coolant System (RCS) 
pressure condition and if RPS channel C senses a variable low RCS pressure 
condition. When the channel B bistable relay de-energizes, the channel trip relay 
de-energizes and opens its associated contacts. The same thing occurs in 
channel C, except the variable low pressure bistable relay de-energizes the 
channel C trip relay. When the output logic relays in channels B and C 
de-energize, the B and C contacts in the trip logic of each channel's reactor trip 
module (RTM) open causing an undervoltage to each trip breaker. All trip breakers 
and the ETA relay contactors open, and power is removed from all CRD 
mechanisms. All rods fall into the core, resulting in a reactor trip.  

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES 

Accident analyses rely on a reactor trip for protection of reactor core integrity, 
reactor coolant pressure boundary integrity, and reactor building OPERABILITY. A 
reactor trip must occur when needed to prevent accident consequences from 
exceeding those calculated in the accident analyses. The control rod insertion 
limits ensure that adequate rod worth is available upon reactor trip to shut down the 
reactor to the required SDM. Further, OPERABILITY of the CRD trip devices 
ensures that all CONTROL RODS will trip when required. More detailed 
descriptions of the applicable accident analyses are found in the Bases for each of 
the individual RPS trip Functions In LCO 3.3.1, "Reactor Protection System (RPS) 
Instrumentation."
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In MODES 1 and 2, the CRD trip devices satisfy Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36 
(Ref. 2). In MODES 3, 4, and 5 with any CRD trip breaker in the closed position 
and the CRD System capable of rod withdrawal, the CRD trip devices satisfy 
Criterion 4 of 10 CFR 50.36.  

LCO 

The LCO requires all of the specified CRD trip devices to be OPERABLE in 
MODES I and 2, and in MODES 3,4, and 5 when any CRD trip breaker is in the 
closed position and the CRD System is capable of rod withdrawal. Failure of any 
required CRD trip device renders a portion of the RPS inoperable. Without reliable 
CRD reactor trip circuit breakers and associated support circuitry, a reactor trip may 
not occur when initiated either automatically or manually.  

All required CRD trip devices shall be OPERABLE to ensure that the reactor 
remains capable of being tripped any time it Is critical. OPERABILITY is defined as 
the CRD trip device being able to receive a reactor trip signal and to respond to this 
trip signal by Interrupting power to the CRDs. Both of a CRD trip breaker's diverse 
trip devices and the breaker Itself must be functioning properly for the breaker to be 
OPERABLE.  

Both ETA relays associated with each of the three regulating rod groups and the 
two ETA relays associated with the auxiliary power supply must be OPERABLE to 
satisfy the LCO. The ETA relays associated with the APSR power supply are not 
required to be OPERABLE because the APSRs are not designed to fall into the 
core upon initiation of a reactor trip.  

Requiring all breakers and ETA relays to be OPERABLE ensures that at least one 
device In each of the two power paths to the CRDs will remain OPERABLE even 
with a single failure.  

APPLICABILITY 

The CRD trip devices are required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2, and in 
MODES 3, 4, and 5 when any CRD trip breaker is in the closed position and the 
CRD System is capable of rod withdrawal.  

The CRD trip devices are designed to ensure that a reactor trip would occur if 
needed. Since a trip may be required in all of these MODES, the CRD trip devices 
must be OPERABLE.
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ACTIONS 

A Note has been added to the ACTIONS indicating separate Condition entry is 
allowed for each CRD trip device.  

A.1 and A.2 

Condition A represents reduced redundancy in the CRD trip Function. Condition A 
applies when: 

* One diverse trip Function (undervoltage or shunt trip device) is inoperable in 
one or more CRD trip breaker(s) or breaker pair; or 

* One diverse trip Function Is Inoperable in both DC trip breakers associated with 
one protection channel. In this case, the inoperable trip Function does not need 
to be the same for both breakers.  

If one of the diverse trip Functions on a CRD trip breaker or breaker pair becomes 
inoperable, actions must be taken to preclude the inoperable CRD trip device from 
preventing a reactor trip when needed. This is done by manually opening the 
inoperable CRD trip breaker or by removing power from the inoperable CRD trip 
breaker. Either of these actions places the affected CRDs in a one-out-of-two trip 
configuration, which precludes a single failure, which in turn could prevent tripping 
of the reactor. The 48 hour Completion Time has been shown to be acceptable 
through operating experience.  

B.1 and B.2 

Condition B represents a loss of redundancy for the CRD trip Function. Condition B 
applies when both diverse trip Functions are inoperable in one or more trip 
breaker(s) or breaker pairs.  

Required Action B.1 and Required Action B.2 are the same as Required Action A.1 
and Required Action A.2, but the Completion Time is shortened. The I hour 
Completion Time allowed to open or remove power from the CRD trip breaker 
allows the operator to take all the appropriate actions for the inoperable breaker 
and still ensures that the risk involved is acceptable.  

C.1, C.2. C.3, and C.4 

Condition C represents a loss of redundancy for the CRD trip Function. Condition C 
applies when one or more ETA relays are inoperable. The preferred action is to 
restore the ETA relay to OPERABLE status. If this cannot be done, the operator 
can perform one of four actions to eliminate reliance on the failed ETA relay. The 
first option is to switch the affected CONTROL ROD group to an alternate power 
supply which has two OPERABLE or one OPERABLE and one open ETA relay.
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This removes the failed ETA relay from the trip sequence, and the unit can operate 
indefinitely. The second option is to transfer the affected CONTROL ROD group to 
a DC holding power supply. This option is only available if the affected group is a 
safety rod group and the affected power supply is the auxiliary power supply. The 
third option is to open the inoperable ETA contacts. This option results in the safety 
function being performed. The fourth option is to open the corresponding AC CRD 
trip breaker. This also results in the safety function being performed, thereby 
eliminating the failed ETA relay from the trip sequence.  

The 1 hour Completion Time is sufficient to perform the Required Action.  

D.1. D.2.1. and D.2.2 

If the Required Actions and associated Completion Times of Condition A, B, or C 
are not met in MODE 1, 2, or 3, the unit must be brought to a MODE in which the 
LCO does not apply. To achieve this status, the unit must be brought to at least 
MODE 3, with all CRD trip breakers open or with power to all CRD trip breakers 
removed within 6 hours. The allowed Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, 
based on operating experience, to reach MODE 3 from full power conditions in an 
orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.  

E.1 and E.2 

If the Required Actions and associated Completion Times of Condition A, B, or C 
are not met in MODE 4 or 5, the unit must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO 
does not apply. To achieve this status, all CRD trip breakers must be opened or 
power to all CRD trip breakers removed within 6 hours. The allowed Completion 
Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based on operating experience, to open all CRD trip 
breakers or remove power from all CRD trip breakers without challenging unit 
systems.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.3.4.1 

SR 3.3.4.1 is to perform a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST every 92 days. This test 
verifies the OPERABILITY of the trip devices by actuation of the end devices. Also, 
this test independently verifies the undervoltage and shunt trip mechanisms of the 
trip breakers. The Frequency of 92 days is based on operating experience, which 
has demonstrated that failure of more than one channel of a given function in any 
92 day interval is a rare event (Ref. 3).  

Testing in accordance with this SR is normally performed on a rotational basis with 
one channel being tested each 23 days. Testing one channel each 23 days 
reduces the probability of an undetected failure existing within the system and
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minimizes the likelihood of the same systematic test errors being introduced into 
each redundant trip device.  

REFERENCES 

1. SAR, Chapter 7.  

2. 10 CFR 50.36.  

3. BAW-10167A, "Justification for Increasing the Reactor Trip System On-Une 
Test Intervals,O Supplement 3, "Justification for Increasing the Trip Device Test 
Interval,w February 1998.
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B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.9 Source Range Neutron Flux 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

The source range neutron flux channels provide the operator with an indication of 
the approach to criticality. These channels also provide the operator with a flux 
indication that reveals changes in reactivity.  

The source range instrumentation has two redundant count rate channels 
originating in two high sensitivity fission chambers. Two source range detectors are 
externally located on opposite sides of the core. These channels are used over a 
counting range of 0.1 cps to 1E5 cps and are displayed on the operator's control 
console in terms of log count rate. The channels also measure the rate of change 
of the neutron flux level, which is displayed for the operator in terms of startup rate 
from -1 decades to +7 decades per minute. An interlock provides a control rod 
withdraw "inhibit" on a high startup rate of +2 decades per minute in either channel.  
This interlock is bypassed when the intermediate range neutron flux channels reach 
1E-9 amps or power range neutron flux channels reach 10% RTP.  

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES 

The source range neutron flux channels are necessary to monitor core reactivity 
changes. They are the primary means for detecting reactivity changes and 
triggering operator actions to respond to reactivity transients initiated from 
conditions in which the Reactor Protection System (RPS) is not required to be 
OPERABLE. They also trigger operator actions to anticipate RPS actuation in the 
event of reactivity transients starting from shutdown or low power conditions.  

The source range neutron flux channels satisfy Criterion 4 of 10 CFR 50.36 
(Ref. 1).  

LCO 

One source range neutron flux channel shall be OPERABLE to provide the operator 
with source range neutron instrumentation. The source range instrumentation 
provides the primary power indication at 1 1E-10 amp on intermediate range 
instrumentation and must remain OPERABLE for the operator to continue 
increasing power.
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APPLICABILITY 

One source range neutron flux channel shall be OPERABLE in MODE 2 to provide 
indication durng an approach to criticality. Neutron flux level is sufficient for 
monitoring on the intermediate range and on the power range instrumentation prior 
to entering MODE 1; therefore, source range instrumentation is not required in 
MODE 1.  

In MODES 3, 4, and 5, source range neutron flux instrumentation shall be 
OPERABLE to provide the operator with a means of monitoring neutron flux and to 
provide an early indication of reactivity changes.  

The requirements for source range neutron flux instrumentation during MODE 6 
refueling operations are addressed in LCO 3.9.2, "Nuclear Instrumentation." 

ACTIONS 

A.!. A.2, A.3, and A.4 

With the required source range neutron flux channel inoperable with 1 1E-10 amp 
on the intermediate range neutron flux instrumentation, the operators must take 
actions to limit the possibilities for adding positive reactivity. This is done by 
immediately suspending positive reactivity additions, initiating action to insert all 
CONTROL RODS, and opening the control rod drive trip breakers within 1 hour.  
Periodic SDM verification Is then required to provide a means for detecting the slow 
reactivity changes that could be caused by mechanisms other than CONTROL ROD 
withdrawal or operations involving positive reactivity changes. Since the source 
range instrumentation provides the only reliable direct indication of power in these 
MODES, the operators must continue to verify the SDM every 12 hours until at least 
one channel of the source range Instrumentation is returned to OPERABLE status.  
Required Action A.1, Required Action A.2, and Required Action A.3 preclude rapid 
positive reactivity additions. The 1 hour Completion Time for Required Action A.3 
and Required Action A.4 provides sufficient time for operators to accomplish the 
actions. The 12 hour Frequency for performing the SDM verification provides 
reasonable assurance that the reactivity changes possible with CONTROL RODS 
inserted are detected before SDM limits are challenged.  

If no indication of intermediate range flux is available, these Required Actions are 
also appropriate.  

B.._ 

With > 1E-10 amp in MODE 2, 3, 4, or 5 on the intermediate range neutron flux 
instrumentation, continued operation is allowed with the required source range 
neutron flux channel inoperable. The ability to continue operation is justified
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because the Instrumentation does not provide a safety function during high power 
operation. However, actions are Initiated within 1 hour to restore the required 
channel to OPERABLE status for future availability. The Completion Time of 1 hour 
is sufficient to initiate the action. The action must continue until the channel is 
restored to OPERABLE status.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.3.9.1 

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours provides reasonable 
assurance of prompt Identification of a gross failure of instrumentation. A 
CHANNEL CHECK Is normally a comparison of the parameter Indicated on one 
channel to the same parameter on other channels. It is based on the assumption 
that Instrument channels monitoring the same parameter should read approximately 
the same value. Significant deviations between the two instrument channels could 
be an indication of excessive instrument drift In one of the channels or of something 
even more serious. CHANNEL CHECK will detect gross channel failure; therefore, 
it is key in verifying that the instrumentation continues to operate properly between 
each CHANNEL CALIBRATION.  

Agreement criteria are determined by the unit staff, based on a combination of 
factors including channel Instrument uncertainties. If a channel is outside the 
criteria, it may be an indication that the signal processing equipment has drifted 
outside its limit. If the channels are within the criteria, it is an indication that the 
channels are OPERABLE. If the channels are normally off scale during times when 
surveillance is required, the CHANNEL CHECK will only verify that they are off 
scale in the same direction.  

The Frequency is based on operating experience that demonstrates channel failure 
is rare. Since the probability of two random failures in redundant channels in any 
12 hour period is extremely low, the CHANNEL CHECK minimizes the chance of 
loss of protective function due to failure of redundant channels. The CHANNEL 
CHECK supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of channel 
OPERABILITY during normal operational use of the displays associated with the 
LCO's required channel. When operating with only one channel OPERABLE, 
CHANNEL CHECK is still required. However, in this condition, a redundant source 
range may not be available for comparison. CHANNEL CHECK may still be 
performed via comparison with intermediate range detectors, if available, and 
verification that the OPERABLE source range channel is energized and indicating a 
value consistent with current unit status.  

SR 3.3.9.2 

For a source range neutron flux channel, CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete 
check and readjustment of the channel from the preamplifier input to the indicator.
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This test verifies the channel responds to measured parameters within the 
necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel at a 
setpoint which accounts for instrument drift to ensure that the instrument channel 
remains operational between successive tests.  

The SR is modified by a Note excluding neutron detectors from CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION. It is not necessary to test the detectors because generating a 
meaningful test signal is difficult, and there is no adjustment that can be made to 
the detectors. Furthermore, adjustment of the detectors is unnecessary because 
they are passive devices with minimal drift. Finally, the detectors are of simple 
construction, and any failures in the detectors will be apparent as change in 
channel output 

The Frequency of 18 months is based on demonstrated instrument CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION reliability over an 18 month interval, such that the instrument is not 
adversely affected by drift.  

REFERENCES 

1. 10 CFR 50.36.
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B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.10 Intermediate Range Neutron Flux 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

The intermediate range neutron flux channels provide the operator with an 
indication of reactor power at higher power levels than the source range 
instrumentation and lower power levels than the power range Instrumentation.  

The intermediate range Instrumentation has two channels originating in two gamma 
compensated ion chambers. Each channel provides eight decades of flux level 
information in terms of the log of ion chamber current from 1 E-1 1 amp to I E-3 amp.  
The channels also measure the rate of change of the neutron flux level, which is 
displayed for the operator in terms of startup rate from -0.5 decades to +5 decades 
per minute. A high startup rate of +3 decades per minute in either channel will 
initiate a control rod withdrawal inhibit while below 10% RTP.  

The intermediate range compensated ion chambers are of the electrically 
adjustable gamma compensating type. Each detector has a separate adjustable 
high voltage power supply and an adjustable compensating voltage supply.  

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES 

Intermediate range neutron flux channels are necessary to monitor core reactivity 
changes and provide the primary indication to trigger operator actions to anticipate 
Reactor Protection System actuation in the event of reactivity transients starting 
from low power conditions.  

The intermediate range neutron flux channels satisfy Criterion 4 of 10 CFR 50.36 
(Ref. 1).  

LCO 

One intermediate range neutron flux instrumentation channel shall be OPERABLE 
to provide the operator with neutron flux indication. This enables operators to 
control the increase in power and to detect neutron flux transients. This Indication 
is used until the power range instrumentation is on scale. Violation of this 
requirement could prevent the operator from detecting and controlling neutron flux 
transients that could result in reactor trip during power escalation.
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APPLICABILITY 

The required intermediate range neutron flux channel shall be OPERABLE in 
MODE 2 and in MODES 3, 4, and 5 with any control rod drive (CRD) trip breaker in 
the dosed position and the CRD System capable of rod withdrawal.  

The intermediate range instrumentation is designed to detect power changes when 
the power range and source range instrumentation cannot provide reliable 
indications, e.g., during initial criticality and power escalation. Since those 
conditions can exist in, or propagate from, all of these MODES, the intermediate 
range instrumentation must be OPERABLE.  

ACTIONS 

A.1 and A.2 

With the required Intermediate range neutron flux channel inoperable when 
THERMAL POWER Is < 5% RTP, the operators must place the reactor in the next 
lowest condition for which the intermediate range Instrumentation is not required.  
This involves providing power level Indication on the source range instrumentation 
by immediately suspending operations Involving positive reactivity changes and, 
within 1 hour, placing the reactor in the tripped condition with the CRD trip breakers 
open. The Completion Times are based on unit operating experience and allow the 
operators sufficient time to manually insert the CONTROL RODS prior to opening 
the CRD breakers.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.3.10.1 

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours provides reasonable 
assurance of prompt identification that a gross failure of instrumentation has not 
occurred. A CHANNEL CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter 
indicated on one channel to the same parameter on other channels. It is based on 
the assumption that Instrument channels monitoring the same parameter should 
read approximately the same value. Significant deviations between the two 
instrument channels could be an indication of excessive instrument drift in one of 
the channels or of something even more serious. CHANNEL CHECK will detect 
gross channel failure; therefore, it is key in verifying that the instrumentation 
continues to operate properly between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION.  

Agreement criteria are determined by the unit staff based on a combination of 
factors including channel instrument uncertainties. If a channel is outside the
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criteria, it may be an indication that the signal processing equipment has drifted 
outside its limit. If the channels are within the criteria, it is an indication that the 
channels are OPERABLE. Off scale low current loop channels are verified, where 
practical to be reading at the bottom of the range and not failed low.  

The Frequency, about once every shift, is based on operating experience that 
demonstrates channel failure is rare. Since the probability of two random failures In 
redundant channels in any 12 hour period is extremely low, the CHANNEL CHECK 
minimizes the chance of loss of protective function due to failure of redundant 
channels. The CHANNEL CHECK supplements less formal, but more frequent, 
checks of channel OPERABIlLITY during normal operational use of the displays 
associated with the LCO's required channel.  

When operating with only one channel OPERABLE, CHANNEL CHECK is still 
required. However, in this condition, a redundant intermediate range is not 
available for comparison. CHANNEL CHECK may still be performed via 
comparison with power or source range detectors, if available, and verification that 
the OPERABLE intermediate range channel is energized and indicates a value 
consistent with current unit status.  

SR 3.3.10.2 

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, of the required intermediate range instrument 
channel, verifies proper operation of the channel each 31 days. Monthly testing 
provides reasonable assurance that the instrument channel will function, if required, 
to provide indication during MODE 2 and during unanticipated reactivity excursions 
from MODES 3,4, or 5.  

SR 3.3.10.3 

For intermediate range neution flux channels, CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a 
complete check and readjustment of the channels, from the preamplifier input to the 
indicators. This test verifies the channel responds to a measured parameter within 
the necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel 
at a setpoint which accounts for instrument drift to ensure that the instrument 
channel remains operational between successive tests.  

The SR is modified by a Note excluding neutron detectors from CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION. It is not necessary to test the detectors because generating a 
meaningful test signal is difficult. In addition, the detectors are of simple 
construction, and any failures in the detectors will be apparent as a change in 
channel output The Frequency is based on operating experience and consistency 
with the typical industry refueling cycle and is justified by demonstrated instrument 
reliability over an 18 month interval such that the instrument is not adversely 
affected by drift.
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SR 3.3.10.4 

SR 3.3.10.4 is the verification performed each reactor startup of one decade of 
overlap with the source range neutron flux instrumentation. This ensures a 
continuous source of power indication during the approach to criticality. Failure to 
perform this Surveillance leaves the unit in a condition where the source range 
channels provide adequate protection until the verification can be made.  

REFERENCES 

1. 10 CFR 50.36.
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ITS Section 3.3A: Instrumentation - RPS 

Note: ITS Section 3.3A package includes the following ITS: 
ITS 3.3.1 Reactor Protection System (RPS) Instrumentation 
ITS 3.3.2 RPS Manual Reactor Trip 
ITS 3.3.3 RPS-Reactor Trip Module (RTM) 
ITS 3.3.4 Control Rod Drive (CRD) Trip Devices 
ITS 3.3.9 Source Range Neutron Flux 
ITS 3.3. 10 Intermediate Range Neutron Flux 

which address the corresponding NUREG-1430 RSTS.  

ADMINISTRATIVE 

Al The designated change represents a non-technical, non-intent change to the Arkansas 
Nuclear One, Unit 1 Current Technical Specifications (CTS) made to make the ANO-1 
Improved Technical Specifications (ITS) consistent with the B&W Standard Technical 
Specification (RSTS), NUREG 1430, Revision 1. This change does not alter the 
requirements of the CTS or RSTS. Examples of this type of change include: wording 
preference; convention adoption; editorial, numbering and formatting changes; and 
hierarchy structure.  

A2 The ANO-1 CTS Bases will be administratively deleted in their entirety in favor of the 
NUREG-1430 RSTS Bases. The CTS Bases will be reviewed for technical content 
that will be identified for retention in the ITS Bases.  

A3 CTS 3.5.1.1, 3.5.1.2, and 3.5.1.3 represent information on the proper action when the 
number of channels is less than required by CTS Table 3.5.1-1. For example, 
CTS 3.5.1 does not clearly specify that the number of channels identified in Table 
3.5.1-1, Column 1, are required to be OPERABLE, but CTS 3.5.1.3 provides 
limitations for any one or two channels inoperable. Similarly, CTS Specifications 4. .a, 
4.1.b, and 4.1.c contain information on the proper application of CTS Table 4.1-1.  
These Specifications and the format of the referenced Tables are replaced with the 
appropriate ITS requirements. The CTS markup for these Specifications and Tables 
does not attempt to depict all of the changes required to adopt the ITS format. Rather, 
the appropriate specific Discussion of Change (DOC) is indicated along with the 
appropriate CTS versus ITS cross reference. Therefore, this change in format is 
considered administrative.
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A4 Surveillance frequencies in CTS Table 4.1-1 have been replaced with those from 
J; NUREG-1430. The CTS and corresponding ITS Frequencies are as follows: 

CT ITS 
S - Each shift 12 hours 
W- Weekly 7 days 
M - Monthly 31 days 
D - Daily 24 hours 
T/W - Twice per week 96 hours (See DOC L2 and M4) 
Q - Quarterly 92 days 
P - Prior to startup if not Not Used 

done previous week 
B/M - Every 2 months Not Used 
R - Once every 18 months 18 months 
PC - Prior to going Critical Not Used 

if not done within 
previous 31 days 

NA - Not Applicable Not Used 
SA - SA Twice per Year 184 days 

Each of these changes is consistent with the current application of the CTS frequencies 
at ANO-1. These changes maintain requirements consistent with both CTS and 
NUREG-1430. These c.hages are administrative in nature because they represent a 
change in presentation format only with no change of actual requirements.  

A5 The CTS requirement to perform heat balance calibrations "daily under non-steady 
state operating conditions" has been retained in ITS in the Frequency of SR 3.3.1.2.  
This portion of the ITS Frequency is stated as "Once within 24 hours after a 
THERMAL POWER change of> 10% RTP in one direction." This change in wording 
provides requirements consistent with the ANO-1 application of the CTS requirements.  
This change provides a change in format and a clarification of existing requirements.  
No new requirements are added and no existing requirements are removed by this 
change.  

A6 The power range nuclear instruments at ANO-1 provide the nuclear power input to the 
Reactor Protection System (RPS) channels. This input is used in several reactor trip 
functions including the nuclear overpower trip function. CTS Table 3.5.1-1 and 
Table 4.1-1 provide specific requirements for these power range instrument channels, 
as well as requirements for all but one of the reactor trip functions which depend on 
these instruments for input. The nuclear overpower trip function is not specifically 
addressed in CTS Table 3.5.1-1 or Table 4.1-1. The power range nuclear instrument 
channels will not be specifically dealt with in ITS. Rather, ITS Specification 3.3.1 
including Table 3.3.1-1 will deal individually with each RPS trip function which 
receives input from the power range instrument channels, including the nuclear 
overpower trip function. This change is administrative in nature because it represents a 
change, in the presentation of these requirements, with no actual change in 
requirements.
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A7 The term Minimum Degree of Redundancy as presented in CTS, i.e., Table 3.5.1-1 
Column 4, will not be retained in ITS. Omission of this term is not considered to 
result in any changes in requirements since the intent of this column is consistent with 
application of Table 3.5.1-1 Column 3, "minimum Channels Operable," which is 
retained (although the format is changed per DOC A3). Removal of this term and its 
usage from the CTS does not represent any actual change in requirements, only a 
change in presentation.  

A8 CTS Table 3.5.1-1 RPS Functional Unit 13 "Electronic (SCR) Trip Relay" indicates 
that there are two channels of electronic trip relays and that they must both be 
OPERABLE. Each of these channels consists of five electronic trip relays, four of 
which are required. The four required relays are associated with the three regulating 
rod power supplies and the auxiliary power supply which can be manually selected to 
power rods from any of the eight groups. The two which are not required are 
associated with the power supply for the AXIAL POWER SHAPING RODS (APSRs).  
OPERABILITY of the relays in the APSR power supply are not required because these 
rods are designed not to insert upon a reactor trip. The actions associated with these 
CTS requirements, which are found in Table 3.5.1-1 Note 23, deal specifically with one 
inoperable relay and with two or more inoperable relays.  

NUREG-1430 treats each of these required relays individually by specifying in LCO 
3.3.4 that eight "electronic trip assembly (ETA) relays" must be OPERABLE. (Note: 
CTS term "Electronic (SCR) Trip Relay" is considered equivalent to ITS term 
"electronic trip assembly (ETA) relays.") The change from specifying two channels, 
each of which by design contains four required relays, to specifying eight individual 
relays is administrative in nature. No new requirements are added by this change nor 
are any existing requirements removed by it. This change provides requirements 
consistent with NUREG-1430.  

A9 NLREG-1430 3.3.4 ACTIONS NOTE has been adopted in ITS. This note allows 
separate Condition entry for each CRD trip device. The adoption of this Note 
maintains flexibility similar to that provided by the CTS. The CTS allows application 
of the action requirements found in Table 3.5.1-1 Notes 24 and 25 separately to each 
type of CRD trip breakers (AC and DC). This flexibility is retained in the ITS by 
application of the ACTIONS NOTE to 3.3.4 Conditions A and B. CTS Table 3.5.1-1 
Note 23 provides specific action requirements for two or more inoperable Electronic 
Trip Relays. Application of the ACTIONS NOTE to 3.3.4 Condition C retains these 
requirements. No new requirements are added and no existing requirements deleted by 
this change.
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A10 The Note modifying ITS SR 3.3.1.6 has been adopted. This Note specifically excludes 
neutron detectors from CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS. While the allowance provided 
by this Note was not specifically expressed in CTS, the application of the ANO-1 CTS 
definition of Instrument Channel Calibration has in practice excluded the neutron 
detectors. This exclusion has been made due to the passive design of the detectors, the 
extreme difficulty in both accessing the detectors and in generating an appropriate input 
signal to the detectors, and the fact that no specific adjustments can be made to the 
detectors. Although no specific exceptions, as allowed by this Note, exist in CTS, its 
adoption is administrative in nature because no actual change in requirements is made 
by adopting it.  

All The CTS Table 4.1-1 Item 4 specifies the testing requirements for the Power Range 
Channel and CTS Table 4.1-1 Item 10 specifies the testing requirements for the Flux
Reactor Coolant Flow Comparator. These testing requirements have been retained in 
ITS Table 3.3.1-1 and are specifically applied to each appropriate Function in ITS 
Table 3.3.1-1.  

As applied at ANO-1, CTS Table 4.1-1 requires a monthly CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION and monthly CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST of both the Nuclear 
Overpower Function and the Nuclear Overpower RCS Flow and Measured AXIAL 
IMBALANCE Function. Both the CTS and ITS definitions specify that the required 
calibration includes the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. Therefore, the specific 
requirements to perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTS on the same Frequency 
as the CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS are not retained in the ITS. This change 
represents no actual change in requirements, only a change in presentation of 
requirements.  

A12 CTS Table 2.3-1 indicates the Reactor Protection System Trip Setting Limit for the 
high reactor building pressure trip function as a maximum of 4 psig and parenthetically 
indicates that this is equivalent to 18.7 psia. This limit has been incorporated into the 
ITS as the Allowable Value for the Reactor Building High Pressure Function in 
Table 3.3.1-1. This value has been specified as <18.7 psia to be consistent with the 
actual design of the instrumentation used for this function. The removal of the 
reference to the equivalent value of 4 psig is administrative in nature and represents no 
change in requirements, only a change in presentation.
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A13 The allowances and requirements of CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Note 24 part "b." are not 
specifically retained in ITS. (Note that the word "operable" in the first sentence of 
Note 24 part "b." was inadvertently changed from "inoperable," following the original 
insertion of this Note into CTS.) Based on the history of CTS, Table 3.5.1-1 Note 24 
appears to have been adopted from similar requirements found in NUREG-0103 
Rev. 4, Standard Technical Specifications for Babcock and Wilcox Pressurized Water 
Reactors, Table 3.3-1 Action 7. Part "b." of CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Note 24, and 
NUREG-0103 Table 3.3-1 Action 7 both provide allowances to bypass a channel, to 
allow testing, while operating with one channel inoperable. The design of the CRD trip 
breakers, at ANO-1, does not contain a bypass feature. Therefore, the allowance 
provided by CTS Table 3.5.1-1, Note 24, part "b.," is not appropriate for the CRD trip 
breakers and cannot be implemented at ANO-1.  

The removal of the allowances of CTS Table 3.5.1-1, Note 24, part Ib." is 
administrative in nature because, due to the design of the equipment to which they are 
applicable, these allowances cannot be used. Removal of these requirements will result 
in no actual change in the application of CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Note 24 requirements.  

A14 Not used.  

A15 Not used.  

A16 Not used.
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TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE 

Ml CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Reactor Protection System section Item 1 requirements for the 
manual push-button have been replaced with ITS 3.3.2.  

ITS 3.3.2 has an Applicability of MODES 1 and 2, and MODES 3, 4, and 5 with any 
CONTROL ROD drive (CRD) trip breaker in the closed position and the CRD System 
capable of rod withdrawal. The equivalent CTS requirements were, by implication, 
applicable while above hot shutdown (MODE 3). This implied Applicability was based 
on the action requirements of Table 3.5.1-1 Note 1. The adoption of ITS 3.3.2 
Applicability will specifically require this function to be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 
2. In addition, the RPS Manual Trip Function will be required to be OPERABLE while 
in MODES 3, 4 and 5 with any CRD trip breaker in the closed position and the CRD 
System capable of rod withdrawal. The adoption of this Applicability has been made to 
provide requirements consistent with those presented in NUREG-1430.  

The adoption of ITS 3.3.2 ACTION A provides for a one hour restoration period prior 
to entry into Condition B or C. Adoption of this new ACTION provides a specific 
period of time for restoration, which did not exist in CTS. The one hour Completion 
Time of Required Action A. 1, when added to the Completion Times of Required 
Actions B. 1, B.2, and C. 1, in each case, results in total times which are more restrictive 
than CTS requirements. ITS 3.3.2 ACTION A was adopted to provide requirements 
consistent with NUREG-1430.  

Due to the adoption of an Applicability which includes MODES other than MODES 1 
and 2, the adoption of ITS 3.3.2 ACTION C was required. This ACTION provides 
requirements appropriate for exiting the MODES of Applicability for this LCO. This 
ITS ACTION requirement, which is more restrictive than current requirements, was 
adopted to provide requirements consistent with NUREG-1430.  

M2 Testing requirements on the anticipatory trip functions within the Reactor Protection 
System (RPS) have been changed to provide requirements consistent with the testing of 
other Functions within RPS. These changes have been made for both the turbine trip 
and the loss of main feedwater pump anticipatory reactor trips. These changes provide 
requirements consistent with those ofNUREG-1430.  

Specifically, the CHANNEL CHECK Frequency was changed from monthly to 12 
hours. This 12 hour Frequency is consistent with the CHANNEL CHECK 
requirements, in CTS, for other RPS trip functions and is consistent with 
NUREG-1430. Additionally, the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST Frequency has 
been changed from "PC - Prior to going Critical if not done within previous 31 days" to 
31 days. This change ensures that each of these channels is functionally tested each 
month, not just once prior to criticality. This monthly testing is consistent with the 
CTS testing requirements for other RPS trip functions and is consistent with the 
requirements of NUREG-1430.
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M3 The adoption of ITS 3.3.1 ACTION D and ITS 3.3.2 ACTION B provides 
requirements more restrictive than those in CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Note 1. The adoption 
of these ACTIONS will require entry into MODE 3 within 6 hours as opposed to the 
current 12 hours. Additionally, these ACTIONS will require all CRD trip breakers to 
be opened within 6 hours. These changes are being made to improve consistency 
between the requirements of the ITS and NUREG-1430.  

M4 Heat balance calibration requirements found in CTS Table 4.1-1 Item 3 have been 
replaced by ITS SR 3.3.1.2. This change includes the addition of details of when an 
adjustment of the power range instruments is required. This detail was not provided in 
CTS and therefore its addition represents more restrictive requirements. This change 
was made to provide testing requirements consistent with those found in 
NUREG-1430.  

The Frequency for performance of heat balance calibrations was also changed. The 
CTS twice weekly requirement was replaced by a 96 hour Frequency in ITS 
SR 3.3.1.2. Because no specific requirement exists in CTS to perform this twice 
weekly calibration at equal intervals, testing could be performed with more than a 
96 hour interval between them. This change to a 96 hour Frequency provides 
requirements consistent in format with NUREG-1430, while maintaining testing on a 
Frequency roughly equivalent to CTS requirements.  

M5 The actions for inoperable Electronic (SCR) Trip Relays in CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Note 23 
have been replaced by ITS 3.3.4 ACTION C. (Note: CTS term "Electronic (SCR) 
Trip Relay" is considered equivalent to ITS term "electronic trip assembly (ETA) 
relays.") CTS allows up to 48 hours to restore a single inoperable electronic (SCR) 
trip relay after which, the device is required to be in the trip (open) condition within the 
next hour. In the event more than one electronic trip relay, in a channel, is inoperable, 
all electronic (SCR) trip devices, in the channel, are to be tripped within one hour.  
These requirements have been replaced by ITS 3.3.4 ACTION C. This ACTION 
contains no provision for a 48 hour delay prior to requiring additional action to be 
taken. Because action to compensate for a single inoperable ETA is required sooner by 
ITS than by CTS, this change is more restrictive.  

Additionally, because no actions were specified in CTS in the event the actions of 
Table 3.5.1-1 Note 23 were not completed, the addition of ITS 3.3.4 ACTION D is 
also more restrictive. With no additional actions specified, entry into CTS 3.0.3 would 
be appropriate, upon failure to comply with Table 3.5.1-1 Note 23. CTS 3.0.3 would 
allow up to 13 hours to reach hot shutdown (MODE 3) conditions. ITS 3.3.4 
ACTION D requires the unit to be placed in MODE 3, with either the CRD trip 
breakers open, or power removed from the CRD system, within 6 hours.  

ITS 3.3.4 ACTIONS C and D are being adopted to provide requirements consistent 
with NUREG-1430 and to provide ACTIONS for the ETA relays which are consistent 
with the ACTIONS required for the other CRD trip devices.
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M6 ITS 3.3.4 Condition A has been adopted replacing CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Note 25. More 
restrictive requirements are represented by Condition A in that 48 hours were 
previously allowed for restoration of the inoperability followed by one hour in which to 
trip the breaker. Condition A will allow a total of 48 hours for restoration and either 
tripping (opening) the breaker or removing power from it. This reduction in total 
Completion Time from 49 hours to 48 hours is adopted to provide requirements 
consistent with NUREG-1430.  

M7 CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Note 3 allowed continued operation above hot shutdown with the 
required source range instrument channel inoperable provided at least one intermediate 
range instrument was indicating greater than IE-10 amps. No specific requirement 
existed in CTS to initiate repairs on this inoperable instrument. This CTS requirement 
has been replaced by ITS 3.3.9 ACTION B. The adoption of ACTION B will continue 
to allow operation above MODE 3 with the required source range instrument channel 
inoperable. However, the additional requirement to initiate action to repair the 
inoperable instrument channel within 1 hour is included. This additional requirement 
has been adopted to provide requirements consistent with NUREG-1430.  

M8 CTS Table 3.5.1-1 RPS Functional Units 3 and 4, intermediate range instrument 
channels and source range instrument channels, both indicate that the actions of Note 1 
are required in the event that the required instrument channel is inoperable. Note 1 
requires that the unit be placed in hot shutdown (MODE 3) within 12 hours. No 
actions are specified in CTS to deal with their inoperability while in MODE 3 or below.  

The requirements of Table 3.5.1-1 Note 1, as applied to the source range and 
intermediate range instrument channels, have been replaced by ITS 3.3.9 ACTION A 
and ITS 3.3.10 ACTION A, respectively. These new requirements are more restrictive 
in that they provide additional ACTIONS not required by CTS. These new ACTIONS 
provide requirements which ensure that the unit is placed in an acceptable condition to 
compensate for the inoperability of either the required source range instrument or the 
required intermediate range instrument. These additional ACTIONS are being adopted 
to provide requirements which are consistent with NUREG-1430 requirements.  

M9 CHANNEL CALIBRATION requirements for the source range and intermediate range 
instruments on an 18 month Frequency have been adopted. Adoption of ITS SR 
3.3.9.2 and ITS SR 3.3.10.3 represent more restrictive requirements because no 
equivalent requirements exist in CTS. These CHANNEL CALIBRATION 
requirements have been adopted to provide testing requirements consistent with 
NUREG-1430.  

M10 The Required Action to be performed in the event one decade of overlap between the 
source range and intermediate range instruments is not achieved was presented in 
CTS 3.5.1.5. This has been replaced by ITS 3.3.10 ACTION A. The adoption of this 
ITS ACTION presents more restrictive requirements in that unlimited continued 
operation in the source range will no longer be allowed. ITS 3.3.10 ACTION A has 
been adopted to provide requirements consistent with NUREG-143 0.
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M11 Requirements for the Reactor Protection System (RPS) Nuclear Overpower Low 
Setpoint function and the Shutdown Bypass RCS High Pressure function have been 
adopted in ITS Table 3.3.1-1. The adoption of these requirements includes the 
ACTION requirements of ITS 3.3.1 ACTION E. This ACTION has been added to 
provide an appropriate ACTION, where none existed in CTS, to deal with the 
inoperability of the shutdown bypass functions within the RPS. The adoption of ITS 
3.3.1 ACTION E provides a Condition and Required Action consistent with 
NUREG-1430 and provides a Completion Time consistent with the Completion Times 
for other RPS ACTIONS in ITS 3.3.1. The Surveillance Requirements for these 
shutdown bypass functions were also adopted. These SRs were adopted to provide 
testing requirements consistent with those presented in NUREG-1430 for these 
functions.  

M12 The "Applicable MODES or Other Specified Conditions" column of ITS Table 3.3.1-1 
has been adopted to provide specific Applicability requirements for the individual RPS 
functions where no specific requirement existed in the ANO-1 CTS. Each of the RPS 
functions in CTS Table 3.5.1-1 was by implication required to be OPERABLE while 
above hot shutdown (MODE 3). This implied Applicability was based on the action 
requirements of Table 3.5.1-1 Note 1. The addition of specific Applicability 
requirements while in other than MODES 1 and 2, where none existed previously, is 
consistent with NUREG 1430.  

M13 CTS 3.5.1.3 is revised to reflect ITS 3.3.1 ACTIONS A and B. The requirements are 
essentially equivalent except that no Completion Time is included in the CTS. This 
addition of a specific Completion Time is considered more restrictive because no 
specific requirements similar to these exist in CTS. These changes have been made to 
provide requirements consistent with NUREG-1430.  

M14 ITS 3.3.3 Reactor Protection System (RPS )-Reactor Trip Module (RTM) LCO, 
Applicability, and ACTIONS have been adopted. ANO-1 CTS requirements for the 
RTMs were presented only as testing requirements in Table 4.1-1 Item 1, Protective 
Channel Coincidence Logic. The adoption of these ITS requirements represent more 
restrictive requirements because no specific requirements similar to these exist in CTS.  
These changes have been made to provide requirements consistent with NUREG-1430.  

M15 ITS 3.3.4, CONTROL ROD Drive (CRD) Trip Devices, Applicability, and ACTIONS 
D and E, and their respective Bases, have been adopted. Each of these items was 
adopted to provide requirements consistent with NUREG-1430. The adoption of these 
items represents more restrictive requirements because no specific requirements similar 
to these exist in CTS.
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M16 ITS 3.3.9, Source Range Neutron Flux, Applicability has been adopted. While the 
MODE 2 Applicability was implied by the action requirements of Table 3.5.1-1 Note 1 
and 2, no specific statement of Applicability for these instrument channels exists in 
CTS. Although at least one source range instrument channel is now maintained 
OPERABLE while operating in MODES 2, 3, 4, and 5, the adoption of the 
Applicability statement in ITS 3.3.9 represents more restrictive requirements in that 
specific requirements will now exist where none existed previously. Appropriate 
ACTION requirements were also adopted in the form of ITS 3.3.9 ACTIONS A.  
These additional requirements have been adopted to provide requirements consistent 
with NUREG-1430 while maintaining the CTS requirement to require only one source 
range instrument channel while in these MODES.  

M17 ITS 3.3.10, Intermediate Range Neutron Flux, Applicability has been adopted. While 
the MODE 2 Applicability was implied by the action requirements of Table 3.5.1-1 
Note 1 and 2, no specific statement of Applicability for these instrument channels exists 
in CTS. Although at least one intermediate range instrument channel is now 
maintained OPERABLE while operating in MODE 2, the adoption of the Applicability 
statement in ITS 3.3.10 represents more restrictive requirements in that specific 
requirements will now exist where none existed previously. Appropriate ACTION 
requirements were also adopted in the form of ITS 3.3.10 ACTION A. These 
additional requirements have been adopted to provide requirements consistent with 
NUREG-1430 while maintaining the CTS requirement to require only one intermediate 
range instrument channel while in these MODES.  

M18 ITS 3.3.1 Condition C has been adopted. This adoption provides for specific Required 
Actions in the event ITS 3.3.1 Required Action and Completion Times of Condition A 
or B are not met. The proposed Condition C also provides Required Actions in the 
event that more than 2 channels are inoperable.  

ITS 3.3.1 ACTIONS A and B are essentially the requirements of CTS 3.5.1.3 (with the 
exception of Completion Times: see DOC M13). Failure to comply with CTS 3.5.1.3 
would have required entry into CTS 3.0.3 which would have allowed continued 
operation above hot shutdown (MODE 3) for up to 13 hours. The adoption of 
ITS 3.3.1 Condition C will in many cases result in requirements to enter MODE 3 
within 6 hours. These more restrictive requirements are being adopted to provide 
requirements consistent with NUREG-1430 requirements.  

When applied to the specific condition of more than 2 channels inoperable, the 
adoption of ITS 3.3.1 Condition C is administrative in nature. The adoption of 
Condition C requires entry into specific ACTION requirements. Similarly, CTS 
Table 3.5.1-1 column 5 specifies that the actions of CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Note I apply 
when less than 2 channels are OPERABLE (more than 2 channels inoperable). The 
changes in Completion Times related to CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Note I are discussed in 
other Discussions of Changes.
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M19 The Allowable Values for ITS Table 3.3.1 Function 9 Main Turbine Trip (Control Oil 
Pressure) and Function 10 Loss of Main Feedwater Pumps (Control Oil Pressure) have 
been added. Because these values were not specified in CTS their adoption in ITS 
represents additional restrictions These additions has been made to provide 
requirements consistent with NUREG-1430 requirements.
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TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE 

SLi The requirements of CTS 3.5.1.6 have been replaced by those of ITS 3.3.4 
Condition B. The requirements of ITS 3.3.4 Condition B are less restrictive than those 
found in CTS 3.5.1.6 and are consistent with the actions required by CTS Table 3.5.1-1 
Note 24.  

Adoption of the requirements of ITS 3.3.4 Condition B allows a time period of up to 
one hour to either trip or remove power from an inoperable CONTROL ROD Drive 
(CRD) trip breaker as opposed to the 30 minutes allowed by CTS 3.5.1.6 for removing 
power from a trip device failed in the untripped state. The change from 30 minutes to 
one hour is consistent with the requirements of CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Note 24 for an 
inoperable CRD trip breaker (not specifically failed in the untripped state), and is 
consistent with NUREG-1430 requirements. The change from 30 minutes to one hour 
removes the confusion provided by having different times specified in CTS for 
completing identical actions for very similar failures. The additional 30 minutes only 
slightly increases the time the unit is allowed to operate in this condition and therefore, 
the likelihood of an additional failure occurring during this time which could prevent 
the CONTROL RODS from inserting, is very slight.  

Additionally, ITS 3.3.4 will allow unrestricted operation for an unlimited period of time 
with an inoperable CRD trip breaker, even if the breaker is in the untripped state, 
provided power is removed from that breaker. CTS 3.5.1.6 requires that the untripped 
breaker be repaired and the remaining trip devices be tested within 8 hours of detection 
or the unit be placed in Hot Shutdown (MODE 3) within the next 4 hours. Operation 
for an indefinite period of time, with inoperable untripped CRD trip devices, from 
which power has been removed, is acceptable because removal of power from the 
untripped device accomplishes the same result as tripping the device. Because the 
function of the of the CRD trip device has been accomplished, continued operation is 
acceptable. Removal of the requirement to test the remaining trip devices when one is 
found failed in the untripped state is also appropriate. Failure of one of these devices in 
the untripped state in no way increases the likelihood of the failure of another of these 
devices. Further, any indication of a common mode failure results (through 
administrative controls) in timely evaluation of the condition and appropriate 
determination of the need for additional testing.
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L2 Heat balance calibration requirements found in CTS Table 4.1-1 Item 3 have been 
replaced by ITS SR 3.3.1.2. The Frequency for performance of heat balance 
calibrations of twice weekly was changed to a 96 hour frequency in ITS SR 3.3.1.2.  
Although no specific requirement exists in CTS to perform this twice-weekly 
calibration at equal intervals, if this twice weekly requirement is interpreted as being 
required on equal intervals, the change to 96 hours represents a less restrictive change.  
Based on this interpretation of current requirements, the 96 hour Frequency would 
provide an additional 12 hours between required performances of this calibration. This 
additional time between performances of heat balance calibrations is acceptable, based 
on operating experience, due to the very slow divergence between power range 
instruments and heat balance power level during steady state operation. This change to 
a 96 hour Frequency provides requirements consistent in format with NUREG-1430, 
while maintaining testing on a Frequency which approximates CTS requirements.  

L3 The Applicability of the requirements to have OPERABLE RPS anticipatory trip 
functions on a loss of main feedwater and on a turbine trip has been changed from the 
CTS Applicability of greater than 5% reactor power for both, to > 10% RTP for Loss 
of Main Feedwater Pumps and > 45% RTP for Main Turbine Trip. ANO-1 CTS 
allows the trip on loss of main feedwater function to be bypassed up to 100/ reactor 
power and the trip on turbine trip function to be bypassed up to 45% reactor power.  
The adoption of the ITS Applicability will maintain requirements consistent with CTS 
in that the trip function for Loss Main Feedwater will be required to be in service (not 
bypassed) and OPERABLE prior to exceeding 10% RTP. Similarly, the trip function 
for Main Turbine Trip will be required to be in service (not bypassed) and OPERABLE 
prior to exceeding 45% RTP. The ITS requirements are less restrictive than the CTS 
requirements in that the trip on Loss of Main Feedwater Pumps will no longer be 
required to be OPERABLE between 5% and 10% power and the trip on Main Turbine 
Trip will no longer be required to be OPERABLE between 5% and 45% power.  

This change in Applicability is acceptable because it provides OPERABILITY 
requirements for the anticipatory trip functions which are consistent with their safety 
function. By requiring these trip functions to be OPERABLE while operating at 
reactor power levels at which they were allowed to be bypassed, CTS provided 
OPERABILITY requirements which were inconsistent with their safety function.  

Additionally, the action requirements provided by CTS 3.5.1.9.3 have been replaced by 
ITS 3.3.1 Conditions F and G. This change provides for ACTION requirements which 
are consistent with the Applicability of ITS 3.3.1 for these functions and which are 
consistent with NUREG-1430. This change will provide requirements to exit the 
MODES of Applicability in the event these functions are INOPERABLE. Removal of 
the requirements to go to hot shutdown (MODE 3), which is well below even the CTS 
MODES of Applicability, is consistent with the philosophy presented in NUREG-1430.  
This philosophy is to require that either the equipment be restored or the unit exit the 
MODES of Applicability.
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IA Not Used.  

L5 Three channels of power range instruments within RPS are required by CTS Table 
3.5.1-1. This requirement is modified by Note 4 which allows a reduction to two 
OPERABLE channels for up to four hours to allow testing, calibration or maintenance.  
This reduction to two OPERABLE channels is allowed provided the degree of 
redundancy is maintained at one. This requirement will be replaced by the Nuclear 
Overpower High Setpoint specified in ITS Table 3.3.1-1 and the Conditions of 
ITS 3.3.1. This change will retain the requirement to have a minimum of two 
OPERABLE channels of power range instrumentation. Operation with only two 
OPERABLE channels will be allowed to continue indefinitely provided the 
requirements of ITS 3.3.1 Condition B are met. The Required Actions of Condition B 
place the system in the same configuration as required by CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Note 4.  
By tripping one inoperable channel and bypassing the other, the system is reduced to a 
one out of two logic for the remaining OPERABLE channels. This is consistent with 
CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Note 4, which requires two OPERABLE channels with a degree of 
redundancy of one.  

Adoption of these ITS requirements is less restrictive in that operation with two 
inoperable power range instrument channels will now be allowed indefinitely whereas 
by CTS this condition was limited to four hours. Indefinite operation with only two 
OPERABLE power range instruments is equally as appropriate as operation with only 
two OPERABLE channels of any other RPS function, provided the system is placed in 
a one out of two logic for the remaining two OPERABLE channels, as required by ITS 
3.3.1 Condition B. This change provides requirements consistent with NUREG-1430 
and provides consistent requirements for each of the trip functions within RPS.  

L6 Not Used.  

L7 ITS 3.3.4 Required Actions and Completion Times C.1, C.2 and CA have been 
adopted as alternatives to the requirements presented in CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Note 23.  
Required Action C. I specifically allows for a CONTROL ROD group with an 
inoperable ETA relay to be placed on a power supply which has OPERABLE or open 
ETA relays. Required Action C.2 allows for a safety rod group which is being 
powered from the auxiliary power supply to be returned to its DC hold power supply if 
one or both ETA relays associated with the auxiliary power supply become inoperable.  
Required Action C.4 provides an additional alternative for dealing with inoperable ETA 
relays. This Required Action allows the corresponding AC breaker to be opened to 
compensate for the loss of the ETA relay. These allowances all provide new flexibility 
which was not previously specified in CTS. Required Actions C. 1 and C.2 are each 
acceptable alternatives to opening an inoperable ETA relay because they each place the 
affected CONTROL ROD group on a power supply which will ensure that the rods are 
de-energized upon a reactor trip. Required Action C.4 is an acceptable alternative 
because it interrupts power to the affected CONTROL ROD group in a manner 
equivalent to opening the ETA relay.
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L7 (continued) 

ITS 3.3.4 ACTION C provides similar requirements for each inoperable ETA relay 
regardless of the total number of inoperable relays. CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Note 23 
requires that with two or more inoperable relays, all relays associated with the channel, 
whether OPERABLE or inoperable, be opened within one hour. This requirement 
places unnecessary restrictions on the operation of the unit, by requiring OPERABLE 
equipment to be removed from service. The adoption of ITS 3.3.4 ACTION C is less 
restrictive in that it will not require any action to be taken to open a specific ETA relay 
if that relay is not inoperable. Removal of the requirement to open all ETA relays in a 
channel, in the event two or more ETA relays are inoperable, is acceptable because the 
Required Actions and Completion Times of ITS 3.3.4 Condition C provide 
requirements to compensate for the loss of function for each ETA relay individually 
within the same relatively short 1 hour time frame.  

L8 CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Note 25 requires that any Control Rod Drive Trip Breaker with an 
inoperable undervoltage or shunt trip function be restored within 48 hours or the trip 
breaker must be opened. Adoption of ITS 3.3.4 Required Action A.2 will allow power 
to be removed from the inoperable trip breaker as an alternative to opening the breaker.  
This additional allowance is less restrictive in that it provides additional flexibility in 
dealing with trip breakers with an inoperable diverse trip function. The allowance for 
removing power from a trip breaker as an alternative to opening the breaker is 
currently allowed by CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Note 24. However, this note is not specifically 
applicable to the inoperability of the diverse trip function for the trip breakers. The 
addition of ITS 3.3.4 Required Action A.2 provides consistent ACTION requirements 
to compensate for inoperable CRD trip breakers whether or not the inoperability is due 
to failure of a diverse trip function. The Completion Times in ITS will remain, as they 
are in CTS, significantly different for a CRD trip breaker with an inoperable diverse trip 
function, as opposed to one which is inoperable for any other reason.  

L9 The CTS requirement to check and calibrate the power range instruments against the 
incore instruments monthly was found in CTS Table 4.1-1 Item 4. The calibration was 
also required to be performed within some unspecified period of time after each startup 
if not performed within the previous week. These CTS requirements have been 
replaced with ITS SR 3.3.1.3 and SR 3.3.1.5. The adoption of these ITS SRs and their 
specified 31 day Frequencies represents less restrictive requirements in that the 
calibration will no longer be required following each startup if not performed within the 
previous week. Removal of the required calibration, within a week prior to or 
following each startup, is acceptable because deviation between the AXIAL POWER 
IMBALANCE indicated by the power range instruments and that indicated by the 
incore instruments generally occurs slowly. Adoption of the 31 day Frequency 
maintains requirements consistent with NUREG-1430.
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L1O CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Note 2 indirectly provided a statement of Applicability for the 
OPERABILITY requirements for the source range and intermediate range instrument 
channels. This note provides a relaxation of action requirements when "2 of 4 power 
range instrument channels are greater than 10% rated power." The Applicability of 
ITS 3.3.9 and 3.3.10 does not require either the source range instrument channel or the 
intermediate range instrument channel to be maintained OPERABLE above MODE 2.  
This represents a relaxation of requirements, by removing the requirement to take 
actions in the event that either the required source range instrument channel or the 
required intermediate range instrument channel is inoperable, when above 5% RTP 
(ITS) but less than or equal to 10% rated power, as indicated on the power range 
instruments (CTS). This change also allows for less than a full decade of overlap 
between the PRMs and the IRMs, but continues to require IRMs until the PRMs are 
on-scale. This change is being made to provide clear statements of Applicability for 
these specifications which are consistent with the requirements of NUREG-1430.  

L11 Not used.  

L12 The Note modifying ITS 3.3.1.2 has been adopted. No specific allowance is provided 
in the ANO-1 CTS which removes the requirement to perform this calibration while in 
MODE 1 at low power levels. Adoption of this Note provides an exception to the 
performance of this calibration which recognizes the difficulty in its performance and 
the limitations of the calorimetric while operating at very low power levels. Below 
20% RTP ANO-1 calculates heat balance power level based totally upon the primary 
system parameters. Above 20% RTP, the secondary system parameters are also 
considered since they are generally more accurate at higher power levels. By allowing 
the delay in performance of this calibration until RTP is above 20%, a generally more 
accurate calorimetric (one including secondary system parameters) is available. This 
allowance is being adopted to provide requirements consistent with NUREG-1430.  

L13 The Note modifying ITS SR 3.3.1.3 has been adopted. This Note allows a delay in 
performance of this SR until the unit is above 20% RTP. This allowance is appropriate 
due to the usable range of the incore nuclear instruments which are required for the 
performance of this SR. Below about 20% the incore nuclear instruments are not 
capable of providing reliable accurate indication of AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE.  
Adoption of this Note provides a specific relaxation of requirements where none 
existed in CTS. This adoption is being made to provide requirements consistent with 
NUREG-1430.
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L14 The CTS Table 4.1-1 Item 5 requirement, to perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL 
TEST on the intermediate range instrument channel, prior to each startup, if not 
performed within the previous week, has not been retained in the ITS. The 
requirement to perform this CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on a 31 day Frequency, 
was, however, retained as ITS 3.3.10.2. With the deletion of the required testing 
within 7 days of start-up, this testing will simply be required each 31 days. This 31 day 
frequency will also require the performance of the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST 
within 31 days of a start-up. This extension of the Frequency of this test from 7 days 
to 31 days prior to a start-up is acceptable based on operating experience which 
indicates that the intermediate range instrumentation is highly reliable and is not likely 
to experience an undetected failure during the extended period between tests.  

L15 The requirement to perform a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on the source range 
instrument channel within 7 days prior to start-up has not been retained in the ITS.  
This requirement was located in CTS 4.1-1 Item 6. This deletion has been made to 
provide testing requirements, for the required source range instrument channel, 
consistent with NUREG-1430.  

A new requirement, to perform a CHANNEL CALIBRATION on the required source 
range instrument channel, on an 18 month Frequency, has been adopted in the ITS. No 
similar CHANNEL CALIBRATION requirements, for the source range instruments, 
existed in CTS. Because this calibration, by definition, encompasses the CHANNEL 
FUNCTIONAL TEST, performance of this calibration will ensure that testing, 
consistent with CTS requirements, continues to be required. The Frequency of this 
testing will, however, now be based strictly on the time since its last performance and 
not dependent upon whether or not the unit is in start-up. This change is acceptable, 
based on operating experience, which indicates that the source range instrumentation is 
highly reliable, and is no more susceptible to undetected failures within 7 days of start
up, than at any other time that the instrumentation is required to be OPERABLE.  

The addition of the requirement to perform the CHANNEL CALIBRATION is 
discussed elsewhere in these Discussions of Change.
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LESS RESTRICTIVE - ADMINISTRATIVE DELETION OF REQUIREMENTS 

LAI This information has been moved to the Bases or TRM. This information provides 
details of design or process which are not directly pertinent to the actual requirement, 
i.e., Definition, Limiting Condition for Operation or Surveillance Requirement, but 
rather describe an acceptable method of compliance or detail of unit design. Since 
these details are not necessary to adequately describe the actual regulatory requirement, 
they can be moved to a licensee controlled document without a significant impact on 
safety. Placing these details in controlled documents provides adequate assurance that 
they will be maintained. The Bases will be controlled by the Bases Control Process in 
Chapter 5 of the proposed Technical Specifications. The details of performance of the 
surveillances have generally been relocated to the TRM along with various other 
requirements not appropriate for inclusion in the ITS. Changes to the TRM will be 
controlled by 10 CFR 50.59. This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.

CTS Location 
1.5.6 
Table 2.3-1 Note (a) 
Table 2.3-1 Note (b) 
Table 2.3-1 Note (b) 
Table 2.3-1 Note (b) 
Table 2.3-1 Note (c) 
Table 2.3-1 Note (c) 
Table 2.3-1 Note (c) 
Table 2.3-1 Note (d) 
Table 2.3-1 Note (d) 
Table 2.3-1 Note (d) 
3.5.1.3 
Table 3.5.1-1 Note 7 
Table 3.5.1-1 Note 7 
Table 3.5.1-1 Note 23 
Table 3.5.1-1 Note 26 
Table 3.5.1-1 Columns 1 and 2 

Table 4.1-1 Item 2 Note (1)

New Location 
Bases 3.3.1, SR 3.3.1.2 
Bases 3.3.1, BACKGROUND 
Bases 3.3.1, ASA 
Bases 3.3.1, LCO 
Bases 3.3.1, APPLICABILITY 
Bases 3.3.1, ASA 
Bases 3.3.1, LCO 
Bases 3.3.1, APPLICABILITY 
Bases 3.3.1, ASA 
Bases 3.3.1, LCO 
Bases 3.3.1, APPLICABILITY 
Bases 3.3.1, BACKGROUND 
Bases 3.3.9, BACKGROUND 
Bases 3.3.10, BACKGROUND 
Bases 3.3.4, LCO 
Bases 3.3.4, BACKGROUND 
Bases 3.3.1, 3.3.2, 3.3.3, 3.3.4, 3.3.9, 
and 3.3.10, BACKGROUND 
Bases 3.3.4, SR 3.3.4.1
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1..6.1 Quadrant Power Tilt 

Quadrant power tilt shall be defined by the following equation and is 
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\kAverage power.of all quadrants 

\1,6.2 Re ctor Power Imbalance* 

R~sctor power'%imbalance is tiie power in the top half of the-core minus 
the~power in tht bottom half of the core expressed as a percentage of 
rated, power. Imbalance is monitored continuously by the RPS using input 
from t4e power rahge channels. Ibbalance limits are defined in 
Specifikation 2.1 and imbalance setpoints are defined in Specification 
2.3.

Amendment No. a4-,197
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2 * L INGSAFETY SY SETTINGS, PROTE INSTRUMENTATIONAI 

lies to inst ts monitoring tea or power, reactor p r imbalance, 

reactor coolant stem pressure, re or coolant outlet erature, flow, 

number of piy in operation, and gh reactor build in ressure.  

To de'L•" " auoai rt nato opee n ombination of 
pr aibe fro edi~ng a safety lim 

•fecificatien 

2.3.1 The reactor protection ,vstem tripjsetting limits and e 

LW 3.3.1 ebaypasses for ten In ruen channels sh be as stat 
ien Tabmi .3-1 and the Protec on System Maximum owable Setp •t 

Bases 

The tea or protection system onsists of four instrumentIannels to A.  
monit each of severa sel aed plant conditions which 11 cause a 
rea or trip if any one a ese conditions deviates f a pre-selected 

rating range to the d rea that a safety limit ma e reached.  

he trip setting 1 a for protection system ins ntation are listed i 

Table 2.3-1. The a ety analysis has been base upon these protection 

system instrumen ion trip setpoints plus ca cation and instruments n 

errors.  

Nuclear Ove wer 

A reactor rip at high power level ( utron flux) is provided oprevent 
damage the fuel claddling from r ctivity excursions too r id to be 
detect by pressure and tempera re measurements.  

Our g normal plant operation ith all reactor coolant p operating, 
r ctor trip is initiated n the reactor power leve reaches 104.9 

rcent of rated power. d•g to this the posibl variation in trip 
setpoints due to calibran and instrument errors the maximum actual 
power at which a trip uld be actuated could be 12%, which is the value 
used in the safety yals.  

A. Overpower rip Based on Flaw and lance 

The p r level trip set point p duced by the reactor cool t 
syst flow is based on a powe to-flow ratio which has be 
es lished to accommodate most severe thermal trans at 
csidered in the design, t lss-of-coolant-flow acci at from 
gh power. Analysis has emznstrated that the speci ed 

power-to-flow ratio is equate to prevent a ONIR of ess than 1.30 
(MN-2) or 1.18 (IWC) ould a low flow condition ist due to any 
electrical malfumcti

Amendment 21',44,4, 178 11



The power level trip a oint produced by the pover-to-flow r io 

provides both high pa r level and low flow protection in t event 

the reactor power 1 el increases or the reactor coolant ow rate 
decreases. The p er level trip setpoint produced by t 

power-to-flow r a provides overpower DUB protection r all modes 
of pump orperat n.* For every flow rate there is a imum 
permissibl ver level, and for every power level ere is a 
minimumR pe ssible low flow rate.  

The fl flow ratios account for the maximurm libration and 

int ntation errors and the maximum vani ion from the average 
va1 of the Re flow signal in such a r that the reactor 
p active system receives a conservati, indication of the RC 

Ow.  

No penalty in reactor coolant flow rough the core was taken for 
an open core vent valve because the core vent valve surveillance 
program during each refu~elinge tage. For safety analysis 

calculations the maxmu cal ation and instrumentation errors for 

the power level were used.  

The power-imbalance baum ties are established in order to prevent 
reactor thermal limits rom being exceeded. These thermal limits 
are either power pea g kw/ft limits or DNDR limits. The reac r 

power imbalance (p r in top half of core minus power in the 
bottom half of cor reduces the power level trip produced the 
pow~er-to!-!floCwfr~a aso that the boundaries of the Prote n System 
Kaximum Allo1wab c Setpoints for Axial Power Imbalance i he COLR are 
produced. Th power-to-flow ratio reduces the power 1 1 trip 
associated actor power-to-reactor power imbalance undaries by 
the value ecified in the COLR for a 1 percent fl reduction.  

2. Pump Ho tars 

In co unction with the power imbalance/flo trip, the pum 
110 ors prevent the minimum core VKIR fr decreasing below 
1. M31X-2) or 1.18 (Ewe) by tripping ereactor due to the 

sz of reactor coolant

Amendent No.4, 
4,178
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pu .). The pump monitors so restrict the power leve for 

th number of pumps in opera 4n.  

C. S Pressure 

During a startup acciden from low power or a slow 
withdrawal from high pa er, the system high pressu trip is 

reached before the nu •ear overpower trip setpoin . The trip 

setting limit shown Table 2.3-1 for high reac or coolant 
system pressure (2233 psig) has been establishe to maintain 
the system pressur below the safety limit (27 0 psig) for any 
design transient.  

The low pressu (1800 psig) and variable w pressure (COLR) trip 

setpoint sh in Table 2.3-1 have been e ablished to maintain the 

DUE ratio gr ter than or equal to the nimum allowable DNB ratio for 
those desi accidents that result in pressure reiduction. (2,3) 

To accoun for the calibration and trum entation errors, the 

accident analysis used the protecti limit specified in the CO/R.  

D. Coolan Outlet Temperature 

The gh reactor coolant outle temperature trip setting limit 
(61 r) shown in Table 2.3-1h been established to prevent 
ex essive core cooan t tempe tures in the operating range.  

eto calibration and inst ntation errors, the safety 
alysis used a trip s.tpo t of 620 F.  

. Reactor Building Pressur 

The high reactor buil ag pressure trip setting limi (4 psig) 
provides positive ass rance that a reactor trip wil occur in 
the unlikely event aa steam line failure in the actor 
building or a loss- f-coolant accident, even in t e absence of 
a low reactor coo nt system pressure trip.  

F. Shutdown Bypass 

In order to p vide for control rod drive t sts, zero power 
physics test g, and startup procedures, ere is provision for 
bypassing c tamn segments of the reacto protection system.  
The reacto protection system segments ich can be bypassed 
are shown n Table 2.3-1. Two conditi ns are imposed when the 
bypass i used:* 

e . A t sofS.0 percent ofr 13 

.,/ 1720 psig is autmtcl ipsd 

Amendment 2,"',44,4-4,4-4,4•, 186 13
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must be tripped before the bypas is initiated. The overpower 
trip setpoint of S5.0 prevents fly significant reactor power 
fromn being produced when per ruing the physics tests.  
Sufficient natural circula on (5) would be available to move 
5.0 percent of rated pow if none of the reactor cool pumps 
were operating.  

(1) FSAR, Section 14.1.  

(2) FSAR, Section 1 . .2.2 

(3) FSAR, Secti 14.1.2.7 

(4) FSAR, ctlon 14.1.2.8 

(5) FS , Section 14.1.2.6

Amendment No. 67 14
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LI-A -1CR, 
43.4,4

mclear power, S of 
sted, max

Nuclear Power based on 
" flow1 bf and imbalance, 

% of rated, max 

Nuclear Power based on 
pump monitors, % of 
rated, max (c) 

High PC system 
pressure, psig. max 

Low RC system 
pressure, psig. min 

Variable low RC 
.5 system pressure* 

psig, min 

3. RC temyp, F. max

) (7

.~ One Re or Coolant 

toCoant Pua Three N or Coolant P 5 Operatinn 
tinq-jominal %. Oeat (Nominal (Nomina Operating h

104.9

Protection System Maximum 
Allowable Setpoints for 
Axial Power Imbalance 
envelope in COLR 

NA 

2355 

1800 

Specified in RCS 
Pressure-Terperature 
Protective Maximum 
Allowable Setpoints 
figure in COLR 

610

High reactor building P 18.7 psiLa) 
pressure, ( max 

(al omaticalf set whe other se I 

(JReactor C€?'lant sys ; flow, 14

104.9

Protection System Maximum 
Allowable Setpoints for 
Axial Power Imbalance 
envelope in COLR

NA 

2355 

1800 

specified in RCS 
Pressure-Temperature 
Protective Maximum 
Allowable Setpoints 
figure in COLR 

618 

e1.7 psia)

104.9

Protection System Maximum Allowable Setpoints for 
Axial Power Imbalance 
envelope in COLR 

55

2355 

1800

Specified in RCS Pressure-Temperature 
Protective Maximum 
Allowable Setpoints 
figure In COLR 

618 

1010.7 psia)

utdownI

5.0 (a) 

Bypassed

Bypassed 

1720(a) 

Bypassed 

Bypassed

6 

Ap•19.7 

sis As

<L. A rc 
(3'1 Aý
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.3.-IC

3.5 ZINSTUMENTATION SYSTEMS

3.5.1 10erational sgfety instrwlient ion 

4p ais to unit nstrumenta~tsaf d control syst 
A 

To delinea the conditions the unit inst entation and sa& ty circuits 

3.51. tassrtu doe at cco C teduls rqieet 

Table p3 .1-.cl s 3 and 4 a setar. s A 
at ofpoatincan operablefaob 

b~,/ b /a__ J. 3... In t. event the Dio t ato hne prbef 

~~ ~'i V~~L a 11 be limit as specific i- C~olumn 5P 1 ~ h i ivn diTbe3.- .Coun3nd4

~.3D,3.I) 3.5.1.3 For a Line testing o in the event a a protection trnepnt or 

• h -h ,, e]. trip, re l.a i:n te un,,, u = :L©© t la e as .nd ilca 7e d by a l.i. ht.I - -

cOontain inoperable junctieons'i:n t~he untrippecd st~ate.at any One 

3.SJ'~ ~inoperable functions in the untripped state, at a protection 
channel or function becomes inoperable concurrent with another 
protection channel locked i~n the untri~ppedt state, wi~thinn 1 nhour:_ 

implemet,",- the actions requir:ed by Table 3.5.1-1 Note' 6. o "• 

?. A ki At 41.2 Whi, e operat3.ng with an 3.naperabe function unbypassed in the 
, .,,2.• untripped state. the remaining RPS key operated channel bypass 

3.. 'A' . 5.13-2 Th sw y oeatsjsudw yas sic soitd w~h ec e~o Iwrvtchtes &hael s be tagged to prevent g theirt operati:ljon.  

3.5.1.5 "uring start. p when the intermediate range inst erulents come on A 

SiR 3.316.4 scale, the overlap between the intermediate range and the source A 
-1-11-. ha loss than one dec-ade.r if the _I_

33,16 ?A AA
3.5.1.6 s+ ..... "- -+••• '++•+"-ocP 

supplying power to the control rod drive mechanisms fails in th( 

"*"., "" -- B. -'-untripped state, the power supplied to the rod drive mechanisms 

,-.--.-. through the failed trip device shall be manually removed withino

Amencment No. -i4,174 42



3.31

3.5. 7 e Decay Heat R val System iso ion valve cas re 6tpeilt LATGA< 
a Ibe equal to a less than 340 p g faxrnevaI and eqal 

4ýTRto less than 400 ig for the _ec vlv in the uction 

(37,48) line. The relief Val setting for the system sh 1 be 
equal or less than 4 i.PA 

3.5.2. 1 The 'egraded voltage nitoring relay a ttings sabl be as 

a. Th 4.16 XV emergen bus undervaltag relay setpo ts 
<"TER ~ sha bbe >3115 VAC but <3177 VAC.  

(ss ~b. The 4 V emergency bus ervoltage raea setpoints a11 

be >423 but <431 VAC th a ttime delay etoint o 

3.5.1.9 fiiihe owing ReyA r Trip-ci:r5Wry _shall tPoI-perable -as (3
r'.61C: .3.11.1, ,.  
FvubCa1'Oi LO, 

Twe 2-v % -L, 2.  

Te|e 3..L-:L 3.  
Co,-.ref. I •e •£ RA .  
F,.•rhon 1o- 3.3 RA&•G.

Reatctor triLp upon loss of KaiLn Ireedwater shall be 
oezable •as ctl~~:ned 1) c5•ec*•:&Xon 4. a~nL £t 

React~or trip upon Turbitbne TriLp_.shall be Operabl~e ,•va-s'• _..

1, - - '3A RA " F. 3- r e c po we r 4o i!_-4 7 L 3.5.1.10 -- - -- " •.  
3.5.1.11 i• on-I ne tting of the lee ency Feedwat 

shall opera on only on channel shall b locked into intenance L. IT 

3.5.1.12 The C~tainment Rig ge adti M tring strumenta on7 A

Amendment No. 4#,4.49,w',4,4. 42a 
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5.3.1 
•.•3. , 
3.3.),10

Bases

Ev eazem nable effort will be made to makntain all safety instrumentation inoe a io. A startup is not permitte unless the requirements of Tabl 
'v~3.5.1-1 Columns 3 and 4. age Met.  

Opera on at rated power is permitted £ long as the systems have at 1 •sat 

the edimndancy requirements of Cal 4 (Table 3.5.1-11. This is in0fTb 
ag gement with redundancy and singl" failure criteria of IEEE 27 as 

Scribed in rsr, section 7., 

•here are four reactor protectio channels. Normal trip logic is two-out• 

of-fou. .. equi.,4red trip logic f• the power range instr~uientatio• channels• 

i s t w o-o ut- of-three. Mi i um i • l og ic on othe r in stru m e tati channls 

is o ne-o ut-of-t wo.// 

The four reactor protection channels were provided with key Jperated bypass 

switches to allow on-line leating or maintenance on .only on channel at a 

reacto r p ro tectio n sy s• e ch annel byp as s sw it•c h k ey p e tedm z in the _ 

protection channel, he effect of the failure on the actor. protection sy-st 

anrd other intercon cted systems is evaluated. The fected reactor protect 

c o n d itio n , o r p 1 ed in the trip p e d c on ~d it io n as d.e rm in e d b ay o p era stin 

conditions and •nagenent judgment. _This action lows placing the plantint.  

the safest con ition possible cons idering the en nt of the failure, plant 

coemnd itios aedguidance frmpan t managmnt hul h failure intei theEE 79a 

reactor pro ction channel prohibit the properbperatian of another sys�tce 

the approp ate act~ions for: the affected c.yst• are iLp:l~emente~d. Ad•inittra 

c o n t r o l s i e l s h e d t o p re c l u de p l ac in g r e a c t o r •p r o t e c t io n c hn n el i r 

c h a n n e l as s w h e n a n y rt h e r re a ctto p r o t e io n c h a n n e l c o n t a inNs an n o p e at 

functino in the unt ripped sta te. 
t n c

Each aeactor protection channel key oper ted shutdown bypass s% 
provC ed with a&lar and lights to indic te when the shutdown bj 

is qg used. I

ThC source range and intermediate 
overlap by one decade. This decac 
the intermediate range scale.

The WAS employs three independ t and identical analog nels, which 

supply trip signals to two ind endent. identical digital ubsystems. :n 

order to actuate the safeguar systems, two out of thre analog channels 
must trip. This will cause oth digital subsystems to zip. Tripping of 

either digital subsystem wi I actuate all safeguards a stems associated 
with that digital subsyst 

Because only one diqitasubsystem is necessary to ctuate the safeguards 

systems and these syst are capable of trippn; g n when they are being 

tested, a single fail e in a digital subsystem annot prevent protective 
action.

Amencdent No. 174
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3.3.) 
,3. 3,12 

i Removal of a ule required for pro ction from a channel will cause 

that channel a trip, unless that nnel has been assed, so that only 

one channe of the other three mu trip to cause reactor trip. Thus, 

mufficien redundancy has been b it into the yetem to cover this 

Isituati 

Remo of a module require for protective tion from an analog Equired 

Scha 

el will cause that ch el to trip, s hat only one of the er two Mu, trip ,to actuate the aeg,,ards_.s,,t Removal o a€ _,odp, required 
f.r protective action f m a digital E.subsystem will not c se that 

ubsystem to trip, fact that a mo e has been removed w 1 be 

"continuously annunci ed to the opera r. The redundant di al subsystem 

is still uficient o indicate comp to WAS action.  

The testing ,ch ,o, th:e RPS. t• ES, and the E.IC. al,,_complete,: 

system testing hile the reactor s operating. Each c nnel is capable of , be in-g tested• nt y n L,v d a. , nn als may be 
being ested dependently~sco at operation of indiv dual chanesmyb 

*evaluated.  

*The EFIC designed to all testing during PC operation. one chan 1 

may be aced in key locke "maintenance bypass prior to testing. T a 

Will b ass only one cha el of . .W initiate gic. An interlock fe ure 

iPreve a bypassing more han one channel at time. In addition, a ce the 

EFIlC receives signals rom the KIIRPS, the intenance bypass fro the 

NI/ S is interlocke with the EFIC. if e channel of the NI/R is in 

ntenance bypass, nly the correspondi q channel of EFIC may yasd 

nior to placipng af annel of EFIC in intenance bypass, any I/RPS channel 

Icontaining mnoper Is functions in th untripped state is ev uated for its 

1effect on EFIC. nly the EFIC chan correspondng to th I/RPS channel 

containing the noperable function y be placed in maint ance bypass unles 

it can be sho that the failure the KI/RPS channel a no effect on EFIC 

an tak to nsure EFIC actuatuion an required, or the 

appropriate ctions of Table _3 *1-1 are implemented. The EInc can be te to 

from its i ut terminals to t actuated device con o lers. A test of e 

IEFIC trip ogic will actuate one of two relays in a controllers. Ac vati 

of both clays is required n order to actuate t controllers. Theo \relays re tested individ lly to preventcauto ic actuation of th compone 
The E C trip logic is t a (one-ou-f-two).  

Rea or trips on loss f all main feedwater nd on turbine trips ill 

$\ mea the start of a ass of OTSG heat sin and actuate earlie than other 

t p signals. This early actuation will rovide a lower peak C pressure 

ring theinitia over pressurization llowing a loss of f e watr or 

urbine trip eve . The LOTh trip may e bypassed up to 1 to allow 

sufficient marg for bringing the M4 PUMPS into use at proximately 7%.  

The Turbine Tr may be bypassed up o 451 based on AW- 93,. "Basis for 

Raising Armin Threshold for Antic atory Reactor Tp n Turbine Trip,* 

Ocoe 985 and the NRC Safety E luation Report for -1893 issued f am 

.C utchfield to Mr. J. . Taylor via letter ted April 25, 86.  

The Aut tic Closure and Isol ion System (AC!) i designed to deo the 

TDicay H t Removal System (DHon return line isol ion valves when he 
Reacto Coolant System (RCS) reinsure exceedIs a eetdfato h 

'eDURS sign pressure or whe core floding yst mioainvl r 

open . The AC! is design dto permit manual peration of the RS return 

lin isolation valves whe permissive condit ns exist. In ad tion, the/ 

AC is designed to disa ow manual operatio of the valves whe permissive 

co~nditions do not exs

Amendment No. iGG,4,%O,.,#-, 174 43a



3,3.1 
3.3.4

Power is no ily supplied to the contra)/rod drive mechani from two 
separate nlel 40 volt sources. undant trip devices re emloyed in 

"each of Be sources. If any One a ese trip devices -s in the 
untripp state, on-line repairs to a failed device, practical, will 
be mad end the remaining trip de ces will be tested, our hours is 
awl to test the remainin trip devices and, in y cases, make 
on- repairs.  

he Degraded Voltage Moni ring relay settings ar based on the short te= 

starting voltage protec •n as well as long te ru nq voltage protection.  
The 4.16 Ky underval e relay setpoints are b ad on the allowable satatin 
voltage plus system voltage drops to a motor terminals, which aI 
approximately 781 motor rated voltage at he motor terminals. T ae 4o0V 
undarvoltage Cal setpoint is based on 1 g term motor voltage requireme 
plus the feeder voltage drop all ce resulting in a 92% set ofA2 
motor rated tage.  

The a TY of the accident mgq instrumentation ensures t 
suffici Information is availabl on selected plant parameters monitor and 

uass•s so variables during an following an accident. This pability is 

cons tent with the recommenda on of Regulatory Guide 1.97, trumentation 
to ght-Water-Cooled Nucleia• lower Plants to Assess Plant tnditons During 

droaowing an Accident,, camber 1975 and K M G-0570, -2 Lessons Learned 
ask rorce Status Report Short-Ter Reco=randations. 0 

The subcooled margin tors (SHH), and core-exit th couples (CET), Reacto 
Vessel Level Monitori System (RVCLSI and Not Leg I Measurement System 
(ERLUI) are a resul of the Inadequate Core Coolie (ICC) instrumentation 
required by item r..2 N G-0737. The -unctio of the ICC int ntati is 
to increase the ility of the plant operatorsic diagnose the approach and 

recovery from C. Additionally, they aid in •sracking reactor coolant 
inventory. *so Instruments are included the Technical Specificsns at 
the request tf M Generic Letter 83-37 anare not required by the idant 
analysis, ao to bring the plant to coldhutdown conditions. The actor 
Vessel 1 Monitor is provided as a &us of indicating level i e reactor 
vessel urin accident conditions. a channel operability of MVU(3 is 
defin as a minim. m of three senso in the upper plenum r:gio and two sensors 
in a dome region operable. weh actor Coolant P. are g, all except 
th dome sensors are intoerlocke o due to f1 Induced variables 

t may offset the sensor ou tn. The channel operabiII of the RWIMS is 
efined as a minimumm of Onel e range and any two of th arrow range 

transmitters in the same el operable. If the aqu t is inaccessible due 
to health and Industrial fety concerns (for example gh radiation area, low 
oxygen content of the cc ainment atmosphere) or du o physical location of the 
fault Ifor I ~l. Pr e failure in the reactor sell, then operation may 
continue untl the n scheduled refueling cuta and a report filed.  

Amendment No. ,,,44,I,& , 43b 
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3.,3.1 
3,3,10 

ye principal fnction of the Central Room Isolation-High Radiation id to itovtdet 
an enclspted envlooment feeoma the una t can be operaeed following an 
unaontlolled release of radio ity. Due to th s tie a stangement of is shared control room envelope one control room £sola n channel receives a 

high radiation tignal fromly ANO-1 control room ve2ilation intake duct monitor 
and the redundantr channel esves a high rad-tacosignal from the AN--2 control 
room venthlation intake r monitor. With no el of the control toripe 

3adiaion monttoreng f tem opeable, the Cro i s t be placed in a onditionl 
that does either q t isolation to occ (a., one operable artap of CreEVSr s 

5. placed ES a ency ret irculatih on mode of operation). Reactor opereton) way continue inde tely in this.state. • 

To support• Icsaof mixn feedwater anaJLys , steam line/feedwat:er line break 
anayzes, S• analyses, and NUREG-O 7 requirements, the EFZC system is 

The EFiC system is/also designed tto isolae eaffected steam generator on ah 

steam l -ne/feedw er line break and supply d to te intact generator according t /•-f) 

to the foll logic: 

- If bo SGsx are above 600 psig, upply ENV to both SG'&.  

- if ne SC is below 600 psig, upply ENW to the other SG.  

- .if th SGIS are below 6o psi,, but the pressure difference 
: between the two SGs ezc ds 100 psig, supply ENl only to IS 

1with the higher press 

SIf both SG's are be w 600 paig and the pressure diff nce is less than 100 psig, upy yFW to both SG's.  

At cold shutdown cc ons all EFIC initiate and isol a functions are 
bypassed except low a generator level initiate. bypassed functions 
twill be autoacti y reset at the values or plant tonditons identified in 
Specification 3.5 .15. "Lose of 4 RC pumps" ate and "low steam generator 
pressure" initi are the only shutdown bypass to be manually 
initiated • cooldon. If reset is not e anually, they will 
au atitcall reset. Main feedwater pump p bypass is automatically 
removed above 10 power.  

"REF"R CE 

rZAR, Section 7.1

Amendment No. 1,6 4,c43c



3,3 L(o

C C.
<ASS 3.3.1 A -______ 

<Add~ S-31 Co -4 C___> 

z}AM 3.3.1 CGid*L-01 E .- -'
Tab& 3..11 n3tvrvenJ,&at L Qt.ICondit'onts - NOTEa 
Table 3.5.1-1 Instrumentation Limi~ting Cofiditions for Operato_• 4-I

REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM

3.12, LCO 
T3.3.1-1, ,$tia 

3,3. 10 LCO 
5,3.q LCO 

T3.3.I-1 Z 

T3.3,1-I, 058

T3.3. I- I1 

"T3.3.I-I, At Lj

T 53-1-It (e

Functional Unit 

1- . Manual pushbutton 

2. e a Instrum 

- 3. Intermediate range instrument channels 

-4. Source range instrument channels 

-5. Reactor coolant temperature Instrument 
channels 

.6. Pressure-temperature instrument 
channels 

- 7. Flux/Imbalance/flow instrument 

channels 

B. Reactor coolant pressure 

- a. High reactor coolant pressure 
instrument channels 

- - - b. Low reactor coolant pressure 
instrument channels 

- 9. Power/number of pumps instrument 

channels 

- 10. High reactor building pressure channels 4 • •,, 2 2 1• Mote 1

(* (J)T•3..t,-I APPUCABLE ODES 0p 1HEF, SPEIFIED COWDITIONS -oY,-1,2 

Fu ~c'tior.s I tI..t 8 4l., ncXt, .&di.\ST3.3.I Motes C-., b, C 4 ,. / -

I



< A ldc Tcbl'iQ .3 .1-1 Fuv,-tio, 1b, Muctear OverpeowQ Low S-evoi.'t; CO4.itiX~A S& Mu 

<Ad CI bh 3,3,1-1 fjnetiov' It, Shutdfbrn 0j-A5 or\ -~3 ~is~ t, Co 0A~o~* 
Table 3.5.1-1 (tont'd) .__ • -"AS el 

REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM (Cont'd) 
2 3 

0. of Operator action 

•,channels Min. Min. if conditions of 

SNo. of /for sys- operable degree of column 3 or 4 

T1 ,3,1 -IjrntMRato rpuo osofMi eda 2 1 Notes 1.,1 

fa{na(imA q v-1. Reactor trip upon turbine trip 4 221Noe1.6 

3.3.q LCO c 1 -Eectronic (SCR) Trip Relay 2- 0Nte2 

14. Control Rod Drive Trip Breakers / 

.3.3- LCO X •--A. AC Breakers 2 2 2 a Notes 24, 25 • 

-b3qLC .D Bekr 
2 2 0 Notes 24, 25 

< .A.k 3.3. Z A--/- B.j t~ DA B eaker 

.. .  14~k3.. Cotrl) Rod DrveTrp '.reakersA 
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TABLE 3.5.1-1 ICont'dl

ial operating Instructions and place the reactor 

Notes 01c. 1 . " Iniiate a shutdown using nor equie nt of Colus 3 and 4 are not met.  

5,3.92 pl /2 
.3.3.I. .

Ap 
.re qu ii•n 

tot ed-. po-

r channel I ris a,

3.( Whe, nI of 2 intel

hot Shutdown in not

4. 
io 

nl ta n a ~t. on. rm ac. f iI.

and ~ ~ ~ IC dereoffac one fog Ra IDMfM Of o'ur hous 
teapit 

r4-thereat~zmens a oluns OC canotbe &fk::ithifl an' dditional 
hours#P thegas or LA P

(LATER In jbIt.. cold sbto' conhin th ssemi rdue t 

*6 Th i niu n ue of opegable channels may be reduced 
to 2, provided that the ilytem is reduce to1 

LATE ~) out of 2 coincidence by tripping 
the remaining channel. Otherwi~ h cin eurdb ounS~~ 

7.~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~~~~~" Tecanl£tatcot ro idrIihbtoteatripat-sated 
power. ye 

7.TE" 101l 
mith 

thiunr f prbecani sls 
han iebits aethe restor e 41@'th -i ! al/hanlt 

11 it he umer f o ale hanel le tha rquied.is the ethek eietr 
itstcr e ale ihn 
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TABLE 3.5.1-1 (Cont'd) I ,,With the umber of ab nnlle thne lees then equir:,edtTei.T1tu, 
<L-T-R statda wit n 24 hours, r verify th block val closed andqower remo thln additio 1 24 (3,3s) If e block vi. cannot be ified dlo ithin the addition 24 hour deD-energi the 

""tromel tc: ort valve r supply thin the ow o urs.  

•~~ca t : p , 

13. Ch an e may be besed for t greater t 30 se tuin r to cool t pump at to. if th umth-• bypass c eult or i tli ne ic s oe le, the micervoltage rotection hall be 

<L -nohbR 14. With boah nennlof ae ea thoa rble 

•... ~~del le.• onw.r..o t...e toty the Inoele channe4oto okecbb.•e •h a. ot 

joi~,I 15. ,X.histrr'unio be sd at to 10% ctor war 

t' A Is. This/rip function ma•h; basa:tu to 4is ro e .  

17. With no Aan-l'chen~~ - e-,--thn1 u'In a ifM ta oeX f"cnrlh 

(3.30) 181., Wit* T chnnelIinoperable3s restore he Inoperable channel operabki status witi 7 dayo 

<L ArfqI- syste Th th reTi r ybe b o w ngo o s.a ia rii~t en -LATER~ 

'0.Ti~ n e ..o aonnel iresatobe, -(l) either restore c0 ha ne oeiable status within 7 \,days, or (2) prepare an4 submit a ffpeea.al Report tb the Cmamissilon pursuant to Specification 6.12.  
m thin!n 0 da'ys following tte event,,outlining the ad4ion taken, the cause of --e .noper.bil a (3~)th~pla. ad~qhedle or atoungthe lystem to oph~able status\. With both i4annels igoerable,an unitýate alteriate methods o" moioring the containmeA radiation l~avel within 772. hours in\ addi onaonte aio deucrS above.  

21 * With on channelji t~iable, rest e the mnope ble channe to operable atus Oithin days olk be In shutdn within 12hours unless ntainmeft try Is re red. If con inment entr Is r Ired, t'e noperab.b channel must retored Y the next fueling out ýe. If beth !4ennela\ aerestore Inoperable annels withI;p 30 days o],te In HOT 3 withune 12 hours 

Metandment No o*vc4io.~- 19O4f
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S, T ab l e 3. 5. 1- 1 ( co n t ' d | L 

23. Wit * umbr o o abl Electo n9R rp aeon leax than the tot number of Ele conic 
(S r e ahannel, re ore the in beEctro c ISCR Trip a ta 

3,3,4 RA C.3 hours or plc he ICR. a--r-._d with the operable l. ronic 5C) .ip relay in t -n the next 

24. "With the number of OPERABLE channes *one les cnne Total Nm-a er hannels, STP)tatJP and/or POWER• 

OPERhTION way proceed provided the following tohditiOni are satisfied: 3,3A RA ouri a. *ithi 1 h ou r e A icrýJ (CI ii 

.3.4 RA a2 go1. Place the inoperable channel in the tripped condition, or 

2•. Reov powr a. lied to the control rod tri ev•ice essociated with the inoperable channel.  
T .O I channel gma eb b•se or t foro curve 6ara testing and the A "\ 24. Withath annwel aove PORSh ama b ne assdASfor up T-to Nminu eri atF'ne2 msoArTUPero ahndnor Pry 

the tri brearer aod tted with the inpc ofl the cnnel.ng test.e perabl_ 

n elabove ehannl no bepbsed tot u 1 c of of th -tri ad cthe d at the parable

3.3tCa4&A 25.  

26.  

27.

With one oa the Control Rod Drive Trip Breaker diverse tri feturev undervolta or s un ..  
attachent inoperable, restore it to ORAB statuour�sorpla

('4
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FOR VEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued) 

4.O,5 (Continued) 

b. Surveillan intervals specified in Se 4ion XI of the ASKE Boiler 

\ and Pressure ssel Code and applicable +mend& for the inservic% 
inspection and ting activities required the ASHE Boiler and 

ressure Vessel C o .and applicable Addenda all be applicable a

f ovs in these Tec 1 Specifications:.  

ASHE lr and Pressure Veel Required fr .ancies for 

Code an licable Addenda performing ervice 

terminolo or inservice inspection and ting 

inspection testing activities activities 

Weekly t least once per 7d 

monthly least once per 31 d.a 

arterly or every 3 nths At ast once per 92 days 
Se annually or every 6 onths At le I t once per 184 days 

Tear or annually At lees once per 366 days 

c. The pray ons of Specificati 4.0.2 are applicb to the above 

required fr uencies for perform inservice inspec n and test 

d. formance of th above inservice masp tion and testing a vit.  

sha be in additio o other specified S sillance Requireme s.  

a. Nothing the ASHE Soil and Pressure Vessel Code shall be 

construed supersede the requirm•etns of any Technical 

Specification.  C4.1 OFERAT WAL SETY lITE 

14&nl%,4 7 T

to itm ie yrltdto safety li a and limiting condit a fo: •...iem dire .,,., y.,.,,ated to safety l° 
;Praotsion.  

To speci the minimum frequenc ndtype of surveillance abe applied to.  

unit eipment and conditions 

Rn.CIfI ation

Amendment No. 161

(s.o)

J

67a,

+. 1,A 32.+, 

3.3.1 

LA1E,,

a. The mini frequency type of surv lance require -. or reactc 

a guards system trumentat Prot* vo system a engineered sýauýr-vgu-ar 
wh the reactor critical she be as stated able 4.1- t np



3.3.1 

3.3.2.1 3.3.3 5.3 U 

3.3 ,q 

Tabl~~.3 .12anb.13 

(3.'3•3C, c. screpancies noted ring surveilla testing will 

3.3b) corrected and roe ded.  

uA T ve dln A p•oer stribution m shall be oFmade a verify Nt expect 

(3.2) 

S •gurveillance Requirements T e requirements relating o est•, 

calibr ion, or inspection to ensu that the necessary qu ity of systems 

and c ponents is maintained, th facility operation wi be within 

safe limits, and that the ii ting condition of aetion will be met." 

4 .1 Establishes the requ ement that surveillan s must be performed 

uring the operational a or other conditions r which the 

requirements of the Lim Conditions for Ope tion apply unless 

otherwise stated in an dividual Surveillanc Requirement. The purpose 

of this specificati is to ensure that mu illances are performed to 

verify the operat status of systems components and that 

parametersin specifd ts ensure safe operation of the 

facility when plant is i a other specified condition fo 

which the ass isatd Limiting ndi ns for Operation are applica :_.  

Surveillance equirements do not h a to be performed when the f ility is 

in an oper ional mode for which he requirements of the a smo ted 

\_Limiting dition for Operati do not apply unless otherw- e specified.

Amendment No. 1$, 161 67b



BASES ( ntinued) 

Unde the terms of this p ecification, the re restric yve requirements of e Technical Speci cations take prec dence over t ASME Boiler and 
Pr sure Vessel Code pd applicable Add da. The re rements of 
S ecification 4.0.4 o perform surveil nce activiti before entry i a 
n operational mode/or other specific condition ta se precedence o . the 

ASNE Boiler and P sure Vessel Code rovision whi allows pumps as 
valves to be tesdup to one week fter return t normal operatio . The 
Technical Speci cation definitio of OPERABLE es not allow a g cc 
period before €omponent, that not capable f performing its pecified 
function, is dared inoperabl and takes pr edence over the ME Boiler 
and Pressureftessel Code provi on which allo s a valve to be capable of 
performing a specified func ion for up to 4 hours before b ng declared 
inoperable ! 

I

4. 1 Base 

Check 

Fail es such as blo instrument fus , defective in d tors, fault 
amp fiers which res t in *upscale" r "downscale" £i cation can bl 
ea ly recognized b simple observa on of the funct ning of ana/ 

strument or syst . Furthermore, such failures a , in many cam s, 
realed by alatm r annunciator tion. Comparis of output an /r state 

of independent c nnels measuring the same variab supplements is type 
of built-in su illance. Based on experience i operation of th 
conventional nuclear plant stems, when th plant is in o ration, 
the minimum ecking frequency tated is deems adequate for actor 
system inst ntation.  

Calift i nspa trs.n 
of ac ate infor-ation:-JI-h nuolea -n '/ cnn e• -lat ,be callbo t ed at least twi c' wee kl (dr,19 tea-dy srare V-eaat ~n 

c c , n. i o n s ) a g a i n s t a h e~ a a c s t a n r d t o c o m p en s at e f o r ins a~ntat~ion drift. /During nonstea• state operat fon, the nucie r: flfx hanne:2 shall be calthcated d•£i/ to compensat• for instrume tation d £itt: and changing ro• patterns and r6e physics pa aetecs.

Amendment No. 161 
Revised by NRC Letter Dated 6/17/98
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mect only to *drift" errors induced within the 
mnd( consequently, can tolerate longer intervals 
V6cess system instrimentation errors induced by 5 remain within accept~able tolerances if / 
tied once every i~rmonths.tlea esi/ 

shifts with•n' a channe (esxnt.ially a channel 
,d during routine checkingind testing proýcedures.  

m frequ•ncles for the;uclear flux (power range) 
r 18 mgnths for the pxocess system channels is

.1

On-lide testin of te r protecti '1channel and AC channels is/ 
req�ired once every weeks on a tational or seýggered baiss. /The 
ro.1tion scheme is sgned to I atuce the prob.#Ility of an untitected 

ure existing thin the syize and to 1Vze the lkelj•i•ood of the 
game systematic st eors i iitraduce@ nto each reduzidant channel.  

All reactor otective Ihnes will be tested before 4tartup If the 
Individual el rotat~onal frequencyT has been disconitinued or If 
outage a ities couIlSpotantially have affected t operability of 
one or e cbannels./A rotation will then be esjAbILshed to test the 
frnst el one wek after startup, the aecond{ annel two weeks 
after tartup, the.thizd channel,,three weeks tarstrtup, and the,," 
fou Channe1 f weeks after/staztup.. r z 

establish reactor protectve system/' etao and 0C test 
cyce is con ued with on chas2el's tramentation testedAach week.  
Upon dete on of a faile that pre ts trip action, all•ustrumentation 
associaeS~with the pror'ectiave s will be tested ager wch the / 
rotati test _yle/,& staz=ed aoin. If actuation. a safety chaite 
occurs assurance wM be req i that actuation a wit1h4n the g 

TthZprotective tines cc dence logic and ntrol od exL trip 
b akers are ~(p tested ary-quarter. The p test che allogic 
CAo+b1Matiosn is to be erfozmed on a to ational basis. a logic and 
breakers a 'the four p ctive channels be trip t tdprior tcy' 
startup~p their inidual channels .p tested on a c basis./* 
Uiacove of a fa~luza requires the testing of all el logic )t breakers, after whichl the trip test cycle is start again. 76 7

I, 3� I 
�. ;. 2.  

3 

\ '3,,3,/O

/

Amendment No. 2&4,"194 
Revised by N= Letter Dated fows
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<'4dc) _S 0.1-JZ - ADt 
< 41/ 51? 33.1. - NorE 
"-,q4) S/? 1./1.6 - Vo•r6

Table 4. 1-1 Instrument Survella-nce pnfjvv,.t,,.,
Insts~en SuveilanceRemIr~q~"1

Channel Description Check Test Calibrate 

SR 1.1 1. Ptti e/tae A AQp 

533,,q, 1 2. Control Rod Drive Nh (1) NA Trip Breaker 

5R 3,3,1, 3. Power Range AMplifier Nh NA 

S,3,3.1.3---

Al Cle N' OS . 1?r F/swJ~ 

5f3,3 ,/o. 5 . Intermediate Range Channel S 

5$' 3,3, 1-- 6. SoMrce Range Channel 5(11 r) \ a2 PZ

7. Reactor Coolant Temperature 
Channel

8. 11igh Reactor Coolant 
Pressure Channel

9. Low Reactor Coolant 
Pressure Channel

10. Flux-Reactor Coolant Flow 
Comparator

11. Reactor Coolant Pressure 
Temperature Comparator

2. j P.u!p! Flux CoMparator 

Amendment No. ",414,194
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Channel Description 

T W1.3.'1-1"13 High Reactor Building 

runCtlart ý Pressure Channel

Check 

S 

5.3.'.'

"Table 4.-. (.nt,.

Test Calibrate 

m R 

SlK'3.3.H SR $3.1. L

C

Remarks

LATER



CC

(AR)29. qh and low Pro ure"A N 
(3.3D 1 ction Systems: Flow 

AAM 3.cay beat remnol S1112) MIl inlue M rsfnlothne 

(oA8 a atic closure a'h (3) least once every re ling shutdown, 
Into Mok system wit eactor Coolant Syat Pressure 

-~ iea~mthan or saual to 20 min. but

N M LA EW
<LATeR 32. anal go rotor 

p active eying 
(3.8) $to ng Into ocks 

nd Ltr 

<LýTs PRI 33. -Nit* power"uqdem 
n rotective Z614WIF 

(3.6) enter cks and circuN

4,*rpp -- _RLA MeR 
ý34. arjtdsateOtr stoeg -a =S N

Te~e 31Ud1 35. Reactor trip upon lose 

FUUCfes&" to of main feedwater circuitry

R InW 'd 

SK 3U3~ SR3.j U RJ3A/

72Amaendment No. 4~.1,~.*#,13 
1,4,192

Table 4.1-1 lCont.1

(b,_Shall= test during to ling 
utd to ottate eel tive 

load shedding int locks func an 
dur manual or au tic tran 

for o nit I OUXIIL load to 

startup ansfarmar No. '



Table 4.1-1 (Cont.) 

Channel Description Check Test Calibrate Remarks 

4AeI . 36. ric Ac t on T 

b.• emperatu Channel M N HIR 

(t:ýTCrE 37. raded 0 R R 

vel Indies 

(LATER 
L3rT9t 

eR 

4 r t 
(1) Satqry Check 

(LA n , 

T.AIe 3,.aI-L 41. Reactor Trip UponR 
T q Turbine Trip Circuitry SK 3 4 SR• 5.4- SR 3•UA 

Amendment No. •, ,eo* e, .&* 72a 
".9, 4", 192
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Channel Description 

(LAITR f 43. Manual Trip nct ono" 

(L3 ~ Ia. '~tchesa Log~i~~ 

:SR 33.2• 1 44. Reactor Manual Trip 

~54 B)K _. 4.E 0 n ca on

Amendment No. *,B ,&
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Table 4.1-1 ECont.) 

Check Teat calibrate Remarks 

NA P ?#A 

If fA. LkTC-I 

A-Z -P L4Trrr

wj

72b
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Table 4.1-1 (COnt.)
Channel Description

Remarks 

LATMR

- 62 Electroie c (I-c ) Trip Relay. A 0 WA

R - Once every 10 luontha PC - Prior to going Critical if not 
done within prevlous'31 days iLATER NA - Not Applicable 

BA - BA Twice per Year

Amendment no.
72d
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

ITS Section 3.3A: Instrumentation - RPS 

Entergy Operations has evaluated these proposed Technical Specification changes and has 
determined that they involve no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been 
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in IOCFR 50.92(c) as indicated below: 

3.3A LI 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

This change provides an extension of the Completion Time, for removing power from an 
inoperable control rod drive (CRD) trip breaker which is failed in the untripped position, from 
30 minutes to 1 hour. This short extension of the Completion Time for a Required Action does 
not result in any hardware changes. The Completion Time for performance also does not 
significantly increase the probability of occurrence for initiation of any analyzed event since the 
function of the equipment does not change (and therefore any initiation scenarios are not 
changed) and the proposed Completion Time extension is short (and therefore limits the impact 
on probability). Also, an extension of the Completion Time provides additional opportunity to 
restore compliance with the requirements and avoid the increased potential for a transient during 
the shutdown process. Further, the Completion Time for performance of Required Actions does 
not significantly increase the consequences of an accident because a change in the Completion 

K> Time does not change the assumed response of the equipment in performing its specified 
mitigation functions from that considered during the original Completion Time.  

This change will also allow operation to continue indefinitely, with one CRD trip breaker failed in 
the untripped state, provided power is removed from the breaker. Once power has been removed 
from the inoperable breaker, the position of the breaker, tripped or untripped, is irrelevant, 
because the safety function of the breaker, to interrupt power to the CRDs, has been 
accomplished. Therefore, as long as the Required Action (removing power from the untripped 
inoperable CRD trip breaker) is accomplished, this change does not involve any increase in the 
probability or consequences of any accident previously evaluated.  

The final portion of this change is to remove the requirement to test each of the other CRD trip 
breakers, in the event one of them is determined to be inoperable, in the untripped state. This 
change removes an unnecessary, additional performance of a surveillance which has been 
performed within its normally required Frequency. Not performing the surveillance would not 
affect any equipment which is assumed to be an initiator of any analyzed event. Further, since the 
surveillance continues to be performed on its normal Frequency, there is no impact on the 
capability of the system to perform its required safety function. Therefore, the proposed change 
does not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of any accident 
previously evaluated.

ANO-1 3.3A NSHCs 1/28/2000Page I of 13



NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.3A LI (continued) 

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will still ensure prompt restoration of compliance with the limiting condition 

for operation, or prompt and appropriate compensatory actions are taken. Additionally, the 
proposed change will still ensure proper surveillances are required for all equipment considered in 

the safety analysis. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of 

accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

Prompt and appropriate Required Actions have been determined based on the safety analysis 

functions to be maintained. The proposed Completion Time has been determined appropriate 
based on a combination of the time required to perform the action, the relative importance of the 
function or parameter to be restored, and engineering judgment. Therefore, the short extension of 
the Completion Time interval does not involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.  

The ability to promptly initiate the insertion of the CONTROL RODS continues to be provided, 
K>.j while one CRD trip breaker is in the untripped state with its power removed. Therefore, this 

change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin to safety.  

The normal surveillance Frequency, for CRD trip breaker testing, has been shown, based on 
operating experience, to be adequate for assuring the equipment is available and capable of 
performing its intended function. Further, any indication of a common mode failure results 
(through administrative controls) in 'timely evaluation of the condition and appropriate 
determination of the need for additional testing. Additionally, the requirements of SR 3.0.4 
(CTS 4.0.4) provide assurance the equipment is OPERABLE prior to beginning the functions for 
which it is required. Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in 
the margin of safety.

ANO-l 3.3ANSHCs 1/28/2000.Page 2 of 13



NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.3A L2 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

This change replaces the twice per week Frequency, for performance of a heat balance calibration 
of the power range instruments, with a 96 hour Frequency. This change allows less frequent 
performances of this Surveillance Requirement. A less frequent performance of a Surveillance 
Requirement does not result in any hardware changes. The Frequency of performance also does 
not significantly increase the probability of occurrence for initiation of any analyzed event since 
the function of the equipment does not change (and therefore any initiation scenarios are not 
changed) and since the proposed Frequency has been determined to be adequate to demonstrate 
reliable operation of the equipment. Further, the Frequency of performance of a surveillance does 
not significantly increase the consequences of an accident because, a change in Frequency does 
not change the assumed response of the equipment in performing its specified mitigation functions 
from that considered with the original Frequency. The power range instrument channels are used 
to support mitigation of the consequences of an accident; however, operating experience has 
shown 96 hours is sufficient to detect deviations between heat balance power and indicated 
reactor power. Further, this information is readily available to the operator, i.e., heat balance 
power indication and power range neutron flux indicators, to identify abnormalities. Therefore, 
this change does not involve an increase in the consequences of any accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will still ensure proper surveillances are required for all equipment 
considered in the safety analysis. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or 
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

Changes in the surveilled parameter have been determined to be relatively slow during the 
proposed intervals, and the proposed Frequency has been determined to be sufficient to identify 
significant impact on compliance with the assumed conditions of the safety analysis. In addition, 
other indications continue to be available to indicate potential noncompliance. Therefore, an 
extended surveillance interval does not involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.

ANO-1 3.3ANSHCs 1/28/2000Page 3 of 13



NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.3A L3 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

The Applicability for the Loss of Main Feedwater Pumps reactor trip Function and the Main 

Turbine Trip reactor trip Function has been changed from 5% reactor power to k10% RTP and 

>45% RTP respectively. Similarly, the Required Actions have been revised to require only that 
the MODE of Applicability be exited. This change in Applicability and Required Actions for 

these functions does not result in any hardware changes. This change also does not significantly 
increase the probability of occurrence for initiation of any analyzed event since the function of the 
equipment does not change (and therefore any initiation scenarios are not changed). Also, the 
changes do not change the assumed response of the equipment in performing its specified 
mitigation functions from that considered during the original Applicability since these trip 
functions were allowed by CTS to be bypassed during the Conditions which will be omitted from 
the revised Applicability. Therefore, the changes do not significantly increase the consequences of 
an accident.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will still ensure proper availability for the required anticipatory trip 
functions. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident 
from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The Loss of Main Feedwater Pumps reactor trip Function and the Main Turbine Trip reactor trip 
Function provide anticipatory trips under certain operating conditions. In the conditions to be 
excluded from the Applicability, the trip functions are bypassed and provide no input to the safety 
analysis. Therefore, the changes do not involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.

ANO-1 3.3ANSHCs Page 4 of 13 1/28/2000



NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.3A 1A - Not used.  

3.3 A LS 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 

an accident previously evaluated? 

This change allows indefinite continued operation with two inoperable power range channels 
provided one of the inoperable channels is placed in a tripped condition. This change does not 

result in any hardware changes. This change also does not significantly increase the probability of 
occurrence for initiation of any analyzed event since the function of the RPS does not change (and 
therefore any initiation scenarios are not changed). Since the CTS allows indefinite continued 
operation in this MODE, i.e., not single failure proof for inducing a spurious trip, for all other 
functions, any increase in the probability of a spurious trip is not considered significant. Also, the 
change does not change the assumed response of the equipment in performing its specified 
mitigation functions from that considered during the original allowed four hour time period.  
Therefore, the changes do not significantly increase the consequences of an accident.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

K> The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will still ensure proper availability for the required trip functions. Thus, this 
change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident 
previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

This change to the RPS requirements does not involve a change in setpoints and cannot affect any 
margin of safety associated with the response to a design basis accident. The RPS is currently 
allowed to operate with any or all other functions in conditions which are not single failure proof 
to prevent a spurious trip. Therefore, this change to allow the power range trip function to 
operate under the same conditions as the rest of the RPS functions, is not considered to involve a 
significant reduction in the margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.3A L6 - Not used.  

3.3A L7 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

This change provides Required Actions which allow OPERABLE equipment to remain in service 
to be available to perform its safety function rather than remove it from service due to 
inoperability of another portion of the channel. This change does not result in any hardware 
changes. This change also does not significantly increase the probability of occurrence for 
initiation of any analyzed event since the function of the RPS and CRD trip devices does not 
change (and therefore any initiation scenarios are not changed), and appropriate response of the 
RPS and CRD trip devices continues to be provided by the alternative Required Actions. Also, 
the change does not change the assumed response of the equipment in performing its specified 
mitigation functions from that considered in the safety analysis. Therefore, the changes do not 
significantly increase the consequences of an accident.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will still ensure proper availability for the required trip devices. Thus, this 
change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident 
previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

Prompt and appropriate Required Actions have been determined based on the safety analysis 
functions to be maintained. The continued availability of OPERABLE trip devices is enhanced by 
the proposed change. Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in the margin 
of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.3A L8 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

This change provides Required Actions which allow alternative, equivalent compensatory 
activities for inoperable equipment to maintain the overall availability of the RPS safety function.  
This change does not result in any hardware changes. This change also does not significantly 
increase the probability of occurrence for initiation of any analyzed event since the function of the 
RPS does not change (and therefore any initiation scenarios are not changed), and appropriate 
response of the RPS continues to be provided by the alternative Required Actions. Also, the 
change does not change the assumed response of the equipment in performing its specified 
mitigation functions from that considered in the safety analysis. Therefore, the changes do not 
significantly increase the consequences of an accident.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will still ensure proper availability for the required trip devices. Thus, this 
change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident 
previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

Prompt and appropriate Required Actions have been determined based on the safety analysis 
functions to be maintained. The continued availability of the RPS trip devices is maintained by the 
proposed change. Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in the margin of 
safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.3A L9 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

This change does not result in any hardware changes or changes in operating methods. The 
change removes an unnecessary additional performance of a surveillance which has been 
performed within its normal monthly Frequency. Not performing the surveillance at the startup 
would not affect any equipment which is assumed to be an initiator of any analyzed event.  
Further, since the surveillance continues to be performed on its normal Frequency, there is no 
impact on the capability of the system to perform its required safety function. Therefore, the 
proposed change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of any 
accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will still ensure adequate surveillance is performed to identify any 
degradation of the power range instrumentation channel. Thus, this change does not create the 
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The margin of safety for a power range instrument channel is based on availability and capability 
of the instrument to perform its safety function. Since the monthly Frequency has been 
determined (through experience with CTS) to be adequate to confirm the availability and 
capability, the removal of an additional confirmatory check of the instrumentation does not impact 
that availability and capability. Therefore, this change does not involve a significant reduction in a 
margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.3A L10 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

The Applicability for the source range and intermediate range instrument channels of RPS is 
limited such that they are not required above MODE 2. Similarly, the Required Actions have 
been revised such that no actions are required if these channels are inoperable in MODE 1. This 
change in Applicability and Required Actions for these functions does not result in any hardware 
changes. This change also does not significantly increase the probability of occurrence for 
initiation of any analyzed event since the function of the equipment does not change (and 
therefore any initiation scenarios are not changed). Also, the changes do not change the assumed 
response of the equipment in performing its specified mitigation functions from that considered in 
the safety analysis since the power range monitors provide on-scale indication prior to entering 
MODE 1. Therefore, the changes do not significantly increase the consequences of an accident.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will still ensure appropriate availability for the instrument channels 
considered in the safety analysis. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or 
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The instrument channels provide neutron power indication and control rod withdrawal inhibit 
interlocks (based on high startup rate), under low power operating conditions. In the conditions 
to be excluded from the Applicability, indication of neutron power is provided by the power range 
instrumentation channels. Additionally, the control rod withdrawal inhibit interlock functions are 
not credited by the safety analysis. Therefore, the changes do not involve a significant reduction 
in the margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.3A LII - Not used.  

3.3A L12 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

A Note is included which allows deferring the calorimetric heat balance for adjustment of the 

power range instrument channels of the RPS while at low power levels. This Note recognizes the 

limitations of a calorimetric at low power levels. This change in applicability for this Surveillance 
does not result in any hardware changes. The power range monitors are not considered as 

initiators for any previously analyzed accidents. As such, the change does not significantly 
increase the probability of occurrence of any analyzed event. Performance of this Surveillance at 

low power levels generally provides less accurate results than at higher power levels and 
therefore, may not enhance the response of the power range instrumentation channels. This same 

result, i.e., uncertain calibration, may be obtained without performing the surveillance. Since the 

results of the Surveillance are typically small adjustments, the change which allows 
nonperformance during low power does not significantly increase the consequences of an 
accident.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will still ensure appropriate availability for the instrument channels 
considered in the safety analysis. Thus, ihis change does not create the possibility of a new or 
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The power range instrument channels provide no identifiable margin of safety since the difficulties 
of calibration to the calorimetric heat balance at low power are well known. In the conditions to 

be excluded from the Surveillance, the power range instrumentation is available, but calibration is 
recognized as generally less reliable than calibration at higher power levels. Therefore, the change 
does not involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.3A L13 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

A Note is included which allows deferring the comparison and adjustment of the power range 
instrument channels of the RPS against the incore detectors while at low power levels. This Note 
recognizes that such a comparison at these low power levels provides inaccurate results. This 
change in applicability for this Surveillance does not result in any hardware changes. The power 
range monitors are not considered as initiators for any previously analyzed accidents. As such, 
the change does not significantly increase the probability of occurrence of any analyzed event.  
Performance of this Surveillance at low power levels does not provide accurate results and 
therefore, may not enhance the response of the power range instrumentation channels. This same 
result, i.e., uncertain calibration, may be obtained without performing the surveillance. Since the 
results of the Surveillance are typically small adjustments, the change which allows 
nonperformance during low power does not significantly increase the consequences of an 
accident.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will still ensure appropriate availability for the instrument channels 
considered in the safety analysis. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or 
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The power range instrument channels provide no identifiable margin of safety at low power since 
their calibration to the incore instrumentation does not provide accurate results. In the conditions 
to be excluded from the Surveillance, the power range instrumentation is available, but calibration 
is recognized as uncertain. Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in the 
margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.3A L14 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

This change does not result in any hardware changes or changes in operating methods. The 
change removes an unnecessary additional performance of a surveillance which has been 
performed within its normal Frequency. Not performing the surveillance prior to startup would 
not affect any equipment which is assumed to be an initiator of any analyzed event. Further, since 
the surveillance continues to be performed on its normal Frequency, there is no impact on the 
capability of the system to perform its required safety function. Therefore, the proposed change 
does not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of any accident 
previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will still ensure adequate surveillance is performed to identify any 
degradation of the intermediate range instrumentation channel. Thus, this change does not create 
the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The margin of safety for intermediate range instrument channel is based on availability and 
capability of the instrument to perform its safety function. Since the normal periodic Frequency 
has been determined (through experience with CTS) to be adequate to confirm the availability and 
capability, the removal of an additional confirmatory check of the instrumentation does not impact 
that availability and capability. Therefore, this change does not involve a significant reduction in a 
margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.3A LI5 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 

an accident previously evaluated? 

This change does not result in any hardware changes or changes in operating methods. The 

change replaces a function test which is required to be performed "prior to startup" with a 

CHANNEL CALIBRATION on an 18 month Frequency. This change does not result in any 

hardware changes, and the source range instrumentation is not considered as the initiator of any 

previously analyzed accident. Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant 
increase in the probability of any accident previously evaluated. Additionally, neither the test, nor 

the test Frequency impact the operation of equipment or its response to any event. Therefore, the 

proposed change does not involve a significant increase in the consequences of any accident 
previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitaie a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will still ensure adequate surveillance is performed to identify any 
degradation of the source range instrumentation channel. Thus, this change does not create the 

possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The margin of safety for source range instrument channel is based on availability and capability of 

the instrument to perform its safety fimntion. If the unit operates with only one "startup" per 
cycle, the Frequency for these surveillances is the same, but the calibration would be an additional 
requirement because it includes testing activities in addition to the functional test. Industry 
performance history of this type of instrumentation has demonstrated reliability of the equipment 

over an operating cycle. Therefore, a periodic Frequency of 18 months has been determined to 
be adequate to confirm the availability and capability. Therefore, this change does not involve a 
significant reduction in a margin of safety.
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ITS DISCUSSION OF DIFFERENCES 
ITS Section 3.3A: Instrumentation - RPS 

Note: The ITS Section 3.3A package addresses the following NUREG-1430 RSTS: 
RSTS 3.3.1 RPS Instrumentation 
RSTS 3.3.2 RPS Manual Reactor Trip 
RSTS 3.3.3 RPS - Reactor Trip Module 
RSTS 3.3.4 CRD Trip Devices 
RSTS 3.3.9 Source Range Neutron Flux 
RSTS 3.3.10 Intermediate Range Neutron Flux 

NUREG 3.3.1 - The CTS flexibility to allow one Reactor Protection System (RPS) 
channel, containing inoperable functions, to be maintained in an untripped and 
unbypassed state is maintained. This flexibility is consistent with CTS 3.5.1.3. As 
modified, ITS 3.3.1 ACTION A will allow one channel containing inoperable 
function(s) to be maintained untripped and unbypassed. ITS 3.3.1 ACTION B will, in 
the event that two channels contain inoperable functions, require one of these channels 
to be tripped. Two options are available for dealing with the second inoperable 
channel. Either it will be bypassed or bypass of the two remaining OPERABLE 
channels will be prevented. This change is consistent with current license basis.  

2 NUREG 3.3.1 - Condition C has been revised to specify that this Condition applies 
when three or more RPS channels are inoperable. This change was made to maintain 
requirements consistent with CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Column 5 and Note 1 which provide 
specific requirements for the inoperability of more than 2 channels.  

Without this addition, entry into the ACTION requirements of ITS LCO 3.0.3 would 
be required if three channels of RPS contained inoperable functions. Entry into the 
Required Actions of ITS 3.3.1 Condition C rather than the ACTION requirements of 
LCO 3.0.3 is more appropriate because specific Required Actions which result in the 
unit exiting the unique Applicability for each RPS Function are provided in ITS 3.3.1.  
These Required Actions consistently result in the unit exiting the specific Applicability 
within a specific Completion Time. For example ITS LCO 3.0.3 ACTION 
requirements would not provide specific Completion Times for reducing THERMAL 
POWER to less than 45% RTP in the event three channel of the Main Turbine Trip 
function were inoperable.  

Additionally, several of the RPS functions are required to be OPERABLE while in 
MODE 5. ITS LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable in MODE 5 and therefore would not 
require the unit to exit the MODES of Applicability for those Functions required 
OPERABLE in MODE 5. This change is consistent with TSTF-217, Rev 1.  

3 NUREG 3.3.1 - Response time testing of the Reactor Protection System (RPS), i.e., 
NUREG SR 3.3.1.7, is not adopted in ITS. Testing of this type is not required by 
ANO-I CTS. Deletion of these Surveillance Requirements maintains consistency with 
the current ANO-1 administrative control of these activities and neither removes any 
current requirement nor adds any additional requirement. This change is consistent with 
current license basis.
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ITS DISCUSSION OF DIFFERENCES

4 NUREG 3.3.1 - The Applicable MODES for Nuclear Overpower High Setpoint 
function and RCS High Pressure function have been expanded to include MODE 3 
when not in shutdown bypass operation with any CRD trip breaker in the closed 
position and the CRD System capable of rod withdrawal. This change provides for 
requirements which are more restrictive than those provided by ANO-1 CTS. This 
additional Applicability is appropriate to ensure that the instrumentation required to 
initiate the insertion of any withdrawn CONTROL RODS is OPERABLE whenever 
CONTROL RODS are withdrawn or capable of withdrawal. The automatic insertion 
of any withdrawn CONTROL ROD is consistent with evaluations of abnormalities 
initiated from MODE 3 (although no specific analyses have been performed for 
MODE 3 events.) 

This change in Applicability also requires the addition of Note (d) to NUREG-1430 
Table 3.3.1-1 and appropriate changes to the Bases. This change is consistent with 
TSTF-218, as revised to reflect ANO-1 plant specific differences.  

5 NUREG 3.3.1 - The Frequency of SR 3.3.1.2 has been changed from 24 hours to 
96 hours and once within 24 hours after a THERMAL POWER change of> 10% RTP 
in one direction. This Frequency replaces the CTS requirement to perform this 
calibration twice weekly under steady state conditions and daily under non-steady state 
operating conditions. The change from twice weekly to 96 hours has been made to 
provide for calibration at an interval essentially equivalent to CTS requirements while 
presenting the Frequency in a format consistent with that of the ITS. The requirement 
to perform this calibration daily under non-steady state conditions has been clarified 
with the site specific details of what constitutes non-steady state conditions. These 
changes provide requirements which maintain calibration on a Frequency similar to 
current requirements while presenting these requirements in a format consistent with 
NUREG-1430. Further, the adoption of 96 hour Frequency is acceptable based on 
operating experience which indicates that the deviation between the power range 
instruments and the calorimetric seldom exceeds 2% RTP even after a four day period 
with no adjustment to the power range instruments.  

6 NUREG 3.3.1 - The specific details of performance of ITS SR 3.3.1.3 have been 
removed. These details provided methodology and acceptance criteria not contained in 
CTS. The removal of these details maintains requirements consistent with CTS. The 
details of this testing are currently contained in implementing procedures and will be 
retained there. This change neither adds any new requirements nor removes any 
existing requirement. This change is consistent with current license basis.  

In addition, the requirement to perform a CHANNEL CALIBRATION if the absolute 
value of the imbalance error is > [2]% RTP is not included since the Frequency for ITS 
3.3.1.5 (NUREG SR 3.3.1.5) is the same as SR 3.3.1.3 and SR 3.3.1.5 also requires 
the power range CHANNEL CALIBRATION.
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ITS DISCUSSION OF DIFFERENCES

7 NUREG 3.3.1 - Reactor Protection System (RPS) CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST 
requirements are contained in CTS Table 4.1-1. The Frequency of this testing is 
specified as monthly with the Bases providing implementation details for performing 
this testing on a rotational or staggered basis. ITS SR 3.3.1.4 is adopted with a 31 day 
Frequency. The details of performance of this testing on a rotational basis is presented 
in the Bases of the SR. This change is made to provide requirements consistent with 
CTS for this testing. No new requirements are added by this change and no existing 
requirements are removed. This change is consistent with current license basis.  

8 NUREG 3.3.4 - ACTION C has been revised and presented in INSERT 3.3-11A
These changes were made to provide requirements which are appropriate for all 
Control Rod Drive (CRD) power supplies which contain Electronic Trip Assembly 
(ETA) Relays, including the auxiliary power supply, and to maintain flexibility 
consistent with CTS requirements.  

Required Action C. 1 was revised to allow transfer of a CONTROL ROD group to a 
power supply with an inoperable ETA relay which is open. This change was made to 
allow a CONTROL ROD group to be transferred to a power supply, and powered 
indefinitely from it, even if that power supply has one inoperable, open ETA relay. As 
presented in NUREG 3.3.4 Required Action C. 1 would not have allowed the affected 
CONTROL ROD group to be transferred to a power supply with an inoperable, though 
open ETA. This change was made to retain the CTS allowance to operate indefinitely 
with a CONTROL ROD group being powered from a power supply with an inoperable, 
but open ETA relay.  

ITS Required Action C.2 was added to allow a safety rod group which is being 
powered from the auxiliary power supply to be transferred back to its normal DC hold 
power supply in the event one of the ETA relays associated with the auxiliary power 
supply is inoperable. By design, the safety rod groups' normal power supplies do not 
contain ETA relays. The requirement in NUREG 3.3.4 Required Action C. 1 to 
transfer the affected CONTROL ROD group to a power supply with OPERABLE 
ETA relays would not have been fulfilled by transferring an affected safety rod group 
back to its fully OPERABLE normal power supply. This change is being made to 
ensure that the inoperability of an ETA relay associated with the auxiliary power supply 
does not result in unnecessarily restrictive action requirements.  

ITS Required Action C.3 was added to provide the flexibility to place the SCRs 
associated with an inoperable ETA relay in trip rather than the associated AC CRD trip 
breaker. Placing the SCRs associated with the inoperable ETA relay in trip 
accomplishes the design function of the ETA relay, which is to interrupt power, while 
allowing the associated AC CRD trip breaker to remain closed. This change is 
consistent with the requirements of CTS Table 3.5.1-1, Note 23.  

The word "Trip" in NUREG 3.3.4 Required Action C.2 was changed to "Open" in 
ITS 3.3.4 Required Action C.4. This change is considered editorial in nature and is 
made to prevent possible confusion about the acceptable methods of accomplishing this 
requirement.
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ITS DISCUSSION OF DIFFERENCES

9 NUREG 3.3.9 - ITS LCO 3.3.9 presents the OPERABILITY requirements for the 
source range instruments. This LCO was modified to indicate that only one channel of 
instrumentation is required to be OPERABLE. This change was made to provide 
requirements consistent with those in CTS Table 3.5.1-1, RPS Functional Unit 4.  
Additionally, NUREG 3.3.9 ACTION A, which dealt with the inoperability of one of 
the two required instrument channels, was deleted to provide ACTIONS which are 
consistent with the requirements of the LCO. This change is consistent with current 
license basis.  

10 NUREG 3.3.10 - ITS LCO 3.3.10 presents the OPERABILITY requirements for the 
intermediate range instruments. This LCO was modified to indicate that only one 
channel of instrumentation is required to be OPERABLE. This change was made to 
provide requirements consistent with those in CTS Table 3.5.1-1 RPS Functional 
Unit 3. Additionally, NUREG 3.3.10 ACTION A, which dealt with the inoperability of 
one of the two required instrument channels, was deleted to provide ACTIONS which 
are consistent with the requirements of the LCO. This change is consistent with 
current license basis.  

11 NUREG 3.3.9 - The Note modifying NUREG LCO 3.3.9 was not retained in the ITS.  
The current source range instrument channels at ANO-1 use a fission chamber 
detector. This design does not require that the high voltage be removed from these 
instruments to protect them from operation above 1.0 E -10 amp indicated on the 
intermediate range channels. This change is being made to provide requirements 
consistent with unit design features. This change is consistent with current license 
basis.  

12. NUREG 3.3.9 - Conditions B and C were revised to remove the term "THERMAL 
POWER level" from each. The difference between Condition B and Condition C is 
whether the intermediate range neutron flux instrumentation channel indicates greater 
than or less than 1.0 E-10 amp. These instruments provide a relative indication of 
neutron flux and are not calibrated against heat balance power. The correlation 
between THERMAL POWER level and intermediate range neutron flux indication, 
especially when low in the intermediate range, is not easily determined. Intermediate 
range instrument channel indications in the range of 1.0 E-10 amp are generally 
indicative of reactor power levels below "the point of adding heat" and therefore not 
detectable as THERMAL POWER. By specifying that the requirements in Condition B 
and C are based on THERMAL POWER level rather than indicated neutron flux, the 
requirements of Conditions B and C were unnecessarily confusing.  

13 NUREG 3.3.1 - The Allowable Value for Table 3.3.1-1, Function 5, is revised to retain 
the CTS as recently approved for Amendment 186. The Function 8 wording is 
similarly revised for consistency. This change is consistent with current license basis.
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ITS DISCUSSION OF DIFFERENCES

14 NUREG 3.3.10 - The CTS requirement to perform a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL 
TEST on the intermediate range instrument channels has been retained in ITS. CTS 
Table 4.1-1, Item 5, requires this testing monthly ITS SR 3.3.10.2 has been adopted to 
provide a requirement to perform this testing with a Frequency of 31 days. This 
requirement to perform a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on the intermediate range 
instrument channels is retained in ITS to maintain testing requirements consistent with 
the ANO-1 CTS.  

15 NUREG 3.3.9 - SR 3.3.9.3 has been moved to ITS 3.3.10 as SR 3.3.10.4. This SR 
provides verification that at least one decade of overlap exists between the source 
range and intermediate range instruments when the intermediate range instruments 
come on scale. By associating this SR with the LCO for the source range instruments, 
the NUREG establishes the successful performance of this SR as an OPERABILITY 
requirement for the source range instruments. By associating this SR with LCO 3.3.10, 
this requirement is established as an OPERABILITY requirement for the intermediate 
range instrument channels.  

The requirement to verify one decade overlap between the source range and 
intermediate range instrument channels ensures a continuous source of power 
indication is maintained during the approach to criticality. Provided the source range 
instruments are maintained on scale, a continuous indication of power is maintained, 
even if the intermediate range instruments fail to come on scale with the required one 
decade overlap. This is supported by CTS 3.5.1.5. By associating this SR with the 
intermediate range instrument channels rather than the source range channels, 
successful performance of this SR will ensure that the intermediate range instrument 
channels are OPERABLE prior to relying upon them as the primary indication of core 
reactor power.  

As presented in ITS, the Frequency of SR 3.3.10.4 is "Once each reactor startup prior 
to source range counts exceeding 105 cps." This Frequency was adopted over the 
NUREG Frequency of "Once each reactor startup prior to the source range counts 
exceeding 105 cps if not performed within the previous 7 days. The allowance to not 
perform this SR, if performed within the previous 7 days, is not consistent with CTS 
requirements and therefore is not retained.  

16 NUREG 3.3.10 - SR 3.3.10.3 was not retained in the ITS because no similar 
requirement to perform this verification exists in the ANO-1 CTS. According to the 
BASES for SR 3.3.10.3, this SR is designed to ensure "a continuous source of power 
indication during the approach to criticality." The design of the ANO-1 intermediate 
range instruments is such that they provide indication from 1.0 E -11 to 1.0 E -3 amps.  
The eight decades of indication provided by the intermediate range instrument 
channels, in conjunction with the six decades of indication provided by the source range 
instrument channels, provides indication throughout the approach to criticality with no 
reliance upon the power range instruments for this function.
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17 NUREG 3.3.10 - The Applicability has been changed to specify that the intermediate 
range instrument channel is required in MODE 2 and in MODES 3, 4, and 5 with any 
CRD trip breaker in the closed position and the CRD System capable of rod 
withdrawal. The addition of 'MODES 3, 4, and 5" to the second statement of the 
Applicability was made to maintain the CTS allowance provided by Table 3.5.1-1 
Note 2. This Note, as applied at ANO-1, defined the upper limit of the applicable 
MODES for the required intermediate range instrument channel as being 10% indicated 
neutron power. Without the addition of the appropriate MODES, to the second 
statement of the Applicability for ITS 3.3.10, an intermediate range channel would be 
required at all times in MODE 1. This requirement is inconsistent with the design of 
the intermediate range instrument channels which is to provide indication of neutron 
power while operating at low power levels (MODE 2). The required indication of 
neutron power level is provided by the power range instruments while in MODE 1.  
This change is consistent with current license basis and generic traveler TSTF-291.  

18 NUREG 3.3.1 - The Allowable Value for the Reactor Coolant Pump to Power trip 
function in ITS Table 3.3.1-1 has been modified to indicate the ANO-1 unit specific 
value including the appropriate description of the reactor coolant pump combination.  
This change has been made to provide an accurate description of this Allowable Value 
which is consistent with the ANO-1 CTS and design function. This change is 
consistent with current license basis.  

19 NUREG Bases 3.3.1 - Reactor Protection System (RPS) design at ANO-1 provides a 
separate bistable for the Nuclear Overpower Low Setpoint function and for the Nuclear 
Overpower High Setpoint function. The Low Setpoint bistable is inserted into the RPS 
channel trip string, along with the Shutdown Bypass RCS High Pressure bistable, when 
the channel is placed in shutdown bypass. The Bases of ITS 3.3.1 has been modified to 
describe this site specific design difference in the ANO-1 RPS. This change is 
consistent with current license basis.  

20 NUREG 3.3.3 - Conditions B and C have been revised to specify that these Conditions 
also apply when two or more Reactor Protection System (RPS) Reactor Trip Modules 
(RTMs) are inoperable. This change was made to provide ACTION requirements 
which specifically remove the unit from the Applicability for this Specification.  

Without this addition, entry into the ACTION requirements of ITS LCO 3.0.3 would 
be required if more than one RTM is inoperable. Entry into the Required Actions of 
ITS 3.3.3 Condition B or C (depending upon the current MODE), rather than the 
ACTION requirements of LCO 3.0.3, is more appropriate because specific Required 
Actions which result in the unit exiting the Applicability for LCO 3.3.3 are provided.  
These Required Actions result in the unit exiting the specific Applicability by either 
opening the Control Rod Drive (CRD) trip breakers or removing power from the CRD 
system within a specific Completion Time. ITS LCO 3.0.3 ACTION requirements 
would not require opening the CRD trip breakers or removing power from the CRD 
system, and therefore, would not result in exiting the Applicability of ITS 3.3.3.
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Additionally, because the Applicability of ITS 3.3.3 includes operation in MODE 5 
with the any CRD trip breaker in the closed position and the CRD System capable of 
rod withdrawal, this change to Condition C will provide for appropriate ACTION 
requirements to exit the Applicability where ITS 3.0.3 would not. ITS LCO 3.0.3 is 
not applicable in MODE 5 and therefore would not require any ACTION while in 
MODE 5. This change is consistent with TSTF-217, Rev 1, as revised for consistency 
with the description of Condition B.  

21 NUREG 3.3.1 Bases - The Bases have been generally revised to reflect unit specific 
design, analysis, and operating practices, or to provide descriptions consistent with 
other unit specific documents and terminology. These changes are consistent with 
current license basis or are editorial. Some specific revisions are as follows: 

-Background
The discussion of trip signals is revised for clarity. Two channels are required to 
initiate a reactor trip. However, two trip signals will not generate a reactor trip if they 
are in the same channel.  

Discussion of CRD trip devices was revised to more clearly represent the actual 
configuration of the ANO-1 Control Rod Drive system power supplies. This 
clarification has been made to provide unit specific information to better describe the 
function and design of the electronic trip assembly (ETA) relays and other portions of 
the CRD system.  

Discussion revised to omit unnecessary detail for "complete" testing of "all" RPS trip 
Functions since there may be minor portions of specific RPS functions which are not 
fully testable. For example, many surveillances exclude neutron detectors. Such 
exclusions would not constitute complete testing of all Functions.  

Discussion of Main Turbine Automatic Stop Oil Pressure was revised to match ANO-1 
unit specific design.  

Discussion of an indicator light was added to the Channel Bypass discussion.  

Potentially confusing discussion of methodology of determining Allowable Values was 
removed from Trip Setpoints/Allowable Value discussion.  

-Applicable Safety Analyses, LCO, and Applicability
Discussion revised to omit "at all time the reactor is critical" since this is not consistent 
with the Applicability of all RPS Functions. This change is consistent with TSTF-292.  

Reference to the Main Steam Safety Valves (MSSVs) has been removed from the RCS 
High Pressure Function discussion. The NUREG Bases indicated that these valves 
functioned to prevent RCS overpressurization and thereby protect the RCS High 
Pressure Safety Limit (SL). Chapter 3 and 14 of the ANO-1 SAR do not credit the 
MSSVs as functioning to prevent exceeding RCS SL.
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ITS DISCUSSION OF DIFFERENCES 
Functions 2, 3, and 6 are revised to identify that the Allowable Value does not consider 
harsh environmental conditions because the trip is assumed to occur prior to degraded 
conditions being reached, not because the associated functions are not required to 
mitigate accidents that create harsh conditions. This is consistent with the ANO-1 
Safety Analyses.  

Specific Allowable Values for the reactor coolant pump power monitors were not 
included in the Bases of Function 7 Reactor Coolant Pump to Power. This change was 
made to maintain these values under current administrative controls.  

The ANO-1 unit specific terminology of"electromatic relief valve (ERV)" has been 
substituted for the generic term "power operated relief valve (PORV)." This change 
has been made to maintain the specific terminology which is consistent with other 
ANO-1 licensing basis documentation.  

ANO-1 unit specific design information for the RPS trip on Main Turbine Trip function 
has been added. The system at ANO-1 provides for four main turbine oil pressure 
switches each providing input to a single RPS channel though a buffer device.  

The statement regarding the utilization of the bypass trips to prevent unit conditions 
from reaching a point where actuation is necessary is not true for all the Functions 
listed.  

A heading of "General Discussion" was added near the bottom bf NREG 
page B 3.3-20. This was done to separate the general information, which follows, from 
the preceding discussion which is specific to the Shutdown Bypass RCS Pressure 
Function. Additionally, the heading of NUREG page B 3.3-21 was appropriately 
changed due to this new heading.  

Applicability discussion on NUREG page B 3.3-20 and B 3.3-21 was replaced with 
inserted discussion. This change was made to more clearly express the individual 
Applicability of the Functions in Table 3.3.1-1.  

-Actions
Discussion of ACTIONS D. 1 through G. 1 were revised to more accurately express the 
Conditions. This change has been made to clarify possibly confusing descriptions of 
these Conditions.  

-Surveillance Requirements
Bases SR 3.3.1.2 has been revised by the addition of unit specific details of the 
determination of calorimetric (heat balance) power.
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22 NUREG 3.3.3 - The Note modifying NUREG SR 3.3.3.1 has been deleted. This Note 
allowed a delay of up to 8 hours for the entry into the Conditions and Required Actions 
for the performance of this surveillance. The performance of this SR, at ANO-1, does 
not render the reactor trip module (RTM) inoperable. During performance of the 
referenced CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, the coincidence logic network of the 
RTM is aligned for normal service and the RTM is capable of receiving trip commands 
from and issuing trip commands to the other three channels. Without the removal of 
the Note modifying SR 3.3.3.1, the possibility for confusion by the unit staff with 
regard to the OPERABILITY of the RTM during testing. Because no allowance, 
similar to this Note, exists in CTS, its removal from ITS maintains current 
requirements. Reference to the Note was additionally removed from the Bases of 
SR 3.3.3.1.  

23 NUREG 3.3.9 Bases - The Bases have been generally revised to reflect unit specific 
design, analysis, and operating practices, or to provide descriptions consistent with 
other unit specific documents and terminology. Some specific revisions are as follows: 

-Background- and -LCO
Discussion has been revised to indicate ANO-1 unit specific design information. These 
changes have been made to provide accurate information appropriate to the ANO-1 
design.  

-Actions
Discussion associated with ITS Required Actions A. 1 through A.4 has been revised to 
more clearly describe the intent of these Required Actions. The NUREG Bases, as 
written, implied that these Required Actions would remove the unit from the 
Applicability of this LCO. These Required Actions do not remove the unit from the 
Applicability of the LCO, but rather provide actions to limit positive reactivity 
additions and to detect any changes in SDM. This change is consistent with 
TSTF-293.  

Discussion was also added to provide guidance in the event that no indication of 
intermediate range flux is available, coincident with a loss of the required source range 
instrument channel. This discussion indicates that with no indication of intermediate 
range flux, ITS Required Actions A. 1 through A.4 are applicable.  

-Surveillance Requirements
General discussion, in SR 3.3.9.1, was edited to match the specific design of the 
instrumentation to which this SR is applicable. Discussion of "transmitter.. .drifr" is not 
appropriate due to the design of the source range instrument channels.  

Discussion of performance of CHANNEL CHECKS, for off scale low current loop 
instrument channels, was removed from SR 3.3.9.1 discussion. This discussion was not 
appropriate based on the design of the source range instrument channels
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24 NUREG 3.3.2 Bases - The Bases have been generally revised to reflect unit specific 
design, analysis, and operating practices, or to provide descriptions consistent with 
other unit specific documents and terminology. Some specific revisions are as follows: 

-Applicability
The word "only" was replaced with "primary" when describing the RPS safety function 
of tripping the CONTROL RODS. The ANO-1 unit specific design of the Reactor 
Protection System (RPS) is such that it provides inputs to other safety systems. Most 
notably, the Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control (EFIC) system receives input 
from the RPS.  

-Actions
The specific Condition descriptions have been corrected for accuracy.  

25 NUREG 3.3.3 Bases - The Bases have been generally revised to reflect unit specific 
design, analysis, and operating practices, or to provide descriptions consistent with 
other unit specific documents and terminology. Some specific revisions are as follows: 

-Actions
The specific Condition descriptions have been corrected for accuracy.  

26 NUREG 3.3.4 Bases - The Bases have been generally revised to reflect unit specific 
design, analysis, and operating practices, or to provide descriptions consistent with 
other unit specific documents and terminology. Some specific revisions are as follows: 

-Background 
Discussion of CRD trip devices was revised to more clearly represent the actual 
configuration of the ANO-1 Control Rod Drive system power supplies. This 
clarification has been made to provide unit specific information to better* describe the 
function and design of the electronic trip assembly (ETA) relays and other portions of 
the CRD system.  

-LCO
Discussion of CRD trip devices was revised to more clearly represent the actual 
configuration of the ANO-1 Control Rod Drive system power supplies. This 
clarification has been made to provide unit specific information to better describe the 
function and design of the electronic trip assembly (ETA) relays and other portions of 
the CRD system.  

-Actions
The headings "Condition A" and "Condition B" were removed and the appropriate 
Required Action headings were moved to provide a format consistent with other 
sections.  

The phrase "channel containing" was removed to ensure that this was not 
misinterpreted to mean that power was required to be removed from the RPS channel 
associated with the inoperable trip breaker.
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Discussion previously under "Condition B" was revised to remove possibly confusing 
descriptions this Condition.  

The specific Condition descriptions have been corrected for accuracy.  

-Surveillance Requirements
"AC" was replaced with "trip" in Bases SR 3.3.4.1 to ensure that this statement was 
not interpreted to mean that testing of the diverse trip features of the DC breakers was 
not required.  

27 NUREG 3.3.10 Bases - The Bases have been generally revised to reflect unit specific 
design, analysis, and operating practices, or to provide descriptions consistent with 
other unit specific documents and terminology. Some specific revisions are as follows: 

-Background
Discussion was revised to indicate ANO-1 unit specific design information. These 
changes have been made to provide accurate information appropriate to the ANO- 1 
design.  

-Surveillance Requirements
General discussion, in SR 3.3.10.1, was edited to match the specific design of the 
instrumentation to which this SR is applicable. Discussion of "transmitter.. .drift" is not 
appropriate due to the design of the intermediate range instrument channels.  

Discussion of performance of CHANNEL CHECKS, for off scale low current loop 
instrument channels, was added to SR 3.3.10.1 discussion. This discussion was 
appropriate based on the design of the intermediate range instrument channels 

28 NUREG 3.3.9 - Incorporates TSTF-009, Rev. 1.  

29 NUREG Bases 3.3.1 - Incorporates TSTF-0 19, Rev. 1.  

30 NUREG SR 3.3.1.5 has been revised to present a requirement to "Calibrate the power 
range channels to the incore channels" in the ITS. The NUREG SR 3.3.1.5 
requirement to perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION is not actually a calibration of the 
function but is, instead, only a calibration of the inputs to the function (i.e., calibrates 
the power range channels to the incore channels). SR 3.3.1.5 has been reworded to 
specifically require the power range channels to be calibrated rather than to incorrectly 
specify a CHANNEL CALIBRATION. As such, there would be no requirements to 
demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the entire instrument channel. Therefore, 
requirements are added in Table 3.3.1-1 to perform a CHANNEL CALIBRATION 
(3.3.1.6) every 18 months for Functions l.a and L.b and to perform a CHANNEL 
FUNCTIONAL TEST (SR 3.3.1.4) every 31 days for Functions 1.a, 1.b and 8.  

A Note has been added to ITS 3.3.1.5 to allow a delay in performance until 24 hours 
after THERMAL POWER is > 20% RTP since at low power levels calorimetric data 
are inaccurate and the incore nuclear instruments are not capable of providing reliable,
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accurate indication of AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE. SR 3.3.1.5 applicability to 
Function 1.b is deleted since the Nuclear Overpower Low Setpoint is only applicable at 
power levels < 5% RTP. This change incorporates TSTF-342, revised as discussed 
above.  

31 NUREG 3.3.1, 3.3.4, and associated Bases - The requirement to remove all power to 
the CRD system could be interpreted to include all control power and logic cabinet 
power since they are a part of this system. It is more appropriate to remove power 
from all CRD trip breakers. This action places the unit in condition where the LCO no 
longer applies. This change incorporates TSTF-21 1, which has been revised for 
grammatical correctness in the discussion of Required Actions B.1, B.2.1, and B.2.2.  
The revision of this generic change is considered to be editorial in nature.  

32 NUREG 3.3.1 -NUREG SR 3.3.1.2 and SR 3.3.1.3 are revised such that the Note 
delays applicability for these SRs until some period of time "after THERMAL POWER 
is > 200/6 RTP" rather than "after THERMAL POWER is > 15% RTP." This change is 
based on current unit specific application of validity of the calorimetric heat balance at 
low powers. This change is also consistent with the similar "standard" requirements for 
the other PWR vendors, i.e., NUREG-1431 and NUREG-1432.  

33 NUREG 3.3.3 & 3.3.4 - Reactor Protection System (RPS) CHANNEL 
FUNCTIONAL TEST requirements are contained in CTS Table 4.1-1. The Frequency 
of this testing is specified as quarterly with the Bases providing implementation details 
for performing this testing on a rotational or staggered basis. ITS SR 3.3.3.1 and 
SR 3.3.4.1 are adopted with a 92 day Frequency. The details of performance of this 
testing on a rotational basis is presented in the Bases of each SR. This change is made 
to provide requirements consistent with CTS for this testing. No new requirements are 
added by this change and no existing requirements are removed. This change is 
consistent with current license basis.
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3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.1 Reactor Protection System (RPS) Instrumentation

LCO 3.3.1 Four channels of RPS instrumentation for each Function in 
Table 3.3.1-1 shall be OPERABLE.

"-•at le •.5 .I -I

NIA
APPLICABILITY: According to Table 3.3.1-1.

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One channel A.1 Place channel in 1 hour 
inoperable, bypass or trip.  

B. Two channels B.l Place one channel in 1 hour 
inoperable. trip.  

.h r Pljace second channel 1 hour ck&AA-Cl in bypass.  

C.- equired Action and C.1 Enter the Condition Immediately 

associated Completion referenced in 
Time of Condition A Table 3.3.1-1 for the 
or B not met. Function.  

D. As required by D.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
Required Action C.1 
and referenced in 
Table 3.3.1-1. D.2 Open al 6 hours 

O.2~~ ~ Opn=1• ýRL RO 6 hours 

drive (C trip 
breakers.  

(continued)
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3.-113
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<cINSERT 3.3-1 A>

2B 

A2 Prevent bypass of 1 hour 3.5.1.3 
remaining channels.  

<INSERT 3.3-IB> 

2a 

B.2.2 Prevent bypass of 1 hour 3.5.1.3 
remaining channels.
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rv"... Pa....---______________

CONDITION

E. As required by 
Required Action C.1 
and referenced in 
Table 3.3.1-1.

REQUIRED ACTION

E.1 Open all CRD trip 
breakers.

COMPLETION TIME

6 hours

F. As required by F.1 Reduce THERMAL POWER 6 hours 

Required Action C.1 <f5 RTP.  
and referenced in 
Table 3.3.1-1.  

G. As required by G.1 Reduce THERMAL POW1ER 6 hours 
Required Action C.1 < RTP.  
and referenced in 
Table 3.3.1-1.  

Immmmm 
II

3.5.).q-3

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

Wf~~~~ ... ------ -NOTE------

Refer to Table 3.3.1-1 to determine which SRs apply to each RPS Function.  

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.1.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours 

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.1.2 
•ot quired to be performed until 
24hours after THERMAL POWER is 

k RTP.  

Verify calorimetric heat balance is 

&A2 % RTP greater than power range channel 
output. Adjust power range channel output 
if calorimetric exceeds power range channel 
output by 9W RIP.

SR 3.3.1.3

SR 3.3.1.4

SR 3.3.1.5

jo t required to be performed until] 
24' hours after THERMAL POWER i k R

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST.  
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'10 N/A 
FO#T 
"6 eeIk

31 days

1-1 
"-1100"

9 days

3.3-3

"-,6/t.
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(continued)

Compare ouof care mesre t 
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- - - -- -NOTENeutron detectors are excluded from CHANNEL 

CALIBRATION.  

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION.
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Table 3.3.1-1 Cpsge I of 1) 
Reactor Protection systemn Instrmentation 

APPLICABLE CONDITICWS 
NODES OR REFEWCD 

SPECIFVIED REWUIRED MEWILUINCE 
CONDITICIS ACTION W. REWI REMNETS

1. Rurlear Overpowier

a. Nigh Setpoint 1=* ~~I; zRTii s w 

It_ _. R 311 

____ __Ile

(a) When not in shutdown bypass operation.  

(b) During shutdown bypass "pration with any CD trip breakea~'n the closed position and the COD System 
capable of rod withdrawal.  

Cc) 11th any CRD trip breaker In the closed position and the CRD Cystem capable of rod withdraviat.  
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Table 3.3.1-1 (peg. 1 of 1) 
Reactor Protection Systm instrumtation 

APPLCAILE mCONZTIONS 
NES CR IERE]rED 

SPECIF IED hIREUZ1D UJVEILLANCE ALLW E 
FCOiNCIDI WITIOiS ACTION C.1 IORUID TS VALUE

-- C I Nc igh Outlet Tmperature -1A

'-4

rSR I,
3.3.1.1 

P-A 

S., 

q. 1 

,- -.  

-.: **-

lfl

Ca) When not in shutdown bypass operation.  

(b) During shutdown bypass operation with any C€O trip breakerfn the closed position and the C€D System e 
capable of rod withdrawal.  

Cc) With any CD trip breaker in the closed position and the CRD System capable of rod withdrawal.  
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TabLe 3.3.1-1 (page 1 of 1) 
Reactor Protection System Instrnuntation 

APPLICABLE CONDITIONS 
NODES R REFER €ED 

OTRNE FROM 
SPECIFIED w=EUfU URVEILANCE ALL5UUZLE 

IFIACTION CONDITIONS ICTION C.1 EQUIREMENTS VAI

.S. ics U P Pressure 

'S

tJ'

.3 £ 1 psi1

7 4

(a) When not in shutdown bypass operation.  

Mb) Ourino shutdown bypass operation with aw cOD trip breake n the ctosed position and the OD System 
capeate of rod uithdrawat.a 

C0) With sw CRD trip breaker in the closed position and the CRD System capable of rod withdrawat.  
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Table 3.3.1-1 (page I of 1) 
Reactor Protection ystu Instrumentation 

APPLICULE CONDITICUS 
MIES OR REFENCED 

SPECIFIED RUEIRED SUMILLANCE 
RFICTIOU CONITIONS ACTIOi C.1 REOlUWDIEl vim

IM Low Pressure - 1 2Ca) -p 

-. i.

SU 3.3.1.1 

4-4

(a) When not in shutdown bypass operation.  

(b) During shutdown bypass operation with any D trip breakerin the closed position and the RO Systm eitý
capable of rod withdrawal. I 

(c) lith any CD trip breaker in the closed position and the CRD "stm capable of rod tdthdrawal.  
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Table 3.3.1-1 (page 1 of 1) 
Reactor Protection System Imtrntatimn 

APPUCUILE CmITIONS NODES CR RlEFERE[NCED 

03a FROM 
SPECIFIED REQUIRED SRVEILLANCE £LMLE 

FUNCTION CONDITIONS ACTIOM C.1 REQUUIREENTS VAI

4 [

tCS Varfabte Low Pressure 3.3.1.1 
3.3.1.4
3.3.16-1

-'3

- t-

(a) Uhen not in shutdowm bypass operation.  

(b) Ourin; shutdown bypass operation uith any CRD trip braaep~in the closed position and the CD System e)dl 
capabte of rod vlthdraiat.  

Cc) Vith any C€D trip breaker in the closed position and the CRD Sytm capebte of rod withdrauat.  
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RPS Instrumentation 
3.3.1

TabLe 3.3.1-1 (page I of 1) 
teactor Protection Syst Ianstrumentatlon 

APPLICABLE CONDITICNS 
NOEDS OR R[FERENCED 

CIVER FROM 

IPICIFIED RWIRED SURVEILLANCE LE 
IUCTION CONiITIONS ACTION C.1 1=IRUDE.tTS VAUE

6. Reactor Building Nigh 
Pressure

1, 2 3(c) L

La 

a 
a 3.3.1.

(a) Wlhn not in shutdoun bypass operation.  

(b) During shutdown bypass qoeratian uith any CRD trip breake 'ln the closed positlon and the CRD System 
capabLe of rod withdrawal.  

(C) Ufth any CRD trip breaker in the closed position and the CRD Sy"to capable of rod withdrawal.  

BVOG STS 
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RPS Instrumentation 
.3.3.1

Tabte 3.3.1-1 (page 1 of 1) 
Reactor Protection System Imtrumentation 

APPLICULE CCSDITIIS NlODES OR RUIEERECED 

SPECIFIED UWIRED URVEILLANCE ALLCIALE 
IUlWCTICSI CONDITIOIS ACTIWN CA EW IREMENTS VALUE

t

ZU

Reactor CooLant Pup to l* 2(a) 
Power

I 

- - .Act 

SL33..  7t33..

(a) lhen not In shdutdow bypass operation.  

(b) Ouwing shutdowni bypass operation with any OD trip breake-7ýOcn the dlosed position and the CRD System 
oapabLe of rod withdrawal. T 

CO) With ny CRD trip breaker in the closed position and the CRD System capable of rod withdrawal.  

CSWOG STS 3 e 
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RPS Instrimentation 
3.3.1

Table 3.3.1-1 (page I of 1) 
Reactor Protection ystm Instrummntation 

APPLICABLE CMITICUS 
NWES OR tEFUEENCED 

SMCIFIED R!WZWEDM SIRVEILLANCE ALLOM3LE 
RLCUIO COMMZIOIS gTIOI C.1 REJIREvmEIS VALUE

S. NuLtear Overpower RMs F 
and Measured MXAL POWE 
INBALARcE

�.. �J 

-� -� 

*1

.- -

Lj 

M 
�.1 

U 
-� i� 

� I'

V I 
low -... 1 2 Ca) L.S
1

-~CIO%

(a) Whken not in shutdow bypass operation.  

(b) During Shwtdcym bYpass operation with any CM tri breazein the cte position and th~e CID Syste d 
capable of Pad withdrawat.  

(c) Vith anY CD trip breaker in the cLosed position and the CUD Systm capable of rod withdrawal.



RPS Instrimentation 
3.3.1

TOWl 3.3.1-1 Cp.ge I of 13 
Reactor Protection System Instrumentation 

APPLICAILE COWIT WHI 
KOOKS OR REM CEND 
01tE FRO 

SPECIFIED REMIRED UXVEILLANCE ALLOURBLE 
U1ICIO ONDUIOMS ACTICK CAI REOUIIREIHEU VALUE

N

-.- 9. Raiun Tuirbne Tripo(ýýr) -k -Am tv -F SR 
SR 
Sk

3.3.1.1

":Zi

(a) iWhn not in &hutdoem bypass operation.  

Mb Ourino shutdown bypass operation with any CUD trip breakerslýin tha dlosed position anid the CRD System .  

capable of rod miithdraiiaL.  

(CO With any CID trip breaker in the closed position and the CUD System capable of rod withdrawaL.  

BWOG STS 3.iew 
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RPS lnstrumentation 
3.3.1

Table 3.3.1-1 (page I of 1) 
htactor Protection System imztnantatin 

APPLICADLE WAITIONS 
NMES OR IUYEME!D 

Cmm Flm 
SPECIFIED EWRMOM SVEILLUNCE ALO 

FU1ILCICI EONDTICHS ACTIOI W. hEQUIZ3VENTS VALUE

TA

Loss of bifn Feedwater 
Pumps (Control all 
Pressure)

-S 

f

*.1 

0-S 

iJ� 

v-i 

L6

'U' 

'5
-S 

-0 

SR 
SR

3.3..1.  

3.3.1.6
X49 iU-T

(a) When not in shutdown byanss operation.  

(b) During shutdown bypass operation with any CRD trip bek r h tsdpsto n h DSse~~l 
capable of rod withdrawiat. bek 7untecodpstonadteCDSse 

CcO 11th any CRD trip breaker in the closed position end the CUD System capabLe of rod saithdramIt.  

BWOG STS 3.Rev 
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RPS Manual Reactor Trip 
3.3.2 

3.3 INSTRLKENTATION 

3.3.2 Reactor Protection System (RPS) Manual Reactor Trip 
"1Totbte 

LCO 3.3.2 The RPS Manual Reactor Trip Function shall be OPERABLE. 3.5.I-I 

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2, o i'aCA 
MODES 3, 4, and 5 with any drive (CRD) trip N/A 

breaker in the closednd the CRI System 

capable of rod withdrawal.  

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. Manual Reactor Trip A.1 Restore Function to 1 hour •1A 

Function inoperable. OPERABLE status.  

-hble

B. Required Action and 0.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 3.5.1- I 

associated Completion 
tic&..L 

Time not met in AND 
MODE 1, 2, or 3.  

9.2 Open all CR1 trip 6 hours 
breakers.  

C. Required Action and C.1 Open all CRD trip 6 hours 

associated Completion breakers.  

Time not met in MODE 4 
or 5.

_____________ 1 1

3.3-6-ow86e~s



RPS Kanual Reactor Trip 3.3.2

SURVEILLANCE REUUIKUQN I S
SURVEILLANCE 

SR 3.3.2.1 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST.

3.3-74WGG4TE

FREQUENCY 

once prior to 
each reactor 
startup if not 
performed 
within the 
previous 7 days

"74 b 
qjI-

SURVEILLANCE REQUIILEHEN1•

Rey 4,AUDUIMS



RPS-RTM 3.3.3

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.3 Reactor Protection System (RPS)-Reactor Trip Module (RTh)

LCO 3.3.3 Four RTHs shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: ,- -LNIMODES I and 2, C4ItDa 
MODES 3, 4, and 5 with anyCCRqRj(B_)drive (CRD) trip 

breaker in the closed os'•a[s-Tand the CRD System 
capable of rod withdrawal.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One RTM inoperable.  

%jo or ftare 

01POPýt- VA. Pt

-Ii

-8. Z red Action and 
associated Completion 
Time not met in 
MODE 1, 2, or 3.

A.1.1 awthe associated 
CRD trip breaker.

A.1.2 

A.2

9.1 

B.2.1

Remove power from the 
associated CRD trip 
breaker.  

Physically remove the 
inoperable RTM.

Be in MODE 3.  

Open all CRD trip 
breakers.

8.2.2 Remove 0power'r 
tj CR

1 hour 

1 hour 

1 hour

6 hours 

6 hours 

6 hours

NIA

ý-g 01A
__________________ .1 ____________________ ____________ (continued)

3.3-8 9"-10 . f4JpIO

ti/4

(continued)

3.3-8
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P~oo MMi U-~qS

CONDITION 

C. Rg-uired Action and 
associated Completion 
Time not met in MODE 4 
or 5.

REQUIRED ACTION

C.1 Open all CRD trip breakers.

C.2 Remove 0 power)W

RPS-RTh 3.3.3 

COMPLETION TIME 

6 hours

6 hours K®N/Ai
_____________ J ________

3.3-9 R:; 1, C4;G& j3.3-9



CRD Trip Devices 3.3.4 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.4 C20ii P0 Drive (CRD) Trip Devices 

LCO 3.3.4 The following CR0 trip devices shall be OPERABLE: 

a. Two AC CRD trip breakers; 

b. Two DC CRD trip breaker pairs; and 

c. Eight electronic trip assembly (ETA) relays.

APPLICABILITY: MODES I and 2, W 
MODES 3, 4, and Sw any CRD trWj breaker( in the closed 

position and the CRD System { capable of rod 
withdrawal.

ACTIONS 

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each CRD trip device.

CONDITION 

A. One or more CRD trip 
breaker(s) @or breaker
pairi undervoltage or 
shunt trip Functions 
inoperable.

B. One or more CRD trip 
breaker(s) %or breaker 
paitt inoperable for 
reasons other than 
those in Condition A.

REQUIRED ACTION 

A.1 ý&he CR0 trip breaker.  

OR 

A.2 Remove power from the 

CRO trip breaker.  

B.1 1 the CRD trip 
breaker.

OR

COMPLETION TIME
CO4PLETION TIhE 

48 hours
TcWit 5,5,'.- I 

Matt 25

48 hours

1 hour T)ot 3.., -.1 k %CL.I

8.2 Remove power from the I1 hour T"-bf 5,5,1-I 
CRD trip breaker. I Zq, ct 

(continued)

3.3-10-swet-Ss
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CRD Trip Devices 3.3.4

P16I|Ui• 1_ontnIuIIu U I_ 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME .8

C. One or moutl-A relays 
inoperable.  

/. . ,

4

D. Required Action and 
associated Completion 
Time not met in 
MODE 1, 2, or 3.

E. Required Action and 
associated Completion 
Time not met in MOME 4 
or 5.

C.1 Transfer affected 
CONTROL ROD group to 
power supply with 
OPERABLE ETA relays.  

C.4S corresponding g 
C trip breaker.

D.1 Be in NODE 3.

D.2.1 Open all CR0 trip 
breakers.

D.2.2 Remove 40 power E
9 1ýCO

E.1 Open all CR0 trip 
breakers.  

E.2 Remove Q power4 

&~CRD ML-,D

1 hour 

1 F 4ur

6 hours 

6 hours 

6 hours

-EDir 

NJIA 

NIA'

6 hours 

6 hours

-Ry 1,. 04049

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 
SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.4.1 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. j days -r-M• 

-8WOSSTS .3-1

6T5

3.3-11_6Weff-$TS-

a•l•tlr • 64 A• •il Ilia



<INSERT 3.-11A,

0TS

C2. Transfer affected 
CONTROL ROD group 
to a DC hold power 
supply.  

2a 

C.3 Place the SCRs 
associated with the 
Inoperable ETA relay(s) 
In trip.

1 hour 

1 hour

WA 

Table 3.5.1-1 
Note 23

ANO-1 ITS INSERT W=8/000



Source Range Neutron Flux 3.3.9

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

3.3.9 Source 

LCO 3.3.9

Range Neutron Flux 

osource range neutron flux channe1o shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 2, , 4, and S. Nt 1A/

ALl I M~ z

CONDITION

A. source r ge nurn fliZ channel 

inoperab with 
THERMAL OWER level 
:5 IE- amp on the 
lnte ediate range 

ron flux cha

0 ce range 
neutron flux channei 
inoverabl ih _ 

(TW4RMALP ERIe8 

S IE-10 amp on the 
intermediate range 
neutron flux channel@.

REQUIRED ACTION
1.-

•1 Suspend operations 
Involving positive 
reactivity changes.  

2 Initiate action to

insert all CONTROKL RODS.  

Open OiiROL RO 
drive trip breifers.

____________________ a

COMPLETION TIME

Imediately

Imuediately 

I hour 

(continued)

3.3-22Re ., irj04404O

6T5

N/A

3.3-22

I

Funcfioral LAn;Tq
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Source Range Neutron Flux 3.3.9

-g6k 35.-1
,ioie 3

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMHLJi I _

SURVEILLANCE 

SR 3.3.9.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK.

FREQUENCY 

12 hours Ilt 'I, I "I 
I~mi (4 mCkt..kn 

t4A
SR 3.3.9.2 .  

Neutron detectors are excluded from CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION.  

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. jiB1 months 

(continued)

Rev 1. 04/07195
MWOG STS 3.3-23
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Source Range Neutron Flux 3.3.9 C 7"3
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Intermediate Range Neutror

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.10 Intermediate Range Neutron Flux 

LCO 3.3.10 W intermediate range neutron flux channel® shall be 
OPERABLE.

n Flux 3.3.10 

I6p 
WP ~.04~~4

.Tbie 3,-.rI 

-r0 

HE

3.5.)5

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENNTS ______________r 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.10.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours

(IN)SRT 3.3-Z5sA)

-BWO6-5W 33-2

Takle 
"4t-,
Check'!

(continued)

-ftv t, e4t3.3-25



INSERT.3.3-24A>

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 1 31 days

CTS 

Table 4.1-1 
Item 5 'Testf

ANO-1 ITS

SR 3.3.10.2

INSERT 1/28200



intermediate Range Neutron Flux 

3.3.10 

FREQUENCY 

. .A

K�N�Egr 3. 3-26A �

Rev 1, 04/07/95
BWOG STS 3.3-26



<INSERT 3.3-26A'

SR 3.3.10.4 Verify at least one decade overlap between 
source range and Intermediate range 
neutron flux channels.

Once each reactor startup 
prior to source 
range counts 
exceeding 
lecps.

1/282000
ANO-1 ITS

3.5.1.5
I

INSERT



RPS Instrumentati on B 3.3.1

8 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.1 Reactor Protection System (RPS) Instrumentation 

BASES •

BACKGROUND The RPS initiates a reactor triphto protect against 
violating the core fuel design limits and the Reactor 

,--v-V-\ Coolant System (RCS) pressure boundary during 
,reBy tripping the reactor, 

- --- the RPS also assistss theiingtneered Safety Feature (ESF) 
Systems in mitigating accidents.

The protection and monitoring systems have been designed to 
assure safe operation of the reactor. This is achieved by 

,___________-• limiting safety system settings (LSSS) in terms 
Sof parameters directly monitored by the RPS, as well as the 

----- :-- jLCO on other parameters and equipment 
"pe orane 
Meoil

- - The LLSS defined in this Specification as the Allowable 
Value, in conjunction with the LCOsW establishes the 
threshold for protective system action to prevent exceeding 

!acceptable limits during Design Basis Accidents (DBAs).  

Sa.!lle departure from nucleate boiling ratio (DNB)Rshall 

maintained above the Safety Limit (SL) valu e

b. Fuel centerline s t W I 

c. The RCS pressure SL of 2750 ps*d all not be 
exceeded; "%A4

Maintaining the parameters within the above values ensures 
that the offsite dose will be within the 
10 CFR 100 criteria during * ; '

be 01jIA""I' A4 

Lc5.VA1'VC
(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95BWOG STS 
B 3.3-1
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<INSERT B3.3-1A> 

Acceptable consequences for accidents are that the offslte dose shall be 

maintained within 10 CFR 100 limits or other limits approved by the NRC.  

During abnormalities, one or more of the following limits Is maintained:

1O28/2000ANO-1 ITS INSERT



RPS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1

BASES 

BACKGROUNKD SOeve 

(contnued) The RPS consists of four separate redundagir ý-otectiofl 

r,.ýv canesthat receive inputs of neutron flux,.Sprsue 
recl" oI-L0C f ow, ~temperature, RCS pump statai:. reactor building 

(RB) pressure, main feedwater (NFl!) pump status, and turbine 
status.  

Figure'u~ /SAR . Cha tertR(proection. showsneA 
arranoe ~ ~ ~ ~ 7~ (tO(M roef.io 1), nW 

pro ection c anne is composed of measurement' channels, a 
manual trip channel, a reactor trip module (RIM), and 

(cnd-ol od rquirnentdrive (CR0) trip devices. ICO 3.3.1 provides 
__requirements for the individual measurement channels. These 

channels encompass all equipment and electronics from the 
?oint at which the measured parameter is sensed through the 
bistable relay contacts in the trip string. LCD 3.3.2, 
OReactor Protection System (RPS) Manual Reactor Trip,O 

LCD 3.3.3, Meactor Protection System (RPS)-Reactor Trip 
Module (RTM),O and LCD 3.3.4, OCffITI R; Drive (CR0) Trip 
Devices,* discuss the remaining RPS e ements.

The RPS instrumentation measures critical unit parameters 
and compares these to predetermi ned setpoints. If the 
setpoint is exceeded a channel trip signal is generated.  
The generation of wor inlsin an of the four 
RPS channels will resu alnt ýerip o e reeactor.  

The Reactor Trip System (RTS) contains multiple CR0 trip 
devices, two AC trip breakers, and two DC trip breaker pairs 
that provide a path for power to the CR0 System. 

9 U4 the power for " Ebses
pelectronic trip assembly (UreTA ilays.O' The system has two 
separate paths (or channels),wt each path having either 
twoeaIker rabekrad nEArly series. Each 

jiiFprovides Independent power to the CRDs-. Either path 
can provide sufficient power to operate all CR~s. Two 
separate power paths to the CR~s ensure that a single 
failure that opens one path will not cause an unwanted 
reactor trip. rC 

The RPS consists of fourkIj~ependent protection channels, 
each containing an RTM. 3(WRIM receives signals from its 
own measurement channels tMat indicate a protection channel 

tri isrqired. The RIM transmits thissialtitow 
two-out-of-four trip logic and to the two-out-of-four logic

-4i2�

FO

(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/956 3.3-26WOG STS



RPS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1 

BASES 

BACKGROUND EEL ovrview (continued) 

of the RTMs in the other three RPS channels. Whenever any 

two RPS channels j tripC 3, the RTM 

E in each channel actuates to rmove 2 VAC.ow 

its associated CRD trip breaker. and 4 izi rTA ay ? 

The reactor is tripped by opening circuit breaker that 

tw power supply to the CRDs. Six breakers are 

O installed to increase reliability and allow testing of the 

trip system. A one-out-cf-two taken twice logic is used to 

interrupt power to the rds.!:;p~ 

Th P a w yass a shutdown bypass and a channel 

byass. Shutdown bypass allows the withdrawal of safety 

a bila itty regative reactivity 

during unit cooldowns or heatups. Channel bypass 

s used for maintenance and testing. Test circuits in the 

trip strings loo ~ ~ etn of ODRPS trip 
y f Functions.  

The RPS r R einnstrumentation channels discussed 
next. The specific relationship between measurement 

channels and protection channels differs from parameter to 

V-.3-3R parameter. free basic configu4rat ons are use-W 

a. Fo completely redun nt measurements (e.g., reactou a 
d iflant flou) drth•)• w channel input to each 

protection channel; and 

c. e u d n measuremen;{ (~ . withr cr biatgu lea tr i logic | •-• 

outside of the p ro cdeton ch annels ar ' the combined 

turin tr n * /c 

These arrangements and the relation~ship of instrumentation •, 

channels to trip Functions are discusto 
assist in 

understandirg the overall effect of cnstrumentation channel 

(cntinued) 

OULI • 
B 3.3-3 

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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<INSERT B$.3-3A> 

Also, an automatic bypass is provided at low power levels for the Main Turbine 

Trip and the Loss of Main Feedwater Pump Functions.

1/28/2000ANO-1 ITS INSERT



RPS Instrumentation B 3.3.1 

BASES 

BACKGROND Power Range Nuclear Instrumentation 

(continued) Poaer Range Nuclear Instrumentation c.•annels provide inputs 

to the followien trip Functions: e 

1. Nuclear Oveftpwer 

a. Nuclear Overpower-High Setpoint; 

b. Nuclear Overpower-Low Setpoint; 

7. Reactor Coolant Pump to Power; 

8. Nuclear Overpower RCS Flow and Measured AXIAL POWER 

IMBALANCE (Power Imbalance Flow); 

9. Main Turbine Trip (l Pressure); and 

10. Loss of Main FeedwaterO FD Pumps (Control Oil . 1 

/ •Pressure).  

The power range instrumentation has four linear v 

channels, one for each core quadrant. Each channe feeds 

one RPS protection channel. Each channel originates in a 

detector assembly containing two uncompensated ion chambers.  

The ion chambers are positioned to represent the top half 

and bottom half of the core. The individual currents from 

the chambers are fed to individual linear amplifiers. The 

sumati of the to and bottom is the total reactor power.  

The op minus the bottom neutron signal is 

the measure "AL MOER IMBALANCE of the reactor core.  

Reactor io g$Y Out TeMratr 

The Reactor Outlet Temperature provides input 

to the following Functions: 

2. Re jhF utlet)Temperature; and 

5. RCS Variable Low Pressure.  

The Outlet Temperature is measured by two resistance 

elements in each hot leg, for a total of four. One 

temperature detector is associated with each protection 
channel.  

(continued) 

IMOG STS 
B 3.3-4 Rev 1, 04107/95



<INSERT B3.3-4A> 

The Main Turbine Trip and Loss of Main Feedwater Pumps Functions utilize the 

Power Range Nuclear Instrumentation only for enabling/disabling the operating 

bypass at low power levels.

1/28/2000ANO-1 ITS INSERT



RPS Instrumentation B 3.3.1

BASES

BACKGROUND 
(continued)

Reactor Coolant System Pressure 

The Reactor Coolant System Pressure provides input to the 
following Functions: 

3. RCS High Pressure; 

4. RCS Low Pressure; 

5. RCS Variable Low Pressure; and 

11. Shutdown Bypass RCS High Pressure.  

The RPS inputs of reactor coolant pressure are provided by 

two pressure transmitters in each hot leg, for a total of 
four. One sensor is associated with each protection 
channel.  

Reactor Building Pressure 

The Reactor Building Pressure measurements provide input 

only to the Reactor Building High Pressure trip, Function 6.  

There are four RB High Pressure sensors, one associated with 
each protection channel.  

Reactor Coolant Pumo Power Monitoring

Reactor coolant pump power monitors are inputs to the 
Reactor Coolant Pump to Power trip, Function 7. Each RCF! 

operating current .1. is measured by urre 

/ eve er and fr underp r rel E. E power mo orin 

Ic nel cons s of a erp rela nd an und ower 

k82 - 'A elay. channel associate ith e 
rote n o • .

Reactor Coolant System Flow 

The Reactor Coolant System Flow measurements are an input to 

the Nuclear Overpower RCS Flow and Measured AXIAL POWER 

IMBALANCE trip, Function S. The 4cr coolant flow inputs 

to the RPS are provided by eightQjW&;qunvq_ differenTial 
pressure transmitters, four on each loop, which measure flow

9,1; P

(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95B 3.3-5BWOG STS
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<INSERT 03.3-65A 

a current transformer providing the current Input to the associated RCP 

underpower relay, and the bus voltage Is measured by a potential transformer 

providing the voltage Input to the associated RCP underpower relays. Each 

RCP underpower relay provides Individual RCP status to each protection 
channel.

1/28/2000ANO-1 ITS INSERT



RPS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1 

BASES 

BACKGROU0D Reactor Coolant System Flow (continued) 

through calibrated flow tubes. One flow input in each loop 

is associated with each protection channel.  

Main Turbine Automatic Stoo Oil Pressure 

Main Turbine Automatic Sto Oil Pressure is an input to the 

Main Turbine Trip ( i]UOil Pressure) reactor trip, 

Function 9. Each of the four protection channels receive 

turbine status information from efour pressure oleC 1Tj 
switches no toring main turbinie a t sto oill 

continuously monitor the status of the contact inputs and 

initiate an RPS trip when a turbine trip is indicated.  

Feedwater Pump Control Oil Pressure 

Feedwater Pump Control Oil Pressure is an input to the Loss 

of Main Feedwater Pumps (Control Oil Pressure) trip, 

Function 10. Control oil pressure is measured by four 

switches on each feedwater pump. One switch an each pump is 

associated with each protection channel.  

RpS Bypasses 

The RPS is designed with two types o bypasses: channel 

bypass and shutdown bypass.  

Channel bypass provides a method of placing all Functions in 

one RPS protection channel in a bypassed condition, and 

shutdown bypass provides a method of leaving the safety rods 

withdrawn during cooldown and depressurization of the RCS.  

Each bypass is discussed next.  

Channel Bypass 

A channel bypass provision is provided to allow for 

maintenance and testing of the RPS. The use of channel 

bypass keeps the protection channel trip relay energized 

regardless of the status of the instrumentation channel( g 
(continued)
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BACKGROUND Channel Bypass (continued) 

At Lhk bistable rela contacts. To place a ý-ntection channel 
Mot ý apr&.L4,04 F channe l the other three channels :1st not be in 

-c-- • hannel bypass. This is ensured by contacts i.o the other 
channels being In series with the channel bypass relay. If 
any contact is open, the second channel cannot be byassed.  •/ •-• •'•i}"• .. [1`u-sec.5R- -4,me iosUt~tje• When 

jrhe bypass reiay -s energized, the bypass contact closes, 
maintaining the channel trip relay in an energized 

remj A 'A condition eAll RPS trips are reduced to a two-out-of-three 
19911 og M c in channel bypass.i, el tys s 

- W CDuring unit cooldown, ittts to l %t -safety 

rods withdrawn to provide shutdown capabilities tn the event 

of unusual positive reactivity additions (moderator 
dilution, etc.).  

However, the unit is also depressurized as coolant temperature is decreased. If the safety rods are withdrawn 

and coolant pressure is decreased, an RCS Low Pressure trip 
will occur at 1800 psig and the rods will fall into the 
core. To avoid this, the protection system allows the 
operator to bypass the low pressure trip and maintain shutdown capabilities. During the cooldown and 
depressurization, the safety rods are inserted prior to the 
low pressure trip of 1800 psig. The RCS pressure is 
decreased to less than 1720 psig, then each RPS channel is 

placed in shutdown bypass.  

o atneMeasuredAXAL POWER IMtBALANlCE trip, Reactor 

Coolant Pump to Power trip, and the RCS Variable Low 
OW I ý i tripy, and ~Ia M RCS High Pressure, 

-172 psig tri The p.orator can now withdraw the safety 
for a-tonalt 0M: t 

O~er~owr- I...t The insertion of the trin 7 [eh•° • •with a trip setpoint o0 720 pstg •m 

e prevents operation at normal system ressure 

ST er?. i • 0i•W : 155 psig, with a portion of the RPS bypasse

SWOG STS 
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BACr.ROUD Shutnf Ly= (continued) 

" "ens-rtthat the bypass is removed prior to 

no 4nnm- a- n orma operation. When the RCS pressure is increased during 

a unit heatup, the safety rods are inserted prior to 

reaching 1720 pslg. The shutdown bypass is removed, which 

Vt returns the RPS to normal, and system pressure is increased 

5--o.greater than psig. safety rods are then 
. .. A ' ,m-iwn at the full out condition for the rest

Module Interlock and Test Trio Relay 

Each channel and each trip module is capable of being 

individually tested. When a module is placed into the test 

mode, it causes the test trip relay to open and to indicate 

an RPS channel trip. Under normal conditions, the channel 

to be tested is placed in bypass before a module is tested.

The trip setpoints are the - ... values at which the 

bistables are set. Any bistab 2 is considered to be 

properly adjusted when the gas Iefto vljiý.L 
n itthe 

band for CKANNELCAIRTO Crac V=-

bistables are based on the RR, Chapter 14P4(Ref. 2).  
tpoints is lucil that adequate 
•sensor and processing time 

To allow for calibration 
oA.taitp-, instrument drift,

1

,cowservatively
Tabl

(continued) 
D r ev1 4/79
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urarei ;citesx 
4& ne / , is

ene~t L p . setpaiflts n e 1,14 a istCqrI /77\ 
d i c c p.0' (Ref.~. -J 1 

C4. 4~ The pain en ere n o e bistable 

SMd+Iiodoloc3 Y a moretci rvatve than that s eci ed by the Allowabi 
a' alue to account for changes in .emen erro 

025eg1 &m4 aek detectable b a CHANNEhLnFNCTIORAL TEST. One eump e 
sue c ange n easuremn error s rift, duv t 
Su ' p Fr•ue;.J " ane i noperaole I1TS 

trip set int is not within its required Allowable e 

Setpoints in accordance with the Allowable Value ensure that 

the limits of Chapter 2.0, "Safety Limits 0 in the Technical 

(L1ev ' 1 2 1peci nttoltu e not M111.0 ur0 ngN•9 and that the 

0 consequences of OBAs will be acceptable. Droviding the nit 

i•-' i-operated from within the L~s atthe onset of the or 

7 DBA and the equipment functions as Note thaf in 

LCO 3.3.1 the Allowable Values lse in able 3.3.1-1 are th LSSS _n .h MW r 

Each cha can be tested online to verify that the signal 
and are within the specified allowance Ec-a 
-requitremen s c &]L_4 Once a designated channe~l ..--.  

} taken out of service or testing, a simulated signal b 
S ,injected in place of the field inst-rmen hinal. The 

* o'.E.,' ,..process equipment for the channel te en 
VUan kikrated. ei aPM ncgo or te nne s 

The A able Va slsed in Ile 3. .- a ase 4 

t ethadolo de~scribeid I Unit Specifi etpoi2 

th~odalov g(Ref. 4)., ch incorpora all-f km 

uncrt Ties appl e for each ch e . Th ,agnit es 

ofý- ie~uncertz les are facto into th etermi ion 
,OTeach trip point. l l sensors nd sign 

processin quipment for th-channel re ass to 
opera thin the allow es of th uncertai y ma des. " 

(continued)
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BASES (continued) 
APPLICABLE 0he•alyzed accidents and transients can be 

SAFETY ANALYSES, detectec y one or soI ctlons. The accident 

ICO, and anal Sis contained in f [ takes credit for most RPS 

APPLICABILITY rip unctions. Funct ons Specifically credited in the 

LO aaccident anal sis were qualitatively credited in the 

•A0, dLekf- A an ys a t NRC staff approved licensing basi r tie 

in. * hes unctions are high RB pressure, high CS.  

OJŽ Ctemperature, turbine trip, QP loss of main feedwa e-e 

doese Functions may provide protection for conditions hat 

( e do not require dynamic transient analysis to demonstrate 

Function performznce. These Functions also serve as backups 

•k ; ýSf•ss to Functions that were credited in the safety analysis.  

VbAze' overl7'Ou The LCO requires all instrumentation performing an RPS 

se t tfo~• &%A 4 LOI Function to be OPERABLE. Failure of n instrument renders 

. our channels of 7.1 

iach Function in Table 3.3.1-1 oa the RPS instrument tion 
shall be OPERABLE_ Irgstheoreac i to 

MtA 11'6 ensure at a reac or-ip w II be actuated If neeI e.  

ted Additionally, during shutdown bypass with any CRD trip Scbreaker closed, the applicable RPS Functions must also be 

A )ic*6,•i/' This ensures the capability to trip the 
with rawn CONTROL RODS exists at all times that rod motion 

is possible. The trip Function channels specified in 

&EV0  A -LE Table 3.3.1-1 are considered OPERABLE when all channel 

components necessary to provide a reactor trip are 

functional and in service for the required IWOE or Other 
Specified Condition listed in Table 3.3.1-1.  

Required Actions allow maintenance (protection channel) 

bypass of individual channels, but the bypass activates 

interlocks that prevent operation with a second channel 

bypass. Bypass effectively places the unit in a 
two-out-of-three logic configuration that can still initiate 

a reactor trip, even with a single failure within the 
system. or C c. L t ro t Vo'* 

Only the Allowable Valu _re pecified for each RPS trip 

Function in the LCO. c)EgVrip setpointss are specified set-point calculations . The I-., 
setpoin re se ece f)that the setpoint measured 

is Ix etc+re. ieo a is rformin as ui ueration., 

t tri etpoint ss conse tive t rn the i nj tri1p e)'-1P 

(continued) 
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APPLICABLEpro ed t oper an es 
SAFETY ANALYSES, a umpti s 01 eci lett t Cal at s.  

LCO, and ach owableealue Wecif dc is me con a e n 

APPLICABILITY s nt ertal es ro ri e to e tr Fu tion 

(continued) Th unc an e e in n n c 

For most RPS Functions, the Ol AoVable Value is 

to ensure that the departure from nucleate boiling (DNB) or 

RCS pressure SLs are not challenged. Cycle specific figures 

for use during operation are contained in the COLR.  

Certain RPS trips function to indirectly protect the SLs by ___- _ 

detecting specific conditions that do not immediately 
challenge SLs but dill eventually lead to challenge 

iff 

action is taken. These trips function to minimize Othe~ii 

transients caused by the specific conditions. The Allowable 

Value for these Functions is selected at the •--S'
1 

deviation from normal values that will indicate- r e ---

condition, without risking spurious trips due to normal 

fluctuations in the measured parameter.  

The Allowable Values for bypass removal Functions are stated 

in the Applicable IODE or Other Specified Condition column 
of Table 3.3.1-1.  

The safety analyses applicable to each RPS Function are 
discussed next.  

1. Nuclear Overmower 

a. Nuclear Overoower--Hih Setpoint 

The Nuclear Overpower-High Setpoint trip 
provides protection for the design thermal 

overpower condition based on the measured out of 

core fast neutron leakage flux.  

The Nuclear Overpower-High Setpoint trip 
initiates a reactor trip when the neutron power 
reaches a predefined setpoint at the design 

overpower limit. Because THERMAL POWER lags the 

neutron power, tripping when the neutron power 
reaches the design overpower will limit THERMAL 
POWER to a maximum value of the design overpower.  

(continued)
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APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES, 
LCO, and 
APPLICABILITY

a. Nuclear Overpower-Hich Setpoint -(continued) 

Thus, the Nuclear Overpower-Hiqh Setpoint trip 
protects against violation of the DNBR and fuel 

centerline melt SLs. howcer, t"e RCS Variable 
Low Pressure, and Nuclear Overpower qCS Flow and 

Measured AXIAL POWER I tBALANCE.rrovide 12o] 

erpp protection. The role of the Nuclear 
Overpower-High Setpoint trip i.. 1v limit reactor 
THERMAL POWER below the highest poer at which 
the other two trips are known to provide 
protection.

The Nuclear Overpower-High Setpoint trip also 
provides transient protection for rapid positive 
reactivity excursions during power operations.  
These events include the rod withdrawal accident, 
the rod ejection accident, and the steam line 
break accident. By providing a trip during these 
events, the Nuclear Overpower-High Setpoint trip 
protects the unit from excessive power levels and 

also serves to reduce reactor power to prevent 
violation of the RCS pressure SL.  

Rod withdrawal accident analyses cover a large 
spectrum of reactivity insertion rates (rod 
worths), which exhibit slow and rapid rates of 

power increases. At high reactivity insertion 
rates, the Nuclear Overpower-High Setpoint trip 
provides the primary protection. At low 
reactivity insertion rates, the high pressure 
trip provides primary protection.  

The specified Allowable Value is selected to 
a trip before reactor power 

SL- exceeds the highest point at which the RCS 
Variable Low Pressure and the Nuclear Overpower 
RCS Flow and Measured AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE trips 
are analyzed to provide protection against DNB 
and fuel centerline melt. The Allowable Value 
does not account for harsh environment induced 
errors, because the trip will actuate prior to 
degraded environmental conditions being reached.  

(continued)
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APPLICABLE b. Nuclear Overeower-Low Setuooit 

SAFETY ANALYSES, While in shutdown byase 
LCO, and 
APPLICABILITY 

(continued) clea erpower- ow- etpoift trip 
s •% RTP. The low power setpo nt, in 

"7. "-*-e-~ co on with the(Z _ Shutdown Bypass RCS 

4 High Pressure setpoint,teunt 
4r • :e;foiP o" • from excessive power conditions when 

other RPS trips are bypassed.  

The 0 Allowable Value was chosen to be as ek0 

low as Iirctical and still lie within the range 

of the out of core instrumentation.  

1The LHiahSguiiiTemperature trip, in conjunction 

wit he RCS Low Pressure and RCS Variable Low 

Pressure trips, provides protection for the DNBR SL.  

A trip is initiated whenever the reactor(zý outlet 

temperature a roaches the conditions necessary for 

"-ý- ortions at each )HJgVfUTe11 Temperature 2 
tri channel a n t the RCS Variable Low 

ssurTmtrip. The 4 H ith e Temperature trip 

provides steady state protection for the DNBR SL.  

The 49 hY t Temperature trip limits the 

maximum RCS temperature to below the highest value for 

which DKE protection by the Variable Low Pressure trip 

ensured. The trip setpoint Allowable Value is 

ec e ta trip Dbefore hot leg 

temperatures reac the point beyond which the RCS Low 

Pressure and Variable Low Pressure trips are analyzed.  

Above the high temperature trip, the variable low 

pressure trip need not provide protection because the 

unit would have tripped already. The 

Allowable Value does not reflect errors ni uced by 

harsh environmental conditions that the equipment is ..  

a,1,oetar+ tM axnerience because the trtp 0-

(continued)
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APPLICABLE 3. RCiS Hg.h Pressure 
SAFETy AN(ALYSES, 
LCO, and , The RCS High Pressure tr'Lwors in conjunction with 

APPLICABILITY the pressurizer ( i t afety valves to e 
APPLICABILITY Pon- . thereby protecting the 

(continued) prevent RCS overpressuriz-t on, 
RCS High Pressure SL.  

The RCS High Pressure trip has been credited in the 

accident analysis calculations for slow positive 

reactivity insertion transients (rod withdrawal 

accidents and moderator dilution) 
& ~ The rod withdrawal accidents S 

covr a large spectrum of reactivity insertion rates 

and rod worths that exhibit slow and rapid rates of 

power increases. At high reactivity insertion rates, 

the Nuclear Overpower-High Setpoint trip provides the 

primary protection. At low reactivity insertion 

rates, the RCS High Pressure trip provides the primary 

protection. S 
bles The Value is selected J 

We ~f that thie3TU High Pressure SL is not during 

o 2steady state operation or slow power increasing 
7o _transients. The Allowable Value does not 

reflect errors induc' y harsh envirornental 

1VtCconditions-.because 
the Qr tio I 

m te de s t crat rhooTtnsJ.p k 

4. RCS Low Pressure 

The RCS Low Pressure trip, in conjunction with the 

priol. 4oig h U e Temperature and Variable-Low Pressure 

tr os. rovi es grotection for the OtIRS. Atrpi 

O-aconditions necessary 
for UNB. Ie K5Low Pressure 

rov' i des4NB low pressure limit for the RCS e~k~ 

Variable Low Pressure trip.  

The RCS Low Pressure e Allowable Value is 
;AA E se ec e• 0o ~ re or trip C&5 before 

RCS pressure is reduced below the lowest point at 

which the RCS Variable Low Pressure trip is analyzed.  

The RCS Low Pressure trip provides protection for 

primary system depressurization events and has been 

(continued)
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APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES, 
LCO, and 
APPLICABILITY

4. RCS Lo L yrl (continued) 

credited in the accident analysis calculations for 
small break loss of coolant accidents (LOCAs).  

Consequently, harsh RB conditions created by small 

break LOCAs can affect performance of the RCS pressure 
sensors and transmitters. Therefore, degraded 
environmental conditions are considered in the 
Allowable Value determination.  

S. RCS Variable Low Pressure

Variable Low Pressure-trip, in conjunction 
*MxtHJaq'i$UUiTeM Temperature and RCS Low 

tips,- provides p tection for the DNBR SL.  
s initia ed e the system parameters of 

and temperaturoMMMM the conditions 

-y for UN. The ECS Variable Low Pressure tr i 
a floating low pressure trip based on thea 

;let .jmperatur within the range specified by 
• .•J~tTETe perature and RCS Low Pressure 

v.."42h. A nP 7reot,- 1¶di A1Alowable Value

necesar fo D~ whie oeraingin a temperature, 
pressure region constrained by the low pressure and 

high temperature trips. The RCS Variable Low Pressure 
trip is not assumed for, transient rotection in.he.  

unit safety analysi ,lerefcre, ehe 
SAllowable alue does not account for errors 

n uce by a harshlRB environment.

6. Reactor Building High Pressure 

The Reactor Building High Pressure trip provides an 

early indication of a high energy line break (HELB) 
inside the RB. By detecting changes in the RB 

pressure, the RPS can provide a reactor trip before 

the other system parameters have varied significantly.  
Thus, this trip acts to minimize accident 
consequences._Jl-t~jac provides,&,oackup for JVS trip• 

•-..T5_W_=nts exw~d to an REAE•LE environ~p~.__ /

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1 

UASES

SFT ALYS, an The Allowable Value for RB High Pressure trip is set APPLICABILITY at the lowest value consistent ) haoiigsurious 
trips during normal 0 eration h leroncte'n 

(•no~~ o fe•~g uesenan 
a that is •t expose t ihtprtr ae 

•env eonments du ng HELE aset. h componnts 

S|rexposed to/high radi ion condit ToesfoTe, 

/A •e determination-of 
th stin 

abe V iue 

:cut oerrors i cdb thigh radi ion.

7. ReactOr Coolant Puma to Power 

The Reactor Coolant Pump to Power trip provides 

protection for changes in the reactor coolant flow due 

to the loss of multiple RCPs. Because the flow 

reduction lags loss of power indications due to the 

inertia of the RCPs, the trip initiates protective 

action earlier than a trip based on a measured flow 

signal.  

The trip also prevents operation with both pumps in 

either coolant loop tripped. 
Unde-- these conditions, 

core flow and core fluid mixing insufficient for 

adequate heat transfer. Thus, the Reactor Coolant 

;Pump to Power trip functions to protect the DNBR and 

Sfuel centerline J SLs.  
...... ,. O, n to Power trip has been .

loss of four RCPs. The trip also provides 
protection for the loss of a pump or pumps44 hch 

would result in both pumps in a single steam generator 
loop being tripped.

e J.".1"

"The Allowable Value for the Reactor Coolant Pump to 

Power trip setpoitnt is selected to revent normal,-

power operation unless at least r go? 

oet RCP status is monitore y power 

ýu e ach ump Tese relays idct 
-+ 

anhf f awab Uwe

(continued) 
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Even in the case where this trip is a backup for other RPS trips for LOCA or 
MSLB, it is assumed to occur before degraded building conditions have an 

appreciable effect on RB High Pressure trip components. Therefore, 

determination of the Allowable Value does not account for errors Induced by a 

harsh environment.
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APPLICABLE 
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LCO, and 
APPLICABILITY

7. Reac Coolant p to Power (continued)

rust cr ent writ"ytrp-a ls Allowable Value is selected to 

of voltage to the RCPs. Neither the reactor power nor 

the pump power Allowable Value account for 

instrumentation errors caused by harsh environments 

because the trip Function is not required to respond 

to events that could create harsh environments around 
the equipment.  

. uclear Overpower RC Floi and Measured AXIAL POWER 
. MBALANCE

rThe Nuclear Overpower RCS Flow and Measured AXIAL 

POWER IMBALANCE tri rovides steady state protection 

or t ý e SLs. A reactor trip is 
ate t hae core power, AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE, 

and reactor coal ant flow conditionsn Ioe0Dy 

Gý ýýEnONBor uelcenterl ine iný ý 
-4 a -pt9ctionf provided by the

Reactor Coolant Pump to Power trip, through the power 
to flow ratio, for loss of reactor coolant flow 

events. The power to flow ratio provides direct 

protect Agor tthe loss of 
Sa I I aThe lance 

portion of the trip is credited for steady state 

protection only.

S,11 /,7 The power to flow ratio of the Nuclear overpower RCS 
a. Flow and Measured AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE trip also 

provides steady state protection to prevent reactor 

-N> power from exceeding the allowable_-p-gr tihe 
prSmary systirtP14y 5)3 k.•5u1!,V Pump 

w; H-A to. Thus, the power to flow ratio prevents 
-J-.r overpower conditions similar to the Nuclear Overpower 

trip. This protection ensures that during reduced 

flow conditions the core power is maintained below 

that required to begin DNS.

The Allowable Value is selected to ensure that a trip 
occurs core power, axial power peaking, and 

(continued)
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APPLICABLE 8. Nuclear Ovoower RCS Flow and Measured AXIAL PINER 

SAFETY ANALYSES, JIMALANC (continued) 

rca randn wa yr n i mau 

APPI Ip eakiog choante affowct th "lowal Valu.;, 

9 NB or fuel r eiteri ne igO l s P J"Zuel 

uncio trp th Meator whe 

Si a ci ntei 
asocaedwiha tur coolrnbtlow nm by trvi. ng T0rbine Tri 
F ttuns aracd to th d units i per_________ 

aordaei t ble Value for this Function is 

Tren nie is COLR because thent. e rspecific cre 

he a bin changes affect the Allowabe Value.  

Ec. fain Turbine Trip trin oi• pressure2 I 

'ru The Main Turbtne unction tn•ips t he reactor when 
matinusl tur ithne is at high power levels. The 

Main Turbine Trip Func ion provides an early reactor 

trip in anticipation of the loss of heat sink 

associated with a turbine trip. The Main Turbine Trip 

Function was added to the S&W de-figned units in 

accordance with bUREG-073l eno ) following the T 

ensre ha th trp s eab eda trequ doher -rm , 

Three M rle Island Unit 2 accident 

She 

robability of an RS' rei av 

V%) actuation for turbine trip c ises. Wnot requi 

5 t um/nUeomeaet sthat• can aru e tre a p.  

Each ofer he iour turbine oil pressTure f--ore 
errors inrdtectonrhannels throughnn u ferr tilatuded 

incdntieroumsly nonitonthe status of the Alontactsb Ve.  
Therefore, failure of any pressure switch affects Ot 
protection channeW 

For the Main Turbine Trip (1Otl Pressure) Nv--

ttbie thehe.Alowabe r)•sig Is selec'

ablethe Alowa(continuueed 

pressure drops below the normal operating range. To 
ensure that the trip is enabled as req • h, 
LCO, the reactor power bypass is set •i In V.L i_ 

a/ , mue @ -45% RTF. The turbine trip isnot required to 

/-•<• •JJprotect against events that can create a harsh 

CA environment in the turbine building. Thereor,o, 
errors induced by harsh environments are not included 

in the determination of the setpoint Allowable Value.  

"J ~(continued
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APPLICABLE 10. Loss of Main Feedwater Pumps (&ontroi ui, vressureu 
SAFETY ANALYSES, 
LCO, and The Loss of Main Feedwater Pumps (Control Oil 
APPLICABILITY Pressure) trip provides a reacto rip at high powel 

(continued) evels when oth pumps-are The trip 

rovides an early reactor trip n an i ation of ti 
(+r;,:g T lss of beat sink associated with l"•[lZ--Thls

trip was added in accordance with -3 (Ref.  
following the Three Mile Island Unit 2 accident. T 

_tr-j tri ovides a reactor trip a oe s If 

a to vinimiri.ý cha es to the 

For the feedwater'Wý= ~ntrlol V pressure bistabl 
ine r~u W~u, 1UU 04 Olf-Off*S3

a trip whenever feedwater pump control oil pressure 
drops below the normal operating range. To ensure 
that the tri is enabled as teuired b the LCO, the tot~ecf6r power bypass lsse-t}h l'ny])bU[b•lalue of 

,<joy* RTP. The Loss of Main Feedwater Pumps (Control 
•'Oil Pressure) trip is not required to protect against 

events that can create a harsh environment in the 
turbine building. Therefore, errors caused by harsh 
environments are not included in the determination of 
the setpoint Allowable Value.

11. Shutdown Bypass RCS High Pressure

The RPS Shutdown Bypass(c.iIEhiesu~e 
AJJJlgw or withdrawing the CONTROL ROOS( 
WRO~MY the normal RCS Low Pressure trip

(continued)

e.; loss 91(ofte,

a,
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Because the shutdown bypass high pressure trip setpoint Is below the 

normal RCS low pressure trip setpoint, the reactor must be tripped while 
passing between these two setpoints.
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APPLICABLE 11. Shutdown Bypass RCS Hiah Pressure (continued) 

LAET ANALYSESde_ ... .._, _ 
...... d in.....  

LCO. and !-Hg_!e trip 01"f ,Id Vfi withdy

During shutdown bypass operation with the Shutdown 
Bypass RC$S High Pressure trip active with a setpoint 
of 7203 si and the Nuclear Overpower-Low 
"e point U 5 RTP, the trips listed 

beow gbMbypasd ae ;P ress e trip d the Ntl e 
.. ÷ t tv etri=t to ;;event uni

L., /Nuclpr Over96Wer-H gVSetpo .• 

4. RCS Low Pressure; 

5. RCS Variable Low Pressure; 

7. Reactor Coolant Pump to Power; and 

8. Nuclear Overpower RCS Flow and Measured AXIAL 
POWER IMBALANCE.

_~~owa 
______________________before 

m s, 5 ., D crc 

~__odL,~f.(IAC 4 pD TL ( RP 

sc-t s4Rts STSrv' Cl*pabCE 

BWOG STS
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4. c--o Prssre 

6/RectrBudigHigh Pre re;tnud 

ABLE 
ANALYSES, 

7.d R-eat Croolat Pup oPwr9n 

kBILITY 

2. RC4 ear Ovter epeyrC Flwatdre; srd/XA 

Fucts,4 5,ndiut emabbyei 

3.Z -2

OE RCS essure s 
3. dow ntA S y arC e Hh Pressead t he O uci r 

6/Rp acwor- Bet int trig Pre plaed;narto. ude 

7these c tions the P. own a ss oer a hn drbne Trip 

an te ear Overpow - low and pact d A Xt Ae 

unitse posndti e--frm rachn g I aI- .3 ponte n •actusho n thtfo 

thperFuntions ieso t ese sawry.vltef~rp r o Twnoc ton n re raengired to bhed ay re bL ured in 

pOEr .tionsftofS MOD . Thee ae the 12 Main Tpuin e ther 

(h ownBp RSH Pressure and the Loss oManetatrPup 
(Cnrpol Olr- seon) htrip. Thespaed ýa-ato.  

~~ angd fRPi Uet~eY 

op er a ionbelw the peaower lepes tr i ares. u notr 

anecesscla t Oinmi , -hL enge to tihe pa,. reqredntb 

cuTse ea f con the Rnis. to tp 

Two 49) Fucti is not required to be OPERABLE ring 

Potin reato trip breakers are op ai uri e n ori 

themw CRresysure) incapabe Lofs rod Maithdradwal.r Pumps 

teRSinoreurdto be OPERABLEfi&v in MOD 6 the 

BcONTRO RtDS safetyIZ3~ frntom o the CRPSs. torith 

C O'ilERBEi
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<INSERT B3.3-21A> 

In MODE 1; in MODE 2, when not operating In shutdown bypass; and in 

MODE 3, when not operating in shutdown bypass but with any CRD trip breaker 

In the dosed position and the CRD system capable of rod withdrawal, the 

following trips are required to be OPERABLE. These trips function to ensure 

that any withdrawn CONTROL RODS can be automatically Inserted to make or 

maintain the reactor subcritical.  

I.a. Nuclear Overpower-High Setpoint; and 

3. RCS High Pressure.  

In MODES 1 and 2, the following trips are required to be OPERABLE. These 
trips function as primary or as back-up trips to ensure that any withdrawn 
CONTROL RODS can be automatically Inserted to make orinaintain the reactor 
subcdtical.  

2. Reactor Outlet High Temperature: and 

6. Reactor Building High Pressure.  

In addition, Function 6, Reactor Building High Pressure, Is required to be 

OPERABLE In MODE 3, whenever any CRD trip breaker Is dosed and the CRD 

system is capable of rod withdrawal. In this MODE, this Function serves purely 
as a back-up to other required Functions.  

In MODE 1 and In MODE 2, when not in shutdown bypass operation, the 

following trips are required to be OPERABLE. These Functions operate to 

ensure that any withdrawn CONTROL RODS can be automatically Inserted to 

make or maintain the reactor subcritical. These Functions are all bypassed 

when the channel Is placed In a shutdown bypass condition. Therefore, they are 

not required to be OPERABLE during shutdown bypass operation.  

4. RCS Low Pressure; 

5. RCS Variable Low Pressure; 

7. Reactor Coolant Pump to Power, and 

8. Nuclear Overpower RCS Flow and Measured AXIAL POWER 
IMBALANCE.

ANO-1 ITS 1/28/20D0INSERT



RPS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1 

BASES 

APPLICABLE However, in MOE 2, 3, 4, or 5. e y ass S g 

SAFETY ANALYSES, Pressure and Nuclear Overpower-Low setpoint trips are 

LCO, and required to be OPERABLE if the CRD trip breakers are closed 

APPLICABILITY and the CRD System is capable of rod withdrawal. Under 

(continued) these conditions, the Shutdown Bypass RCS High Pressure and 

5A *(conA~~tiued .'Nuclear Overpower-Low setpoint trips -R 

Am, t• vk%;Ai w Ao'rue • •conditions 
that COUm c am -- ....  

ACTIONS Conditions A, 8, and C are applicable to all RPS protection 

Functions. If a channel's trip setpoint is found 

nonconservative with respect to the required Allowable Value 

in Table 3.3.1-1, or the transmitter, instrument loop, 

signal processing electronics or bistable is found 

inoperable, the channel must be declared inoperable and 

al q 1Cle Cnii 
entered iummediately.  

.S When the num r of iuio c an s in a trip Function 

If onexceed thorsmecfunet in one rtconition s -chn beo 

witopeabe th aFfetdnrtction chne mhnte ti utsiethbe plaed y 

i ianal s. Therefore, in a .mustbe m.f-te logiced 

8; 4Ae.. (e~bA i f9 configuateionan the bypass40D of an otercanli 

"p revene. It'is configuratio to e . c:redit for topic pf 

i~~~L ~~ p~. n e wer it afety fuci n inth prsec t o f admfiueo 

ports as chasne for Justi letlon Tei mesrab e hne 

cnreports plaued suoported by T RC Staff Safety Evcation 

t o p i c re p o rt_ _fo rth at _ _ _ _ 

channe or more Functions in one protection channel became 

cnoferable, the affected protection cha 
or' 41p ......4 .tr If the channel is bypassed, all RPS 

in D assonoinued) 

e.P~ Y 44he-re•--Al 
Funr'_ onss aare placed in a two-out-of-three logic 

tm " I" courtion and the bypass of any other channel is 

le r 
In thiB 3.3o-2nfiguration, the RPS can still perform 

he4 ki n e, j its safety function in the prsence of a rno fa-lueo 
',."-"any single channel. Altentvlheioraecanl 

can be placed in trip. Trippinthafeedpocin 

channel places all RP$ Functions in a one-out-of-three 

configuration.  

(continued) 
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RPS instrumentation 
B 3.3.1 

BASES 

ACTIONS c ntitn or VIst 

K 'B. .3 23 A o -o uaPtlo aX-continue indsf11' tel

In is uratitt e cpo pea ts 

r presence of any single random filure.  
The 1 hour Comple on Ti e is sufficient to perform Required 

Action A e 4 

-IrAJCP-TFor Required Action 5.1 and Required Action 
5.2, if one or 

(- more Functions in two protection channels become inoperable, 

*one f t no ble rotection channels must be placed in 
r • ' .. W el er n pass These Required Action Ie 

ee+Aer a Funct ons aone-out-of-twOo- oic confi rto O 
el~~er --fgr ii~h Fcns e r ts saf"ety 

+4eP-* functions in the-presence of a random failure of any single 
S~channel. The I hour Completion Time is sufficient time to 

perform Required Action B.1 and Required Action B.2E, 

Lp -r. -

Required Action C.i directs entry into the appropriate 
Condition referenced in Table 3.3.1-1. The applicable Cýondition referenced in the table de unto nd 

0 f Condt n p c e P10 o~t or; i 

n at on s d Condition C is ^I ewe- 4kI4v1 4w'C 

n ere a c he rovidelt for transfer to the A~~D re, 
appropriate subsequent Con i on. ivt op_"ra4 

lan ae 3.3 .T- direc entrMj 

"into Condition D, the unit must be brought to a KOBE in 

which the specified RPS trip Functions are not required to 

be OPERABLE. The allowed Completion Time of 6 hours is 

N 
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach MOOE 3 

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.3-23A".  

Another option is to maintain the channel, which contains one or more 
inoperable Functions, In an untripped and unbypassed state. In this case, 
bypass of the remaining three channels must be prevented. This is 
accomplished by tagging them, under administrative controls, to prevent their 
being bypassed. This option assumes that the Inoperability of the Function(s) 
does not require the channel containing the Inoperable Function(s) to remain In a 

tripped condition, and that the channel contains other Functions which remain 
OPERABLE.  

By maintaining the channel in an untripped and unbypassed state, the Inoperable 
Function(s) are In a two-out-of-three logic configuration. This configuration Is 
equivalent to bypassing the channel. However, by maintaining the channel in an 
untripped and unbypassed condition, the OPERABLE Functions within that 
channel remain in service in a normal two-out-of-four logic configuration.  

<INSERT 03.3-23B' 

The second Inoperable channel may be bypassed or may be maintained in an 
untripped and unbypassed condition. If the channel is niot bypassed, bypass of 
the remaining channels must be prevented. This is accomplished by tagging 
them, under administrative controls, to prevent their being bypassed. This 
option assumes that the Inoperability of the Function(s) in the second channel 
does not require that channel to remain in a tripped condition, and that the 
channel contains one or more Function which remains OPERABLE.

ANO-1 ITS 1/2812000INSERT



RPS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1 

BASES 

ACTIONS Dpj and D.2 (continued) 

from full power conditions in an orderly ma•n1r and to open 

all CRD trip breakers without challenging rTh-%5systems. eklt 

If Required Actio ss1 

Xand~oe ad Table 3.3.1-1. drectpntry 

into Condition E, the unit must be brought to a NODE in 

which the specified RPS trip Functions are not required to 

be OPERABLE. To achieve this status, all CR0 trip breakers 

must be opened. The allowed Completion Time of 6 hours is 

reasonable, based on operating ex.erience, to open CRD trip 

breakers without challenging systems.  

Ll 

Unitm pr no and Wat e3. di-rec ~entry0 

into Condition F, the unit must be brought to a NODE in 

which the specified RPS trip Function is not required to be 

SOPERABLE. To achieve this status, THERMAL POWER must be 

re uce 4 • RTP. The allowed Completion Time of 6 hours 

is reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach 

',.4clk RTP from full vower conditions in an orderly manner 

without challenging t systems.  

EA 

If dR)Required Actio rný&ssoj tEComPl Eli on Tme-- ./9 
% ip or! e anid Table 3.3.1-1 direc entryr'-Q 

into Condition G, the unit must be brought to a 111O1E In 
which the specified RPS trip Function is not required to be 

OPERALE. -qachieve this status, THERMAL POWER must be 
d<•J" RTP. The allowed Completion Time of 6 hours e0 

Ke based on operating experience, to reach 

RTP from full er conditions in an orderly manner 

w"Thout challenging& systems.  

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

The SRs for each RPS Function are identified by-the SRs 
column of Table 3.3.1-1 for that Function. Most FunctiiJ., 
are subject to CHANNEL CHECK CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TES 
CHANNEL CAIBA Eýýý testing.  

The SRs are modified by a Not -- d re c s 
the reader to Table 3.3.1-1 to determine the correct SRs to 
perform for each RPS Function

Rai~i 4 Note: The, CHANNE NCTIONAL TEST /Free nies 
apased on approved topi reports. For a li nsee to 
ae these times, the li see must justify thyt requenci s 
as required by the HR taff SER for the topal repo

SR .3.U 1.1 rooJe~s reas le) assutxe&%%e a4 r ie4it&Io 

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours u s 
M a gross failure of instrumentation~ga orrZERM. A 
CHANNEL CHECK is normally a com arisson of the parameter 
indicated on one channel t I parameter on other 

-t~t~aIC c annels. Iis based on 'the assumption that instrument 
channels monitoring the same parameter should read 
approximately the same value. Significant deviations 
between two instrument channels could be an indication of 
excessive instrument drift in one of the channels or of 
something even more serious. CHANNEL CHECK will detect 
gross channel failure; therefore, it is key in verifying 
that the instrumentation continues to operate properly 
between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION.  

Agreement crtterialare determined by the unit staff based on 
a combination of channel instrument uncertainti•t 

channel is outs de the criteria, it may be an ndication 
that the transmitter or the signal processing equipment has 
drifted outside its limit. If the channels are within the 
criteria, it is an indication that the channels are 
OPERABLE. If the channels are normally off scale during 
times when surveillance is required, the CHANNEL CHECK will 

Sonly verify that thev are off scale in the same direction.  
Off scale low current loop channels are verified to be f-L t 

reading at the bottom of the range and not failed downscale.

The Frequenyf t . A a every f i s based an operating 
experience that demonstrates channel failure is rare. Since 

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation 
6 3.3.1 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE S. 3.3.1.1 (continued) 
REQUIREM S "the probability of two random failures in redundant channels 

in any 12 hour period is extremely low, the CHANNEL CHECK 

minimizes the chance of loss of protective function due to 

failure of redundant channels. The CHANNEL CHECK 

supplements less formal but more frequent checks of channel 

OPERABILITY during normal operational use of the displays 

associated with the LCO's required channels.  

For Functions that trip on a combination of several 

measurements, such as the Nuclear Overpower RCS Flow and 

Measured AXIAL POWER IHBALANCE Function, the CHANNEL CHECK 

must be performed on each input.  

This SR is the performance of a beat balance calibration for 

the ower ran e channels Lev hours when reactor power 

0,1cc.~TP sT -a aanec a ion consists of a 
Scopar son of the results of the calorimetric with the power 

r;0016 Afte o range channel output. The outputs of the power ran e Q-, 

channels are m1a to the calorimetric. it t _e 

"calorimetric eces e Nuclear Instrumentation System 

Ch. kA of 2100% 1 (HIS) channel output by zZ RTP, the ! 

inoperable but must be adju ted. If the HIS channel cannot 

g1,Jq " ; It- O C4 4, o ,r be properly adjusted, the channel is declared inoperable. A 

t '1)Note clarifies that-this Surveillance is required only if 
= •reac&tor power Is k IP and that 24 hours is allowed f r 

'%) _erforming the first Surveillan t reah ing 
A c trime a ANg, 1.  

-. -P T 

The power range channel's output shall be adjusted 

• 3.1 -26A/ consistent with the calorimetric results if the calorimetric 
exceeds the power range channel's output by ZAM RTP. The 

value ofA2I% is adequatl because this value is assumed in 

the safety analyses of^AR, Chapter 1p (Ref. 2). These 

checks and, if necessary, the adjus; men of the power range 

channels ensure that channel acc c is maintained within 

the analyzed error margins g The our Frequency isc 
adequatetbased on unit operatinffexperience, which 
demonstrates the change in the difference between the power 

range indication and the calorimetric results rarely exceeds 

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.3-26A> 

Two calorimetric calculations are routinely performed. One relies upon primary 
system parameters and the other relies upon secondary system parameters.  
The primary calorimetric Is generally less accurate than the secondary 
calorimetric at higher power levels and more accurate at lower power levels. For 

comparison to the nuclear Instrumentation, between 0 and 15% power, only the 

primary calorimetric (heat balance) Is considered. From 15 to 100% power the 

calorimetric Is weighted linearly with only the secondary heat balance being 
considered at 100% power.

ANO-1 ITS 1/2&/2000INSERT



RPS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.2 (continued) .  
REQUIREcMENT in an hour period.  

Furthermore, tRe control room operators monitor redundant 
indications and alarms to detect deviations in channel 
outputs.  

SR 3.3.1.3 

A comparison of power range nuclea•instrumentation channels 

against incore detectors shall bea eerformed at a 31 day 
Frequency when reactor power is RTP. A Note clarifies 

OR) that 24 hours is allowed for erforming the first 
urveiance after reac ng RTP. If the absolute 

idifference between the power range and incor measurements 
e,+rr 4-ka )0 % the power range channel is not Tnoerabie, 

a EL CALIBRATION that adjusts the measure 
.44%C imbalance to agree with the incore measurements is 

necessary. If the power range channel cannot be properly AAL 
:|k:,';• "-recalibrated, the channel is declared inoperable. The $ ,, 

calculation of the Allowable Value envelope assumes a 1MRALAME 

difference in out of core to incorermeasurements at M /'. 4

Additional inaccuracies beyond those that are measured are 
also included in the setpoint envelope calculation. The 
31 day Frequency is adequate, considering that long term 
drift of the excore linear amplifiers is small and burnup of 
the detectors is slow. Also, the excore readings are a 
strong function of the power produced in the peripheral fuel 
bundles, and do not represent an integrated reading across 
the core. The slow changes in neutron flux during the fuel 
cycle can also be detected at this interval.  

SR 3.3.1.4 

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed (n ech equ Jd•- 9 
(5 to ensure that the entire channel will performthe 

intended function. Setpoints must be found within the 
Allowable Values specified in Table 3.3.1-1. Any setpoint 
adjustment shall be consistent with the assumptions of the eA(t 
current §PrF-e- setpoint analysis.  

EreiZed n sotenicy nsed 

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation B 3.3.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

Sg 3.3.1.4 (continued)

A Note to the Surveillance indicates that neutron detectors 
are excluded from CHANNEL CALIBRATION. This Note is 
necessary because of the difficulty in generating an 
appropriate detector input signal. Excluding the detectors 
is acceptable because the principles of detector operation 
ensure a virtually instantaneous response.  

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.3-28A> 

The Frequency of 31 days is based on operating experience, which has 
demonstrated through high reliability of the instrumentation, that failure of more 
than one channel, of a given Function, in any 31 day interval Is rare.  

Testing In accordance with this SR is normally performed on a rotational basis, 
with one channel being tested each week. Testing one channel each week 
reduces the probability of an undetected failure existing within the system and 
minimizes the likelihood of the same systematic test errors being Introduced into 
each redundant channel.  

<INSERT B13.3-28B> 

This SR calibrates the power range (excore) channels to the incore channels 
every 31 days. This calibration adjusts the power range channel output to the 
calorimetric heat balance coincident with the imbalance output being calibrated 
to the imbalance condition predicted by the Incore neutron detector system.  

<INSERT B0.3-28C> 

24 hours Is allowed for performing the first Surveillance after reaching 20% RTP.

ANO-1 ITS 1/2812000INSERT



RPS Instrumentation B 3.3.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE 
I F 5Fl. l mLF•I~lU r

SR 3.3.1.6 (continued)

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument 
channel, Including the sensor. The test verifies that the 
channel responds to the measured parameter within the 
necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves 
the channel adjusted to account for instrument drift to 

ensure that the instrument channel remains operational 
Lsets -4e tests. CHANNEL CALI ON shall find 

th au A• ro v. kZ* • st errors are 

with n e assumptions ot thei n 3st setpoint 
FP_ analysis. CHANNEL CALIBRATIO mus erformed consistent 
-29Aj~i• with the assumptions of the ci setpoint analysis.  

The Frequency is justified by the assumption ofran 
S1P4 month calibration interval in the determination of the 

•a,1 lagnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

I.  
F

This verifies ndiv ual channel auation respo a times 

ar~e ass than or e to the maxii values assud in the 
4ccident analysi Individual cc onent respons times are 
not modeled in e analyses. T analyses maIe the 

overall, or tal, elapsed t from the pa nt at which the.  
parameter xceeds the anal ical limit at -. e sensor to th 
point rod insertion. sponse time ý,sting acceptanc 

crit a for this unit reincluded in.'fteference 1.  

Note to the Su llance indicats that neutron tectors 

-are excluded fr RPS RESPONSE TE testing. Note is 
necessary bec se of the diff lty in genera g an 

appropriat etector input nal. Excludi the detectors 
Is acce le because thepinciples of d ector operation 
ensure virtually inst aneous respon 

R nse time testsre conducted aln [18] month STAGG ED 
J.ST BASIS. Testg of the final ctuation devices, ' ,ch 
make up the buW of the respon time, is included the 

testing of ei4 channel. Th fore, staggered teing 
results in.,response time v fication of these evices every 
[1]ott Thex [1e]imnnth Fr•equency i ba on unit 

opertin exerince whih sowstha radobfailures of

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.$-29A,).  

Whenever a sensing element Is replaced, the next required CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION of the resistance temperature (RTD) sensors Is accomplished by 
an Inplace cross calibration that compares the other sensing elements with the 
recently Installed sensing element.

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 1/28/2000
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6 3.3.1 

BASES

REFERECES 1. /MSAR Chapter~.  

2. /S1w, chpt 

44odo/oy 
18c "PcD&-OO.

'16hrip' tl~ Oc-rMIr j165

04TM L-h,?
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RPS manual Reactor Trip 
8 3.3.2 

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

8 3.3.2 Reactor Protection System (RPS) Manual Reactor Trip 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The RPS Manual Reactor Trip provides the operator with the 
cE a abili to trip the reactor from the control room in the 

3 Or C6 ,Ot ' ItE sence o any other trip condition. Manual trip is 

&Wa , provided by a trip push button on the main control board.  

This push button operates four electrically independent 
sw tches42•.•r a, r t This trio is indeDendent ofth•eautomati•'c t ri~p syst em.- I• sown ,'Fgure |--.} •SR, 

,• •r - . 1), power for v ONTROL ROD drty (CRD)\ 
.e era - Itag col an tco ol rm" K isE?..T he reacto rip modules (R . The manual tr switches 2q 

(f o• ••ln)-'4are loca~l' between the Rl!output and the b eker _ 

B•r3 ,iA underv tage coils. Op ng of the switch opens the lines 

to reakers s trp nehaism. e is also epa r t 
t ebreaker shunt me ichanisms. _T e is a seP are• 

All switches ataedtruh mechanical lin ae from 

U ingle_ Vu;A' .....tt .....

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES

The Manual Reactor Trip ensures that the control room 
operator can initiate a reactor trip at any time. The 
Manual Reactor Trip Function is required as a back to!he 
automatic trip function nd lows optrators s ut do 
he acd ever ny p ameterK rapi ly t d j 

0ýtri se oint

heR icua %ctor p s erim'4ff NRC icX temgK

LCO The LCO on the RPS Manual Reactor Trip requires that the 
trip shall be OPERABLE whenever the reactor is critical or 

ý an~y~ ýo breaker is closed and rods are 

cap f being wit rawn, including shutdown bypass. This 

enables the operator to terminate any reactivity excursion 
that in the operator's judgment requires protective action, 
even if no automatic trip condition exists.  

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.3-31A> 

As shown in Figure 7.1, SAR, Chapter 7 (Ref. 1), control power for the control 
rod drive (CRD) breakers and electronic trip assembly (ETA) relays comes from 
the reactor trip modules (RTMs). The manual trip switches are located between 
the RTM output and the breaker undervoltage coils, breaker undervoltage relays, 
and ETA relays. The switches also Initiate actuation of the breaker shunt trip 
mechanisms. These are separate switches which are actuated through a 
mechanical linkage from a single push button. Opening of the switches opens 
the circuits to the breakers, tripping them.  

<INSERT B0.3-31>B 

Operating experience has shown the Manual Reactor Trip Function to be 
significant to public health and safety, and therefore sa: 1fy Criterion 4 of 10 
CFR 50.36 (Ref. 2).

ANO-1 ITS 11/2820OINSERT



RPS Manual Reactor Trip 
8 3.3.2 

BASES

LCD 
(continued)

APi

The Manual Reactor Trip Function is composed of four 
electrically independent trip switches sharing a common 
mechanical push button.

)LICABILITY The Manual Reactor Trip Function is required to be OPERABLE 
in MODES 1 and 2. It is also required to be OPERASLE in 

MODES 3, 4, and 5 if any CRD trip breaker is in the closed 

position and if the CRD System is capable of rod withdrawal.  
MTe safety function of the RPS is to trip the CONTROL 

(•.r • --0 S•,-Th erefore, the Manual Reactor Trip Function is not 

needed in MODE 3, 4, or 5 If the reactor trip breakers are 

open or if the CR0 System is incapable of rod withdrawal.  
Simi larl the RPM Manual Reactor Trip is not needed in 

NODE 6 heRCONRL RODS arfrom the CRDs.

ACTIONS

Condition A applies when the Manual Reactor Trip Function is 

found inoperable. One hour is allowed to restore Func 

to OPERABLE status. The automatic functions and various 

alternative manual trip methods, such as removing power to 

the RT~s, are still available. The 1 hour Completion Time 

is sufficient time to correct minor problems.

2, or 3, the unit must be placed In a WUUL in wn1rn manual 
trip is not required. Required Action B.1 and Required 

Action 5.2 place the unit in at least MODE 3 with all CR0 

trip breakers open within 6 hours. The allowed Completion 
Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based on operating 

experience, to reach MODE 3 from full power conditions in an 

orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.  

V3tk th-- Iz er •and a 

-~ I I F' I4 W..  
te ueturnedd 

(continued)
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RPS Manual Reactor Trip B 3.3.2

BASES 

ACTIONS L.I (continued) 

or 5, the unit must be placed in a MODE in which manual trip 
is not required. To achieve this status, all CRD trip 

breakers must be opened. The allowed Completion Time of 
6 hours is reasonable, based on operating experience, to 

open all CRD trip breakers without challenging unit systems.

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIRE•ENTS

REFERENCES

This SR requires the performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL 
TEST of the Manual Reactor Trip Function. This test 
verifies the OPERABILITY of the Manual Reactor Trip by 

actuation of the CR0 trip breakers. The Frequen-y shall be 
once prior to each reactor startup if not performed within 
the preceding 7 days to ensure the OPERABILITY of the Manual 
Reactor Trip Function prior to achieving critic t. The 
Frequency was developed in consideration that 

Surveillanceo r ly performed during a unit outage.

S AR Cha ter 
/0. ,cick .6 '
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RPS-RTM 
B 3.3.3 

9 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.3 Reactor Protection System (RPS)-Reactor Trip Module (RTH) 

BASES 

BACRMW The RPS consists of four independenf protect ionchannels, v--.  

each containing an RTIM. Figure.- FSAR, Chapte k 7. 1i eSi 

(Ref. 1), shows a typical RPS protection channel and the 

relationshi of the RTIM to the RPS instrumentation, manual ei 

trip, and OhROLR drive (CRD) trip devices. The RIM 

receives bistable trip signals from the functions in its own 

channel and channel trip signals from the other three 

RP$S-RTIs. The RTH provides these signals to its own 

two-out-of-four trip logic and transmits its own channel 

trip signal to the two-out-of-four logic of the RTHs in the 

other three RPS channels. Whenever any two RPS channels 

transmit channel trip signals, the RTIM logic in each channel 

actuates to remove 120 VAC power from its associated CRD 
trip device.  

The RPS trip scheme consists of series contacts that are 

operated by bistables. During normal unit operations, all 

contacts are closed and the RIM channel trip relay remains 

energized. However, if any trip parameter exceeds its 

setpoint, its associated contact opens, which de-energizes 
the channel trip relay.  

When an RTH channel trip relay de-energizes, several things 
occur: 

a. Each of the four (4) output logic relays linforms' its 

associated RPS channel that a reactor trip signal has 

occurred in the tripped RPS channel; 

b. The contacts in the trip device circuitry, powered by 

the tripped channel, open, but the trip device remains 

energized through the closed contacts from the other 

RTIs. (This condition exists in each RPS-RTM. Each 

RPS-RTM controls power to a trip device.); and 

c. The contact in parallel with the channel reset switch 

opens and the trip is sealed in. To re-energize the 

channel trip relay, the channel reset switch must be 

depressed after the trip condition has cleared.  

(continued) 
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BASES

BACKGROUND 
(continued)

When the second RPS channel senses a reactor trip condition, 

the output logic relays for the second channel de-energize 

and open contacts that supply power to the trip devices.  

With contacts opened by two separate RPS channels, power to 

the trip devices Is interrupted and the CONTROL RODS fall 
into the core.

A minimum of two out of four RTIMs must 
condition to cause a reactor trii. AI! 

bisf4bIO W~ay con9Vct r~aH uit

can result in a reactor trip.

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES 

(ni MOMEq SA44I5 witk 
can5 CL70 -ti~p bredia,
L1n -t~ C tosq, posi*io4q 

C rypc' 1 e4 rod, 

sc--t s-4i Cairrerien d 

ci~ ~l rOFe5.

Accident analyses rely on a reactor trip for protection 
of reactor core integrity, reactor coolant pressure boundary 

integrity, and reactor building OPERABILITY. A reactor trip 

must occur when needed to prevent accident conditions from 

exceeding those calculated in the accident analyses. More 

detailed descriptions of the applicable accident analyses 

are found in the bases for each of the RPS trip Functions in 

LCO 3.3.1, *Reactor Protection System (RPS) 
Instrumentation.'

The ýRT4 LeO ýrequires all four ITT~s topbe OPEIRABLE.. ailure of auy RTM renderqs a p-lortion of the RPS inoperabiPl 
•rdues the r~ta~lt • h af _e utros -.

jjnterpretgtrip-signais tram its own ano, o~ner 
and to open its ssociated trip device.  

The requiremen four channels to be OPERABLE ensures that 

a minimum of tw-RPS channels will remain OPERABLE if a 

single failure has occurred in one channel and if a second

(continued)
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RPS-RTh B 3.3.3 

BASES

LCO 
(continued)

channel has been bypassed sr er -n ee 9 
This two-out-of-four trip og'gic also ensures that a single 

RPS channel failure will not cause an unwanted reactor trip.  

Violation of this LCO could result in a trip signal not 

causing a reactor trip when needed.

APPLICABILITY The RTHs are required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2. They 

are also required to be OPERABLE in MODES 3, 4, and 5 if any 

CR1 trip breakers are in the closed position and the CR1 

System Is capable of rod withdrawal. The RT~s are designed 

to ensure a reactor trip would occur, if needed• 
Srere ThiRs• b exO•in. of 

teeM ES; therefore, th RMs mutb PRABLE.  
theseKCIO ý he T~s ust e OPd irWAj

ACTIONS A.1.1. A.1.2. and A.2 

When an RTM is inoperable, the associated CRD trip breaker 

must then be placed in a condition that is equivalent to a 

tripped condition for the RTH. Required Action 'W.C• 

Required Action A.1.2 requires this either 
b)Aijppin 9he~ L~ 

CRD trip breaker or by removing power to the- trip 

device. Tripping one RTM or removing power opens one set of 

CRD trip devices. Power to hold up CONTROL RODS is still 

provided via the parallel CRD trip device(s). Therefore, a 

reactor trip will not occur until a second protection 
channel trips.  

To ensure the trip signal is registered in the other 

channels, Required Action A.2 requires that the inoperable 

RTM be removed from the cabinet. This action causes the 

electrical interlocks to indicate a tripped channel in the 

remaining three RTIs. Operation in this condition is 

allowed indefinitely because the actions put the RPS into a 
one~~out-of-three~~~ cofiurtin Teinwum.wm~s~

~~~PaAS one-out-of-throe configuration. IeIhu u•.,....  

-60 or rS'.L ris sufficient time to perform the Required Actions.  

~obe 1) 21Or 3.) 9.1. 9.2.1. and 92 

Condition B applies ifthe \ 

are not met 6 n~f-tWrequ ma .Mft po 1 i ý WO O E\I 

2, or 3. In this case, the unit must e pl-aced na MODE in 

(continued) 
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BASES 

ACTIONS 6.1. 9.2.1. and 6.2.2 (continued) 1P bteeY.rs 

"which the LCO does not apply. This is done by placing the 
unit a least IKODE 3 with all CRD trip breakers open or 

with aI power to% CRD removed within 6 hours.  

The a owed Complet an Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based 

on operating experience, to reach 1ODE 3 from full power 

conditions In an orderly manner and without challenging unit 

systems.  

rem' ovetin allioer to the Reurd Systewitou chlegigui 

r •C4,,-O are not metO ifrq~~e a're•-••e: omp t •DF 

or 5. In this case, the unit must bepaed ,,in aOO tM n 4#p 

systems.  

SUR(VEILLAKCE 
RhIh tThe Le def s a chan T1 as be tg 0oP LE br up to 

8 t eurs whi r gbypasse foSu•lget The • ote 

ows ch oel byp tor teeing wihou s efsnilg it 

inopera t ing is te eprin d it canno 

actua a reacp r tr i. s allowyns is based a the 

ass tian a0 theo1 VtPS abiit aptysis in 10167 
t t r etimeRreq ed to 

ItQUR•1TS Th e df tp a anel as by 

efr annel Sumellance. e analysis monstrate 
ta ahor sIgalwc does not igni ficant~l 

red te potilty ha eRP$ wil 14.rip-when 
ne sar. It's nt ac ble to re inely remeo( 

ruequired eillance sting. Su Ka practic. ud be 
contrar* the~v isuttns of the, reliability analys hts 

usitd e .Cmletiun TUmes.e 

Reviewves Note: Ahe CW NEL F-UNC;"NAL TE 
requency isD 

L•base.e an apfoved p0ical re t. Fo cne t sE 

(continued) 
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RPS-RTM 
B 3.3.3

BASES

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.3.3.1 (continued) 

th he ii-Wnsee must Je ify th requency 
,KF- que t 
qui re, the" NRC gaff SER for Xft reoort. a 

he S include Performance of a-2MNELIF-UNCTIONAL TEST 

every days UAK;M:IEST -Y.--Th-vs test-sha I I 
---- r" e RTH and its ability to receive 

veri e opmaff"o 
and properlyrespond rea 

uency/ ons; av shown that Ke Freq iability a he mililia ains a hi level of rviý 
or Tr System 1 -10167 (Ref. 2 

T Z5- ý 3.3 - 35?A oýý

REFERENCES 1. )W Captej7r 603 

B -0 16y May

- 16 A 

'12S
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The Frequency of 92 days Is based on operating experience, which has 
demonstrated through high reliability of the Instrumentation, that failure of more 
than one RTM In any 92 day interval Is rare (Ref. 3).  

Testing In accordance with this SR is normally performed on a rotational basis, 
with one RTM being tested each 23 days. Testing one RTM each 23 days 
reduces the probability of an undetected failure existing within the system and 
minimizes the likelihood of the same systematic test errors being Introduced Into 
each redundant RTM.

ANO-1 ITS 1/28/2000INSERT



CRD Trip Devices 
B 3.3.4 

B 3.3 IKSTIWMENTATION 

B3.3.4 cofN RfT 1 Drive (CR0) Trip Devices A 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The Reactor Protection System (RPS) contains multiple CR0 tri devices: two AC trip breakers, two DC trp 

-' , an electronic trip assembly (ETA) relays. The 

system has two separate paths (or channels), with each path 

having one AC breaker in series !Itkiither a pair of DC 

breakers or ETA reay-sTinWparallel. Each path provides 

a epre~n ~nt power to the CROs. Either path can provide 

6,eraje, suffi nt ower to gperate the entire CRD System.  

Sve FigurehAa R, Chaptevri• (Ref. 1), illustrates the 

configu•btion of CRD tri 4evices. To trip the reactor, 
power to the CRDs must be removed. Loss of power causes the 

CRD's mechanisms to release the CONTROL RODS, which then 
fall by gravity into the core.  

Power to CROs is supplied from two separate unit sources 

through the AC trip circuit breakers. These breakers are 
lesinated A and B, and their undervoltage and shunt trip 

Ccoi0 s are-(gM_ by RPS channels A and B, respectively.  
From the circuit breakers, the CR0 power travels through 

voltage regulators and stepdown transformers. These devices 

in turn supply redundant buses that feed the DC powerf(i6P'4 
supplies and the regulating rode.  

The DC'power supplies rectify e =PA19p UU ifý1ply power 

to hold the safety rods in their fully with~drawn position. 17 
One of the redundant power sources supplies phase A; the 

•c - t-er pa %; Either phase being energized is sufficient 
to hold the rod. Two breakers are located on the out ut 
each power suppl . Each breaker controls power toM ý"oT 

W VtA e our satety ro groups. Ihe unaervo tage and shunt trip 

coils on the two circuit breakers on the output of one of 

the power supplies is controlled by RPS channel C. The 
other two breakers are controlled by RPS channel D.  

L In additio to the DC bower supplies, the redundant buses 

"•o& Wa lso supply ower to the requlat n land auxiliary power 
r, u 1ies hen powersu iies cons to AS jat are 

aeon y graimi amps. Pr I ra0n 1 o ers) 
S co~rolled y contac s (E and. which a ontrol d by 

(continued) 
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These power supplies contain silicon controlled rectifiers (SCRs), which are 
gated on and off to provide power to, and remove power from, the phases of the 
CRD mechanisms. The gating control signal for these SCRs is supplied through 
the dosed contacts of the ETA relays. These contacts are referred to as E and 
F contactors, and are controlled by the C and D RPS channels, respectively.

ANO-1 ITS 1/28/200INSERT



CRD Trip Devices 
B 3.3.4 

BASES 

BACKGROUND --~pr One of oe redundant Programni f-1amp :cuhPanni~ey) 
(continued) \js bntiilled by ch C e her/by RPS channe 

-The Ac breaker and DC breakers are in series in one of the 
power supplies; whereas, the redundant AC breaker and DC 

rea er are in series in the other power supply to the 

(r, qo Ste-S CONTROL RODS. The logic required to cause a reactor trip is 

nthe ioenin of a circuit breakeroin each of the redundant 

"power supp es. e pair of UG circuit breakers on the 

outp f the power supply are treated as one breaker.) 

This is known as a one-out-of-two taken twice logic. The 

following examples illustrate the operation of the reactor 

trip circuit breakers.  

a. If the A AC circuit breaker opens: 

1. the input power to associated DC power supply is 

lost, and 

2. the SCR supply from the associated power source 

is lost.  

b. If the D DC circuit breaker(s) and F contactors open: 

1. the output of the redundant DC power supply is 

lost and the safety rods de- ea 

2. when the F contactor opens, 
oower is lost and the regula ngrs will be de-energized.  

c. The combination of (a) and (b) causes a reactor trip.  

Any other combination of at least one circuit breaker 

opening in each power supply will cause a reactor trip.  

In swumary, two tripped RPS channels will cause a reactor 

trip. For example, a reactor trip occurs if RPS channel B 

senses a low Reactor Coolant System (RCS) pressure condition 

and if RPS channel C senses a variable low RCS pressure 

condition. When the channel B bistable relay de-energizes, 

the channel trip relay de-energizes and opens its associated 

contacts. The same thing occurs in channel C, except the 

variable loe pressure bistable relay de-energizes 

channel C trip relay. When the output logic relays MIA ±_C1WA!! 

i e h B ndCc~ s

3ap c.I of ftch A ACkne/ r.ac C - rý 

1K. jj14 a v% ""clefvvja/qe -to eAc,-h oAP con nue)
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lra A power is removea.  
7iiii1Iting in a reactor trip'1

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES

pesifpca ckvlce Oft 

r ro cqg.,1g(6~J4 

vef; S'

Accident analyses rely on a reactor trip for protection 

of reactor core integrity, reactor coolant pressure boundary 

integrity, and reactor building OPERABILITY. A reactor trip 

must occur when needed to prevent accident consequences from 

exceeding those calculated in the accident analyses. The 

control rod insertion limits ensure that adequate rod worth 

is available upon reactor trip to shut down the reactor to 

the required SDH. Further, OPERABILITY of the CIR trip 

devices ensures that all CONTROL RODS (1it| i[;8 will 

trip when required. More detailed desiWeIafls ,.f the 

applicable accident analyses are found in the Bases for each 

of the individual RPS trip Functions in LCO 3.3.1, *Reactor 

Protection System (RPS) Instrumentation .  

lyhp CRO Ario devices satisfy Criterion 3

res all of thi' D -trip devices to be OPERAJL 
jRD trip device renders a portion of the RP 

uc -Re re) 1lee 
aithout reliable CR0 reactor trip circuit 

associated support circuitry, a reactor trip 
when initiated either automatically or

Allevices shall be OPERABLE to ensure that the 
reactor remains capable of being tripped any time it is 

critical. OPERABILITY is defined as the CRD trip device 

being able to receive a reactor trip.igtal and to respond 

this tri ignal by interrupting power to the CR~s.  
I(tbreaker's rip devices jnd the breaker itself 

4dh i tiub ' i on1ng prperly for the breaker to be 

O.ZNRh-3.c3 -#IA > 
Requiring all breakers and ETA relays to be OPERABLE ensures 

that at least one device in each of the two power paths to 

RDs will remain OPERABLE even with a single.If-t3--
16L th *A ..... .3,Y m -•- •.^ Mofr.V r,- •.  

1tA&~~ alosd 2,S and? u¶3vSS-fV-.~ " j ~*Df~a b~'~' 
continued) 

•J,vASt&I4 .._______-_
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Both ETA relays associated with each of the three regulating rod groups and the 

two ETA relays associated with the auxiliary power supply must be OPERABLE 

to satisfy the LCO. The ETA relays associated with the APSR power supply are 

not required to be OPERABLE because the APSRs are not designed to fall into 

the core upon Initiation of a reactor trip.

1/28/2000ANO-1 ITS INSERT
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BASES

Cdohat a0Aiang, 

(continued) rfai re wtcT a unw t ..... trip 

APPLICABILITY The CRD trip devices be OPERABLE in ODES 1 and 2 and 

in MODES 3. 4, and S when any CRD trip breaker is in the 

closed position and the CR0 System is capable of rod 

withdrawal.

The CR0 trip devices are designed to ensure that a reactor 

trip would occur if needed 
A e Zstiin a.. oa these MMDES, the

A Note has been added to the ACTIOINS indicating separate 

Condition entry is allowed for each CRO trip device.  

Condition A represents reduced redundancy in the CRD trip 

Function. Condition A applies when: 

• One diverse trip Function (undervoltage or shunt trip 

device) is inoperable in one or more CRD trip 

breaker(s)2or breaker paig; or

* One diverse trip Function is inoperable in both OC 

trip breakers associated with one protection channel.  

In this case, the inoperable trip Function does not 

need to be the same for both breakers.  

If one of the diverse trip Functions on a CRD trip breaker 

Ior breaker paio, becomes inoperable, actions must be taken 

to preclude the inoperable CRD trip device from preventin_ a 

reactor trip when needed. This is done by manually 

the inoperable CR0 tri breaker or by removing power f th e 0 t o erable CR. I trip breaker.  

Either o ese a ions p aces the affected CR~s in a 

one-out-of-two trip configuration, which precludes a single

(continued) 
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CRD Trip Devices B 3.3.4 

BASES 

ACTIONS A.1 and-.U (continued) 

failure, which in turn could prevent tripping of the 

reactor. The 48 hour Completion Time has been shown to be 

acceptable through operating experience.  

Condition B represents a loss of redundancy for the CR0 trip 
Function. Condition 8 applie we 

a n• func aun a either Xnderv, ptage or sh~n•tt 

*e/ Both diverse trip Functions are inoperable in one o ;•V 

~~V1L T7 p brea ers assqare wI t urn 

ana 

Required Action 6.1 and Required Action B.? are the same as 
Required Action A.1 and Required Action A.2, but the 

Completion Time is shortened. The 1 hour Completion Time 

1odto or remove power from the CR0 trip breaker 

'ws; ee capeop ator to take all the appropriate actions for 

the inoperable breaker and still ensures that the risk 

involved is acceptable.  

Condition C represents a loss of redundancy for the CRD trip 

Function. Condition C applies when one or more ETA relays 

are inoperable. The preferred action is to restore the ETA 

r 001-- ROO Q? relay to OPERABLE status. If this cannot be done the 
operator can perform one of( c mina e 

swliance on the failedl ETA reay. Th first option is to 
w- .-..... sitc e a ec e ogroup to an altemnate paower

, 's'<A J . VO Q- 4RA-..6• su 1 This removes thefiled ETA relay from the tri Swhi- 
0- PM " , se quence, and e unit can operate indefinitely. (The75 a 

or e. QPeR0e AI3L'-m J I option is toV )the corresponding AC CRD trip breaker.  

ame ae••, v I rel• Thi results he safety function being performed, thereby 

off iraeastuekv th.IT failed ETA relay from the trip sequence.  

(continued)
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The second option Is to transfer the affected CONTROL ROD group to a DC 
holding power supply. This option is only available If the affected group Is a 
safety rod group and the affected power supply Is the auxiliary power supply.  
The third option is to open the inoperable ETA contacts. This option results in 
the safety function being performed.

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 1/28/2000



CRD Trip Devices 
6 3.3.4 

BASES 

ACTIONS 
continued) 

The 1 hour Completion Time is sufficient to perform the 

Required Action.  

D.1. 0.2.1- and 0.-12 4 r AT;J.  
ifte enurd A tions f odtion A, 6, o r om 

RURKthe e in WE 1 2.or 3, the 

unit must I -e t a in which the LCO does not 

apply. To achieve this status, the unit must be brought U.  

/ at l est9 ODE 3, with all CRD trip breakers open or with 0 
powC Rt Qy removed within 6 hours. The allowed 

Co letion Time afof-f-urs is reasonable, based on operating 
exper ence, to reach .ODE 3 from full power conditions in an 

S`orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.  

LLOL 4~soeI an _M6 
If the Re-quired Actions o ondition A, Bor C are not met 

rs a ý ton 1=in mDE4r_ r5, the unit 

mds e rought to a MODE in whic the LCO does not apply.  

To achieve this status, all CR0 trip breakers must be opened 

orwiTppoe -loEoa CR0 removed within 6 hours. The 3 usal poe s reasonable, based on 

alloed Completion Time of 6 oursisrsoalbedn 
TI 

tera in e nRD trip breakers or 
remove power • C p t without challenging unit 
systems. • 

SURVEILLANCE 3..4.1 

R IEN 3.3.4.1 is to perform a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST every 

days. This test verifies the OPERABILITY of the trip 

evices by actuation of the end devices. Also, this ttestindependently verifies the undervoltage and shunt .riL. -' 

mechanisms of the breakers. The Frequency of days is 1-26) 
c on operatng experience, which has demonstrated that ' -' 

"ilure of amore than one channel of aivn in 

-day interval is a rare event.....  

<4iJS 4 __ _ 3.3-qqA 

REFERENCES 1. -I)UAR, Chapter 

EVOG STS 
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Testing in accordance with this SR is normally performed on a rotational basis, 
with one channel being tested each 23 days. Testing one channel each 23 days 

reduces the probability of an undetected failure existing within the system and 

minimizes the likelihood of the same systematic test errors being Introduced into 
each redundant trip device.

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 1/28/2000



Source Range Neutron Flux 
B 3.3.9 

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.9 Source Range Neutron Flux 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The source range neutron flux channels provide the operator with an indication of the approach to crittcality-Joj,, a2.  

Vfteutr-on,•fT=- in•rm-,,,d •. These channels also provide 
the operator with a flux indication that reveals chances in 
reactivit n s eni a i ana 

The source range instrumentation has two redundant cunt 
rate channels orn gnating in two high sensittvty - efl-be) 

OW0oiLISMW CM Two source range detectors t 
externailyl ocated on opposite sides of the core(3] 

,O hese channels are used over a counting range of 0.1 cps to 
cps and are displayed on the operator's control console 

n erms of log count rate. The channels also measure the 
rate of change of the neutron flux level, which iLdis layed 
for e operator in terms of startup rate from 4 'dI e ie-s , 
t.l r decades per minute. An interlock provides a control 

e -.4, rod withdraw *inhibit' on a high startup rate of +2 decades 71 Ik•S 4e lc'/ Is per minute in either channel.0t 

Sy,/$bJe, 1*e. The eropor anal counters of the source range channels are 

ja ,4 ;eJ,Ra f fi.c 'e?, B ch rs. T4e" detecr high voCage is aut matically 
qu"y cA#e14&,Se urineoff wh the f " level is ,pproxmat one dec #e 

&aboe the uful ope ting rant. Converse the hi 
o,'fp era.,e At&&OA vg age • turned automat lly when flux le $/ CA0'ch•inp rece im ly one de e of the etector 

maxim u Ioltage w 1 be turd off 
aut ticaIlly/Aen the ux .level i above IE- amp i 0th int ermeditpt-/range channels, or I0 power in ;0over range 
•annels. .  

APPLICABLE The source range neutron flux channels are necessary to 
SAFETY ANALYSES monitor core reactivity changes. ýthe primary means 

-for detectinM and triggering opera or actions to respond to 023 
'-Jy reactivity transients initiated from conditions in which the 

ckwses Reactor Protection System (RPS) is not required to be 
OPERABLE. also triggerf operator actions to anticipate 

U YV RPS actuation in the event of reactivity transients starting 
from shutdown or low power conditions.  

(continued)
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BASES 

APPLICABLE The source ranqe neutron flux channels satisfy Criterion 

SAFETY ANALYSES of Q CEO l a y S ate 1e6 (continued) 4 o io crp- .5 3 R ef.l

0
LCO

in-st-rumentation. The source ran e insnzrmentai 
primary power indication at 
intermediate range instrumentat on and must rei 
for the operator to continue increasing power.

APPLICABILITY

A• ate been a e -allowing detector hih voltage to be 
dc-e izzed above -10 amp on the intertediate range / ii 
Ich e eels. Above is point, the sourc ange / 

|Jistrumentati is no longer the pri ry power indtof.  

|As such, th igh voltage to the werce range detectP may 

sbe de-ene ized.  

source range neutron f ux channeli)shall be OPERABLEin 
RE2to provide §nft indication during an approacht 

criticality. Neut~ron lux level is sufficient for 
monitoring on the intermediate range and on the power range 

instrumentation prior to entering MODE 1; therefore, source 

range instrumentation is not required in MODE 1.

In MODES 3, 4, and 5, source range neutron flux 
instrumentation shall be OPERABLE to provide the operator 

with a means of monitoring nend to provide an 

early indication of reactivity changes. e rm Iuy 

The requirements for source range neutron iux 

instrumentation during MODE 6 refueling operations are 

addressed in LCO 3.9. 7, "Nuclear Instrumentation." ek-t

ACTIONS

(continued)
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Source Range Neutron Flux 6 3.3.9

BASES

ACTIONS

must continue to verify the SDM every 1Z hours untlI a% 
least one channel of the source range instrumentation is 

returned to OPERABLE status. Re uired Action d 
Action W , and Require c ion 3 prec ude rapid positive 

reaiity additions. The I hour Couple io T1no fiv 
Ssn Required Action V.4 provide 

sufficient time for operators to accomplish the actions.  
The 12 hour Frequency for performing the SDM verification 
se hat the reactivity changes possible with CONTROL 

4• °DO0-iserted are detected before S11 limits are challenged. X; 

Withc .j® 3 )> IE-I1 amp in MODE 2. 3. 4, or S on the 

intermediate range neutron flux instrumentation, continued

(continued)
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cINSERT B.3-42A> 

If no Indication of Intermediate range flux Is available, these Required Actions are 

also appropriate.

1/2812000ANO-1 ITS INSERT



Source Range Neutron Flux B 3.3.9 

BASES 

ACTIONS -C (continued) mp ire&tt~ 

operation is allowed with~ orre) Source 
range neutron I 

flux channels inoperabl e. he &Iibl ty to continue operation 

is Justified because the instrummentation does 
not provide a 

safety function during high power operation. However, 

__actions re initiated within I hour to restore the 

S% •-r-Vdchanneo to OPERABLE status for future availability. The 

Cmlet on Time of-I hour is sufficient to initi 
t ..the 

action. The action must continue until,,hanne 
restored to OPERABLE status.  

SURVEILLANCE SR.3-91 

REQUIRENENTS Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours 

a gross failure of instrumentation S- A 2 

Prvme4 rwa 5  C HEL CHECK is normally a comarison of the parameter 

&5WXAAL• t o4 indicated on one channel to Wk2Aarameter on other 

prompt k a . 0,, 0 channels. It i-s based on the assumpt on that instrument- _ 

channels monitoring the same parameter should read 

approximately the same value. Significant deviations 

between the two instrument channels could be an indication 

of excessive instrument drift in one of the channels or of 

something even more serious. CHANNEL CHECK will detect 

gross channel failure; therefore, it is key in verifying 

that the instrumentation continues to operate properly 

between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION.  

or:ement criteria are determined by the unit 
staff, based 

nat on of-- channel instrument uncertainties(,) I-t%1' .t nq isc~~n int~ on., aEWraa~rY If a 

€i annel is outside the criteria, it may be an indication 

that the r t 0 in a s rocessin meui.menL a 2 
drifted usOe s m . If the channels are within the 

criteria, it is an indication that the channels are 

OPERABLE. If the channels are normally off scale during 

times when surveillance is required, the CHANNEL CHECK will 

onl veri h re off scale in the same direction.  ai lwcprnt loop chapl reert ep ob ,. , 

Ing• at th ottom of the Wne and not faed downscdle 

The Frequency once r s is based on operating ed 

experience th•a demonstrates channel failure is rare. Since 

(continued)

B 3.3-93
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Source Range Neutron Flux 
B 3.3.g 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE R 3.3..l.1 (continued) 
REQUIREKENTS the probability of two random fatP.-. i- in redundant channels 

in any 12 hour period is extrerely low. "he CHANNEL CHECK 

minimizes the chance of loss of rrotecV. function due to 

failure of redundant channels. The CHANNEL -HECK 

supplements less formal, but more frtquent. checks of 

channel OPERABILITY during normal operational .,se of the 

di s associat d with tth 's re.:ire0 cha•nel& When 

ciA~L i4E) s still 

osowever, s condition, a recindant source 

ofl •,ran e available for comparison. CHANNEL -'HECK may 

OPARA8Lc s e peformed via comparison with intermediate range 

detectors, if available, and verification that the OPERABLE 
Mat source range channel is energized and indicating a value 

r, )nconsistent with current unit status.  

•F~Trsource range neutron flux channel@, CHANNEL CALIBRATION 

is a complete check and readjustment of the channelsg from 

the preamplifier input to the indicatoe. This test 

verifies the channel responds to measured parameters within 

ho~".• the necessa rane and accuracy. CHANoEL CALIBRATION 

eaves anne form instrument drift leaves 
te channeli 

•te~ruu 
tfor 

S "' to ensure that the enstrsent channel remains operational 

between successive tests.  

The SR is modified by a Note excluding neutron detectors 

from CHANNEL CALIBRATION. It is not necessary to test the 

detectors because generating a meaningful test signal Is 

O..1 Je I difficul edetectors are of simple construction, and 

+6+,& L pe P.,J--o 0 any faures in the detectors will be apparent as change in 
_: e~orSchannel 

output.  

o Ae• of Ap aete 46 a'h The Frequency of,•l months is based on demonstrated 

M instrument CHANNEL tLIBRATION reliability over an 

;S tkweceS%1Ae A5 * ecue ý "e7 AI month interval, such that the instrument is not 

are sve At adversely affected by drift.  

SR 3. A.3 is the verki cation o n decade f over p with 

theontemediate ra e neutron ,4ux instruntaionirnor to 

(continued)

BWO' STS
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BASES 

SURVEILLANCE J...II tinued) 

REQUREMNTS source r e count rate e eding 10 cps if n erformed 

vitbin days prior to actor startup. Tht ensures ato/ 

con uOus source of wer indication dur g the approachto 

c icality. Fail to perform this S veillance leaves 

e unit in a s , subcritical condi on until the 

performed in the p 7 s based on operatin 

experien I which shows that s rc range and inte iate 

range strument overlap do not change appreciabv within 

this est interval.  

BWOG ST'S B 3.3-85 Rev 1, 04/07/95



Intermediate Range Neutron Flux 
B 3.3.10 

B 3.3 INSTRMIIEKTATION 

* 3.3.10 Intermediate Range Neutron Flux 

BASES 

BACKGROMJD The intermediate range neutron flux channels provide the 

operator with an indication of reactor power at higher power 

levels than the source range instrumentation and lower power 

levels than the power range instrumentation.  

e intermediate range instrumentation has twoOR 

Clchannels originating in tw.o-• gammaJ..,k 

compensated ion chambers. Each channel provides eight 

decades of flux 1evl I rmation v1-Ums of the log of ion 

er current rom - amp to am.The channels 

so measure e ra e o c ange o e neu 

which is displayed for the operator in terms of startup rate 

from -0.5 decades to +5 decades per minute. A high startup 

rate of +3 decades per minute in either channe, i 11 % *-t /A Je ea 1,/ 

initiate a control rod withdrawal inhibi , le9 , 

The intermediate range compensated ion cha rs are f the 

electrically adjustable gamma compensating type. Each 

detector has a separate adjustable high voltage power supply 

and an adjustable compensating voltage supply.  

nurnflux €hne7reWU• 

APPLICABLE Intermediate range neutron flux channel are necessary to 

SAFETY ANALYSES monitor core reactivity changes and_ .the primary 

inoication to trigger operator actions to anticipate Reactor 

Protection System actuation in the event of reactivity 

transients starting from low power conditions.  

The intermediate ran e eutron flux channels satisfy 

intermediate range neutron flux instrumentation channele 

shall be OPERABLE to provide the operator withr / 

neutron flux indication. M W- operators to control 
;s e er the ncrease n power an to detect neutron flux transients.  

This indication is used until the power range 

instrumentation is on scale. Violation of this requirement 

could prevent the operator from detecting and controlling 

(continued) 
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Intermediate Range Neutron Flux B 3.3.10

BASES

LCO 
(continued)

neutron flux transients that could result in reactor trip 
during power escalation.

Thel i teridiate range neul 
OPERABLE in NODE 2 and 
breaker(a in the close 
capable of rod withdrawal.

Qoeo~~

e• a• 9o;en the power range and source range 
instrumentation cannot provide reliable indications* 

those conditions can exist injall of these MODES, the 
intermediate range instrumentation must be OPERABLE.

ACTIONS

(continued)
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Intermediate Range Neutron Flux B 3.3.10

BASES 

ACTIONS V (continued) 

reactor in the next lowest condition for which the 
intermediate range instrumentation is not required. This 
involves providing power level indication on the source 
range instrumentation by imuediately suspending operations 
involving positive reactivity changes and, within 1 hour, 
placing the reactor in the tripped condition with the CRD 
trip breakers open. The Completion Times are based on unit 
operating experience and allow the operators sufficient time 
to manually insert the CONTROL ROOS prior to opening the CRD 
breakers.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3L3-1Q.1 
REQUIREKENTS Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours Ii)~;:> 

that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A 

P~ol 4 trcm CHANNEL CHECK is normally a, cgparson of the parameter 
indicated on one channel t( 3 _aparameter on other 

channels. It is based on the assumption that nstrument 
channels monitoring the same parameter should read t 

approximately the same value. Significant deviations 
between the two instrument channels could be an indication 

of excessive instrument drift in one of the channels or of 

something even more serious. CHANNEL CHECK will detect 

gross channel failure; therefore, it is key in verifying 
that the instrumentation continues to operate properly 
between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION.  
A�'r . reement cr r are determined by the unit staff based on 

ýAe a'c htat on of channel instrument uncertaintien 

c anne is outside the criteria. it may be an indication 27 
that C ran= ott ro, the signal processing equipment has 

drifted outside Its limit. If the channels are within the / 
criter ata, tt tis ch .LVe.l 

.oL$&. - t"• •t • Iohj fCI, 

experience that demonstrates channel failure is rare. Since 

the probability of two random failures in redundant channels 

in any 12 hour period is extremely low, the CHANNEL CHECK 

minimizes the chance of loss of protective function due to 

(continued)
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Intermediate Range Neutron Flux 
B 3.3.10

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE sg 3.3.10.1 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS failure of redundant channels. The CHANNEL CHECK 

supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of 
channel OPERABILITY during normal operational use of the 
displays associated with the LW's required channelW 1J1o 

ie, AA& hen oerati ifnAoi;r-tieAg CHANNEL CHECK is 
-"still required.-However, in this condititor, a redundant 

(O•PAI3-E intermediate range is not available for comparison. CHANNEL 
CHECK may still be performed via comparison with power or 
source range detectors, if available, and verification that 
the OPERABLE intermediate range channel is energized and 

T indicates a value consistent with current unit status.  

For intermediate range neutron flux channels, CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION is a complete check and readjustment of the 
channels, from the preamplifier input to the indicators.  
This test verifies the channel responds to a measured 

paaee ihnt e neesr ag nd accurac-y. CHANNEL & 0 1t • ALBAINeaethchne are ;o ,o for 

i ins rument rift to ensure that the instrument channel 
remains operational between successive tests.  

The SR is modified by a Note excluding neutron detectors 
from CHANNEL CALIBRATION. It is not necessary to test the 
detectors because generating a meaningful test signal is 
difficult. In addition, the detectors are of simple 
construction, and any failures in the detectors will be 
apparent as a change in channel output. The Frequency is 
based on operating experience and consistency with the 
typical industry refueling cycle and is justified by 
demonstrated instrument reliability over antl8] month 
interval such that the instrument is not adversely affected 
by drift.  

SR 3.3.0 the verification w in 7 da reactor startup of one decade of over ihth o 

SW ft't an e neutron flux instrumentation or inteime t rag I cat on exce ng 1hi -. |s ensures a 

(continued)
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(INSERT B3.3-89A>

SIR 3.3,10.2 

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, of the required Intermediate range 
Instrument channel, verifies proper operation of the channel each 31 days.  
Monthly testing provides reasonable assurance that the instrument channel will 
function, If required, to provide indication during MODE 2 and during 
unanticipated reactivity excursions from MODES 3, 4, or 5.

ANO-1 ITS 1U2812000INSERT



Intermediate Range Neutron Flux 
B 3.3.10 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE .3-1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

REFERENCES

continuous source of power .-Ii-.tlon during the approach to 

criticality. Failure to pertcr., 'is Surve1 lean /5 
the unit in a condition wnere~ the. __ ad4t range c 

channels provide adequate pr ,eion unu.il WOe;a F

can be made.  

Te testdy be emitted perfome ,-I• • •rev3 us 
day aed on oe ra ge 'ru exp eri y tene• ¢npg r Y getu

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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This Section Addresses the Following Specifications: 

NUREG-1430 ANO-1 ITS Title 

3.3.5 3.3.5 Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System (ESFAS) 
Instrumentation 

3.3.6 3.3.6 Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System (ESFAS) 
Manual Initiation 

3.3.7 3.3.7 Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System (ESFAS) 
Automatic Actuation Logic

ANO-1 ITS 1/28/2000



ESAS Instrumentation 
3.3.5 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.5 Engineered Safeguards Actuation System (ESAS) Instrumentation

LCO 3.3.5 Three ESAS analog instrument channels for each Parameter in 
Table 3.3.5-1 shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: According to Table 3.3.5-1.  

ACTIONS 

, iC1P_

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each Parameter.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One or more Parameters A.1 Place analog instrument 1 hour 
with one analog instrument channel in trip.  
channel inoperable.  

B. One or more Parameters B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
with more than one analog 
instrument channel AND 
inoperable.  

B.2 - NOTE 
OR Only required for RCS 

Required Action and Pressure - Low setpoint.  
associated Completion 
Time not met.  

Reduce RCS pressure 36 hours 
< 1750 psig.  

AND 

(continued)
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ESAS Instrumentation 
3.3.5

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

B. (continued) B.3 NOTE 

Only required for Reactor 
Building Pressure High 
setpoint and High High 
setpoint.  

Be in MODE 5. 36 hours 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.5.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours 

SR 3.3.5.2 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 31 days 

SR 3.3.5.3 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 18 months

1/28/2000ANO-1 3.3.5-2



ESAS Instrumentation 
3.3.5

Table 3.3.5-1 (page 1 of 1) 
Engineered Safeguards Actuation System Instrumentation 

APPLICABLE 
MODES OR OTHER 

PARAMETER SPECIFIED CONDITIONS 

1. Reactor Coolant System Pressure - Low > 1750 psig 
Setpoint 

2. Reactor Building (RB) Pressure - High 1,2,3,4 
Setpoint 

3. RB Pressure - High High Setpoint 1,2,3,4

ALLOWABLE 
VALUE 

k 1585 psig 

< 18.7 psla 

< 44.7 psia

1128/2000ANO-1 3.3.5-3



ESAS Manual Initiation 
3.3.6 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.6 Engineered Safeguards Actuation System (ESAS) Manual Initiation

LCO 3.3.6 

APPLICABILITY:

Two manual initiation channels of each one of the ESAS Functions below 
shall be OPERABLE: 

a. High Pressure Injection (channels 1 and 2); 

b. Low Pressure Injection (channels 3 and 4); 

c. Reactor Building (RB) Cooling (channels 5 and 6); 

d. RB Spray (channels 7 and 8); and 

e. Spray Additive (channels 9 and 10).  

MODES I and 2, 
MODES 3 and 4 when associated engineered safeguards equipment is 

required to be OPERABLE.

ACTIONS 

NOTI 

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each Fun

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One or more ESAS A.1 Restore channel to 72 hours 
Functions with one OPERABLE status.  
channel inoperable.  

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
associated Completion 
Time not met. AND 

B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

1/2812000
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ESAS Manual Initiation 
3.3.6

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.6.1 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 18 months

1/28/2000ANO-1 3.3.6-2



ESAS Actuation Logic 
3.3.7 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.7 Engineered Safeguards Actuation System (ESAS) Actuation Logic

LCO 3.3.7 

APPLICABILITY:

The ESAS digital actuation logic channels shall be OPERABLE.  

MODES 1 and 2, 
MODES 3 and 4 when associated engineered safeguards equipment is 

required to be OPERABLE.

ACTIONS

I �

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each digital actuation logic channel.

1* I

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more digital A.1 Place associated 1 hour 
actuation logic channels component(s) in 
inoperable, engineered safeguards 

configuration.  

OR 

A.2 Declare the associated 1 hour 
component(s) inoperable.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.7.1 Perform digital actuation logic CHANNEL 31 days 
FUNCTIONAL TEST.

1/28/2000ANO-1
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ESAS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.5 

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.5 Engineered Safeguards Actuation System (ESAS) Instrumentation 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

The ESAS initiates necessary safety systems, based on the values of selected unit Parameters, to protect against violating core design limits and to mitigate accidents.  
The ESAS operates in a distributed manner to initiate the appropriate systems. The ESAS does this by determining the need for actuation in each of three analog instrument channels monitoring each actuation Parameter. Once the need for actuation is determined, the condition is transmitted to digital actuation logic channels, which perform the two-out-of-three logic to determine the actuation of 
each end device.  

Three Parameters are used for actuation: 

"* Low Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Pressure; 

"* High Reactor Building (RB) Pressure; and 

"• High High RB Pressure.  

LCO 3.3.5 covers only the analog instrument channels that measure these Parameters. These channels Include the equipment necessary to produce an actuation signal input to the digital actuation logic channels. This includes sensors, bistable devices, operational bypass circuitry, and logic buffer modules. LCO 3.3.6, "Engineered Safeguards Actuation System (ESAS) Manual Initiation," and LCO 3.3.7, "Engineered Safeguards Actuation System (ESAS) Actuation Logic," provide requirements on the manual initiation and digital actuation logic Functions.  

The ESAS monitors three parameters via analog instrument channels. Each analog instrument channel provides input to the appropriate digital actuation logic channels that initiate equipment with a two-out-of-three coincidence logic on each digital channel. Each digital actuation logic channel includes bistable inputs from all three analog instrument channels of one parameter, i.e., either Low RCS Pressure, High RB Pressure, or High High RB Pressure. The digital actuation logic combines the analog instrument channel trips to actuate the individual Engineered Safeguards (ES) components needed to initiate each ES System. Figure 7.6, SAR, Chapter 7 (Ref. 1), also illustrates how analog instrument channel trips combine to cause 
digital actuation logic channel trips.  

The ESAS is divided into five Functions actuated by ten digital actuation logic 
channels.

ANO-1 B 3.3.5-1 1t28/2000
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The ESAS High Pressure Injection (HPI) Function is actuated by ESAS digital 
actuation logic channels 1 and 2 and includes the following system actuations: HPI, 
a subset of RB isolation valves, diesel generators (DGs), and ES electrical 
alignment. Digital actuation logic channels I and 2 are actuated by two-out-of-three 
RCS Pressure-Low analog instrument channels, or two-out-of-three RB 
Pressure-High analog instrument channels.  

The ESAS Low Pressure Injection (LPI) Function Is actuated by ESAS digital 
actuation logic channels 3 and 4 and includes the following system actuations: LPI, 
a subset of RB isolation valves, and emergency feedwater (EFW) through an ESAS 
signal provided to the Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control (EFIC) 
Instrumentation System. Digital actuation logic channels 3 and 4 are actuated by 
two-out-of-three RCS Pressure-Low analog instrument channels, or two-out-of
three RB Pressure-High analog instrument channels.  

The ESAS RB Cooling Function is actuated by ESAS digital actuation logic 
channels 5 and 6 and includes the following system actuations: RB cooling, a 
subset of RB Isolation valves, and RB penetration room ventilation system. Digital 
actuation logic channels 5 and 6 are actuated by two-out-of-three RB Pressure
High analog instrument channels.  

The ESAS RB Spray Function is actuated by ESAS digital actuation logic 
channels 7 and 8 and includes the following system actuations: RB spray. Digital 
actuation logic channels 7 and 8 are actuated by two-out-of-three RB Pressure
High High analog instrument channels.  

The ESAS Spray Additive Function is actuated by ESAS digital actuation logic 
channels 9 and 10 and includes the following system actuations: spray additive.  
Digital actuation logic channels 9 and 10 are actuated by two-out-of-three RB 
Pressure-High High analog instrument channels.  

The following matrix identifies the ESAS digital actuation logic channels and the 
systems actuated by each Parameter.  

Parameter 
ESAS Digital Actuated Systems RCS RB RB Press.  

Actuation Logic Press. Press. High High 
Channels Low High 
I and 2 Subset of RB Isolation, ES X X 

Electrical Alignment, HPI, 
and DG Start 

3 and 4 Subset of RB Isolation, LPI, X X 
and EFIC EFW 

5 and 6 Subset of RB Isolation, RB X 
Cooling, and Penetration 

1 Room Ventilation 
7 and 8 RB Spray X 

9 and 10 Spray Additive X

1/28=2000B 3.3.5-2ANO-1
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The ES equipment Is divided between the two redundant actuation trains. The 
division of the equipment between the two actuation trains is based on the 
equipment redundancy and function and is accomplished in such a manner that the 
failure of one of the digital actuation logic channels and the related safeguards 
equipment will not inhibit the overall ES Functions. Redundant ES pumps are 
controlled from separate and independent digital actuation logic channels.  

The actuation of ES equipment Is also available by manual actuation switches 
located on the control room console.  

The ESAS, in conjunction with the actuated equipment, provides protective 
functions necessary to mitigate Design Basis Accidents (DBAs), specifically the loss 
of coolant accident (LOCA), RB DBA, and as a backup to mitigate the steam line 
break (SLB) event (Ref. 2). The ESAS relies on the OPERABILITY of the digital 
actuation logic channels to perform the actuation of the selected systems.  

Engineered Safeguards Actuation System Bypasses 

No provisions are made for maintenance bypass of ESAS instrumentation 
channels. Operational bypass of certain channels is necessary to allow accident 
recovery actions to continue and, for some channels, to allow reactor shutdown 
without ESAS actuation.  

The ESAS RCS pressure analog Instrument channels include permissive bistables 
that allow manual bypass when reactor pressure is below the point at which the low 
pressure trip is required to be OPERABLE. Once permissive conditions are 
sensed, the RCS pressure trips may be manually bypassed. Bypasses are 
automatically removed when bypass permissive conditions are exceeded.  

This bypass provides an operational provision only outside the Applicability for this 
Parameter, and provides no safety function.  

Reactor Coolant System Pressure 

The RCS pressure is monitored by three independent pressure transmitters located 
in the RB. These transmitters are separate from the transmitters that feed the 
Reactor Protection System (RPS). Each of the pressure signals generated by 
these transmitters is monitored by two bistables to provide a trip signal at 
> 1585 psig and a bypass permissive signal at < 1750 psig.  

The outputs of the three low RCS pressure trip bistables drive relays in two sets of 
identical and independent digital instrument channels. These two sets of channels 
each use two-out-of-three coincidence digital logic for actuation.  

Each analog channel can be tested online to verify that the signal and trip setpoint 
are within the specified allowance requirements of approved calibration procedures.  
The built-in test facilities permit an electrical trip test of each analog instrument 
string by the substitution of signals at the buffer amplifiers. When an analog
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instrument string is placed in test, all associated analog subsystem outputs go to 
the trip state. This assures that all protective action cannot be defeated by placing 
analog instrument strings in test 

Reactor Building Pressure 

The RB pressure is monitored by three independent pressure transmitters located 
inside the RB. These transmitters are separate from the transmitters that feed the 
Reactor Protection System (RPS). Each of the pressure signals generated by 
these transmitters is monitored by two bistables to provide trip signals. The outputs 
of the bistables, associated with the RB Pressure-High and RB Pressure
High High trips, drive relays in two sets of identical and independent digital 
instrument channels. These two sets of channels each use two-out-of-three 
coincidence digital logic for automatic actuation.  

Each channel can be tested online to verify that the signal and trip setpoint are 
within the specified allowance requirements of approved calibration procedures.  
The built-in test facilities permit an electrical trip test of each analog instrument 
string by the substitution of signals at the buffer amplifiers. When an analog 
instrument string is placed In test, all associated analog subsystem outputs go to 
the trip state. This assures that all protective action cannot be defeated by placing 
analog instrument strings in test.  

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES 

The following ESAS Functions have been assumed within the accident analyses.  

High Pressure Iniection 

The ESAS actuation of HPI has been assumed for core cooling in the LOCA 
analysis and is available for boron addition in the SLB analysis.  

Low Pressure Iniection 

The ESAS actuation of LPI has been assumed for large break LOCAs.  

Reactor Building Spray, Reactor Building Cooling, and Reactor Building Isolation 

The ESAS actuation of the RB coolers and RB Spray have been credited in the RB 
analysis for LOCAs. Accident dose calculations have credited RB Penetration 
Room Ventilation, RB Isolation, and RB Spray. The MSLB analysis also credits 
ESAS actuation of the RB Cooling and RB Spray.

B 3.3.5-4ANO-1 1/28/2000
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Emergency Power 

The ESAS initiated DG Start and ES electrical equipment alignment have been 
included in the design to ensure that emergency power is available throughout the 
limiting LOCA scenarios.  

The small and large break LOCA analyses (Ref. 2) assume a conservative delay 
time for the actuation of HPI and LPI. This delay time includes allowances for DG 
starting, DG loading, Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS) pump starts, and 
valve alignment Similarly, the RB Cooling, RB Isolation, and RB Spray have been 
analyzed with delays appropriate for the entire system analyzed.  

Accident analyses rely on automatic ESAS actuation for protection of the core 
temperature and containment pressure limits and for limiting off site dose levels 
following an accident.. These include LOCA, SLB, and other events that result in 
RCS inventory reduction or severe loss of RCS cooling.  

The ESAS instrumentation satisfies Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 3) for 
operation in MODE 1. There are no specific safety analyses for operation in 
MODES 2, 3 and 4. However, Industry operating experience has identified the 
ESAS instrumentation as significant to public health and safety during these 
operating conditions. Therefore, the ESAS instrumentation satisfies Criterion 4 of 
10 CFR 50.36 for operation in MODES 2, 3 and 4.  

LCO 

The LCO requires three ESAS analog instrument channels for each Parameter in 
Table 3.3.5-1 to be OPERABLE. Failure of any instrument renders the affected 
analog Instrument channel(s) Inoperable and reduces the reliability of the affected 
Functions.  

Only the Allowable Value is specified for each ESAS Function in the LCO. Trip 
setpoints are provided in the calibration procedures. The trip setpoints are selected 
to ensure the setpoints measured by CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTS do not 
exceed the Allowable Value If the bistable is performing as required. Each 
Allowable Value specified is equal to or more conservative than any analytical limit 
assumed in the safety analysis to account for instrument uncertainties appropriate 
to the trip Parameter. Guidance used to calculate the uncertainties associated with 
the trip setpoints is contained in Instrument Loop Error Analysis Setpoint 
Methodology, Design Guide, IDG-001 (Ref. 3).  

The values for bypass removal functions are stated in the Applicable MODES or 
Other Specified Condition column of Table 3.3.5-1.  

Three ESAS analog instrument channels shall be OPERABLE to ensure that a 
single failure In one channel will not result in loss of the ability to automatically 
actuate the required safety systems.
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Reactor Coolant System Pressure 

Three channels of RCS Pressure - Low are required OPERABLE. Each channel 
includes a sensor, trip bistable, bypass bistable, bypass relays, and output relays.  
Failure of a bypass bistable or bypass circuitry, such that an analog instrument 
channel cannot be bypassed, does not render the channel inoperable since the 
channel Is still capable of performing its safety function, i.e., this is not a safety 
related bypass function.  

The trip setpoints are the nominal values at which the bistables are set. For the 
RCS Pressure-Low, the limiting safety analysis assumes the HPI, LPI, EFIC EFW, 
ES electrical alignment, and two subsets of RB isolation actuate at > 1520 psig 
(2 1535 psia). The Allowable Value of > 1585 psig includes considerations for 
instrumentation error and an allowance for margin. Allowances for instrument drift 
and additional margin are included in the trip setpoint 

Guidance used to calculate the uncertainties associated with the trip setpoints is 
provided in Instrument Loop Error Analysis and Setpoint Methodology Manual, 
Design Guide, IDG-001 (Ref. 4). The explicit uncertainties associated with each 
setpoint are addressed in the individual design calculations or calibration 
procedures. Setpoints in accordance with the Allowable Value in conjunction with 
the LCOs and administrative controls ensure that the consequences of DBAs will be 
acceptable, providing the unit is operated from within the LCOs at the onset of the 
DBA and the equipment functions as analyzed. An analog instrument channel is 
inoperable if its actual trip setpoint is not within Its required Allowable Value.  

Reactor Building Pressure 

Three channels of RB Pressure-High and RB Pressure-High High are required to 
be OPERABLE. Each channel includes a pressure switch, bypass relays, and 
output relays.  

The trip setpoints are the nominal values at which the bistables are set Credit is 
taken in the safety analyses for RB Pressure-High trip for the actuation of selected 
systems. The safety analyses for reactor building performance and equipment 
environmental qualification (pressure and temperature envelope definition) 
conservatively assume the RB cooling is not initiated until well beyond the expected 
actual automatic actuation time frame. Therefore, no additional consideration of the 
instrumentation uncertainties is warranted.  

Credit is taken in the safety analyses for RB Pressure-High High trip for the 
actuation of selected systems. The safety analyses for reactor building 
performance and equipment environmental qualification (pressure and temperature 
envelope definition) conservatively assumes the RB spray Is not initiated until well 
beyond the expected actual automatic actuation time frame. Therefore, no 
additional consideration of the instrumentation uncertainties is warranted.
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Therefore, the bistable Is considered to be properly adjusted when the "as left" 
value is consistent with the identified Allowable Value, I.e., for this parameter the 
trip setpoint and the Allowable Value are the same. Guidance used to calculate the 
uncertainties associated with the trip setpoints is provided in Instrument Loop Error 
Analysis and Setpoint Methodology Manual, Design Guide, IDG-001 (Ref. 4).  
Setpoints in accordance with the Allowable Value ensure that the consequences of 
DBAs will be acceptable, providing the unit is operated from within the LCOs at the 
onset of the DBA and the equipment functions as analyzed. An analog instrument 
channel is inoperable if its actual trip setpoint is not within its required Allowable 
Value.  

APPLICABILITY 

Three ESAS analog instrument channels for each of the following Parameters shall 

be OPERABLE.  

1. Reactor Coolant System Pressure - Low Setpoint 

The RCS Pressure - Low Setpoint actuation Parameter shall be OPERABLE 
during operation at or above 1750 psig. This requirement ensures the 
capability to automatically actuate safety systems and components during 
conditions indicative of a LOCA or secondary unit overcooling. Below 
1750 psig, the low RCS Pressure actuation Parameter can be bypassed to 
avoid actuation during normal unit cooldowns when safety systems 
actuations are not required.  

The allowance for the bypass Is consistent with the transition of the unit to a 
lower energy state, where there is more margin to safety limits. The unit 
response to any event, given that the reactor is already tripped, will be less 
severe and allows more time for operator action to provide manual safety 
system actuations than in higher energy states. This is even more 
appropriate during unit heatups when the primary system and core energy 
content is low, prior to power operation.  

In MODES 5 and 6, there Is more time for the operator to evaluate unit 
conditions and respond by manually starting individual systems, pumps, and 
other equipment to mitigate the consequences of an abnormal condition or 
accident than in higher MODES. RCS pressure and temperature are very 
low, and many ES components are administratively controlled or otherwise 
prevented from actuating to prevent inadvertent overpressurization of unit 
systems.
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2., 3. Reactor Building Pressure - High Setpoint and Reactor Building Pressure 
High High Setpoint 

The RB Pressure - High and RB Pressure - High High actuation Functions of 
ESAS shall be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 when the potential for a 
HELB exists. In MODES 5 and 6, there is more time for the operator to 
evaluate unit conditions and respond by manually starting individual 
systems, pumps, and other equipment to mitigate the consequences of an 
abnormal condition or accident than in higher MODES. Plant pressure and 
temperature are very low and many ES components are administratively 
controlled or otherwise prevented from actuating to prevent inadvertent 
overpressurization of unit systems.  

ACTIONS 

Required Actions A and B apply to the ESAS instrumentation Parameters listed in 
Table 3.3.5-1.  

A Note has been added to the ACTIONS indicating separate Condition entry is 
allowed for each Parameter.  

If an analog instrument channel's trip setpoint is found nonconservative with respect 
to the Allowable Value, or the transmitter, instrument loop, signal processing 
electronics, or ESAS bistable is found inoperable, then all affected functions 
provided by that channel should be declared inoperable and the unit must enter the 
Conditions for the particular protection Parameter affected.  

A.1 

Condition A applies when one analog instrument channel becomes inoperable in 
one or more Parameters. If one ESAS analog instrument channel is inoperable, 
placing it in a tripped condition leaves the system in a one-out-of-two condition for 
actuation. Thus, if another analog instrument channel were to fail, the ESAS 
instrumentation could still perform its actuation functions. This action is completed 
when all of the affected output relays are tripped. This can normally be 
accomplished by tripping the affected bistables.  

The I hour Completion Time is sufficient time to perform the Required Action.
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B.1, B.2, and B.3 

Condition B applies when Required Action A.1 and its associated Completion Time 
are not met, or when one or more parameters have more than one analog 
instrument channel inoperable. If Condition B applies, the unit must be brought to a 
condition in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this status, the unit must be 
brought to at least MODE 3 within 6 hours. Additionally, for the RCS Pressure
Low parameter, the unit must be brought to < 1750 psig within 36 hours, and for the 
RB Pressure-High and High High parameters, the unit must be brought to 
MODE 5 within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on 
operating experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full power 
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

The ESAS Parameters listed in Table 3.3.5-1 are subject to CHANNEL CHECK, 
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, and CHANNEL CALIBRATION.  

SR 3.3.5.1 

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK every 12 hours provides reasonable 
assurance for prompt identification of a gross failure of instrumentation. A 
CHANNEL CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter Indicated on one 
channel to a similar parameter on other channels. It is based on the assumption 
that instrument channels monitoring the same parameter should read approximately 
the same value. Significant deviations between the two instrument channels could 
be an indication of excessive instrument drift in one of the channels or of something 
even more serious. CHANNEL CHECK will detect gross channel failure; therefore, 
it is key in verifying that the Instrumentation continues to operate properly between 
CHANNEL CALIBRATIONs.  

Agreement criteria are determined by the unit staff, based on a combination of 
factors including channel instrument uncertainties. If a channel is outside the 
criteria, it may be an indication that the transmitter or the signal processing 
equipment has drifted outside its limit.  

The Frequency is based on operating experience that demonstrates channel failure 
is rare. Since the probability of two random failures in redundant channels in any 
12 hour period is extremely low, the CHANNEL CHECK minimizes the chance of 
loss of protective function due to failure of redundant channels. The CHANNEL 
CHECK supplements less formal, but potentially more frequent, checks of channel 
OPERABILITY during normal operational use of the displays associated with the 
LCO's required channels.
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SR 3.3.5.2 

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required ESAS analog 
instrument channel to ensure the entire channel will perform the intended functions.  
Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the assumptions of the setpoint 
calculations.  

The Frequency of 31 days is based on unit operating experience, with regard to 
channel OPERABILITY and drift, which demonstrates that failure of more than one 
channel of a given function in any 31 day interval is a rare event.  

SR 3.3.5.3 

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the analog instrument channel, 
including the sensor. The test verifies that the channel responds to a measured 
parameter within the necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION 
leaves the channel adjusted to account for instrument drift to ensure that the analog 
instrument channel remains OPERABLE between successive tests. CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION shall find that measurement errors and bistable setpoint errors are 
within the assumptions of the setpoint calculations. CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS 
must be performed consistent with the assumptions of the setpoint calculations.  

This Frequency is justified by the assumption of at least an 18 month calibration 
interval to determine the magnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint calculations.  

REFERENCES 

1. SAR, Chapter 7.  

2. SAR, Chapter 14 and Chapter 3A.  

3. 10 CFR 50.36.  

4. Instrument Loop Error Analysis and Setpoint Methodology Manual, Design 
Guide, IDG-001.
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B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.6 Engineered Safeguards Actuation System (ESAS) Manual Initiation 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

The ESAS manual Initiation capability allows the operator to actuate ESAS 
Functions from the control room in the absence of any other initiation condition.  
This ESAS manual initiation capability is provided in the event the operator 
determines that an ESAS Function is needed and has not been automatically 
actuated. Furthermore, the ESAS manual initiation capability allows operators to 
rapidly initiate Engineered Safeguards (ES) Functions if the trend of unit 
parameters indicates that ES actuation will be needed.  

LCO 3.3.6 covers only the system level manual initiation of these Functions.  
LCO 3.3.5, "Engineered Safeguards Actuation System (ESAS) Instrumentation," 
and LCO 3.3.7, "Engineered Safeguards Actuation System (ESAS) Actuation 
Logic," provide requirements on the portions of the ESAS that automatically initiate 
the Functions described earlier.  

The ESAS manual initiation Function relies on the OPERABILITY of the digital 
actuation logic channels (LCO 3.3.7) to perform the actuation of the systems. A 
manual trip push button is provided on a control room console for each of the digital 
actuation logic channels. Operation of the push button energizes relays whose 
contacts perform a logical "OR" function with the automatic actuation.  

The ESAS manual initiation channel is defined as the console switch and the 
instrumentation from the console switch to, but not including, the digital actuation 
logic channels, which actuate the end devices. Other means of manual Initiation, 
such as controls for individual ES devices, may be available in the control room and 
other unit locations. These alternative means are not required by this LCO, nor 
may they be credited to fulfill the requirements of this LCO.  

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES 

The ESAS, in conjunction with the actuated equipment, provides protective 
functions necessary to mitigate Design Basis Accidents, specifically, the loss of 
coolant accident (LOCA), RB DBA and as a backup to mitigate the steam line break 
event.  

The ESAS manual initiation ensures that the control room operator can rapidly 
initiate ES Functions. The manual initiation trip Function is required as a backup to 
automatic trip functions and allows operators to initiate ESAS whenever any 
parameter is rapidly trending toward its trip setpoint
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Operating experience has shown the ESAS manual Initiation function to be 
significant to public health and safety, and therefore satisfy Criterion 4 of 
10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 1).  

LCO 

Two ESAS manual Initiation channels of each ESAS Function shall be OPERABLE 
whenever conditions exist that could require ES protection of the reactor or RB.  
Two OPERABLE channels ensure that no single random failure will prevent system 
level manual initiation of any ESAS Function. The ESAS manual initiation Function 
allows the operator to Initiate protective action prior to automatic initiation or in the 
event the automatic initiation does not occur.  

The ESAS is divided into five Functions actuated by ten manual initiation channels 
as indicated in the following table: 

Function Associated Channels 
High Pressure Injection 1&2 
Low Pressure Injection 3&4 
RB Cooling 5&6 
RB Spray 7&8 
Spray Additive 9&10 

The ESAS High Pressure Injection (HPI) Function is actuated by ESAS Manual 
Initiation channels 1 and 2 and includes the following system actuations: HPI, a 
subset of reactor building (RB) isolation valves, diesel generators, and ES electrical 
alignment.  

The ESAS Low Pressure Injection (LPI) Function is actuated by ESAS Manual 
Initiation channels 3 and 4 and includes the following system actuations: LPI, a 
subset of RB isolation valves, and emergency feedwater (EFW) through an ESAS 
signal provided to the Emergency Feedwater Isolation and Control (EFIC) System.  

The ESAS RB Cooling Function Is actuated by ESAS Manual Initiation channels 5 
and 6 and includes the following system actuations: RB cooling, a subset of RB 
isolation valves, and RB penetration room ventilation system.  

The ESAS RB Spray Function is actuated by ESAS Manual Initiation channels 7 
and 8 and includes the following system actuations: RB spray.  

The ESAS Spray Additive Function is actuated by ESAS Manual Initiation channels 
9 and 10 and includes the following system actuations: spray additive.  

APPLICABILITY 

The ESAS manual initiation Functions shall be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2, and 
in MODES 3 and 4 when the associated ES equipment is required to be
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OPERABLE. The manual initiation channels are required because ES Functions 
are designed to provide protection in these MODES. ESAS initiates systems that 
are either reconfigured for decay heat removal operation or disabled while in 
MODES 5 and 6. Accidents in these MODES are slow to develop and would be 
mitigated by manual operation of individual components. Time Is available to 
evaluate unit conditions and to respond by manually operating the ES components, 
if required.  

ACTIONS 

A Note has been added to the ACTIONS indicating separate Condition entry is 
allowed for each ESAS manual initiation Function.  

A.1 

Condition A applies when one manual initiation channel of one or more ESAS 
Functions becomes inoperable. Required Action A.1 must be taken to restore the 
channel to OPERABLE status within the next 72 hours. The Completion Time of 
72 hours is based on unit operating experience and administrative controls, which 
provide altermative means of ESAS Function initiation via individual component 
controls. The 72 hour Completion Time Is generally consistent with the allowed 
outage time for the safety systems actuated by ESAS.  

B.1 and B.2 

If Required Action A.1 and the associated Completion Time are not met, the unit 
must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this 
status, the unit must be brought to at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 5 
within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on 
operating experience, to reach the required MODES from full power conditions in an 
orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.3.6.1 

This SR requires the performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST of the 
ESAS manual initiation. This test verifies that the initiating circuitry is OPERABLE 
and will actuate the digital actuation logic channels. The 18 month Frequency is 
based on the need to perform this Surveillance under the conditions that apply 
during a unit outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance 
were performed with the reactor at power. This Frequency is demonstrated to be 
sufficient, based on operating experience, which shows these components usually 
pass the Surveillance when performed on the 18 month Frequency.
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REFERENCES 

1. 10 CFR 50.36.
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B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.7 Engineered Safeguards Actuation System (ESAS) Actuation Logic 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

The digital actuation logic channels of ESAS are defined as the instrumentation 
between, but not including, the buffers of the analog instrument channels and the 
unit controls that actuate ESAS equipment Each of the components actuated by 
the ESAS Functions is associated with one or more digital actuation logic channels.  
If two-out-of-three ESAS analog instrument channels indicate a trip, or if channel 
level manual initiation occurs, the digital actuation logic channel is activated and the 
associated equipment is actuated.  

The purpose of requiring OPERABILITY of the ESAS digital actuation logic 
channels is to ensure that the Functions of the ESAS can be automatically Initiated 
in the event of an accident. Automatic actuation of some Functions is necessary to 
prevent the unit from exceeding the Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS) 
limits in 10 CFR 50.46 (Ref. 1). It should be noted that OPERABLE digital actuation 
logic channels alone will not ensure that each Function can be activated; the analog 
instrument channels and actuated equipment associated with each Function must 
also be OPERABLE to ensure that the Functions can be automatically initiated 
during an accident 

LCO 3.3.7 covers only the digital actuation logic channels that initiate these 
Functions. LCO 3.3.5, "Engineered Safeguards Actuation System (ESAS) 
Instrumentation," and LCO 3.3.6, "Engineered Safeguards Actuation System 
(ESAS) Manual Initiation," provide requirements on the analog instrument and 
manual initiation channels that Input to the digital actuation logic channels.  

The ESAS, in conjunction with the actuated equipment, provides protective 
functions necessary to mitigate Design Basis Accidents (DBAs), specifically, the 
loss of coolant accident (LOCA) and steam line break (SLB) events. The ESAS 
relies on the OPERABILITY of the digital actuation logic for each component to 
perform the actuation of the selected systems.  

The small and large break LOCA analyses assume a conservative delay time for 
the actuation of high pressure injection (HPI) and low pressure injection (LPi) in 
BAW-10103A, Rev. 3 (Ref. 2). This delay time includes allowances for diesel 
generator (DG) starts, DG loading, ECCS pump starts, and valve alignment 
Similarly, the reactor building (RB) Cooling, RB Isolation, and RB Spray have been 
analyzed with delays appropriate for the entire system.  

The ESAS automatic initiation of Engineered Safeguards (ES) Functions to mitigate 
accident conditions is assumed in the DBA analysis and is required to ensure that 
consequences of analyzed events do not exceed the accident analysis predictions.
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Automatically actuated features include HPI, LPI, RB Cooling, RB Spray, RB Spray 
Additive, and RB Isolation.  

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES 

Accident analyses rely on automatic ESAS actuation for protection of the core and 
RB and for limiting off site dose levels following an accident The digital actuation 
logic is an integral part of the ESAS.  

The ESAS actuation logic satisfies Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 3) for 
operation in MODE 1. There are no specific safety analyses for operation in 
MODES 2, 3 and 4. However, industry operating experience has identified the 
ESAS actuation logic as significant to public health and safety during these 
operating conditions. Therefore, the ESAS actuation logic satisfies Criterion 4 of 10 
CFR 50.36 for operation in MODES 2, 3 and 4.  

LCO 

The digital actuation logic channels are required to be OPERABLE whenever 
conditions exist that could require ES protection of the reactor or the RB. This 
ensures automatic initiation of the ES required to mitigate the consequences of 
accidents.  

The ESAS is divided into five Functions actuated by ten digital actuation logic 
channels as indicated in the following table: 

Function Associated Channels 
High Pressure Injection 1&2 
Low Pressure Injection 3&4 
RB Cooling 5&6 
RB Spray 7&8 
Spray Additive 9&10 

The ESAS HPI Function is actuated by ESAS digital actuation logic channels I and 
2 and includes the following system actuations: HPI, a subset of RB Isolation 
valves, DGs, and ES electrical alignment. Digital actuation logic channels 1 and 2 
are actuated by two-out-of-three RCS Pressure-Low analog Instrument channels, 
or two-out-of-three RB Pressure-High analog instrument channels.  

The ESAS LPI Function is actuated by ESAS digital actuation logic channels 3 and 
4 and includes the following system actuations: LPI, a subset of RB isolation valves, 
and EFW through an ESAS signal provided to EFIC. Digital actuation logic 
channels 3 and 4 are actuated by two-out-of-three RCS Pressure-Low analog 
instrument channels, or two-out-of-three RB Pressure-High analog instrument 
channels.
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The ESAS RB Isolation and Cooling Function is actuated by ESAS digital actuation 
logic channels 5 and 6 and includes the following system actuations: RB cooling, a 
subset of RB Isolation valves, and RB penetration room ventilation system. Digital 
actuation logic channels 5 and 6 are actuated by two-out-of-three RB Pressure
High analog instrument channels.  

The ESAS RB Spray Function is actuated by ESAS digital actuation logic channels 
7 and 8 and includes the following system actuations: RB spray. Digital actuation 
logic channels 7 and 8 are actuated by two-out-of-three RB Pressure-High High 
analog instrument channels.  

The ESAS Spray Additive Function is actuated by ESAS digital actuation logic 
channels 9 and 10 and Includes the following system actuations: spray additive.  
Digital actuation logic channels 9 and 10 are actuated by two-out-of-three RB 
Pressure-High High analog Instrument channels.  

APPLICABILITY 

The digital actuation logic channels shall be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2, and in 
MODES 3 and 4 when the associated ES equipment is required to be OPERABLE, 
because ES Functions are designed to provide protection in these MODES.  
Automatic actuation in MODE 5 or 6 is not required because the systems initiated 
by the ESAS are either reconfigured for decay heat removal operation or disabled.  
Accidents in these MODES are slow to develop and would be mitigated by manual 
operation of individual components. Time is available to evaluate unit conditions 
and respond by manually operating the ES components, if required.  

ACTIONS 

A Note has been added to the ACTIONS indicating separate Condition entry is 
allowed for each ESAS digital actuation logic channel.  

A.1 and A.2 

When one or more digital actuation logic channel(s) are inoperable, the associated 
component(s) can be placed in their ES configuration. Required Action A.1 is 
equivalent to the digital actuation logic channel performing its safety function ahead 
of time. In some cases, placing the component in its ES configuration would violate 
unit safety or operational considerations. In these cases, the component status 
should not be changed, but the supported system component must be declared 
inoperable. Conditions which would preclude the placing of a component in its ES 
configuration include, but are not limited to, violation of system separation, 
activation of fluid systems that could lead to thermal shock, isolation of fluid 
systems that are normally functioning, and actuation of components which would 
not return to their actuated condition upon restoration of electrical power. The
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Completion Time of 1 hour is based on operating experience and reflects the 
urgency associated with the inoperability of a safety system component.  

Required Action A.2 requires entry into the Required Actions of the affected 
supported systems, since the true effect of digital actuation logic channel failure is 
inoperability of the supported system. The Completion Time of I hour is based on 
operating experience and reflects the urgency associated with the Inoperability of a 
safety system component. A combination of Required Actions A.1 and A.2 may be 
used for different components associated with an inoperable ESAS digital actuation 
logic channel.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.3.7.1 

SR 3.3.7.1 is the performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on a 31 day 
Frequency. The test demonstrates that each digital actuation logic channel 
successfully performs the two-out-of-three logic combinations every 31 days. The 
test simulates the required one-out-of-three inputs to the logic circuit and verifies 
the successful operation of the digital actuation logic. The Frequency is based on 
operating experience that demonstrates the rarity of more than one channel failing 
within the same 31 day interval.  

REFERENCES 

1. 10 CFR 50.46.  

2. BAW-10103A, Rev. 3, July 1977.  

3. 10 CFR 50.36.
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CTS DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 
ITS Section 3.3B: Instrumentation - ESAS 

Note: ITS Section 3.3B package includes the following ITS: ITS 3.3.5 Engineered Safeguards Actuation System (ESAS) Instrumentation ITS 3.3.6 ESAS Manual Initiation 
ITS 3.3.7 ESAS Actuation Logic which address the corresponding NUREG-1430 LCOs.  

ADMISTRATIVE, 

Al The designated change represents a non-technical, non-intent change to the Arkansas Nuclear One, Unit 1 Current Technical Specifications (CTS) made to make the ANO-1 Improved Technical Specifications (ITS) consistent with the B&W Standard Technical Specification (RSTS), NUREG-1430, Revision 1. This change does not alter the requirements of the CTS or NUREG. Examples of this type of change include: wording preference; convention adoption; editorial, numbering and formatting changes; and hierarchy structure.  
A2 The ANO-I CTS Bases will be administratively deleted in their entirety in favor of the NUREG-1430 Bases. The CTS Bases will be reviewed for technical content that will be identified for retention in the ITS Bases.  
A3 CTS 3.5.1.1 and 3.5.1.2 represent information on the proper action when the number of channels is less than required by CTS Table 3.5.1-1. For example, CTS 3.5.1 does not clearly specify that the number of channels identified in Table 3.5.1-1, Column 1, are required to be OPERABLE, and CTS 3.5.1.2 provides limitations for inoperable channels. Similarly, CTS 4.l.a, and 4.1.b contain information on the proper application of CTS Table 4.1-1. These Specifications and the format of the referenced Tables are replaced with the appropriate ITS requirements. The CTS markup for these Specifications and Tables does not attempt to depict all of the changes required to adopt the ITS format. Rather, the appropriate specific Discussion of Change (DOC) is indicated along with the appropriate CTS versus ITS cross reference. Therefore, this change in format is considered administrative.  
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A4 Surveillance frequencies in CTS Table 4. 1-1 have been replaced with those from 
NUREG-1430. The CTS and corresponding ITS Frequencies are as follows: 

CTS ITS 
S - Each shift 12 hours 
W - Weekly 7 days 
M - Monthly 31 days 
D - Daily 24 hours 
T/W - Twice per week 96 hours 
Q - Quarterly 92 days 
P - Prior to each startup if Not Used 

not done previous week 
B/M - Every 2 months Not Used 
R - Once every 18 months 18 months 
PC - Prior to going Critical Not Used 

if not done within 
previous 31 days 

NA - Not Applicable Not Used 
SA - SA Twice per Year 184 days 

(Note: Not all Frequencies are applicable to this package.) 

A5 The Notes which allow for separate entry into the ACTIONS of ITS 3.3.5, ITS 3.3.6, 
and ITS 3.3.7 have been adopted. These additions have been made to provide 
requirements in a format consistent with NUREG-1430. The addition of these Notes 
maintains allowances consistent with the use and application of the requirements of 
the corresponding portions of CTS Table 3.5.1-1. This change represents a change in 
presentation format only with no addition or deletion of requirements.  

A6 Requirements for instrument channels presented in CTS Table 3.5.1-1 have been 
replaced by the requirements of ITS 3.3.5. This change maintains the requirement for 
three OPERABLE channels of instrumentation for each of the required parameters. It 
does represent a change in format for these requirements. However, no additional 
requirements have been added by this change and no current requirements have been 
deleted.  

A7 The term Minimum Degree of Redundancy as presented in CTS, i.e., Table 3.5.1-1 
Column 4, will not be retained in ITS. Omission of this term is not considered to 
result in any changes in requirements since the intent of this column is consistent with 
application of Table 3.5.1-1 Column 3, "Minimum Channels Operable," which is 
retained (although the format is changed per DOC A3). Removal of this term and its 
usage from the CTS does not represent any actual change in requirements, only a 
change in presentation.
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CTS DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

AS The CTS requirements for the ESAS manual trip pushbuttons found in CTS 
Table 3.5.1-1 have been replaced by the requirements of ITS 3.3.6. This change 
maintains the requirement for two OPERABLE channels of manual actuation 
instrumentation for each of the required Functions. It does however represent a 
change in format for these requirements, although no additional requirements have 
been added by this change and no current requirements have been deleted.  

A9 CTS Table 3.5.1-1, Engineered Safeguards Actuation System (ESAS), Functional 
Units 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 have been replaced by ITS LCO 3.3.7. Although the CTS does 
not clearly present these requirements as an LCO, the requirements of these portions 
of Table 3.5.1-1 are treated as such by ANO-1. The adoption of ITS LCO 3.3.7 
represents a change in format. However, this change in format does not change the 
application of the requirements found in CTS as they relate to the ESAS Actuation 
Logic Channels.  

A10 The requirement to test the ESAS Manual Trip Functions Logic on a monthly basis 
will no longer be individually specified as it is in CTS Table 4.1-1 Item 43 b. This 
CTS requirement is redundant to the testing requirements presented in CTS 
Table 4.1-1 Items 14, 16, 18, and 20. The design of the ESAS at ANO-1 is such that 
performance of the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST of the Actuation Logic 
Channels encompasses the manual actuation system logic test specified in CTS 
Table 4.1-1 Item 43 b. Testing of the ESAS Actuation Logic Channels, as required by 
ITS SR 3.3.7.1, will maintain the testing requirements consistent with CTS.  

All The requirement to perform a CHANNEL CHECK on the reactor building (RB) 
pressure high-high instrument channels (Reactor Building Spray System Analog 
Channels, Reactor Building Pressure Channels) has been indicated as an addition to 
the CTS in Table 4.1-1 Item 21.a. Although this is a change in presentation it does not 
represent a change in requirements. The design of the ANO-1 ESAS instrument 
channels is such that the same three transmitters provide input to both the High and the 
High-High RB pressure functions. Because the indications available for the 
performance of the required CHANNEL CHECKS are shared by both the High and 
the High-High RB pressure functions, one performance of this check is sufficient for 
both functions. The additional CHANNEL CHECK requirement was indicated in the 
CTS to provide a more complete cross-reference to the ITS requirements. This change 
provides requirements consistent with NUREG-1430 both in presentation and in 
content.  

A12 The allowance provided in CTS 3.5.3 to bypass the High Reactor Building Pressure 
and Low Reactor Coolant System Pressure Functional Units during reactor building 
leak rate tests is omitted. The revised Applicabilities for these Functions (see 
DOC L1) do not require them to be OPERABLE during the leak rate testing.  
Therefore, this change is considered administrative.
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CTS DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 
A13 This page is not yet approved as provided in this package. Therefore, the markup is dependent on the expected NRC approval of the August 18, 1999 (Ref 1CAN089903) license amendment request (LAR) related to the ESAS RCS low pressure setpoint 

revision.  

A14 CTS 4. 1.c is omitted since it duplicates requirements provided in the regulations, i.e., 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, criteria X[, XVI, and XVII. Such duplication is unnecessary and results in additional administrative burden to revise the duplicate TS when these regulations are revised. Since removal of the duplication results in no actual change in the requirements, removal of the duplicative information is considered an administrative change. Further, changes to the requirements are controlled by the NRC. This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE 

MI Not used.  
M2 CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Note 8 provides action requirements in the event any portion of an ESAS digital subsystem is inoperable. This action requirement is referenced from CTS Table 3.5.1-1 although no specific LCO requirement is provided. CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Note 8 indicates that the safety features associated with an inoperable ESAS digital subsystem are to be considered inoperable and that CTS 3.3 applies. It does not however, specify a Completion Time for this action requirement. ITS 3.3.7 Required Action A.2 and its associated Completion Time are adopted to replace the requirements of CTS 3.5.1-1 Note 8. The adoption of the 1 hour Completion Time provides more restrictive, but appropriate, requirements in that no time period for the performance of this action was specified in CTS. This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

M3 CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Note 6 provides an allowance for continued operation by tripping an inoperable channel and reducing the 2 out of 3 logic to 1 out of the remaining 2 channels. However, no time is specified to complete this action. Therefore, Note 1 is applicable until the inoperable channel is tripped. Note I requires the unit to be in hot shutdown within 12 hours. Therefore, the unit essentially has 12 hours to trip the inoperable channel (and restore compliance) or be in MODE 3. ITS 3.3.5 Required Actions A. I and B. I will provide only one hour to trip the channel or be in MODE 3 within an additional 6 hours (see also DOC M5). This change represents more restrictive requirements in that ITS 3.3.5 Required Actions A. I and B. 1 specify 7 hours before the unit must be in MODE 3 where CTS allows 12 hours (if the channel is not placed in the tripped condition). Further, the 1 hour Completion Time to place the channel in a tripped condition is not specified in CTS and also represents a more restrictive requirement. This change provides an appropriate Completion Time for this Required Action consistent with NUREG-1430.  
M4 CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Note 5 has been replaced by ITS 3.3.5 Required Action B.2.2 and 

ITS 3.3.6 Required Action B.2. CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Note 5, in conjunction with 
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CTS DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 
CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Note 1, provides a total time of 84 hours, from failure to meet the 
LCO, to enter cold shutdown (MODE 5). ITS 3.3.5 Required Action B.2.2 and 
ITS 3.3.6 Required Action B.2 will require entry into MODE 5 within 36 hours of 
failure to meet the LCO. These more restrictive requirements minimize the time 
during which the safety function is degraded while providing sufficient time to 
accomplish an orderly shutdown. Additionally, this Completion Time is consistent 
with NUREG-1430.  

M5 CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Note 1 has been replaced by ITS 3.3.5 Required Action B. 1 and 
ITS 3.3.6 Required Action B.1. CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Note 1 provides a time of 
12 hours, from failure to meet the LCO, to enter hot shutdown (MODE 3). ITS 3.3.5 
Required Action B.1 and ITS 3.3.6 Required Action B.1 will require entry into 
MODE 3 within 6 hours of failure to meet the LCO. These more restrictive 
requirements minimize the time during which the safety function is degraded while 
providing sufficient time to accomplish an orderly shutdown. Additionally, this 
Completion Time is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE 

Li Specific Applicability statements for each of the Parameters in ITS Table 3.3.5-1 have 
been adopted. An Applicability exists in CTS only as implied by the appropriate 
action requirements which are CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Notes 1 and 5. These requirements 
would result in the unit being placed in cold shutdown (MODE 5) if any of the ESAS 
instrumentation Parameters contained more than one inoperable channel. The 
adoption of the specific ITS Applicability statements is less restrictive in that the 
Reactor Coolant System Pressure-Low Setpoint Parameter instrument channels will 
only be required OPERABLE when RCS pressure is above 1750 psig. This specific 
Applicability is consistent with the design of the ESAS, which provides the capability 
of bypassing this function when RCS pressure is reduced below 1750 psig (with some 
margin for instrumentation capabilities) and automatically removing this bypass when 
pressure is raised back above setpoint (CTS 3.5.3, Note **).  

Additionally, ITS 3.3.5 Required Action B.2.1 along with its Note and the Note 
modifying Required Action B.2.2 have been adopted. This change provides action 
requirements to remove the unit from the Applicability of the LCO.  

These changes have been made to provide requirements appropriate for the design and 
licensing basis for the unit. Additionally, this Completion Time is consistent with 
NUREG-1430.
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CTS DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

L2 CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Note 8 indicated that if any one component of an ESAS digital 
subsystem is inoperable then the entire subsystem is inoperable. The design of the 
digital subsystems of the ESAS is such that there are five actuation logic channels 
contained in each of the two digital subsystems. A failure which renders one actuation 
logic channel inoperable may or may not affect any other of the actuation logic 
channels contained within that digital subsystem, As a result, the requirement to 
declare equipment inoperable while it is fully capable of performing its design 
function is inconsistent with both the CTS and ITS definitions of 
OPERABLE-OPERABILITY. The requirements of CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Note 8 are 
replaced by the ACTIONS of ITS 3.3.7.  

L3 NUREG-1430 3.3.7 Required Action A. 1 and its associated Completion Time have 
been adopted in the ITS. This Required Action allows equipment associated with an 
inoperable ESAS Actuation Logic Channel to be placed in its actuated state. This is 
an alternative to Required Action A.2, and CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Note 8, which would 
require declaring the equipment inoperable and entering the associated Required 
Actions for that equipment. This change allows additional flexibility in unit operation 
by not requiring the performance of the Required Actions for equipment made 
inoperable by the inoperability of an ESAS Actuation Logic Channel. This change 
provides requirements consistent with NUREG-1430 and which maintain the safety 
function of the equipment associated with the ESAS Actuation Logic Channels.  

L4 NUREG-1430 3.3.6 Required Action A. 1 and its associated Completion Time have 
been adopted in the ITS. This change establishes a 72 hour period of time in which 
the unit may continue operation, with one or more ESAS Functions having one 
channel of the manual initiation feature inoperable, prior to entering an ACTION 
which results in the unit entering MODE 3. This change has been made to provide 
ACTION requirements consistent with the safety function of the system, considering 
the allowed outage time for the actuated system. Additionally, this change is 
consistent with NUREG-1430.  

L5 The Applicability statements of ITS 3.3.6 and 3.3.7 have been adopted. The 
Applicability for requirements related to these instrument channels was established, in 
CTS, only by the action requirements of CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Notes I and 5. These 
Notes could have resulted in the unit being placed in cold shutdown (MODE 5).  
Adoption of the ITS Applicabilities will require OPERABILITY of this 
instrumentation only during the MODES in which its actuated equipment is required 
to be OPERABLE. This change is consistent with the philosophy of the NUREG and 
with the requirements of NUREG-1430 as modified to accommodate the specific 
Applicabilities of the actuated equipment.  

L6 Not used.  

L7 CTS Table 4.1-1, items 15.a and 17.a require monthly testing of the HPI and LPI 
analog channels which are initiated by RCS pressure. CTS Note (1) on each of these 
two items indicates that the channel is tested "including test of shutdown bypass 
function (ECCS bypass function)." This Note and its requirements are omitted in
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CTS DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 
ITS 3.3.5. The bypass provides for operational flexibility only by preventing the 
actuation of ECCS during a shutdown. This bypass provides no safety function in that 
if the channel does not provide the intended bypass, the system can still perform its 
required actuations. If the ESAS is somehow prevented from actuation of the required 
components by the bypass, the channel is inoperable and the unit cannot enter the 
Applicable conditions for ITS 3.3.5.  

The Bases for NUREG 3.3.5, LCO section, state: "Failure of a bypass bistable or 
bypass circuitry, such that a trp channel cannot be bypassed, does not render the 
channel inoperable." This is acceptable only if the bypass performs no safety 
function. Further, for this to be true, the bypass is not required to be tested with the 
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, since if it were included, and it failed, the SR 
would be failed. Pursuant to SR 3.0.1, with a failed SR, the LCO would not be met, 
i.e., the channel would be inoperable. Since the Bases clearly indicate the channel is 
not inoperable, the bypass must not be a required function, and therefore, is not 
included in the SP,
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CTS DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

LESS RESTRICTIVE - ADMINISTRATIVE DELETION OF REOUIREMENTS 

LAI This information has been moved to the Bases. This information provides details of 
design or process which are not directly pertinent to the actual requirement, i.e., 
Definition, Limiting Condition for Operation or Surveillance Requirement, but rather 
describe an acceptable method of compliance. Since these details are not necessary to 
adequately describe the actual regulatory requirement, they can be moved to a licensee 
controlled document without a significant impact on safety. Placing these details in 
controlled documents provides adequate assurance that they will be maintained. The 
Bases will be controlled by the Bases Control Process in Section 5 of the proposed 
Technical Specifications. This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

CTS Location New Location 

Table 3.5.1-1 Column 1 
"Number of Channels" Bases 3.3.5, LCO 

Table 3.5.1-1 Column 2 
"No. of Channels for.System Trip" Bases 3.3.5, BACKGROUND 

3.5.3 Bases 3.3.5, BACKGROUND 

LA2 The information provided in Table 4.1-1, Item 20, Note (1) has been moved to the Bases 
of ITS 3.3.7, which describe the RB Spray system and its automatic actuation. This 
information provides details of design or process which are not directly pertinent to the 
actual requirement, i.e., Surveillance Requirement, but rather only further describe the 
required equipment. Since these details are not necessary to adequately describe the 
actual regulatory requirement, they can be moved to a licensee controlled document 
without a significant impact on safety. Placing these details in controlled documents 
provides adequate assurance that they will be maintained. The Bases will be controlled 
by the Bases Control Process in Section 5 of the proposed Technical Specifications.  
This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

ITS Section 3.3B: Instrumentation - ESAS 

Entergy Operations has evaluated these proposed Technical Specification changes and has 
determined that they involve no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been 
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 1OCFR 50.92(c) as indicated below: 

3.3B Li 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

The Applicability for the ESAS Reactor Coolant System Pressure-Low Setpoint Parameter has 
been changed from an implied above MODE 5 to a specified > 1750 psig Reactor Coolant System 
(RCS) pressure. Similarly, the Required Actions have been revised to require only that the MODE 
of Applicability be exited. This change in Applicability and Required Actions for this 
instrumentation parameter does not result in any hardware changes. This change also does not 
significantly increase the probability of occurrence of any analyzed event since the function of 
the equipment does not change (and therefore any initiation scenarios are not changed). Also, 
the changes do not change the assumed response of the equipment in performing its specified 
mitigation functions from that considered during the original Applicability since the trip 
functions associated with this parameter were allowed by CTS to be bypassed during the 
Conditions which will be omitted from the revised Applicability. Therefore, the changes do not 
significantly increase the consequences of an accident.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will still ensure proper availability for the required instrumentation. Thus, 
this change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The ESAS Reactor Coolant System Pressure-Low Setpoint Parameter instrumentation provides 
ESAS actuation functions under certain operating conditions. In the conditions to be excluded 
from the Applicability, the actuation functions are bypassed and provide no input to the safety 
analysis. Therefore, the changes do not involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.

ANO-1 3.3B NSHCs Page I of 7 1/282000



NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.3B L2 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

The requirement to declare an entire ESAS digital subsystem inoperable in the event any portion of 
that subsystem is inoperable has been replaced with a requirement to declare only the affected 
portions inoperable. This change in ACTION requirements for this instrumentation parameter 
does not result in any hardware changes, neither does it result in any change in the function of 
the equipment. Therefore, this change does not significantly increase the probability of 
occurrence of any analyzed event. Also, the changes do not change the assumed response of the 
equipment in performing its specified mitigation functions. Therefore, the changes do not 
significantly increase the consequences of an accident.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will still ensure proper availability for the required instrumentation. Thus, 
this change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The ESAS actuation instrumentation provides initiation of ESAS functions under certain operating 
conditions. This change does not affect any operational or safety parameters, but rather provides 
for maintaining the operability of equipment which is capable of performing its safety function 
(and which would be declared inoperable under CTS). Therefore, the changes do not involve a 
significant reduction in the margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.31 L3 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated?

This change provides the addition of an allowance to place equipment affected by an inoperable 
ESAS Actuation Logic Channel in the actuated position rather than declaring the affected 
equipment inoperable. This change in ACTION requirements for this instrumentation parameter 
does not result in any hardware changes. This change also does not significantly increase the 
probability of occurrence for initiation of any analyzed event since the function of the equipment 
does not change (and therefore any initiation scenarios are not changed). Also, the changes do 
not change the assumed response of the equipment in performing its specified mitigation 
functions. Therefore, the changes do not significantly increase the consequences of an accident.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will still ensure proper availability for the required equipment. Thus, this 
change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident 
previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The margin of safety for an ESAS digital subsystem is based on availability and capability of the 
actuated equipment to perform its safety function. This change maintains the capability of the 
required equipment to perform its safety function even in the absence of its actuating 
instrumentation. Therefore, this change does not represent a significant reduction in the margin 
of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.3B 1A 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

An extension of the Completion Time for a Required Action does not result in any hardware 
changes. The Completion Time for performance of Required Actions does not significantly 
increase the probability of occurrence for initiation of any analyzed event since the function of 
the equipment, or limit for the parameter, does not change (and therefore any initiation scenarios 
are not changed) and the proposed Completion Time extension is short (and therefore limits the 
impact on probability). Also, an extension of the Completion Time provides additional.  
opportunity to restore compliance with the requirements and avoid the increased potential for a 
transient during the shutdown process. Further, the Completion Time for performance of 
Required Actions does not significantly increase the consequences of an accident because the 
change does not change the assumed response of the equipment in performing its specified 
mitigation functions from that considered during the previous evaluation of accidents.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will still ensure prompt restoration of compliance with the limiting 
condition for operation, or prompt and appropriate compensatory actions are taken. Thus, this 
change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident 
previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

Prompt and appropriate Required Actions have been determined based on the safety analysis 
functions to be maintained. The proposed Completion Time has been determined appropriate 
based on a combination of the time required to perform the action, the relative importance of the 
function or parameter to be restored, and engineering judgment. Therefore, the short extension 
of the Completion Time interval involves no significant reduction in the margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.3B L5 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

The Applicability for the ESAS Manual Initiation and ESAS Actuation Logic have been changed 
from an implied "above MODE 5" to a specified 'MODES 1 and 2" and "MODES 3 and 4 when 
associated engineered safeguard equipment is required to be OPERABLE." This change in 
Applicability for this instrumentation parameter does not result in any hardware changes. This 
change also does not significantly increase the probability of occurrence for initiation of any 
analyzed event since the function of the equipment does not change (and therefore any initiation 
scenarios are not changed). Also, the changes do not change the assumed response of the 
equipment in performing its specified mitigation functions from that considered during the 
original Applicability since the trip functions associated with this parameter continue to be 
required when the associated equipment is required. Therefore, the changes do not significantly 
increase the consequences of an accident.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will still ensure proper availability for the required instrumentation 

K>j whenever the actuated equipment is required. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of 
a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The ESAS Manual Initiation and ESAS Actuation Logic instrumentation provides ESAS actuation 
functions under certain operating conditions. In the conditions to be excluded from the 
Applicability, the actuation functions are not required since the associated equipment is not 
required and provides no input to the safety analysis. Therefore, the changes do not involve a 
significant reduction in the margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS

3.3B L6 Not Used
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.3B L7 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

The Applicability for the ESAS Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Pressure-Low Setpoint Parameter 
is specified as > 1750 psig RCS pressure. As such, the operational bypass that prevents ECCS 
actuation during a shutdown when the RCS pressure drops below this value does not function 
during the conditions for which the ESAS RCS Pressure-Low Setpoint Parameter is required to be 
OPERABLE. Therefore, this bypass is removed from the CTS as a required function. This 
change does not result in any hardware changes, and does not significantly increase the.  
probability of occurrence of any analyzed event since the function of the equipment does not 
change (and therefore any initiation scenarios are not changed). Also, the revision does not 
change the assumed response of the equipment in performing its specified mitigation functions 
since the actuation function associated with this parameter will continue to be available and 
OPERABLE. Therefore, the changes do not significantly increase the consequences of an 
accident.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will continue to ensure proper availability for the required instrumentation.  
Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 

accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The ESAS RCS Pressure-Low Setpoint Parameter instrumentation is assumed to provide ESAS 
actuation functions with the RCS pressure at > 1750 psig. Below these conditions, the 
instrumentation is allowed to be bypassed for operational considerations; however, the bypass 
performs no safety function. Therefore, the margin of safety is not dependent on the bypass and 
the change does not involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.
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ITS DISCUSSION OF DIFFERENCES 
ITS Section 3.3B: Instrumentation - ESAS 

Note: The ITS Section 3.3B package addresses the following NUREG-1430 LCOs: 
3.3.5 ESFAS Instrumentation 
3.3.6 ESFAS Manual Initiation 
3.3.7 ESFAS Automatic Actuation Logic 

NUREG 3.3.5, 3.3.6, & 3.3.7.- The ANO-1 unit specific terminology has been inserted 
to replace generic usage in NUREG 3.3.5, 3.3.6, and 3.3.7. Specifically, the term 
"Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System (ESFAS)' has been replaced with the 
ANO-1 unit specific term "Engineered Safeguards Actuation System (ESAS)." The 
associated acronyms have also been changed as appropriate. The corresponding Bases 
have been marked to indicate these changes, however the reference to this discussion 
is generally made only once per page to conserve space and maintain readability.  
These changes were made to maintain the usage of terminology consistent with design 
and licensing basis documentation. This change is consistent with current license 
basis.  

2 NUREG 3.3.5 - Condition B has been revised to specify that this Condition applies 
when more than one channel is inoperable for each of one or more Parameters. This 
change was made to maintain requirements consistent with CTS Table 3.5.1-1 
Column 5 and Note 1 which provide specific requirements for the inoperability of 
more than one channel. This change is consistent with current license basis.  

Without this addition, entry into the ACTION requirements of ITS LCO 3.0.3 would 
be required if more than one channel is inoperable for each of one or more Parameters.  
Entry into the Required Actions of ITS 3.3.5 Condition B rather than the ACTION 
requirements of LCO 3.0.3 is more appropriate because, specific Required Actions, 
which result in the unit exiting the Applicability for each ESAS instrumentation 
Parameter, are provided in ITS 3.3.5. These Required Actions consistently result in 
the unit exiting the specific Applicability within a specific Completion Time. For 
example, ITS LCO 3.0.3 ACTION requirements would not provide a specific 
Completion Time for reducing RCS pressure to less than 1750 psig, in the event more 
than one channel of the RCS Pressure--Low Setpoint Parameter was inoperable. This 
change is consistent with TSTF-217, Rev. 1, as revised to reflect plant specific 
terminology.  

3 NUREG 3.3.5 - Response time testing of the Engineered Safeguards Actuation System 
(ESAS), i.e., NUREG SR 3.3.5.4, is not adopted in ITS. Testing of this type is not 
required by ANO-1 CTS. Deletion of these Surveillance Requirements maintains 
consistency with the current ANO-1 licensing basis and neither removes any current 
requirement nor adds any additional requirement.
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ITS DISCUSSION OF DIFFERENCES

4 NUREG 3.3.5 - Table 3.3.5-1 Parameter 2, "Reactor Coolant System Pressure-Low 
Low Setpoint," and the specific Required Action associated with that Parameter, 
NUREG 3.3.5 Required Action B.2.2, are not adopted in ITS. The design of the 
ANO-I ESAS includes only one low reactor coolant system pressure setpoint. This 
setpoint is used as an actuation initiator for both High Pressure Injection and Low 
Pressure Injection Systems. These changes were made to provide requirements 
appropriate for the ANO-1 unit specific system design. This change is consistent with 
current license basis.  

5 NUREG 3.3.5, 3.3.6, and 3.3.7 - The unit specific design of the ANO-1 ESAS 
provides for three analog instrument channels for each of the monitored parameters.  
These three analog instrument channels provide the required input to each of the ten 
digital actuation logic channels. Contrary to the system design depicted in the 
requirements of NUREG-1430, these three analog instrument channels provide input 
to both trains of digital actuation logic channels. This unit specific design difference 
required the deletion of the phrase "in each ESFAS train" from LCO 3.3.5 as well as 
appropriate changes to the Bases to designate unit specific digital and analog channel 
terminology. This change is consistent with current license basis.  

6 NUREG 3.3.5 - Specific detail of the equipment actuated by each of the Parameters 
listed in NUREG Table 3.3.5-1 has been removed. Similar details are included in the 
appropriate Bases sections and are not specifically pertinent requirements of 
LCO 3.3.5. Removal of this information represents no actual change in requirements, 
only a change in presentation of amplifying information. This change is considered 
editorial.  

7 NUREG 3.3.6 & 3.3.7 - The Applicability of ITS 3.3.6 and ITS 3.3.7 has been 
modified to only include the portions of MODE 3 in which the associated ES 
equipment is required to be OPERABLE. This change was made to reflect the fact 
that some ESAS actuated equipment is not required in either MODE 3 or MODE 4.  
For example, neither CTS nor the proposed ITS requires the RB Spray Additive 
(sodium hydroxide) system, which is actuated by the ESAS, to be OPERABLE below 
MODE 2. This change was made to provide Applicabilities for the ESAS 
requirements which are consistent with the Applicabilities of the actuated equipment.  
Without this change, the actuating components would be required to be Operable 
when the components being actuated are not required to be Operable. This change is 
consistent with the current license basis.  

8 NUREG 3.3.7 - The Frequency of ITS SR 3.3.7.1 has been adopted as 31 days. The 
change to the NUREG-1430 Frequency of 31 days on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS 
was made to retain testing requirements on a Frequency consistent with the CTS. The 
CTS requires this testing monthly, which is considered administratively equivalent to 
the proposed 31 day Frequency. This change is consistent with current license basis.
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ITS DISCUSSION OF DIFFERENCES

9 NUREG 3.3.6 and 3.3.7 - The Functions specified in NUREG ITS 3.3.6 have been 
modified to match the Functions as presented in the CTS and in the ANO-1 SAR.  
Identification of the digital actuation logic channel numbers which correspond to the 
Functions stated in the LCO have been provided in the Bases for additional clarity.  
ITS 3.3.7 has also been modified to include ANO-1 unit specific terminology, e.g., 
analog instrument channels and digital actuation logic channels. These changes were 
made to provide requirements consistent with the design of the ANO-1 ESAS and 
consistent with the specific terminology and names associated with the ANO-1 ESAS.  
Additional associated Bases changes are also included in B3.3.5, B3.3.6, and B3.3.7.  
These changes are consistent with current license basis.  

10 NUREG Bases 3.3.5, 3.3.6, and 3.3.7 - ANO-1 unit specific terminology and design 
details have been added to the Bases of ITS 3.3.5, 3.3.6, and 3.3.7. Additionally, 
information which is not specifically pertinent to the Bases discussion for these 
specifications and which may be duplicative of information contained in the SAR has 
been removed. These changes provide unit specific details of system design, maintain 
usage of terminology consistent with design and licensing basis documentation, e.g., 
development of trip setpoints and Allowable Values, and reduce duplication of 
discussion which is not specifically pertinent to the specifications. These changes are 
consistent with current license basis.  

11 NUREG Bases 3.3.5 - SR 3.3.5.1 Bases discussion ofthe performance of CHANNEL 
CHECKS on off scale instruments was removed. The instrument channels associated 
with the ANO-1 ESAS are not expected to be in an off scale condition while 
performance of this SR is required, therefore this potentially confusing discussion is 
not adopted. This change is consistent with current license basis.  

12 NUREG SR 3.3.5.2 and Bases - The Note allowing a channel to be placed in an 
inoperable status for the performance of the Channel Functional Test for a limited 
period of time is not incorporated in the ITS. The ANO-1 design of ESAS does not 
include a channel bypass for testing. The built-in test facilities permit an electrical trip 
test of each analog instrument string by the substitution of signals at the buffer 
amplifiers. When an analog instrument string is placed in test, all associated analog 
subsystem outputs go to the trip state. This assures that all protective action cannot be 
defeated by placing analog instrument strings in test. This change is consistent with 
the current license basis.  

13 NUREG Bases 3.3.6 - The Applicable Safety Analyses discussion has been modified 
to remove the implication that the OPERABILITY of the ESAS Manual Initiation was 
required to be OPERABLE in all MODES, "at any time." Additionally, reference to 
the ability to specify the use of the ESAS manual initiation in operating procedures 
was removed. This ability exists for this and numerous other Functions. However, 
that fact is not pertinent to this discussion. Furthermore, it implies that specifying 
other functions in operating procedures might be inappropriate. This change is 
consistent with current license basis.
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ITS DISCUSSION OF DIFFERENCES

14 NUREG Bases - The Criterion statement at the conclusion of the Applicable Safety 
Analysis section was modified at each occurrence to refer to 10 CFR 50.36 instead of 
the NRC Policy Statement. This is an editorial change associated with the 
implementation of the 10 CFR 50.36 rule changes after NUREG-1430, Revision 1 was 
issued.  

The 10 CFR 50.36 Criterion satisfied by the ITS LCOs was modified to preserve 
consistency with the ANO-1 license basis. The NUREG Criterion specified were 
modified to be consistent with the analysis assumptions regarding equipment 
availability and operating condition (i.e., MODE). For ITS 3.3.6, Manual ESAS 
Initiation is not credited in any ANO-1 safety analysis, therefore, Criterion 4 was 
identified. This change is consistent with current license basis and 10 CFR 50.36.  

15 NUREG Bases 3.3.7 - Unit specific clarification of the use of ITS 3.3.7 Required 
Actions A.-1 and A.2 has been added to the Bases (B3.3.7). These additions have been 
made to provide additional guidance and clarification on the proper usage of the 
Required Actions without changing the intent of the ACTIONS.  

16 Not used.
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3.3

LCO 3.3.5

a tain ytm(ES ntumnatioua~,bni:. 6

Three nnel S for eor rameter • , 
in Table 3.3.5-1 shaIl be OPERABL n ch 

V4i + h 2. _

APPLICABILITY: According to Table 3.3.5-1.

ACTIONS

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each Parameter.

C OND [TON REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One or more Parameters A.1 Place channel In 1 hour 
with one channel trip.  
inoperabef. "% 

B. Required Action and 8.1 Be In KODE 3. 6 hours 
associated Completion 
Time not met.  

/01%ow --Pff- fkt& | e ; _nl-y required for RC-S 
Sjt,; 

$,ve- of.te Pressure-Low 
&%&kl 4m~k rb-MeV~tsetpoint.  

Reduce RCS pressure 36 hours 
< cEM psig.  

(continued)

NIA 

-'W/e 

NIA

Rev1'2 R . •.•O447

N/Il
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E I nstueta o 

COMPLETION TIME 

hours 

EDI 

Trbke- 36,1
36 hours A.J.Jc5 

FREQUENCY 

12 hours l.&k7Vr.  

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 7 -a I ~ t b 

A)I1

-Re, 1, 4fW95a-fftr-6-5- .3-3.3-13



EtS Instrumentation 
3.35

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.5.2 --- --- OTE- 
When y ESFAS c nel is aced i ;a inop eable st rus solel /or pes• cmance, of 

ttjlrsurvei ance, en into ssociate 
itCond tto and Requ ed Act s mayrthce delaye or up to hours_ ro:ide the 

rem ng twoc nnels TESFAS 
ins rumentati are 0P LE~o tripd 

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST.

N/1A

31 days I6.0) 

14a .2.101

SR 3.3.5.3 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 'It ] months 

S3 .3.5.4 rify EWAS RES E TIME within limit [18 month n 

TEST

-.B~GG-M~- 331

3 16, b 

7a 10~,I

3.3-14 Rev h--G4i4ZM



Instrumentation 
3.3.5

MI~umead,

,0 ~A.3~~4

_fiwGG-ST5--335

PARAKcM

3.3-15 -fiev-i-.44AUZ-



Manual Initiation 
3.3.4

3.3

)Actuation System Manual Initiation

Two manual initiation channels of each one of theES 
Functions below shall be OPERABLE: 

a. High Pressure Injectio ekomh s I a.-A_ 

b. Low Pressure InJectioxsiw 

rc. Reactor Building (RB) Coolin2 --

[d. RB Sry ce~t 
re.X2 WB Iso~ationl; apid

la.b k@ 

I.b 
24?

APPLICABILITY:

ACTIONS

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each Function.  

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

-4 4. I

A. One or more E$ 
Functions with one 
channel inoperable.

A.1 Restore channel to 
OPERABLE status.

72 hours

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
associated Completion 
Time not met. AND 

(continued)

3Re 1, v ,-gr -

LCW 3.3.6

0
A//A

"-w le 3s.1-1I fo• I

3.3-164WGG-ffS-*
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E Manual Initiation 
-3.3.6 6 1

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

B. (continued) 9.2 Be in NODE S. 3i hours 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.6.1 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 118 months

-'VWOG"T3S-

ofb 5

Rey 6 •!, -0049-3.3-17



EOS 6Actuation Logit.  
3.3.7 

3.3 IKSRKKATI•L_•,- i 

3.3.7 Enginees ý ýea ý Actuation! System (E6 )R H16Acutci 
Logic_ , W 7trb••..  

OPRBE 461t 

APPLICABILITY:M NODES 
4 -when as•oc-cated engineered safeguardi-quipment is 

S required to be OPERABLE. S, 

ACTIONS I

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more 1• A.1 Place associated I hour 
Actuation logic component(s) in 

r inoperable. engineered safeguar4S) 
configuration.  

A.2 Declare the 1 hour 
associated 
component(s) 
inbperable.

_________________ I

NIA 
U9~~e

-8~OG-IS 3.-RevL 1, Cij;O7:g-SVOG-M 3.3-18



QKMActuatiort Logic 
3.3.7

141.6I l-a.  

Mens43
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ES@AS Instrumentation 

B 3.3 JKSTRIJENTATIOH~~.  
B 3.3.5 Engineered r Actuation System (ESOS) Instrumentation 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The ESbAS initiates necessary safety systems, based on the values of selected unit Parameters, to protect against violating core design limits and •e 
W 2to mitigate accidents.

kS operates in a distributed manner to initiate the late systems. The E[S does this by determining the ractuation in each o Y threeachannels monitoring each 
in Parameter. once the need for actuation is 
ed, the condition is transmitted to(JR LJ.ng. w•t .hich perform the two-out-of-th. _elo Ic 
nine the actuation of each end device./c.4d 

uas ownaUo acual altugh a"T c v'•.ation 1 _ics take ti r stiphs f• ith. mBA

"Wm are used for actuation: 
* Low Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Pressure: 

High Pressure; and 

gea+or Z"W'15 tt)(continued)

4BWBS 5SI- B 3.3-45



EeAS Instrumentation 8 3.3.5

BASES

t a This Includes sensors..ibs abm
ev -es . ertion, WPMss circuitry(.ck,,imeV C 1ereS .3 e,(ro3.  
Ac uation S sem $1)anual initiatp1ln*an LCO 3.3 

SsActuationSysm A) 
4tLogc-" provide requirements on the 

manua nitiation antg actuation logic Functions.

(Alew
The ESFAc €ons s SoT Inee pro ec channels. Ea 

channel provi 's-"jnput to logics at initiate eququu e 

with a two t-of-three logic each-component. Each 

rotect channel includes stable inputs f one 

inst entation channel o ow RB Pressure, w Low RC 

ure, High RE Press e, and High High Pressure.  

omatic actuation eics.combine the ree protectic 
haifiel trips in a tii_ to actua the individual 

gineered.Safe Feature (ESF) c ents needed t 

initiate sac 6 System. -Figur ~ EA, Chap 
(Ref. 1), ustrates how ins entation chann tr~i; 
combine ocause protection annel trips.

Kc�

(continued)

4W6fi-SFr

"t
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<INSERT B3.3-46A>

The ESAS monitors three parameters via analog Instrument channels. Each 
analog Instrument channel provides input to the appropriate digital actuation 
logic channels that initiate equipment with a two-out-of-three coinddence logic 
on each digital channel. Each digital actuation logic channel Includes bistable 
Inputs from all three analog Instrument channels of one parameter, I.e., either 
Low RCS Pressure, High RB Pressure, or High High RB Pressure. The digital 
actuation logic combines the analog Instrument channel trips to actuate the 
Individual Engineered Safeguards (ES) components needed to Initiate each ES 
System. Figure 7.6, SAR, Chapter 7 (Ref. 1), also Illustrates how analog 
Instrument channel trips combine to cause digital actuation logic channel trips.  

<INSERT B3.3.46B> 

The ESAS is divided Into five Functions actuated by ten digital actuation logic 
channels.  

The ESAS High Pressure Injection (HPI) Function Is actuated by ESAS digital 
actuation logic channels I and 2 and Includes the following system actuations: 
HPI, a subset of RB Isolation valves, diesel generators (DGs), and ES electrical 
alignment Digital actuation logic channels I and 2 are actuated by two-out-of
three RCS Pressure-Low analog Instrument channels, or two-out-of-three RB 
Pressure-High analog Instrument channels.  

The ESAS Low Pressure Injection (LPI) Function Is actuated by ESAS digital 
actuation logic chanrnels 3 and 4 and Includes the following system actuations: 
LPI, a subset of RB Isolation valves, and emergency feedwater (EFW) through 
an ESAS signal provided to the Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control 
(EFIC) Instrumentation System. Digital actuation logic channels 3 and 4 are 
actuated by two-out-of-three RCS Pressure-Low analog instrument channels, 
or two-out-of-three RB Pressure-High analog Instrument channels.  

The ESAS RB Cooling Function is actuated by ESAS digital actuation logic 
channels 5 and 6 and includes the following system actuations: RB cooling, a 
subset of RB Isolation valves, and RB penetration room ventilation system.  
Digital actuation logic channels 5 and 6 are actuated by two-out-of-three RB 
Pressure-High analog Instrument channels.  

The ESAS RB Spray Function is actuated by ESAS digital actuation logic 
channels 7 and 8 and includes the following system actuations: RB spray.  
Digital actuation logic channels 7 and 8 are actuated by two-out-of-three RB 
Pressure-High High analog instrument channels.  

The ESAS Spray Additive Function is actuated by ESAS digital actuation logic 
channels 9 and 10 and includes the following system actuations: spray additive.  
Digital actuation logic channels 9 and 10 are actuated by two-out-of-three RB 
Pressure-High High analog instrument channels.

ANO-1 ITS INSERT U/2812000



E S Instrumentation J( 6 3.3.5 F

BASES -

BACKGROUN 
(continued) 

K 3 fX/JSC) 7V

LOW RCS pnFssUR LW LR/CS
HIGH 

HIGH RB HIGH RB 
PRESSURE PRESSUE

f x /x 
AR cooling /• x (b) 

RB ,solticoK) x x ix / 
EGSr x x/ x/ 

Ca nl I Room 
.6 IolatioI0C Boion .ix 

Only isolates sytm trequirdf or RCS bea 
removal-.- 

L(hiActuates cutonn-Hig. igh eR~tressu coincident with FI

ang tineerted 
eguards 

bus un T e dtige wi si a sof te 
qu ience 

bet nhe twoads. started by tran HPi black t hmers wevent will t ocuinless t •ESFAS HPI signal •also p eent.  
03.3.8 ,;; "iurgn esel Generator ( Loss of ower 

•undervoltage channels.  

The Eoequipment i dtded between the two redundant Pea* 
actuation trains 5'--__. The division of the equipment ..  
between the twn ac vatiton trains is based on the equipment • 
redundancy and function and is accomplished in such a mann 

that the Tallure of one of the'actuationhannels an e te 
related safeguards-equipment will not inhibit the ovqr~ 
VV FFunc__tions. f W•Y I motor oper ftd or a solenoiv/ /" • 
r2ý lf•- driven by eittlf ofdtoo matrtce/ , orx/i's I--(O 
ttrem actuat tef•crhannel A and an~e tram actuation cwhanel J 
Redun-danit-ESpumps are controlled from separate and 
indeoendentgactuation channels.

The actuation of ESF equipment is also available by manual 
actuation switches located on the control room console.  

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.3-47A>

Parameter 

ESAS Digital Actuated Systems RCS RB RB 
Actuation Press. Press. Press.  

Logic Low High High 
Channels High 

I and 2 Subset of RB Isolation, X X 
ES Electrical Alignment, HPI, 
and DG Start.  

3 and 4 Subset of RB Isolation, LPI, X X 
and EFIC EFW.  

5 and 6 Subset of RB Isolation, RB X 
Cooling, and Penetration 
Room Vent 1 

7 and 8 RB Spray X 

9 and 10 Spray Additive X

ANO-1 ITS 1/2&/2000INSERT



E4AS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.5 

BASES 
BACKROUND The E , in conjunction with the actuated equi pment, 

BAtKGRUD provids protective functions necessary to mitigate Design 

j~sc wpto Basis Accidents (DEAs), specifically the loss of 
accident an steam line break (SLB eveniT h 

SA 
re les on the OP RABILITY of the .a ooothe° 

I 0 A-l i 0to erform the actuation of the 

PCitt se ected systems 

No provisions are made for maintenance bypass of E&A5 

instrumentation channels. Operational bypass of certain 

channels is necessary to allow accident recovery actions to 

continue and .fPf r sgMe channels, to allow reactor shutdown 

without(tIA EWES actuation.  

Se, RCS pressure~rnstrument channels include 

permissive bistables that allow manual bypass when reactor 
ressure is eow the point at which the lowr3 ,!- , -

prres e tripUZr equired to be OPERABLE. Once permissive, 

conditions are sensed, the RCS pressure trips may be 

manually bypassed. Bypasses are automatically removed when 

bypass permissive conditions are exceeded.  

Each Hig § Pressure chan W may be manua1 ypassed after 

.&J 6-Tý Ithe otj.two channels Kthe Parameter ha tripped. The 
Sman4 bypass allows 4erators to take ual control of E 

3.1,-qre / -Fýctions After in,.dation to allow overy actions.  
maIbypass may be ty~ally removed and automatically ved 

when RB pres e returns to below he trip setpoint.  

Reactor Coolant System Pressure

The RCS pressure is monitored by three independent pressure 
transmitters located in the RB. These transmitters are 

separate from the transmitters that feed the Reactor 

Protection System (RPS). Each of the pressure signl• 
generated by these •l~nsmitters is monitored by 

bistables to erovidN trip signalg at si an 
bypass permissive signal a psi

(continued)

(conti nue d)~t6 3.3-48



<INSERT B3.3-48A'

This bypass provides an operational provision only outside the Applicability for 
this Parameter, and provides no safety function.

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 1/28/2000



EP Instrumentation•o B 3.3.5

BASES 

BACKGROUND Reactor Coolant System Pressure (continued)

Reactor Bulding Pressure

"p ressu. inpts to t EFAS are pr ied by 12 pressure 
twitch, S pressu switches are sed for the High RB 

Pilres e aramete .d six pressu switches are ed for 

th igh gh Pr ur Parameter 

he output co cts of six H RB Pressure itches are 
used in two ts of identi and independ actuation 

trains. T se two train ach use three gic channels.  

he outp s of these c nels are used two-out-of-tsl e 

ainci nce networks The output co cts of the si 

resreswichs c trip the dr relays in th 
co espondin HP nd t I Actuat channels as vi.usly 
4 cribed.  

Te output ntacts of six gh Hi1gh RB Pr sure switches 

are used two sets of i ntical and i endent actua on 

rains. hese two trai each use th logic channel 

(R34, 5, and B) he outputs of ese channels used 

in t -out-of-hree aincident netw ks for RB Spr 

Ac ation. Each gh high pressu train actuat one RB 

Spray train whe he High High signal and t HP! signal 

reoinOcident n httrain.

(continued)

B 3.3- LgQ,r"
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INSERT B3.3-49A 

Each analog Instrument channel can be tested online to verify that the signal 
and trip setpoint are within the specified allowance requirements of approved 
calibration procedures. The built-In test facilities permit an electrical trip test of 
each analog instrument string by the substitution of signals at the buffer 
amplifiers. When an analog Instrument string Is placed In test, all associated 
analog subsystem outputs go to the trip state. This assures that anl protective 
action cannot be defeated by placing analog instrument strings In test.  

<INSERT 83.3-49B> 

The RB pressure Is monitored by three independent pressure transmitters 
located Inside the RB. These transmitters are separate from the transmitters 
that feed the Reactor Protection System (RPS). Each of the pressure signals 
generated by these transmitters Is monitored by two bistables to provide trip 
signals. The outputs of the bistables, associated with the RB Pressure-High 
and RB Pressure-High High trips, drive relays in two sets of Identical and 
Independent digital Instrument channels. These two sets of channels each use 
two-out-of-three coincidence digital logic for automatic actuation.  

Each analog channel can be tested online to verify that the signal and trip 
setpoint are within the specified allowance requirements of approved calibration 
procedures. The built-In test facilities permit an electrical trip test of each 
analog Instrument string by the substitution of signals at the buffer amplifiers.  
When an analog Instrument string Is placed In test, all associated analog 
subsystem outputs go to the trip state. This assures that all protective action 
cannot be defeated by placing analog instrument strings In test.

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 1/2=/000



ESFAS Instrumentation B 3.3.5 

BASES 

anal ical limits stated iin Figure CChapter (7] 

* I ). The selection of these trip 
tpoints is such 

t adequate protection is provided en all sensor and 

recessing time delays are taken in account. To allow for 

calibraTion tolerances, instrumen ion uncertainties, 

instrument drift, and severe env anment induced errors for 
those • AS channels that must unction in harsh 
environments as defined by 1 FR 50.49 (Ref. 2), the 

Allowable Values specified Table 3.3.5-1 in the 

accompanying LCO a tively adjusted with respect to 

the analytical limits, detailed description of the 

methodology used to c ufate the trip setpoints, including 
thei aexplic t e t ies, is provided in the s Unit 

Specific Setppint ihodologyu (Ref. 3). The actual nomi 
trip setpoint en d into the bistable is more conserva ve 

than that Sped d by the Allowable Value • account r 
changes in u oemasurement errors detectable by a oEL 

FUNCTIONiAL . One example of such a chanie in 
measureme error is drift during the surven Ian i 

A channe is inoperable if its actual trip se nt is not 
within s, required Allowable Value.  

Se ints, in accordance with the Allowab Values, ensure 

tpthe consequences of t BAs will be a eptable, providing 

he unit is operated from within the s at the onset of 
the OBA and the equipment funlcoteions designed.  

Each channel can be tested orloin at verify that the 
setpoint accuracy is within th specified allowance 
requirements of Reference 3. ce a designated channel is 
taken out of service for te 1ng, a simulated signal is 

injected in place Of the ed instrument signal. The 

process equipment for t channel in test is then tested, 
verified, and calibra d 

The Allowable Val s listed in Table 3.3.S-1 are based n 

the methodology escribed in FSAR, Chapter (14] (Ref 4), 
which incorpo tes all of the known uncertainties .licable 
for each ch nel. The magnitudes of these unce inties are 

(continued) 
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ESkS Instrumentation 6 3.3.5 

BASES 

BACKGROUNndDlo(oni 

Sfield nsors and sig~l processing pe'nt for the). •-(0 
\cha I~s are assume rio operat v n the a11owancfC of 

[Reviewer' Note: The FAS LCOs in t BWOG Standard 
Technic Specificati s are based a system 
rerstative of t Crystal River!nt 3 design.] 

disc sed earlier, is arrangeme ifnvolves measur ut 

ch els shared ug all actua on functions, wi separate 
a uatian logic annels for ch actuated comp ent. In 
is arrangem multiple c onents are aff ed by eac 

instrumenta n channel fa ure, but a sngl' automatic 
actuation gic failure cts only one c ponent.  
orlaniza n of.SWOG ST ESFAS LCOs refl s the desc bed 
logic a angement by i entifying inst ntation 
requir ents on an i trumentation ch nel rather ian on a 
prot tive f:nctia asis. This g ly si•plif s 
de neatin of E LCOs. Furthe re, the LI 

utrements on strumentation c nnels, aut atic 
ctuation logi , and manual i•i ation are pecified 
separately t reflect the diff ent impact ach has a ESFAS 
OPERABILITY 

APPLICABLE The fallowing ESeS Functions have been assumed within the 
SAFETY ANALYSES accident analyses.  

Higth Pressure Iniection 

The ES_ actuation of HPI has been assumed for core cooling 
in the LOCA analysis and istF• - M[ b boron addition in 
the SI. analysis. e Lt 

Low Pressure Iniection 

The ESS actuation of LPI has been assumed for large break 
LOCAs.  

(continued)
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E*AS Instrumentation B 3.3.5

/e -1~' ~ c.*S£AS 1 +~e~ 
~ ~ c~ ~-Spr~aa

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES 

(continued)

Reactor Building Sorav. Reactor Building Coolir.. and 
Reactor Building Isolation 

The E.JS actuation of the RE coolers and RB Seray ha, 

credit d in RB for LOCAsO th !og e

RE PeckrrO.*iO-A RB Spray.

The E initiated &3G Start W 4Wt 
to ensure that emergency power ij 

throughout the limiting LOCA scenarios.4

The small and large break LOCA analysesvassume a 
conservatit• . • eTiy time the actuation of HPI 
and LPI •This delay time 
includes a~lowances for(DG starting, &G loading, Emergen 
Core Cooling Sy$tems (ECCS) pump starts, and valve V12% 
Similarly, the RB Cooling, RE Isolation, and RB Spray have 
been analyzed with delays appropriate for the entire syste 

1 -- ..4 1 .w~j . uno t" in the ana ysis arei

Accident analyses rely on automatic EOS actuation for 
protection of the core temperature and containment pressure 

limits and for limiting off site dose levels following an • 

accident. These include LOCA, SLB, and -eiGEr 

events that result in RCS inventory reduction or severe loss 

of RCS Cooling.

toLCO The LCO requires three (c- np!&M E;S5V'tnsz 
each Parameter in Table-T.3.-3 to be OPE I 

09 M Failure of any instrument renders the affected 

n-tVJ•j r --- el(S) inoperable and reduces the reliability of the 

Oro affected Functions.

(continued)
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BASES
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<INSERT B3.3-52A>

The ESAS Instrumentation satisfies Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 3) for 
operation in MODE 1. There are no specific safety analyses for operation In 
MODES 2, 3 and 4. However, Industry operating experience has Identified the 
ESAS Instrumentation as significant to public health and safety during these 
operating conditions. Therefore, the ESAS instrumentation satisfies Criterion 4 
of 10 CFR 50.36 for operation in MODES 2, 3 and 4.

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 1/28r2000



ESFAS Instrumentation B 3.3.5

The Qn!L lues for bypass removal functions are stated 
In the Applicable MODES or Other Specified Condition column 
of Table .

Thre EASri~~s~"4ent M.channels shall be OPERABLEO 
,/.•r;dAL to ensure that a single failure in one 
khannYwil11 not result In loss of the ability to 
automatically actuate the required safety systems.  

e ase;Vor th'). EngS Parers i;*?de)

R#aeter Coolant System Pressure

Rof RCS Pressure-Lowi Dare required OPERABLEF 
a sensor, trip bistable,

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.3-53A> 

since the channel is still capable of performing Its safety function, i.e., this is not 
a safety related bypass function.

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 1/28/2000



ESFAS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.5

BASES

Reactor Coolant Systemi Pressur (continued) G t 7r e fl r ndrs aff~cted Oncti !pft~'n ~

--1114.  

The Pressizre-L etpoint is b ed on HPI 
actu Ion forsmall reak LOCAs. e setpoi ensures 
th the HP! will e actuated a a pressure reater 

t or equal to he value as med In acc ent 
nalyses plus a instrumen uncertaint s. The 

tru o 1 sfetpg 

Pressure-L tr in safety alyses is 
1480 psg Th setpo r the 1 RCS and owable 48SS:I -ipetofor 
Value of [16003 p for the 1 pressure rameter 
is sel ted to en actuatlo occurs whe actual RCS 
pres is abov 1480 psig. e RCS Pre ure 
Ins ntatio must functi while sub ct to the 
s ere envi nt create by a LOCA. erefore, the 

Ip set;po Allowablee alue accoun for severe 
environm. tinduced e os 

To e ure the RCS ssure-Low Ip is not byp sed 
ub required to OPERABLE bthe safety an sis, 

channel's ass removal istable must set 
ith an All le Value of [1800] psig. e bypass 

removal do not need to f ction for acc ents 
initiate rom RCS Press es below the ass remov 
setpoi . Therefore, bypass remov setpoint 
All e Value need n account for vere 
enviro nt induced e rs.

RCS Pressure ow2 Low Setpo t PI actuatia occurs 
sufficient to ensure flow prior to e 
tyin core flood t ksduring a la e break 

he owable Value*f r. [4003 psig sures / 
sufficient verlap of t tank ow and th 
LPifow keep the re tor vessel down mer full 
during large break . The RCS sure 
inst nttion must unction while sa ect to t.  
seve environment reated by a L Therefore the 
tn setpoint All able Value acco ts for seve 
env ronment Ind ed errors.

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.3-54A> 

The trip setpoints are the nominal values at which the bistables are set For the 
RCS Pressure-Low, the limiting safety analysis assumes the HPI, LPI, EFIC 
EFW, ES electrical alignment, and two subsets of RB isolation actuate at 
> 1520 psig (2 1535 psia). The Allowable Value of > 1585 psig Includes 
considerations for Instrumentation error and an allowance for margin.  
Allowances for instrument drift and additional margin are Included In the trip 
setpolnt.  

Guidance used to calculate the uncertainties associated with the trip setpoints Is 
provided In Instrument Loop Error Analysis and Setpoint Methodology Manual, 
Design Guide, IDG-001 (Ref. 4). The explicit uncertainties associated with each 
setpoint are addressed In the Individual design calculations or calibration 
procedures. Setpoints In accordance with the Allowable Value In conjunction 
with the LCOs and administrative controls ensure that the consequences of 
DBAs will be acceptable, providing the unit Is operated from within the LCOs at 
the onset of the DBA and the equipment functions as analyzed. An analog 
instrument channel Is Inoperable If its actual trip setpoint Is not within Its 
required Allowable Value.

ANO-1 ITS 1/2W/200INSERT



ESFAS Instrumentation 
8 3.3.6

BASES

.tem Presure-Low Low n 
(con ued) 

ensure the S Pressu Low Low tr Is not 
ypassed assumed 0 LE by th afety a ysis 

each cha Pls ass val bista e must b set 
with liowable V ue of :s (900 psig. bypas 
a doss no ed to functi for acci nts 
In ated by ssure bel the bypa reov I 
S oint. Th fore, the b ss remova setpot 
Allowable Val need not a aunt for s ere 
environment induced errors,--

Reactor Building Pressure 

an A ree channels of es RB 
ssure- - gare requ a e a E LEA 

Each channel incl es a pressure switch, byass re as, and 
fftedt ren tis gin ressure c" ner nisner isale . U PhTG•[•,-k -' t pr~vue stclsFunctT n t n 

,RfcJtc .. so ere ar 12 preesswutjV sw'Itches •otal. \ 

;th fore, ypressup switch re ders only ne Func an in\ 

Ke tral vnopera . Output e~ays nblock t ~r rel sI 
"are ttr• speci• butmay b shared •o g Par tters./_ 

k.ffect~ed Fctions in one train inoper be. •

The RB Pressure swit eWmay be subjected to 19gh radiator 
conditions during.W accident hat they are Intended to 
mitigate. The fsor porto, of the switch• is also 
exposed to steam envi ent present the RB following 
a LOCA or gh energy I e break. The ore, the tri 
setpoi lowable Va e accounts f measurement e rs 
In d by these en ronments.  

The RB ressure-Ii Setpoint Allow e Value / 
[ ps was se cted to be low ough to detecta 

ri in a Pies re that would a r due to a suall 
break LOCA, t s ensuring that e RB high presiure 
actuation o he safety syste will occur f a wide 
spectrum a break sizes. trip setpoin also / 
causes thrst s ft to emergepy mode tj) 
prevent damage to the coo er fans due/ 0 the inc ase

I0

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.3-SA> 

The trip setpoints are the nominal values at which the bistables are set Credit 
Is taken in the safety analyses for RB Pressure-High trip for the actuation of 
selected systems. The safety analyses for reactor building performance and 
equipment environmental quarlfication (pressure and temperature envelope 
definition) conservatively assume the RB cooling is not Initiated until well 
beyond the expected actual automatic actuation time frame. Therefore, no 
additional consideration of the Instrumentation uncertainties Is warranted.  

Credit Is taken In the safety analyses for RB Pressure-High High trip for the 
actuation of selected systems. The safety analyses for reactor building 
performance and equipment environmental qualification (pressure and 
temperature envelope definition) conservatively assumes the RB spray Is not 
Initiated until well beyond the expected actual automatic actuation time frame.  
Therefore, no additional consideration of the Instrumentation uncertainties is 
warranted.  

Therefore, the bistable Is considered to be properly adjusted when the was left" 
value Is consistent with the Identified Allowable Value, I.e., for this parameter 
the trip setpoint and the Allowable Value are the same. Guidance used to 
calculate the uncertainties associated with the trip setpoints Is provided In 
Instrument Loop Error Analysis and Setpoint Methodology Manual, Design 
Guide, IDG-O01 (Ref. 4). Setpoints in accordance with the Allowable Value 
ensure that the consequences of DBAs will be acceptable, providing the unit Is 
operated from within the LCOs at the onset of the DBA and the equipment 
functions as analyzed. An analog Instrument channel Is Inoperable If Its actual 
trip setpoint Is not within its required Allowable Value.

ANO-1 ITS 1/2M/200INSERT



ESAS Instrumentation 1B 3.3.5

BASES

1. Reactor Coolant system Pressure-Low Setopint 4+e01, 

The RCS Pressure-Low Setpoint actuatio meter 
shall be OPERABLE during operation aove a psig.  
This requirement ensures the capability to 
automatically actuate safety systems and components 

during conditions indicatj , of a LOCA or secondarq-ýý 
unit overcooling. BelowQ sV the low RCS f75 

Pressure actuation Parameter toh be bypasseg• avo ' 
actuation during normal unit cooldowns when safety 
systems actuations are not required.

The allowance for the bypass is consistent with the 
transition of the unit to a lower energy state, 

0 kQAL # • • ~ett margini to safety limits. The unit 

a response to any event, given that the reactor is 

alreade Ltipped, will be less severe and allows 

M u time for operator action to provide manual 
sa e • ysstem actuations_5 This is even more 

j I!1appropriate during unit heatups when the primary 

system and core energy content is low, prior to power 

operation.  

In MODES 5 and 6, there is me for the 

operator to evaluate unit con-id •itns and respond by 

manually starting individual systems, pumps, and other 

equipment to mitigate the consequences of an abnormal 

%condition or accident(. pressure and temperature 

(continued)
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E*AS Instrumentation B 3.3.5 

BASES 

APPLICABILITY 1. Reactor Coolont System Pressure-Low Setpoint 
(continued) 

are very low, and man EsVOcomponents are 

_fardadmilnstrltlivelý ý or otherwise prevented 
from actuating to prevent inadvertent 
overpressurlzation of unit systems.  

SRgactr Coolnt Svs .-•pesur--Low Low Setnotnt 

RCS Pressr ow Low Setpalnt actuation Yarameter 
all be OPERAL during operati above [9 ] pslg.  

SThis requtremept, ensures the cipKability to/ 

autom~ati call actuate safety #stems and omponents 
during cond Ions lndlcatlv of a LOCA sL€ondary 
unit over oling. Below 01 pslg, e low low RCS 
Pressure ictuation Param er can be passed to 4old 
actuati n during norma unit cooldns when saf y 

syste actuations a at requir 

Th allowance for e bypass consistent "ith the 
t nsiton o unit to a wer energy ate, 4 

oviding grea r margins Safety 11.1 . The unit 
rspo~nse to a event, gi en that the ractor is 

already tri ed, will less severe d allows 
sufficient mie for o rator action a provide manual 
safety s tm actuat ns. This is ven more 
appropr te during nit heatups •n the primary 
systm nd core rgy content low, prior to p er ope , ion. // . .  

I ES 5 a 6, there is equate time for e 
operator to valuate unit onditlons and re and by 
manually arting indvi al systems, p , and other 
equipmen to mitigate consequences an abnormal 
condit n or accident Plant pressure and temperature 
are ,low, and ma ESF components re 
adm istratively lo •d out or othe 4se prevented 
fr actuating to revent inadvert t 

erpressurization of unit systen.• 

(continued)
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ESJAS Instrumentation FLV 
B 3.3.5 

BASES 

APPLICABILITY Reactor Building Pressure-High and Reactor Building 

(continued) pressure-High "Ich Set oints 

The RB Pressure-High and RB Pressure-High High 

actuation Functions of E shall be OPERABLE in 
NHODES 1 4 wh,@n the Fotent,,l fore HEL 

e E S s and 6, te u on ditionsuarel 
ididre nsuffyitesent enpum, in thepr ary 

s+UC4 thatipmec rstems to conse theconta bn oant l 
lu s e rMt'tr 

re s j-High• 
dessi to eo her the Press ue an r t are•.t ver low and mnthe re_ 14ES -- Eor othe prev etoe 

and 6.Ithere ifro actuiat ngfo pe n indertoretn eva-ITcntict and respond by manually 

starting individual systems, pumps, and other 
ANehubement to adedttoatthe consequences of an abnormal 

Co ndition or accidens. allant pressure and temperature 

are very low and many fu ponents are 

4t 
o the strativelyl.Go l l u , or otherwise prevented 

e49M4v from actuating to- prevent inadvertent 

overpressurizatlon of unit systems.  

ACTIONS Required Actions A and ino pbl tohWen l S instrumentation 

Parameters ltsted in Table 3.3.a-1.  

A Note has been added to the ACTIONS indicating separate 

Condition entry is allowed for each Parameter.  

respect to the Allowable Value, or the trami ,t te 
i injjstrument loop. signal processing electronics, or E!OS 
bistable is found inoperable, then all affected functions 
provided by that channel should be declared inoperable and 

the unit must enter the Conditions for the particular 

protection Parameter affected.  

T I o;(continuesd) 
•,-.,.~ nit .35
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ES&S Instrumentation 
B 3.3.5 

BASES 

ACTIONS .I 
(continued) Condition A applies when one-channel becomes inoperable in 

one or more Parameters. If one EWAS channel is inoperable, 
placing it in a trippea condition leaves the system in a 
one-out-of-two condition foractuation. Thus, if another 

_\ a hannel were to fail, the E.£AS instrumentation could still 

\ ý Pperform its actuation functions. This ction is copleted 
when all of the affected output relays ae 

tripped. This can normally be accomplished by trio nq the 
affe'cted bistable • rtrPil ?he n-1 v Wua!Autput reiS ##-) 

cc~•F-o€i~llO'.' jthi t!unit, tie speci,ýflc outpu ~elays•( • 
las ciate !with e h ESFA• instru tattioplchannel •re .  

St~ed the f lowi g4ocument~j•- 

The 1 hour Completion Time is sufficient time to perform the 
Required Action.  

. n appes en Requr2Actioi A.1 X not 'met 

S•0\ /w ihlth the reUi't _ Compi et'o 1ime. .i1ft_Rev1iried Action 

/_•jtJee.7 _nnot be t.. in the re ired Com t- Time, the. it( .-..•^ •- mu•st be brou t to a M•ODEn whlc h • does not ap ~y.  

j33.3.A To achiev his status he unit must )e brought to least 

and -S p f t o t •MO O i nh t 3 6 hours. .  

he allowe Completion Times are reasonable, based on 
operating experience, to reach the required unit conditions 
from full power conditions in an orderly manner and without 
challenging unit systems.  

SURVEILLANCE EASParameters listed in Table 3351ae ujc 
REQUIREMENTS KHANNEL CHECK. CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TES TCHANNEL CALIBRATIOIOjj 

eonsv ftern ýj;.•, .per, l.(onal otnpasses d) 
V jJc-,thnese S to .(sure 0 ABLIT~rof the, FAS;•'

•nstw'eltation ann r 

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.3-59A> 

Condition B applies when Required Action A.1 and its associated Completion 
Time are not met, or when one or more parameters have more than one analog 
Instrument channel Inoperable. If Condition B applies, the unit must be brought 
to a condition in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this status, the unit 
must be brought to at least MODE 3 within 6 hours. Additionally, for the RCS 
Pressure-Low parameter, the unit must be brought to < 1750 pslg within 
36 hours, and for the RB Pressure-High and High High parameters, the unit 
must be brought to MODE 5 within 36 hours.

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 1/2812000



E5S Instrumentation 
3 3.3.5

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS 

(continued)

SRa .3L5.1 i L SLC r1 J ALb A 

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK every 12 hours es j 
a gross failure of instrumentation[lat- Qc'o • - A 
CHANNEL CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter 
%ndicated on one channel to a similar parameter on other 

channels. It is based on the assumption that instrument 
channels monitoring the same parameter should read 
approximately the same value. Significant deviations 
between the two instrument channels could be an indication 
of excessive instrument drift in one of the channels or of 

something even more serious. CHANNEL CHECK will detect 
gross channel failure; therefore, it is key in verifying 
that the instrumentation continues to operate properly 
between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

reement criteria are determined by the unit staff, based 
~.d'cc I n ac a ion o channel instrument uncertaintiesDj 

channel •s outside the criteria, it may be an Indatio 

that the transmitter or the sicnal rocessing equinnent his

drifted outside iis base oare nrmally off.  
nany 1du•2• h Imeo pi is extremely row , the CHANNEL CheC 

failre o•l y verra t fnn at they a ff scaleC 
t slame e rncs n. Off ow lurre buloop chac s are 
eifidto rain h otom t:'he ran ee d~d nnot.  

•ailed d ~fscale. • 

The Frequency•;_--u't" 0 r ýe ýf is based an operating 

experience thaft e umonstrates channel failure is rare. Since 

the probability of tho random failures in redundant channels inany 12 hour period is extremely low, the CHANNEL CHECK 
minimizes the chance of loss of protective fuwnction due 

failure of redundant channels. The r AA•e••T i*-• 
•A•ILIT• -- sulemen~ts less formal, butGoRe fr~equent., checks o~f•. , 

chELIIYannel rduring normal operational use of the .  

-- displays associated with the LCO's required channels.

;R 3.3.5.2

(continued)

nacre
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ESýAS Instrumentation )--9 B 3.3.5 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.S.2 (continued) 

asJ mope re ase, althug•h t this time p ted it Cann

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required / 
•-- ,h nne to•• h ensure the entire channev t11 erform the 

•_utj rr•• -[•e functions. Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the assuptions of theb d e inbnlt o 

The Frequency of 31 days is based on unit operating 
experience, with regard to channel OPERABILITY and drift, 
which demonstrates that failure of. more than one channel of 
a given function in any 31 day interval is a rare event.  

hR 3.3d Zbetnru 

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of thansrmnt K• ) 
channel, including the sensor. The test verifies that the 
channel responds to a measured parameter within the 
necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATIONleaves 

tthe channel adusted to account for instrumep ttoJO /R E 
erer uinstrument channel re"ains i fmoains 
between successive tests. CHANNEL CALIBRATig; •TSlFfind 

that measurement errors and bistable set olnt erro~rs are_ l;• ,_ 
within the assumptions of thef3•ns:f€sepn .-. .. _"/ SNCHA 

EL CALIBRATIONS must be performed e c •r std n 
with the assumptions of the MEMO Vsetpointe 

ThisFrequency is justified by the assumption ofpatin g.• 

agiemonth calibration interval to determine the magnitude chnequipment drift in the setpoint er w-hi-th

(continued)
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OAS Instrumentation B 3.3.S

BASES

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREPETS

IL.3.L L4 (co nued) 

maximu. v es assumed a safet alyses. ~nividual 
coupon response t s are not eled In th n alyses.  
Res s: time test acceptanc criteria foythis unit are 
I uded in Ref nce 1. Th alyses Wmode the overall or 

tal elapse ie from poit at ub the parameteg i 
exceeds actuation s point value the sensor to | 
point hich the-e device is ac ated. Thus' s SR 
en��sszes the matic actuati logic coupone s covered 3 
by 3.3.7 e operation the mechanica F 

onents.  

Response me tests are nducted on an month STAG 
TEST S. Testing the final actua n devices, ch 
make the bulk of e response time s included the 
te lug ofeach nIl. Therefore taggered te ng 

Suuit in s se time verifica n of these ices efry 
(18] manths. e 18 month test equency is b ad n it 
operating rience, which s s that rand faillurq of 
instrumen ion components si serious sponse Aim 
degradation but not chann failure are I requentf 
occurrences.  

"1. 4•._U ChapterK.Z" e 

10, CFR SOq 

eci?-Wfa etP;'tthod.  
FSAR, Chapter tfi4h!, ,j5-ft3*

Rev 1, 04/07/95B'WOG STS
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ESOS Kanual Initiation 
9 3.3.6 

B 3.3 IKSTRIMENTATIO'u 

9 3.3.6 Engineered 15,a tuation System (E#S) Manual Initiation 

BASES 

S ThIn initiation capability allows the operator BACKGROUN Theacut E n 

to Functions from the c I room in the 

'*4• Rac~o/lutlding (RE5 

'7 ' Isuo'lrati','4n n.and Controloom _Ioa /c l L •-wmanual 

initiation SPIIlld ltytle in t event the: operator 

determines that an iton is needed Lnd has not been 

automatically actuated. Furthermore, the ESk manual 
S•tjnttnettn canabtitv allows oPerators to rapidly initiate 

,=./ /inneerdl yea ( Functions if the trend of 

un t parameters cates at E50 actuation will be needed.  

LCO 3.3.6 covers only the system level manual initiation of 

these Functions. LCP3.3.6, "Engineered et F t 
PAcuation System ES Instrumentation, an : .7, 

(40[ *Enn•e e Actuation System (EkS) 
Actua on ogir," provide requiremens on the 

jpti ns of the ES that automatically initiate the 
Functions describe earlier.  

Tij~ h e E RAS m!an u i .litiationLFunction relies on SOPEi 
AiT theN actuation logicLCO W3.3.7) r " " 

C•3o perform the actuation of the s stems 

manua p push button is provided on 
• -Vcontrol room console for each of the c 

o a tperation of the pus u ton energizes " •€;C acs)erform a logical "O0 fucto wh 

"tu'OCe. 106Ic he s atomticactuatio , except for the 

r.•w,,s._J •br which a• sre °t _Vne L]S '- loadipr'sequence'.  

Kau ctuatict he ESF bus "s•oding s lnce is ma - I/ 
b .eenergieS g tetimed olut re /"the in ower sup ly• 

bther a" trip rola taken f• thestio 

batr Differen a ~teries are .21d for the tw 

he E~~i•_(19ou1^1 on channel is defined as te • 

instrumentati an (§•W the col).ol e swi tch I the•

ýact~uiatioin loiC , which a ctuateW the and devces Oter 
n~~~~e s o5 manual initiation, such as €ontrosfrI nidul • 

E;Udevices, may be available in the cont•

Rt4ev! 4,O*e5B 3.3-63



E#S 1anual Initiation 
B 3.3.6 H-9

BASES 

BACKGROUND unit locations. These alternative means are.not required by 

(continued) this LCO, nor may they be credited to fulfill the 
requirements of this LCO.

APPLICABLE The 
SAFETY ANALYSES prol

E S;, in conjunction with the actuated equipment, 
'ides protective functions necessary to mitigate Design 
s Accidents, specifically, the loss of coolant accidentL(,LOCAI) 
Lteam line break even' 

E•SS manual initiation ensugs that the t room 
-atof can rapidly initiate ES Functions an I 
manual initiation trip Function is require as a backup 
Lutomatic trip functions and allows operators to initiate 
kS whenever any varameter is ra;jndly r its

LCO

A-A) S EIiT 
B 3.-6(0

Two ES~sSmanual initiation channels of each EAS Function 
shall be OP RABLE whenever conditions exist that could 
require E$ýWprotection of the reactor or RB. Two OPERABLE 

channels ensure that no single random faXlure will prevent 

sy tem level manual initiation of any ES•S Function. The 
Smanual initiation Function allows the operator to 

initiate protective action prior to automatic initiation or 
in the event the automatic initiation does not occur.

APPLICABILITY The E anual nitiat o unc ons s a 1 be OPERABLE in 
NIODES,'2 n and inw4hentheassociated 

ES equipdent is required to be OPERABLE.  
Oe manual a n channels are required because EV? 

esigned to provide protection in these MODOE 
WA. ( ) ES 5 and E initiates s stems that are either ; 

reconVure rc risapeS for t wn.0onn 

Accidents iin-these MODES are Slow to develop and wouldV'ý 
[ m4tgd by manual operation of individual components.  

STime is available to evaluate unit conditions and

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.3-64A) 

Operating experience has shown the ESAS manual Initiation function to 
be significant to public health and safety, and therefore satisfy 
Criterion 4 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 1).  

<INSERT B3.3-64B> 

The ESAS Is divided into five Functions actuated by ten manual initiation 
channels as Indicated in the following table: 

Function Associated Channels 

High Pressure Injection 1 & 2 

Low Pressure Injection 3 & 4 

RB Cooling 5&6 

RB Spray 7&8 

Spray Additive 9&10 

The ESAS High Pressure Injection (HPi) Function Is actuated by ESAS 
Manual Initiation channels I and 2 and Includes the following system 
actuations: HPi, a subset of reactor building (RB) isolation valves, diesel 
generators, and ES electrical alignment.  

The ESAS Low Pressure Injection (LPI) Function Is actuated by ESAS 
Manual Initiation channels 3 and 4 and includes the following system 
actuations: LPI, a subset of RB Isolation valves, and emergency 
feedwater (EFW) through an ESAS signal provided to the Emergency 
Feedwater Isolation and Control (EFIC) System.  

The ESAS RB Cooling Function Is actuated by ESAS Manual Initiation 
channels 5 and 6 and Includes the following system actuations: 
RB cooling, a subset of RB Isolation valves, and RB penetration room 
ventilation system.  

The ESAS RB Spray Function is actuated by ESAS Manual Initiation 
channels 7 and 8 and Includes the following system actuations: 
RB spray.  

The ESAS Spray Additive Function is actuated by ESAS Manual 
Initiation channels 9 and 10 and includes the following system 
actuations: spray additive.

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 1/8/000



ESPS Manual Initiation j-4 
6 3.3.6

BASES

APPLICABILITY 
(continued)

ACTIONS

to respond by manually operating the ESecomponents, if 
required.

A Note has been added to the ACTIONS IJticating separate 
Condition entry is allowed for each ESPS manual initiation 
Function.  

Li 
Condition A ap lies when one manual initiation channel of 
one or more Ep S Functions becomes inoperable. Required 
Action A.1 must be taken to restore the channel to OPERABLE 
status within the next 72 hours. The Completion Time of 
72 hours is based on unit operating experience and 

administrative controls, which provide alternative means of 

LOS Function initiation via individual component controls.  
The 72 hour Completion Time ivk-boilstent with th al lowed 
outage time for the safety systems actuated by tSPS.

n eroletion Timef teunit must--b 
n which the LCO does not apply. To 

achieve this status, the unit must be brought to at least 
MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 5 within 36 hours. The 
allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating 
experience, to reach the required MODES from full power 
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging unit 
systems.

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS 

I" 

loit g114414 d

SR 3.3.6.1 

This SR requrs the performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL 
TEST of the E3sS manual initiation. This test verifies 
that • hinitiating circuitry is OPERABLE and will actuate 
thQ jvM .*", eump, e. TheSlBgemonth 

LFrequency is nsed e to perform this Surveillance

r)
(continued)

uuu B -m-
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ES&A Manual Initiation f. 4 
B 3.3.6 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE L (continued) 
REQUIREMHENTS under the conditions that apply during a unit outage and the 

potential for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance 

were performed with the reactor at power. This Frequency is 

demonstrated to be sufficient, based on operating 

experience, which shows these component' usually pass the 

Surveillance when performed on theAlSJmonth Frequency.  

REFERENCES h 
A 
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E#S(6SýActuationl Logic 3 3.3.7 

B 3.3 IKSTRUMEKTATI: 

B 3.3.7 Engneered Actuation System (E•S) Q ý 
Actuation Loic 

BASES 

BACKGROUND he a matic actu on log0 c cha els of EAS defined 
as logic bet en the buffer aaof the sens channels an 
t 'JCR_7.. control1kr that actuate ERFAS equime . Each of th9 
omponents uatedky the -F Functic has an asso ted 

3.7/ automatic tuation lo i matrix. If o-out-of-thr ESFASJ 
instrum ation charm indicate a ip, or syste evel 
manua nititin ur the aut tic actuati lo ic is 

aac cieated c anent is 4;t ed The ,---_- _ 

purpose of requiring OPERABILIY of the EWS 
actuation Ioc is to ensure that the unctions -theE S 

an ue automatically initiated in the event of an accident.  
-Automatic actuation of some Functions is necessary to 

prevent the unit from exceeding the Emergency Core Cooling 
Systems (ECCS) limits in 10 CFR 50.46 (Ref. 1). It should 
be noted tha actuation logic channels thne ai1not ensure that each Function can be activated; 

th instrumentE; channels and actuated equipment asciated with each Function must also be OPERABLE to 
ensure that the Functions can be automatically initiated 

during an accident. *41 

LCO 3.3.7 covers only theiCM@g actuation logic 
initiate these Functions. CD 3.3.5, Engineere _ • Actuation SystemInt~rumentationm" and 

LCO 3.3.6, "Engineered(ate" Fo~t ' u Iystem 

(ES*S) Manual Initiatiton, provide requirements on the HqJ 
|l-e -- nstrument and manual inltnnels that input to 

"C----,:_3 , the g;, •actuation logic. l 

The EAS, in conjunction with the actuated equipment, 

provides protective functions necessary to mitigate Design 
Basis Accidents (DBAs), specifically, the loss of coolant 
ac .ident (LOCA) and steam line break (SLB) events. The Et rel 'L o' ýthe OPERELT of the l] i actuation 

ogc or sac a component to pe orm the actuation of the 
selected systems.  

The small andl reak LOCA analyses assume a 
conservative stp) delay time for the actuation of high 
pressure injectioln-p- l) and low pressure injection (LPI) in 

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.3-67A) 

The digital actuation logic channels of ESAS are defined as the 
Instrumentation between, but not including, the buffers of the analog 
instrument channels and the unit controls that actuate ESAS equipment.  
Each of the components actuated by the ESAS Functions Is associated 
with one or more digital actuation logic channels. If two-out-of-three 
ESAS analog instrument channels Indicate a trip, or If channel level 
manual Initiation occurs, the digital actuation logic channel Is activated 
and the associated equipment Is actuated.  

/
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EUAS Actuation Logic B 3.3.7

UASES 
0A' ""ytt~ 

BACKGROUND BAW-10103A, Rev. 3 (Ref. 2). This delay time.includes 
allowances for diesel generator starts, IG 

loaing ECS iitstiS, and valve Similary .O 

the reactor building (RB) Cooling, RB Isolation, and RB 

Spray have been analyzed with delays appropriate for the 
entire system.  
Typica alues u a t e anal ~s are 35 soepmds forl• 

Th.•Sautomatic initiation of Engineere 

(ES•Functions to mitigate accident conditions s assumed 

in the DBA analysis and is required to ensure that 

consequences of analyzed events do not exceed the accident 

analysis predictions. Automatically actuated features 

A" nclude HPN LPI, RE Cooling, RB Spray and RB Isolation.  

The ESFAS Ls in t BWOG Stadard Technical Specifications 
tar sed oun system present ive of th Crystal 

iver t 3 desi . As di ussed rlier, th arrangement 

nvol s measu nt chan s sha among aT actuation 

un ions, vi separat ctuati logic ch e-ls for each 

uated cc onent. I this a angement, ulti 1. ESF 

components re affec d by a asurement anne fal, re,.  

ut si le autom c act ion logic allUre aff ts only 

'one c nent. oran ation of-B STS ESF LCOs 

refle the des Ic arrange nt by lin g actions f e th a gesal e 

or utomatic ctuati direct to the 
ac ons for e affe ed ESF c nent. Th overall 
p losophy s that f an autom ic actuat n logic fa 

e affe ed co hent is put ,to its gineered s eguard 

configu tion. his action Imnates he need fo the 

autom Ic act tion logic. If the a ected comp ent canno 
be p1 ced in ts enginee d safegua configura on, ac on 
are a en address t inoperab ity of the up;Ort 

sy em cc onent. Th greatly mplifies d ineati o 

E AS L s. Furthe ore, the L requireme s on 

inst ntation ch nels, aut atic actuation logi s, and 
a initiation arespecified separately to re ect the 

erent impact each has on ESFAS OPERABILITY.

(continued)
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E#S (1ý) Actuatio3 Logic 
B 3.3.7

BASES (continued)

Accident analyses rely on automatic 
for protection of the core and RB ai 
dose 1jyels fo0low10g an. accident;_

M O W Ae N crrequired to bZ OPER A wenever 
condittons exist that could re uire protection of the 

retctor or the R6. This ensures automatic initiation of the 
AJ57T\. EE1 required to mitigate the consequences of accidents.

ACTIONS

-y q shall be OPEALE in 
"'0 E ,,and , a in 4_w hen the associated LE 

, I ... upM is required to be OPERABLE, 
Sbecause L Functions are designed to provide protection in 

these KODES. Automatic actuation in WODE S or 6, is not 
required because the sE ar_ . _ _ -'T.  

"eihe for either recocnfuj ured r !Pble•)orji'cn•o n i.- t~v 

would be miti gated by manual operation of individual 
components. ;@ ime is available to evaluatet" nit 

conditions and respond by manually operating the E.1 
components, if required.  

A Note has been added to the ACTIONS ipdicating separate 
Condition entry ji lowed for each ES• ,•S-., 
actuation logi .AL 

When one or moret ]m= actuation logic'l are 

CA inoperable, the associated omponent(s) can be placed in 
na, arconfiguration. Required Action A., is 

(continued)
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CINSERT B3.3-69A> 

The ESAS actuation logic satisfies Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 3) 
for operation In MODE 1. There are no specific safety analyses for 
operation In MODES 2, 3 and 4. However, industry operating 
experience has Identified the ESAS actuation logic as significant to 
public health and safety during these operating conditions. Therefore, 
the ESAS actuation logic satisfies Criterion 4 of 10 CFR 50.36 for 
operation in MODES 2, 3 and 4.  

<INSERT B3.3-69B) 

The ESAS is divided Into five Functions actuated by ten digital actuation 
logic channels as Indicated In the following table: 

Function Associated Channels 

High Pressure Injection 1 & 2 

Low Pressure Injection 3&4 

RB Cooling 5&6 

RB Spray 7&8 

Spray Additive 9&10 

The ESAS HPI Function Is actuated by ESAS digital actuation logic 
channels I and 2 and Includes the following system actuations: HPI, a 
subset of RB Isolation valves, DGs, and ES electrical alignment Digital 
actuation logic channels I and 2 are actuated by two-out-of-three RCS 
Pressure--Low analog Instrument channels, or two-out-of-three RB 
Pressure-High analog Instrument channels.  

The ESAS LPI Function Is actuated by ESAS digital actuation logic 
channels 3 and 4 and Includes the following system actuations: LPI, a 
subset of RB Isolation valves, and EFW through an ESAS signal 
govided to EFIC. Digital actuation logic channels 3 and 4 are actuated 

t ut-of-three RCS Pressure-Low analog instrument channels, or 
two-out-of-three RB Pressure-High analog Instrument channels.  

The ESAS RB Isolation and Cooling Function Is actuated by ESAS 
digital actuation logic channels 5 and 6 and includes the following 
system actuations: RB cooling, a subset of RB isolation valves, and 
RB penetration room ventilation system. Digital actuation logic 
channels 5 and 6 are actuated by two-out-othree RB Pressure-High 
analog instrument channels.  

The ESAS RB Spray Function is actuated by ESAS digital actuation logic 
channels 7 and 8and Includes the following system actuations: 
RB spray. Digital actuation logic channels 7 and 8 are actuated by two
out-of-three RB Pressure-High High analog instrument channels.  

The ESAS Spray Additive Function Is actuated by ESAS digital actuation 
logic channels 9 and 10 and includes the following system actuations: 
spray additive. Digital actuation logic channels 9 and 10 are actuated by 
two-out-of-three RB Pressure-High High analog instrument channels.
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BASES

A.] and A.2 (continued)

equivalent to thef43MM -actuation logic`erforming its 
safety function ahead of time. In some cases, placing the 
TUInenT in 11.5 • " w.o•aa configuration would 

violate unit safety or operational considerations. In these 

cases, the component status should not be changed, but the 

supported system component must be declared inoperable.  
Conditions which would preclude the placing of a component 

In -its cM - configuration include, but are 

not limited to, violation of system separation, activation 
of fluid systems that could lead to thermal shock, gV I 
isolation of fluid systems that are normally functioning.  
The Completion Time of 1 hour is based on operating 

experience and reflects the urgency associated with the , ,4 
inoperability of a safety system component. to 

Required Action A.2 requires entry into the Required Actia 

of the affected su d systems, since the true effect of 

.•Tiiactuation logif'failure is inoperability of the 

supported system. The Completion Time of 1 hour is based on 

Loperating experice and reflects the urgency associated

Inc uca& bauauvftwý. ...

the logic circuit and verifies the su-c-e-ssful operation of 
•1:1 the actuation logic. The Frequency is based on 

operating experience that demonstrates the rarity of more 

than one channel failing within the same 31 day interval.

(continued)

ACTIONS
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BASES (continued) 

REFEREKCES 1. 10 CFR 50.46.  

- . ~3, July 1977. ~ ~
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